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(Abstract continued)

mechanics and that they could be tailored for pavement applications. The papers
presented would substitute current methods based on empirical data and broad
theoretical assumptions with a generally applicable mechanistic approach. The
suggested approach would obviate anomalies that result when current methods are
applied to certain cross-section configurations. The recommended approaches
would provide the comprehensive vehicle necessary for the analysis of stresses and
strains, displacements, and pavement damage under virtually all operating
conditions and material types, as well as, provide a foundation for nondestructive
testing of airport pavements.

This publication presents customary constitutive relationships in common
engineering notation and offers plans for the treatment of failure surfaces for many
different classes of pavement materials. The authors point to the need for improved
laboratory testing and materials characterization for Input into any practical
formulation. They also repeat the need for accurate and pertinent field data to
verify the adequacy and reliability of computations derived from the use of an
advanced theoretical model.
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1. Background

Air trnspormadion is a vital component of interreional, interstate and international
commerce and rereauion of the United States. In the past two decades there has been a
tremendous growth in air traffic. The construction of airport facilities during this time, however,
has been virtually stagnant. As a result, the airport system has been stretched near its limits of
capacity. Closure of a pavement, especially a runway at a major airport, can affect the operations
of the entire airport system. Pavement reliability, therefore, is critical to air transportation
convenience and dependability.

The need for reliable pavement design has long been recognized as integral to the smooth
functioning of aportm However, the airport pavements that serve their original design life without

extensive maintenance are the exception rather than the rule. One of the most prevalent problems in
airort p.vement design has been undrtimatin the rae of air traffic growth and hence the
ruirdesgn of the pavements.

Pavements arc one of the most difficult design pMble=m faced by civil engineers.
Pavements are consacted with low-cost matrials, whoso properties are higlW y varible and
dependent on environm at and load conditions. Trffic loadings are difficult to forecast as a
taff grovth fimtently exceeds expections and as new aircraft are introduced. Environmental
cornfdi s can be evaluated on a probabilistic bis fran historical trends; however, the specific
environment at a paticular point in time can have a damatidc effect on the perfornamce of the
pavemiiCIL

Due to the difficulty of the arport pavement analysis pracem design methds Y evolved
in an emprical muner. Wlile these mehds prmduced workable desig they have seveml
shorucm Tre have been sigificant devedo ennts in the aream of eng&ie mechanics
and materials evaluatim that can provide the foAio for the dem ent of improved airpo
pavement design pmcedures. The purpo of fth rp is to smmrize the safe of the rt in
apon pavement adysis models. This tsk does not havea clearbnda. 11he am models
that have been used far many years f&r pavemeat de•ps•. There are also models that are applied
only by enginea s that atre on the leading edge of teuhnloy far the design of pavement stucrfet.
Other models have been proposed by researcher but have noa been used extensively for airpor
pavemen analysis. Finally, thet are wodels that have been devope in otr egb elds
tha c be applied to ft amaysis of aipo paveenzs

S. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. • " I I I I I I I l lll I I I 1 1 . .. .



1.1 Design Models

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) pavement design procedure presents methods

for the design of flexible and rigid pavements for light and heavy aircraft. Only the prncedure for

heavy aircraft, weighing more than 30,000 pounds is reviewed here. The flexible pavement design

procedure is based on the California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test. The rigid pavement design

procedure is based on the Westergaard stress equation for joint edge stress.

1.1.1 FAA Flexible Pavement Design

The essence of the CBR design procedure is the protection of the subgrade from

overstressing by using layers of successively weaker mateials with depth. Separate design curves

are available for single, dual, and dual-tandem gears and for each of the wide body aircraft.

In this procedur it is assumed the asphalt concrete will meet specified criteria in terms of

mix design and constction quality. There is no method for adjusting the thicknesses based on the
quality of the surface matiaL It is assumed the base will be a granular matediW with a CBR of 80.

Required layer thickness is daermined by the following soquec of functional

Tp - f(SGCBR WD, NE)

TS Specified an the d&sipn chats (2)

T,, -f(SB , TP. WD, NE) .3)

TeavW =t(SBcBRTO) (4)

TB nax (Tr,,. Tr,•) (5)

"s8 TP-TS-Ts (6)

Design charts are used to quantify equaions 1,3, and 4. In some.as, te thikIm

requirement for the subbase is adjusted if the upper pottion of thde s•bgrd has a thin layer of
omaterial near the safc

The hickness of the surfAe is 5 inches for wide-bodied aircraf, 4 inche for all othe

xitcraft in the critical areas. and I inch less for all oher areas. The ickss of the swface is

determined based on whether or not ther are *ide4xoied aihcraft and not o the desig aircWt.
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Stabilized bases are required for all airports serving jet aircraft weighing more than 100,000

pounds, unless there is a history of satisfactory performance of the locally available granular

materials. Stabilized bases and subbases can also be used if there is an economic advantage in

using these materials. A reduction in the thickness of the pavement is allowed for stabilized

materials through the use of material equivalency factors. However, the design manual only

provides ranges for the adjustment factors based on the type of the material. Selection of a specific

material equivalency factor is left to the experience of the designer.

The design curves are limited to 25,000 applications. For a greater number of departures,

the design is increased on a simple extrapolation. For high-traffic volumes, the total pavement

thickness is increased by a multiplier and the surface thickness is increased by 1 inch.

1.1.2 FAA Rigid Pavement Design

The slab thickness for a concrete pavement is determined from design charts based on the

flexural strength of the concrete, the modulus of subgrade reaction, weight of the design aircraft,

and equivalent number of applications. Subbase is required to be a minimum of 4 inches of

granular material. If the airport serves aircraft with weights in excess of 100,000 pounds, then a

stabilized base is required. The strength of the stabilized base can be used to increase the modulus

of subgrade reaction and thereby reduces the thickness of the slab.

As with flexible pavements, the design curves are limited to 25,000 load applications and

extrapolated; multiplying factors are used to increase the thickness of the slab. These factors are

Srelatively insensitive to the number of applications. Increasing the number of applications from

* 25,000 to 50,000 only increases the thickness of the slab by 4 percent.

1.2 Asphalt Institute

The pavement design charts for the Asphalt Institute design procedure for full-depth asphalt

concrete pavements were developed based on elastic layer theory analysis and two distress types,

fati',,e and permanent deformation. The fatigue citeria are based on limiting the horizontal tensile

strain at the bottom of the surface layer. The permanent deformation criteria is based on limiting

the vertical compressive s'ess at the top of the subgrade. All aircraft classes are converted to the

"standard aircraft;" the DC-8-63F was "arbitrarily" selected to be the standard. Taxiways are

considered to be the critical portion of the airfield pavement. fie design process is summarized in

Figure 1-1.

3



The inputs to the design process are the mean annwa" air temperature, the design subgrade

modulus, and the expected number of repetitions of each aircraft type. T14 design subgrade

modulus requires performing a series of soils tests and selecting the 85 percentile value, e.g., only

15 percent of the subgrade tests have a lower value than the design value. The manual

recommends laboratory evaluation of the modulus using the triaxial test procedure specified in the

manual. Approximations are available for ewarmating the modulus from the CBR test, plate bearing

test and the FAA Soil Classification. The manual provides specifications for the asphalt concrete

but the properties of the asphalt concrete are not a direct input to the design process.

The procedure requires the development of curves for the allowable number of applications

and the estimation of equivalent applications for both fatigue and plastic deformation. Design

charts are used for selecting tht allowable number of applications as a function of the subgrade
modulus and the mean annual temperature. For a given subgrade modulus and temperature, the

required thickness is determined for several different assumed traffic loadings and the results are

plotted on a design graph for both the fatigue and plastic analysis. This establishes the allowable

traffic curve.

The traffic equivalency curves are then used to convert the number of aircraft loadings into
equivalent loadings. Equivalencies are determined for four wheel paths and four different pavement

thicknesses. For each assumed thickness, critical wheel path is determined as the one with the

greatest number of total equivalencies. The number of equivalencies and corresponding

thicknesses are plotted on the design graph to establish the predicted traffic curve.

The intersection of the predicted and allowable traffic curves defines the required pavement

thickness for each of the design modes. The final pavement thickness is the geatr of the

thicknesses required for either the fatigue or plastic deformation load.

4
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Figure 1-1. Flow of Asphalt InbtItute Unlgn Procedures
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That equivalency factors for each of the aircraft types is a function of the pavement
tfckness is a major difference between the Asphalt Institute method and the FAA procedure.

Theory would favor the Asphalt Institute method since the relative damage caused by an aircraft is
a fumndion of the stiffness of the pavement and, therefor, the equivalency factors should consider

the .dine,-s of the pavements.

1.3 Portland Cement Association

The Portland Cement Association design manual for rigid pavemnents presents two design
methods: one based on the critical aircraft that will use the facility and the other based on the fatigue
life of the pavement. Both methods use the Westergaard theories for determining the stresses in
the pavement structure.

The steps in the critical aircaft design method are:

I. Det mine the K yr ie of subgrade support with plate bearing tests cc correlation to

subprade sl test data.

2. Select a safety factor based on the estmat operating and load conditions. The sdfety
factcr is tae ratio of the design r dulus of ruptur- of the concrete to the working stress
that will be used .or &sip. The sdefty factor ranges from 1.7 to 2.0 for the critical
areas, and 1.4 to 1.7 for ncna¢dcrl es. The critical areas are aprons, taxiways, hard

stands, runway ends and hangar floors. The nomritical o arn the central portion of
the runway and some high-speed exit taxiways. The selection of a specific safety facur
for an aircaft depends on the q.' number of loadings.

3. The working stress for the design is determined by dividing the modulus of rupwr of

t'e concrete by the chosen safety racor.

4. Th' required pavement thikness is der•mined crm the desgi dam as a fiuwton of

the working stress, gear load4 and K value.

5. The p•css is repeuted for other aircraft that can ýave eitica1 loads. he safety factr

is adjutd for eachofdie of v cmidc•li•aft.

Mw PCA sat that the frisue method of desg applies to.

1 . Design for specfic volmtes of mixed trafficz:

6



2. Evaluation of future traffic capacity of existing pavements or of an existing pavement's
capacity to carry a limited number of overloads;

3. Evaluation of the fatigue effects of futme amft with complex gear arrangements; and

4. More precise definition of the comparative thicknesses of runways, taxiways, and other
pavement areas depending on the operational characteristics.

The fatigue method introduces three additional design parameters:

1. Traffic width for taxiways, runways and ramps;

2. Variability of concete srength; and

3. Downgrading of service life where a good subbase support is not provided.

The basic steps in the fatigue analysis method are:

1. Estimate the number of operations of each type of aircraft.

2. Use influence charts or the PCA computer program to estimate the stress each aircraft

will cause in the pavement. For design, this requires assuming a thickness.

3. Estimate the design modulus or rupture (DMR) for the concrete as a function of the
variability of the concrete

DMR =f MRgo(I-V/100)M (7)

where

MR9o = average modulus of upture at 90 days

V = Coefficient of variation of modulus of rupaue in pucent (range 10 to 18

M = factor for the average modulus of rupture during design lif, reMognizing
that con smngth iwcra with age (qtpclly 1. 10).

4. Ciomute the suts ratio of t estimated stres for each airraft to the design modulus

of rupture.

5. Determine the load u re tfacor "L f ach ac LRF is detmined from
stresses, the fatigue 1, cume ma the probability distributo of airmaft wander. The
design manual pivwides tabular values for LO.

6. Detrimn the number of faift repetitions for each a=4 by m *yig ft eVeMd
number of d"tm by the LiF.

7



7. Detennine the number of allowable repetitions for eah aircraft as a function of the
stress ratio and the fatigue curve.

8. Determine the percent of structural capacity used by each aircraft as the ratio of the
fatigue repetitions to the allowable repetitions. Sum the percent of structural capacity
used by all of the aircraft. Adjust the percent of fatigue life used when the K value is
less than 200 pci. This adjustment ranges from 8 for a K value of 50 to 1 for a K value
of 2001pci. The adjusted percent of fatigue life should be close to but not exceed 100

percent

The PCA manual addresses the design of continuously reinforced concrete pavements, but

recommends that the thickness design be the same as for plain concrete pavements. This manual
states that reducing the thickness can increase deflection and promote spalling of the joints.

1.4 Department of Defense Pavement Design Methods

The Army and Air Force share a common procedure for the design of rigid pavements,
while the Navy has a separat design procedure for a uiservice manual used for the design of
flexible pavements for all services. In addition, the Army and Air Force have a manual for the
design of flexible pavements using elastic layer theory.

Each of the pavement design manuals requims designing diffeet pavement sections based

on the irfield class ad trafc eias. For exmple, the Air Force defines four pavement ama types
ranging firom highly channelized traffic such as on primary taxiway.% type A. to low-volume and
low-weight tmff areas, type C. In addition, each airfield is designated as a light, wedium and
modified-heavy, heavy load, or short-field facility. The trafc area types for each facility ane
shown in Figwm 1-2 through 1-4. The ai cft dgn loads and number of appilcaions for Air
Force pavement design a•- given in Table 1-1. The Army and Navy use a similar scocet with
different towinology for the airfield designadtis and tra ma

8



LEGBND

TYPE ATRAFFIC AREA

TYPE I TRAFFIC AREA

TYPE C TRAFFIC AREA

Flgisu 1-2. M~r Fwac Traffic ArasM Ught Load Airfltds



LEGEND

-•TYPE A TRAFFIC AREA

j J TYPE 8 TRAFFIC AREA
STYPE C TRAFFIC AREA

STYPE D TRAFFIC AREA

•-V FOR UGHT-LOAD PAVEMENT

POWER CHECK PAD

LADDE•R TU~WAY ~WA=HRM

Figure 1-3. Air Force Traffic Ares, Medium ind Modified-Heavy Loud

Airfields.
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LEGEND

______TYPE A TRAFFIC ARFA

-TYPE I TRAFFIC AREA

- - TYPE C TRAFFIC AREA

-• TYPE 0 TRAFFIC AREA

TYPE C TRAFFIC AREA
FOR LIGHT-LOAD PAVEMENT DESIGN
TYPE I TRAFFIC AREA
FOR UJHTO.OAD PAVEMENT DESIGN

•.-,.-';POWFER CHECK PAD

LADDER TAXIWAY

Figure 14. Air Force Traffic Arma, Heavy Load Airfields
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Table 1-1. Design Weights and Pass Levels for Airfield Pavements, Air

Force

(Weights In 1000 pounds)

ci" i

R " a
z 5 ER

z

~I I~all~ II&
-1.A
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1.4.1 Triservice Manual for Flexible Pavement Design

The design of conventional flexible pavements and flexible pavements with stabilized bases

and/or subbases are covered in reference. The design process uses the CBR procedure for the
distribution of stresses through the layered pavement section. Design of full-depth bituminous

concrete pavements is beyond the scope of this report. The design sequence is:

1. Determine design CBR of the subgrade, depending on the variability of the subgrade.
(Either distinct pavement design areas can be used, or the 85 percentile of the subgrade

tests can be used.

2. Determine the total pavement thickness required based on the type of facility, subgrade
CBR, gross aircraft weight and number of passes.

3. Determine the design CBR of the subbase.

4. Determine the thickness of surface and base required by extering the design curves with

the subbase CBR.

5. Determine the minimum thickness of the surface from the appropriate table. Minimum

base thicknesses are given for base materials with CBR values of 80 and 100 percent.
There is no incentive in the design procedure for using a surface thickness greater than

the minimum, so practical design would use the minimum surface thickness. The
thickness of the base is the maximum of either the minimum required base thickness or
the difference between the total pavement thickness and the minimum suface thickness.

6. The thickness of the subbase is equal to the diff•e•rece between the toa requixed
thickness and the combined thickness of the swface and the base. If this produces a
subbase thickness less than 6 inches, consideton should be given to kawing the
thickness of the base and eliminaing the subbase.

Design of pavements with stabilized base and subbases requires the design of a

conventional pavement and then a reduction of the required thicknesses based on equivalewy

factors. Ther are a variety of rules that address the apprpriat applicadto of stabilization

materials

13



1.4.2 Army-Air Force Rigid Pavement Design

The Army-Air Force rigid pavement design manual presents procedures for the design of

plain, jointed-reinforced, steel-fibrous, continuously reinforced and prestressed concrete

pavements.

1.4.2.1 Plain Concrete Airfield Pavements

The edge stresses are reduced by 25 percent to account for load transfer afforded by the

joint designs required. The flexural modulus of elasticity of the concrete is assumed to be

4,000,000 psi and Poisson's ratio is assumed to be 0.15. The design curves are available for light,

medium, heavy and modified-heavy load pavements. Select pavement thickness is a funcion of

the flexural strength of the concrete, modulus of subgrade reaction, and type of traffic area. The

design curve for short-field pavements uses the gross weight of the arcraft and number of aircraft

passes instead of the type of traffic area. The design thickness is rounded to the ne, are half inch.

When the base or subgrade is stabilized, or the base is lean or existing concete, the

pavement slab is designed as an overlay using the equation:

o = ((d)1.4 - ((/lOm)))) A (8)

where

o = required thickness of the plin concwe slab on a staiized scbgzde

hd thickns of plain slabthAtwould ber-quiredif the slabwaspl afddi dely

on the subgrade

Eb mduls ofsd ofthebo

modxxulus ofelasticity offteconce=

hb = Iiibtkz of Mbiized layer or ean = base

1.4.22 Reinfoced Concete Pavements

Thkes ddesign for both cominuwosy and Jointed tdifocced concte pavemem is the
same. Different w are ube forde6gning the woume m sL Design of arnfoied
comvete pavement requims firt sdecting the th&Uim for a plain lodacete pavmmenL A

UOnOV* is then used for the selaio ofthe I educed c es ofte reinfoiced pyvmewz based

14



on the thickness of slab required for a plain concrete pavement, the area of steel reinforcement the

percent of steel reinfrcement and the length of the slab.

There is an interdependence between the amount of steel required, the size of the slb and

the thickness. Designing the pavement requires assuming either a percent steel or reduced slab
thickness and solving for the other value.

1.4.2.3 Fibrous Concrete Pavements

The design of fibrous concrete pavements is based on limiting the ratio of the flexural

strength and maximum tensile stress at the joint, with the load either parallel or normal to the
pavement edge. The limiting criteria for the stress ratio is based on field experiments. These

experiments were perfmxd with steel fibers which limit the application of the design method. in

addition, the design procedure limits the vertical deflection to prevent potential pumping.

densification and/or shear failures of the subgrade.

Design curves are presented for each of the classes and types of Army and Air Force

airfields. The Army design curves consider: flexural strength of the fibrous concrete modulus of
subgrade actioa; aircraft gross w0t; number of passes; and.type of trafc area.

The Air Force design cwves consider flexural strength of the fibrous co-cete, modulus
of subgradc racdto ad type of raffic a.

L, the Air Fo%= procdure, the arcraft w4e and nmr of 4-inch pase are defined by
the traffic am&, as shown in Table 1-1.

1.4.2.4 Prestresse Pavement Design

The design of pmuessed concete pavemnu topheuie balancing ft. level of preswztres
with the tikmofhe slab to obtain an twonomical deSign Te desig equaton Ws

4 =(-PNB/(w(y 2 -R r+, (9)

where

d4 = desr mwqsequiredinth concrte

P = aiaftg•er oad

N 1koed pedon fic



B = load moment factor

w = ratio of multiple wheel gear load to single wheel gear load

hp = design thikness of prestressed concrete

R = design flexural strength of conre

rs = foundation restraint stress

= temperatue warping stress

The design manual presents curv and equations for quantifying each of the design factors

except for the design prest=s= and the thickness of the slab. The manual suggests the design

prestress should be in the range of 100 to 400 psi and the minimum thickness of the slab is 6

inches.

1.4.3 Navy Rigid Pavement Design

The Navy design manual for rigid pavements is simar to the otlud Cement Assodaton
pocedures. Wemrguds theory is used for computing the maximum sness in the pavenmet.
The thtckness is selected to keep the computed stess less than the working suess. The woddng

stres is the flexural strength divided by a safety factor of 1.4 and L2 for primary and secondary
traffic &=-as spxectively. Design chain are ptesented for singmeo dual and dual-tandem gear types
The manual nrses wthe use of the PCA pavment design oompatapmgm when designing for
other gear types. The design cu am lamited to moduolsubgof ade eactions of 100 and 500
pci ando ionte tis used for otherKvalues.

1.4.4 Army-Air Force Flexible Pavement Design - ElaSi Layer Theoy
Method

Tohe Cps ofEngim has developed & mechani c desip procedure for flexible
pavemenm Toe alysis i pefrmed with either (HEVSL or BISAIL As dewd in Caper
4. two dsig critcria are used for do selection of the pavmm tWwiess, fatigue of the asqphal
swfaco or stabiied base layer, and subp& szrain critria 1 e, pavement designs am performed
for the critical uirc&ft the azfied ner thin for a mix of lai v
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The design procedure consiem three design situations:

1. granular base and subbase;

2. stabilized base and granular subbasc; and

3. stabilized base and subbase.

Several steps are required for the design process, as shown in Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 1-7.

The variables used in these figures are defined as:

EBC = modulus of the base course

CALL = allowable strain, may be f," either the subgrade strain criteria or the

fatigue criteria depending on the step in the flow chart

Eh = horizontal tensile strain at the bottom of the surface layer or stabilized base

or subbase

= vertical compressive strain at the top of the subgrade

ni = expected number of strain repetitions of traffic for the fatigue or subgrade

strain analysis

Ni = allowable number of strain repetitons estimated from either the fatigue or

subgrade strain criteria

As demonstrated with the design procedure flow charts, many steps are required for
designing a flexible pavement with this procedurem However, the procedure can be swmmarized in

five steps.

1. Determine material properties.

2. Determine a trial pavement section.

3. Computation of the critical snraims

4. Determine expected number of applied swain repetitions.

5. Computation of damage factors and the cumulative damage.

17
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Figure 1-6. Elastic Layer Theory Design Method, Pavements with

Stabilized Bases
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Stabilized Subbases
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Material characterization requires mesuremet of the modulus of elasticity for each layer in

the pavement. In general, dynamic testing of the materials is required with the exception of

granular materials where the manual states "an empirical-based procedure was judged a better

approach for obtaining usable material parameters." The subgrade modulus is determined with

respect to the anticipated deviator stress on the subgrade. The modulus of the asphalt concrete

must be determined for a variety of temperatures. In the design process, two temperatures are used

for determining the asphalt concrete modulus for each month. For the fatigue analysis, a modulus

is selected corresponding to the average daily maximum temperature. For the subgrade strain

analysis, the average of the average daily mean temperature and the average daily maximum

temperature is used to select the asphalt concrete modules. These air temperatures are corrected to

a design temperature of the pavement. If the temperature variations between months are relatively

small, months can be grouped to reduce the calculation requirements.

To determine trial pavement design for analysis the procedure in TM 5-825-2/AFM 88-6,

Chapter 2 [4] should be used. The mechanistic analysis procedure is then used to check the design

of a thicker and thinner Pavement structum to determine the optimum pavement design.

Strains in the pavement structure due to the design acaft wheel loading are computed with

an elastic layer theory program. These strains are inputed to the criteria equations for fatigue and
subgrade strain to detmine the allowable number of strain repetitioas4

The expected number of passes on the pavem=t for the design airft is then reduced to
the number of strain repetitions based on the configuration of the landing gear, tire imprint area and

wander of the aimraf andt thIckes of the pameut. Design curves ar preseted for

detrmnning the pement of passes of an airrft tha pnxduce strain Mpetitions basedon the airaft

type and the h&ke of the pAveM L owr aMft with tadem ti fth num of stain
peoos can aually exceedthe oum ofpertons.

The final step in the design proes is to compute ft cundative dama Sin only
cri&a aircraft are considered in the design, th computation is rxqued to amoutm for the different
strains =eulting fnxn changes in temperatmr.

As a final note, it should be emphsized tha the design of conventional flexible pavements

only considers the subgrade st•in criteria Fatigue criteria am not consWeved in the egn. TUh

stated reason for this limitation b:
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Conventional pavements consist of relatively thick aggregate layers with a thin (3 to 5 inch)

wearing course of bituminous concrete. In this type of pavement the bituminous concrete structure

is a minor structural element of the pavement and the temperature effects on the stiffness properties

of the bituminous concrete may be neglected. Also, it must be assumed that if the minimum

thickness of bituminous concrete is used as specified in TM 5-825-2/AFM 88-6, Chapter 2, then
the fatigue cracking will not be considered. Thus, for a conventional pavement, the design problem

is one of determining the thickness of pavement required to protect the subgrade.
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2. Pavement Analysis Models

2.1 Elastic Layer Theory - Static Loads

Burmister's solution of the elastic two-layer problem laid tli, foundation for the extension

of the theory to multiple layers. The equations for the two-layer case are relatively simple and cai
be solved on a pocket calculator. However, the extension of the theory to multiple layers greatly

complicates the problem and practical ,,pplication of the theory requires computer analysis.

Fortunately, there are several computer programs available for performing this analysis.

The general concept of elastic layer theory (ELT) is shown in Figure 2-1. Yoder and

Witczak state that the assumptions used for model development am

1. homogeneous material properties;

2. finite layer thickness except for the ottom layer which is assumed to be infinite;

3. isouopic material properfim

4. full friction betwe the layers;

5. no shear stresses at the surface; and

6. materials am linear-elastic and obey Hooke©s law, i.e., the constitutive behavior of the

materal is defined by the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio.

In addition, the load is assaed to be unifinly distributed over a circular at and static..

Some of thews assumptio have. been xelaxed with the deelopment of -aious ela•sic layer themy
compuitrcode•

Strictly speaking, elastic layer theoy is nox always an accurate model of a pavement

sructure. Comparison of the matrial characteaistics, pavement geometry, and traffic loading

conditions descibed in Chapter 1 indcates that real pavement structures do not conform with the
assumptions specified for fth theory davelopnlen When the theory was introuced, engineers
rewpind the potential of the model, if properly apgied, to impove the sua of the, an in
pavemmnt design. Numeos rabers inve stiga the effe•t of the diffences between the

h.y &W ra on the utility of eastic lye the ..y for pav"m " a ""ys"
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Avramesco concluded from a theoetical study that for elastic materials, if the speed of the
load is a fraction of the Rayleigh wave velocity of the subgrade, the distribution of stresses and
strains is equal to the static case. Comparison stresses and strains for a static load to values

corresponding to vehicles with a speed of 270 mph resulted in a difference of less than 10 percent.
Other studies reported at the Second International Conference on the Structural Design of Asphalt

Pavement show that as the speed of the load increases, strains and deflections decrease and

stresses increase. This is attributed to an increase in the modulus of asphalt concrete with
decreasing load duration and stress relaxation with time. These studies suggest the assumption of
static load can be compensated for by characteiig the properties of the asphalt concrete at a load

duration equal to the field conditions.

Lister and Jones studied the effect of nonuniform, noncircular loads and concluded that the

net effect of these two assumptions resulted in an error of less than two percent under a whole
range of realistic tire and load conditions. Gross overloading of a tire results in an error of about
seven percent. Saraf et al concluded elastic layer theory overestimates the tensile strain at the

bottom of the asphalt layer compared to a finite element analysis.

The principle of superposition is commonly used for the analysis of structures. Ahlvin et

al presented experimental data supporting the use of this theory for pavement nalysis.

McCullough and Brown and Poll concluded the assuntion of continuity acss the
interface of the layers is valid for pavement analysis.

The assumption of infinite hoiwotal dimensions of the layers is a major drawback to the
use of the model for pavement sm ures. Edges, Joints and cracks in pavements in•c se the
stises generated by wheel loads. Since the inteaior loading condition is a more realistic

assumption for flexible pavements than for c to pavements, ELT has been most widely applied
to flexible pavements.

Several investigarms have ethat the stresses and strains in a pavemen are
sensitive to the thickness of the subgrade. While detezmnning the thickness of the subg*de is a

conM it is not a limt ation of the model as ai&id yer can beulated by uu g lghmodulus

values to simulate thepesence of a bed rock layer.

The mateil assuupios used in ELT are vastly di femnm the behavior of the matedal

characteistics, espe ly for asphal pavemen Thereh thre has been cws0ideW sea
into, die effects of thes assm* =on on bl~ertll~ift of the ELT analysis. Enneers that employ

S• ;. ,. .. . , - .... ,, . • . ...25 . '" ".. " "" .. "



ELT for pavement analysis rely on measuring the material properties under simulated field

conditions. Different test procedures will produce different measures of the material properties.

This will result in different primary responses estimated by ELT and, therefore, when the primary

responses are used in the limiting response functions, the prediction of distress may be in error due

to the formulation of the analysis problem.

There are several computer codes for the solution of elastic layer theory equations. Three

widely used programs in the United States are:

1. CHEVML or LAYER developed by California Research

Company, a division of Chevron Oil;

2. BISAR developed by Shell Oil Co.40, and

3. ELSYM5 developed by Ahlbom at the University of Cafornia.

The CHEVRON program is capable of analyzing five layers and a single load. Input and

output are in the radial coordinate system which complicates the interpretation of the data. The

ELSYM5 program uses the same basic algorithm as CHEVSL for the solution of layer theory

equations. However, an input and output processor are used to allow the use of rectangular

coordinates. In addition to being mome convenient to the user, the rectangular coordinate system

permits the use of superposition to permit the analysis of multiple loads. ELSYMS can analyze up

to ten identical loads. As with CHEVS, ELSYM5 can analyze up to five layers. In addition,
ELSYM5 permits the definition of a igid layer under the five convention layers. The interface at

the rigid layer can be fuU frction or full slip.

The accurcy of these programs has been tested by several researchers with the conclusion
that the program faithfully perform the required calculations in most cases. However, there ame
some problems near the pavemnt surface directly under the load. With espect to EUYM5
Ahlborn state that the program uses a uuncated series for dte integration process ta leads to
sonm approximaios for the results at and a ft.e surface and at some points out at some distance

frlorothe load.

The CHEVSL and ELSYMS pqpm am wdely available and are in the public domain

The Federal Highway Admintsuation sponsowd the modfication of the program to opeat on a
microcomputer with a full-screen editor for inputting the dat. This pmgram is available from the
McTANS at the University of Fbda
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BISAR is the most powerful of the ELT programs. It can handle up to 10 layers and 10
different loads. Burmister's theory has been modified in this program to permit the analysis of
shear loads at the pavement surface and varying interface continuity between the pavement layers
ranging from full continuity to full slip. The mathematical techniques used in the BISAR programs
are reported to be more sophisticated than the CHEV5L program. Shalin, Krichner, and Blackmon
demonstrated the application of the capability of the BISAR program for the analysis of slip
between an overlay and the original pavement surface. Parker et al selected the BISAR program
for use in a pavement design procedure developed by the Corps of Engineers. Reasons for this
selection included the mathematical sophistication of the solution process and the ability to analyze
varying interface conditions.

The capabilities of the CHEV5L program have been expanded by several researchers.
Shahin developed an iteration method for introducing stress sensitivity into the elastic layer theory
analysis. Other modifications permit the analysis of up to 15 layers.

The Kausel and Peek program computes displacements. This program was modified by
Sebaaly to include the calculation of stresses and suains.

2.2 Thin Plate Theory

As opposed to flexible pavements which distributte t load gradually through the pavement
smructure, rigid pavement slabs act as a stmrctwil element (a plate) mstig on an elastic foundido
Since the deflection of tigid pavemnts is small relative to their th&ickes, they can be analyzed as
thn plates. The following appmximatios ame required for the develomsnt of thin plate model

1. There is no deformaton in the middle plane of the slab; this plane mais neunuL

2. The planesin the slabin"iay nm to *hfem kpnof the slabo• m Wain nm after
bending.

3. The nom' a m in th dect transvese to th planof the slab can be iioted

Sargious teport tha the diferntial equation descrbing the deflected uurfac ofa slab
subjected to a uniform load was devapped by LaCdnge in 1811. This M e po identifes
WWesegaad as fth first to i1ewlop a &thertical $"uton for rigd paveramn design Sargious
idefis the aMpdo used in the devdeom of t Wa• ga q ms -a&

1. Tho e slab acts as a os elastic solid n e i2
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2. The reaction of the subgrade is solely vertical, and proportional to the deflection of the
slab.

3. The reaction of the subgrade per unit area at any given point is equal to a constant, X
(modulus of subgrad reaction), multiplied by the deflection at that point.

4. The thickness of the slab is uniform.

5. The load at the interio and at the orno of the slab is distributed uii formly over a
circular conact area; for the comer loading the circnference of this circular ea is
tangential to the edge of the slab.

6. The load at the interior edge of the slab is distributed uniformly over a semicircular

contact area, the diametr of the senicircle being along the edge of the slab.

Although not commonly stated, it should be noted that Westergaard also assumed a static

load condition. Based on these assumptions, Westergaard developed equations for computing the

stresses in the slab for the following cases:

1. Maxim-u tensile stress at the botom of the dab due to central loading.

2. Maximum tensile ates at the bottom of the slab for an interior edge loading iu a

dirwcton parallel to tht edge.

3. Maximum tensl stess at the top of the slab in a directionparallel to the Nbctor of the
coe angle for c w loading.&

Subsequently Wesat ard modifed the quations s fically for th aaysis of airpo
pavemnts uming elliptia load areas md load an•r oss thz joint eMge of the pavement.
In 1951, Pickett prsented equakos for O"pteftW and winpaw .corners The Wcut
equatis ame widely used for the design of w -ao t pavemas. P•ett aid Ray developed
"influee chats for the solutio8 of thes uAtions Am P .cwd i .n.u.ed them ino-a

genraize pogram for fth sign of podand gememont~ r COM6paements
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.3. Distress Models
I'he mechanistic models described in the preceding chtape compute the response of the

pavemnt: to traffic and envirometa loads. Relationships are now needed for using these
responses to estimate the life of the pavement. Since pavements are designed for multiple
applications of repeated loads, the distres models should capture the accumulated damage to the
pavement materials. However, damage is a vague team Pavements display many types of distress
and. in general, damage functions must be developed for the prediction of specific distress typs.
In the related literature, theat is a preponderance of information an two primary di&~ss type&

1. fracure of the pavement surfac due to repeated axle load applications, fatigue; and

2. distortion of the surface to repeated accmulation of plastic. or visscou strains in the

wheel path (tutting).

Several other distress types have also been examined in the literature inchuding reflection
crcking of asphalt overlays ofpne pavements and stripping of aspbplt concrete.

3.1 Fatigue

Fatigue isgpelly cnsidoc to bebeftactur of dw pave ent uface due tothe
Mepated appicaion of ftaffic load&. Both asphat and c==fte pavemetssi subject to tftail
fdllue Two basi approahe have b=e taken to thm modelin of hutgue behavior.

pheomtK~g~aland power law. In the phweooia pproch the twmber of apiain
a pavermet can catry prio Moumlw is estiawed &wac~y as a fimncdo of th sumes or swran leves
.geneated by the vftfl loaing 7he. power law nppwac ume ooncepts d&veloped in fractw
miechanics to estimate the growth of a crack tdaugh fth yavemet Waye.

Th h10 cal~la approah hasbeenwdey applied i te nays f pavemen
fatigue life. Althoug both apalt and coacret paveamen will Wai ia fatiw the. behaviot of
these matralswth respect to epeated Woad Us vety differen in tha coammu appemr to have a
vfidgue limit It is gCAM11eralssumad tha concete will Mo fail in ftidgu itd heStrses n tho SOa
ame kept below 50 percen of tde moduluso (Upwr. aS maumvd. with the. feiawn Isr

Convendey, aphlt conerfte does nol appear to have a fatigue RimL In othe ar4wt

repetedappicaon o evn te s allstleeo[SUNIn wilevntually resultlin fa*tie failur.



3.1.1 Phenomenologlcal Model

In the phenomenological apprach, the fatigue life of the asphalt is generaly elaxted to the

strain in the pavement as:

N =a(1/C)b (10)

where

N = the number of applications to failure

a,b fatigue-life coefficients

C = stain in the asphalt cona ee

Some author have modified this equation to include the stiffness of the asphldt and others
substim stuz for the strain termu Liabn y tests have demonstmted that a and b coefficients are
sensitive to mix design paru ters, such as asphalt content, air voids, aggregate gradation, eic,
and to the mod of testing. Attempts to compare the results of Wkbory tsting with field
perfomn have dcnwnstad poor coelaton Geneally, pavements last longer than laboratocy
fatige testng and ayiass predict. The difre e between field perfomance an laboray
estimates atm x sed in tn tems of a shift fanm. This shift tcx is fbquently in the range of 20
to 25, but f•ctors 1slrge as 1000 have been re-&

Ina dito t Mpblm of hdm ewradnofl wcy &Wdlddwsin -the vvaalh of
Aigue testing should be cosidered in the developmern of a design prowde be oan the

phrewenolog l approa. Navawo and Ke dy rqpotd the emfcie of vwima of
boay fuiuw resng • ng fom 53 to 73 parte.

Thn re many example of the use of e phca logil aVp ch for the ptd of
the fatigue life Of highway pnAt HoWever. thee are reltvely few amles of the use of
this sppeoach for the desig and analysis of airprt pavcnnm Kelly and Thomupso used the
ILIPAVE ptv and a fatigue equation for the anlysis of uisfield pavenew for F15 ar f
Strain at th boom of the nsluwk conrete surfn was. coqkied wih li IWAVE and the faidue
life was compuid With th equation

N = 259(XI 6 (MJ)"IA (0t)
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where

N = number of estimated applications of strain

e = strain at the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer

E = modulus of the asphalt concrete.

This equation was developed through an ILUPAVE analysis of the AASHTO Road Test.

The Waterways Experiment Station has developed an elastic layer thtroy method for the
design of flexible pavements that uses the phenomenological approach for estimating the fatigue
life of airfield pavements. This design procedure uses the eqtuation:

N = 479(1/C)5(1/S)2"665 (12)

This equation was developed from an analysis of experimental pavement sections designed
and tested to simulate airfield pavements.

While the WES and the Kelly-Thompson equations have the same form, the coefficients are
considerably different. For a strain of 0.0005 in/in and a modulus of 500,000 psi, the WES
equation estimates approximately 10,000 repetitions can be applicd to the pavement while the
Kelly-Thomas equation estimates in excess of 73,000 applications. This demonstrates the problem
with the phenomenological approach to fatigue analysis. Prediction models developed by different
researchers appear to be more a function of the analysis procedure used in the development than
determined from the basic properties of the materials.

3.2 Deformations

Plastic and viscous deformations of the pavement materials result in permanent
deformations of the surface. Channelized traffic generates aa accwumuldion of deformations 1h the
wheel paths of the vehicle or rutting. Thr approaches have been defined for reling the prinry
response of pavements to rutting:

1. limiting the magniude of the maximum vertical suain in the subgadz;

2. relating permanent strains to stresses or strains computed with elastic theoi; and

3. direct estimates of pwmatent strains with viscolasdc models.
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The limiting strain approach was first presented by Dorman in 1962 and Klomp and
Dorman in 1964. It is currently used in the Asphalt Institute airfield pavement design method and
the Joint Department of Army and Air Force elastic layer theory method for the design of flexible
pavements. The basic hypothesis of this approach is that if the maximum compressive strain at the
surface of the subgrade is less than a critical value, then excessive rutting will not occur for a
specified number of repetitions. These relationships were developed based on analysis of the
Corps of Engineers pavement design procedures.

The Army and Air Force elastic layer theory procedure for the design of flexible pavements
uses limiting subgrade criteria for estimating the number of applications a pavement can withstand

before excessive permanent deformation occurs. The criteria are specified by the equation:

N = 10,000(A/Ss)B (13)

where

N = number of applications the pavement can sustain at a given strain level

Ss = vertical compressive strain at the top of the subgrade

A = 0.000274 + 0.000245logMR

MR = Modulus of the subguMde

B = 0.0658(MR)0 59

All pavement designs are based on a 20-year design life and the rnfflc volume is expressed
in terms of the annual number of departures. All departumes ar assumed to be at 95 pocent of the.
maximum aircraft weight. The design curves are based on the number of coverages of Aircrft
based on the statistical distribution of aircraft wander across the pavement rather than dhe actual
number of departw& his modification to the m ber of applicatom is transparent.to the

designer and is dmumented in an Appendix.

The trafnic aalysis procedure Is common to the design of both flexible d rigid
paveaents. All classe of airraft that will use the facility ae reduced to the number of equivale

annual departumes of a design ahi f The design airraft is defined as the araft that would
require the, gatest. pavement thickness if it were the only aircraft using the facaliky. Since the
pavement design. charts consider both the nminber of Vpplicatin ndw th9ir=ft w004ht the design
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aircraft will not necessarily be the heaviest airctaft. In essence, determining the equivalent annual
applications requires:

1. Converting all aircraft types to the gear type of the design aircraft by multiplying the
number of annual applications for each airmft type by equivalency factors.

2. Converting the number of adjusted annual applications to the equivalent number of
design aircraft applications by using the equation:

log(R1) = (w2/Wl) 1/2log(R2) (14)

where

R, = equivalent number of annual departures for the design aircraft

R2  = annual departes expressed in design .ircraft landing gear

S•w, = wheel load of design aircraft

w2 = wheel load of the aircraft being analyzed (the wheel load for wide-bodied

aircraft is computed on the basis of 300,000 lbs maximum aircraft weight
rather than the acal gross maximumn weight)

3. TU number of equivalent departures is summed to determine the total number of
depatres for use in desig.
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List of Symbols

a, b, n, A, k = constants

C1, C2  = relative stiffness coefficients

C/S = design prestress in concrete

DMR = design modulus of rupture

-Dj = creep compliance function

E = modulus of the asphalt concrete

ER = resilient modulus

-- E* complex modulus

f = average subgrade coefficient

-e = ultimate strength of concrete

G(t) = reWaxation function for a constant strain test

_=m Gi = coeffic" nt of the Dirichlet sertes

hi = thickness of the lul layer

J(t) = creep function under constant stress

Jv(t) = volumetric creep function

k = stress intensity factor
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L = length

KM = massofi

MR = modulus of rupture

MRgo = 90 day average modulus of rupturer

N = load repitition factor, number of applications to failure

NE = number of equivalent departures of design aircraft

P = vcrtical point load or aircraft gear load

v = (as subscript) radial direction

rs = foundation restraint stress

R = design flexural sreugth of concrete

R, = equivalent number of annual deatums for the design aircraft

R2  = annual depamuzu expesed in design ai-craft landi gear

S = stiffness of cohesionless soils

SMX(tT) volumetric creep function

SSs vertical compressive strain at the wp of subgrade

s$BcR subbase vertical compmev strain at the top of subgrade

SBacs subgrad CaUonia BearingRatio (CBP,)

= time, (as subsNipt) time, tangetilW or nsvMs
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Tp, TB, Ts, TSB = thickness of, respectively, pavement, base, surface, and subbase. Total

"pavement thickness Tn.= Ts + TB + TSB

S.....t = ith component of the displacement vector in Cartesian coordinates

w = ratio of multiple wheel gear load to single wheel gear load

-wi = wheel load of the ith wheel

W, WD = weight, weight of design aircraft

a = coefficient of thermal expansion

Si = exponent of the Dirichlet series

£ = strain

= longitudinal strain

8 = initial and constant strains

E(t) = strain as a function of time

£ = Lames commant

= Poisson's ratio, Lames constant

q = phase difference betwee stru and strain

p mnss density

CY stress

"frictional" saess
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a =

CFO = hydrostatic stress

.3 = Utansverse principal stress

IT = sheu stress

WCo = angular frequency

CBR = California Bearing Ratio

TBM = tickness of base

Tsbb = thickness of stabilized base

V = coefficient of varintion of modulus of rupture, percent

M = factor for the average modulus of rupture during design life

Eb = modulus of elasticity of the base

Ec = modulus of elasticity of the concrete

ho = required thicness of the plain concrte slab on a stabilized subgrade

hd = thicness of plain slab that would be required if the slab was placed dicly on the

subgrade

hb = -hickness of stabilized layer or Iem concr• e bae

ds design prestress required in the concret

B = load moment factor

hp= design thickness of prestessed conete

so



ts = temperature warping stress

-EBC = modulus of the base course

Z:ALL = allowable strain

% = horizontal tensile strain

4 = verical compressve strain

ni = expected number of strain repetitions of Wafc

Ni = allowable number of strain repatitions

a~b = fatigue-life coefflicnts
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1. Introduction

A multi-component project, sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR), has recently examined current computerized analysis techniques for slabs-on-grade
[1; 2]. The final stage of those investigations involved the use of an existing three-dimensional
finite element model, which was adapted to provide a more realistic representation of a pavement
system [3; 2]. One of the conclusions of that study was that a three-dimensional finite element
program will be "indispensble in future efforts to establish the elusive 'unified' approach (to
pavement design) and to develop a generalized mechanistic design procedure," The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) initiative for the development of a "Unified Pavement Theory" has
provided new impetus for considering the three-dimensional finite element approach and has
renewed interes in studies for the development of user guidelines for this sophisticated technique,

This paper reports in detail the results of more than 100 thre-dimensional finite element
runs conducted to develop such user guidelines during the aftoe tioned AFOSR study.
Research reported of the slab-on-grade problem. Findings presented provide an essential guide for
the effective utilization of the three-dimensional finite element approach, and are described herein to
facilite development efforts under the FAA initiative, and perhaps eliminate the need for
conducting such prelimiary and tlmecosming studies aan.

2. Three-Dimensional Finite Element Computer
Program Choice

WThe folowing features we cosided ncessary in slcting a thtwedmsiona finite
le nt model for the analys oa slab on an elic solid foud"o

a. Ease of d&M prepa o and applieaton;

b. Output that is meaningfull and easy to inqvtezr

c.. Flexibiity in modeln a variety of pavemet qsytms and loadhisg codition%
d. Subgd sumr and

e. Effective naiun e m to with e tommo• y storageand duna onf

Two programs with he-dimensional analysis capabilities are curntdy available at the
Universky of MIlls: FNITE (SM and GEOSYS (4J. Both are pp i.e., they
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include libraries of one-, two- and three-dimensional elements. FNiTE is primarily designed as a
tool for the structural engineer, while GEOSYS is geared more toward geotechnical problems.

Unfortunately, due to their general nature, neither program is practical for routine analysis of

pavement systems. The major problems are:

a. A tremendous quantity of input data is required, even for the simplest slab-on-grade

three-dimensional analysis; and

b. Execution times are prolonged. This translaes to prohibitive costs when the programs

are implemented on a mainframe system.

For the purpose of this study, the GEOSYS finite element program was selected, primarily

because its shorter code was fieely accessible, This allowed its installation on a MARRIS 800-2

computer, on which a total of 48 Mbytes of virtual memory are available. Funhemore, the
GEOSYS souace code was modified to suit the needs of the present investigation. Thus, both of

'the deficiencies mentioned above could be addesd in a satisfactory manner.

3. GEOSYS

GEOSYS was developed in the early 1970s by a group of engineers, members of the
technical staff of Agheblan Associates, El Segundo, Califtmnia [4]. This program applies to

general two- and t•ahr-dimesional probems and can oda tie-d n loading,
gravity loading, and staged excavation or constructi, using a wide variety of materi
characteristics. Multbuffering techniques allow accessing pmiphr storage units, thereby
redu:ng computer untime for lnge, out-of-cor pblems. The dement libry contains severa
clement typ incuding beam, rod, plan quad. brick ad shell eltue•

For the pwrpose of this study, the in , isopm c, edimensiona hexahedral brick
element was retained. This has eight nods with three dege-of-teedom per node (the

displaements in each of the x, y and z dicto). The assumed-dispIlcment appodzma os for
this element ame shown In Figur e firsT eight a the sundad compatible Wtapoton
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functions. The other three are incompatible and are associated with linear shear and normal strains.

The nine incompatible modes are eliminated at the element stiffness level by static condensation.

A typical input file for GEOSYS consists of several hundred lines, each formatted

-cording to a strict pattern. Since data for different slab-on-grade analysis runs are generally

similar in structure, a preprocessor called GEZIN (QEOSYS E 21put) was coded early in this

study. This automatically prepares the data in the required formaL Input for GEZIN includes

fewer than 10 data cards, the format of which is similar to the one used for ILU-SLAB [1]. The

latter is a two-dimensional finite element rigid pavement analysis program, extensively used at the

University of Illinois and elsewhere. Thus, data preparation is reduced to an almost trivial task and

the probability of errors during this stage is practically eliminated.

Several post-processing programs were also coded during this investigation, to assist

interpretation of computer results. These post-processors are used in conjunction with an iterative

scheme introduced to account for the stress-dependent behavior of typical fine grained soils [2; 3].

4. Scope of Studies

The problem of a sab-on-grade may be investigated in thre dimensions using a finite

element mesh similar to the one shown in Figure 2. The slab rests on a cube of soil, carved out of

the Boussinesq half-space and maintained intact by the assumption of boundary conditions on the
four vetical sides and on the base. Th iwplication is that if arb•trrily introduced boundaries re
far enough from the critical locations of resxose, they wil have no effect on the behavior of the

systm It is, therefore, necessary to determine the required latera and verta ex, of the

subgrade, dictated by each of the available bowndary conditon coe

The effect of mesh fmineess must also be considered, as is the selection of a method for

extrapolating finite element stress results, Investigations for both interior and edge loading

conditions have been conducted [2]. Only the former am discussed in this paper, however, since
they have been found to be adequaly repixsetative.
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5. Selection of Stress Extrapolation Method

For the linear solid (brick) element (see Figure 1), displacements are calculated at each of
the eight nodal points, but stresses (and strains) are determined only at the centroid of the element
(4 = 11 = t = 0). This location can be shown to be the optimal stss point for the brick element at
which "stresses may be almost as accurate as nodal displacements" [6]. It is, therefore, often
necessary to extrapolate from calculated values to obtain the rquirrd stresses at the critical
locations.

Consider, for example, the case of a slab loaded by a point load at its interior. This
problem will be the test-case for most of the Pnalyses in this paper. Taking advantage of
symmetry, only one-quarter of the slab needs to be modeled. Thus, although the point load is
applied at the central node, the closest estimate of the maximum bending stress (developing under
this node) will be that for the centroid of the elemeat on which the load is applied. Extrapolation is
needed to obtain the stress under the load. Table I shows a comparison between values of the
maximum interior bending stress under the load oi, determinmd by three different extrapolation

schemes using results from five GEOSYS runs. Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of the three

methods compared in Table 1. The mesh for one of the runs pefommed (Run 5) is shown !n
Figure 2.

Theore "ly. oi tends to infinity as the size of the applied loaded ams tends to zero (7].

Application of the closed-form equation, however, indicates that even for a very s•all, but finite,
loaded area the increase in oi is much less drastic. Nonmhelcss, it can be concluded that the

orthogonal linear nuapohon nmthod gives best results for this example. This procedure involves
mor computations, but takes into account a larger number of computer resuls

Unlcss othe indicated, orthogonal linear extrapolation will be used in analyzing
bending stress results in the .t.ainuiz of this p.pa. This method may also be used with subgrade
sus data. When the stress -Ptatt is knovni to be axisynwvtric, however, diagonal linear or
q.•artc extrapolations ,v mom appropriate. An xample is the subgrade strss due to an interior
load. In such cases, digowal linear earapolation is used below.
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Table 1. Comparison of Three Extrapolation Methods

Max. Bending Stress, C1 (pal)

Slab
Run Mesh Diagonal Orthogonal Quadratic

2 2x2 17.17 13.83

3 3x3 24.79 19.45 22.82

4 4x4 29.99 23.85 27.42

5 5ix5 33.80 27.23 30.77

6 6X6 36.96 29,94 33.43

Notes:
Slab: 15ftx 15ftx iift
Soil : 30ftx30ftxOft
E 4 xz 06 psi; 0.15
Es .1 x 104 ps. js m 0.45
g w, 45.5 in.

Load. P 3600 lbs intcn. point klA
Mesh :See Figuxe 2 (Rtun 5)

Equations Used: Orthogonal, Diagond:

y yo+(yo-Y.I)X/t

, ~I

Y yo +o (Y-2 4Y- I+ 3yo) *2t
+ (Y-2 -2y-I+Yo)x 2/2z2
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6. Vertical Subgrade Extent

Two series of runs were performed to provide some guidelines for determining the depth to

which the subgrade should be modelid, so that bottom effects are eliminated and computer storage

required remains within the available limits. Series A comprised seven runs, results from which
are tabulated in Table 2. It is observed that both maximum bending and subgrade stresses (ai and

qi) converge to a constant value fairly quickly. Increasing the subgrade depth, Z, beyond 20 to 25

ft (or 5 to 7 times the radius of relative stiffness, Re) will have no effect on these stresses.

The behavior of deflection, however, requires more attention. Maximum deflection, ail

increases with subgrade depth as expected, but does not converge to a constant value, even for a
depth of 35 ft (9 Re). An additional 0.044 mils of deflection is accumulated for every additional 5 ft

of subgrade beyond 20 ft. This is due to the presence of lateral boundaries at a finite distance, X,
from the slab edges, which in this case was 7.5 ft (2 Ae) As a resuit, vertical strains in the subgrade

reach a level where they remain constant, rather than decrease as in a truly semi-infinite elastic

solid, since they arm not allowed to be distributed beyond the model boundaries.

To investigate this phenomenon further, Series B, consisting of seven additional runs was

conducted. The lateral subgrade extent, X, beyond the slab edges was increased to 35 ft
(9 Ae). A plot of maximum responses obtained Is shown in Figure 4. Comparison with Series A

indicates that the depth at which vertical strain decreases to a constant value, as well as this value

itself, are both influenced by the lateral extent of the subgrade. Therefore, for a given lateral

subgrade extent, the finite element model will overestimate vertical defrmation, if the subgrwde
extenc6 vertically beyond the constant vertical strain depth, 7cvs.

Although this is influenced by the lateral extent of the subgrade, a subgrade depth of about

40 ft (10 k may be used as a typical value.
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Table 2. Effect of Subgrade Vertical Extent - Series A

81 ql ,

Subgrade
Run Depth, Z (ft) mils % psi % psi %

7 5 1.334 69.05 (0.3012) (105.28) 32.73 96.67

8 10 1.643 85.04 0.2840 99.27 33.79 99.79

9 15 1.750 90.58 0.2864 100.10 33.85 99.97

10 20 1.799 93.12 0.2861 100.00 33.86 100.00

11 25 1.844 95.45 '0.2864 100.10 33.86 100.00

12 30 1.888 97.72 0.2861 100.00 33.86 100.00

13 35 1.932 100 0.2861 100 33,86 100

Notes:

"• See Table I for problem specifications.

"• Subgmde is divided into 5-ft thick layers.
"* Maximum deflection, Oi, under interior point load, at top of slab.

"• Maximum subgrade stress, qi, under interior point load, at top of subgrade. by

diagonal linear extrapolmfo ("t for Run 7, q at z = 2.5 ft).

"• Maximum be:nding sress, O, under interior point load. at bottom of slab, by

othogonal linear extapolauon.

"* Responses exprcs.cd as a perventage of the values for Run 13.
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7. Lateral Subgrade Extent

The effect of the size of the soil model cube in the horizontal direction was examined more
closely by another set of seven runs, results from which are plotted in a normalized fashion in
Figure 5. Maximum bending and subgrade stresses (ai and qj) are not significantly affected by
lateral subgrade extent, but deflection, 8i, can be grossly underestimated if lateral boundaries are

too close to the slab edges. The trends in Figure 5 confirm the observations made in the previous
section that the depth at which vertical strain decreases to a constant value, as well as this value
itself, are both influenced by the lateral extent of the subgrade. Since the total depth of the
subgrade, Z, is kept constant at 30 ft (8 %e) in these runs, the effect of increasing the subgrade
lateral extent, X, is to increase the depth at which vertical strain becomes a constant, zcvs, and to
decrease the value of this constant vertical strain itself. Major improvement in the value of ki is

achieved even when X is only 24 ft (6 k). Therefore, a lateral extent between 25 and 35 ft (or 7-

10 k should be used.

8. Boundary Conditions

Several different boundary condition options exist for the problem examined in this study.
The primary consideration in selecting one from among these, is the simple observation that at an

infitite distance from the. load, a subgrnde bowicary will experience neither displacements nor
stresses. This suggests that any boundary condition (e.g., fixed, free, or on rollers) will be

adequate if the soi extends to infimity. As the boundaries move closer to the load, either or both

the streu-free and displacement-free conditions will inevitably be violated, introducing an error

into the solutidn [8).

'If) eiral displacements in the horizontal lower boundary are restrained, the model will be

too stiff compared to the semi-infinite elasdic half-space. On the other hand, a horizontal lower

boundary that is free to move laterally allows the elements to distribute their load by deforming.

Therefore, a smooth base should be assumed. For the vertical lateral boundaries, vertical

displacements should be permitted, being similar to dhe lateral displacements on the horizontal

base. Both free and roller-type boundaries would allow such displacements.

In order to examine the behavior of these two types of latral boundaries (i.e., free, or on

rollers), results from four runs am compared in Figure 6. These confrm that maximum rsponses

are more sensitive to the boundary conditions used when the latend boundaries are closer to the
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load. Furthermore, maximum deflection, 8i, is once again affected much more significantly than

the other two responses. As expected, a stiffer response (lower deflection) is obtained with the
roller-type, compared to the free boundaries. The two curves for boundaries at 37.5 ft (10 Pe)

from the load are fairly close to each other. They may be assumed to provide a better
approximation to the elastic half-space response than the curves for boundaries at 15 ft (4 V.) from

the load. When the lateral boundaries are this close, however, neither boundary condition appears

to have an advantage over the other.

Figure 7 presents the variation of radial stain in the surface subgrade layer. Of the two

curves for boundaries at 15 ft (4 Re) from the lowl, the one with the roller-type boundary condition

is closer to the curves for boundaries at 37.5 ft (10 2.) from the load. For these reasons, roller-

type lateral boundaries are adopted in this study.

9. Number of Slab Layers

Figure 8 is a graphical presentation of results from five runs, employing an increasing
number of slab layers, normalized with rVcct to the esponses obtained using the greatest number

of slab layrs (NLAYER = 6). It is obsened that although there is a slight improvement in the

results as the number of layers increases, maximum responses can be determined fairly accurately

even using only two layers. Note that, according to the exuaolatio method adopted, only values
frm the lower two lab layers am used in Waluang the maximum bending sts This probly
explaim the good performane of the two-layer slab, which is the only case involving a calculated
stres point above the neutral xis. As a reut, the two-layer slab gives results very. close to those

obtained using five at six layers, wh"c make it a Very attractive Option.

10. Vertical Division of Subgrade

In most of the pceding nms the soil ube bas been divided into three laym, by
horizootal nodal planes located at depih z, values of 0, -3, -13 and -30 ft. Tis follows from an
rbitray but iontiive assuplim that the total depth of the subgrade may be divided into an

upper, a middle and a lower pmao Any m ber o( layers may be ascibed to etch of these three

portions. In the znsu abovc, owe lqay per pardo wass used hor slmplc~sy. In. this section the
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effect of the number of layers used in the subgrade will be examined, with a view of developing
some user guidelines for later runs.

Several series of runs were conducted to determine both the extent and the required
fineness of the three arbitrary portions of the subgrade. These confirmed the overriding
importance of the upper subgrade portion fineness, which is illustrated in Figure 9. Here, this
portion is assumed to consist of the top 8 ft of the subgrade, whose total depth is 30 ft. Maximum
deflection and bending stress are only slightly sensitive to this effect. The subgrade stress,
however, is significantly improved as the upper portion is divided into more layers. This is to be
expected since the stress points, from which maximum subgrade stress is extrapolated, move
closer to the surface (as the upper layers become thinner). The accuracy of the extrapolation is
thereby improved. In fact, Figure 9 suggests that further improvement is possible using a still
finer upper portion. An alternative interpretation is that the assumed thickness of the upper portion
(8 ft or 2 0) was too large.

In a second series, the upper portion was considere to be only 4 ft thick, and results
indicated the choice of a shallower upper portion and correspondingly thinner upper layers is
warranted. In addition, the thickness of the upper layers should be between 1 and 2 ft (0.25 to
0.5 2.) for better accuracy.

The sensitivity of the results to lower portion fineness appear to be limitcd, provided the
lower portion begins at a considerable depih, prefembly below half the constant vertical swain
depth,r, ThesIU sensitivity of the results to the fieness of the middle portion i less than for the

upper portion, but greater than for the lower portion (Figure 10). Although one middle portin
layer would be adequate for maximm response deternination under these conditions, it is
:ecommended that at least two layers be used when considetig distribution of sats and

displacements with depth

The preceding analyses have led to the following conclusions which can be used as
guidelines in future rns. The subgnrde may be divided into three portions in the vertical dimcoo.
The upper portion should extend from 0 to 4 ft (0 to I Or) and should consist of layem noa more
than I to2 ft thick (0.25 toO.5 P). The middle ponion shouldextend fmm4to 15ft(l to 4de),

or half the constant vertical stain deph, zcvs, if known, and should be divided into at least two
layers. Finally, the lower portion should cover the remainder of the soil cube, and may be divided
into one or more layers.
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"11. Horizontal S-l'bgrsde Mesh Fineness

Mesh fineness in the horizontal plane has been identified as one of the most important
factors influencing the accuray of finite element results in earlier two.-'imensional studies
conducted at the Univer"ty of Iidnois [1; 9] and elsewhere. The investigation of tUns effect for the
three-dimensional case was conducted in two stages. The horizontal mesh fineness in the region of
the model beyond the slab edges to the vertical lateral boundarie is considered first.

Maximum responses from several runs are shown in a -tormalized form in Figure 11. All
three responses converge from below, and bending stress is not sensitive to this mesh firmeness
effect For accurate subgrade stress and deflection values, however, a relatively fine mesh is
needed. Naturally, this will be more demanding on computer storage requirements.

An alteraive was saght in the use of elements of unequal size. The effect of the load
applied oa .hc she b diainishes with distance from the slab edges. Therefore in modeling the
subgradc, smaller elements are appropriate near the slab, while the mesh can become coarser closer
to the verticl latlnral boundaries. Based on the results obtained, it is recommended that X be
divided ino two element am 4 ft in siz nm ft slab (I le),and anotr 26 ft for the remahtder

12. Horizontal Slab Mesh Fineness and Element
Aspect Ratio

Three seies of GEOSYS nuts were conducted to exami th influence of hdzont slab
mesh fineness on the response of the the-dimenonld slab-n-rade. The treds obseved in
Figure 12 are dmiar to 6tWse nowtd in earlier Wotwo mes finite element sudties [1; 91,
inasmoch as all thuee maimum resmonses converge from below. Deflection and subgrlAe stess
appeAr to be less sensitive to ho&ontal mesh fineness, and adequate aEwry may be execW as
the mesh fineness rato. (2t. of the ( ) side length of the finite eemient (plan view) to the
slab thickness, appaches the value ofO.8. This is ,smlar to the value detamnd from the two.
dimension studies [1; 91. Beoding stss aW w:e 6 to be mowre, znAlve to this effect. r" •.,,,
values of (2aJh) les dma0.8 fr convergence .
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It was also found that although the solution deteriorates as the maximum slab element
aspect ratio, amax, increases, the impact of this factor is limited, especially if amax is kept below

4. Element aspect ratio (in plan view) is defined as the quotient of the long side, 2b, of the finite
element divided by the short side, 2a. This recommendation is somewhat less stringent than the
one developed using the two-dimensional ILLI-SLAB model (1; 9].

13. Discussion - Conclusions

The main focus of investigations discussed herein has been the application of the three-
dimensional finite element program GEOSYS [4] to the solution of.the slab-on-grade problem.
The program uses an elastic solid foundation. Naturally, three-dimensional analysis presents
several problems, such as: prolonged execution times (especially when an iterative scheme is used
to introduce subgrade stress dependence [2; 3]); the use of relatively coarse meshes; the need for

stress extrapolation to determine critical responses, etc. Nonetheless, considerable progress has
been made in establishing user guidelines for the application of this finite cement slab-on-grade
model.

Investigations conducted during this study have shown that several important decisions
must be made with respect to the design of the finite element mesh used for three-dimensional slab-
on-grade analysis. To provide the database for establishing some user guidelines for this puxpose,
108 GEOSYS runs have been conducted. Despite the tremendous amount of information
accumulated from these results, the present study cannot be considered exhaustive. It does
represent, however, a substantial effort to provide adequate answers to very complex questions.

For example, the loading assumed for the mesh investigation runs was almost always a
point load. This is simple and easy to apply at a node, compared to a uniformly distributed load
covering, in general, only part of an element. The latter must be converted into work equivalent
nodal load components. The point load, however, conceals a mesh fineness effect related to the
size of the loaded area [10].

The overriding importance of mesh fineness was fast identified and quantified in previous
University of Illinois studies, vsbig two-dimensional models [1; 9]. A major conclusion reached
was that a more stringent mesh fineness criterion is required under the loaded area, than elsewhere
in the finite element mesh [11]. This counterbalances the approximation involved in discretizing
applied distributed loads. A corollary of this, which has serious implications with respect to recent
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efforts to model nonuniform pressure distributions [12; 13], may be stated as follows: In view of

the conversion of external distributed loads into nodal components (which inevitably leads to at
least some approximation, especially in the case of partially loaded elements), refinement of the

applied pressure distribution, for the purpose of simulating observed deviations from simplistic

uniformity, without due consideration and reciprocal improvement of mesh fineness, will be self-

defeating, leading only to an illusion of improved accuracy.
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15. List of Symbols

2a = short side of finite element (plan view)

2b = long side of finite element (plan view)

E = Young's modulus of slab

Es = Young's modulus of elastic solid foundation

h = slab thickness

hi = shape function for brick element

1 = dummy index

Re = radius of relative stiffness for elastic solid

foundation [= 3 {(Eh 3 (l4jts 2)/6(l.ig2)Es)]

NLAYER = number of slab layers

NMIDDLE = number of layers in middle subgrade portion

NUMEL = number of slab elements (plan view)

NUMELX = number of subgrade element columns (plan view)

NUPPER = number of layers in upper subgrade portion

NLOWER = number of layers in lower subgrade portion

P = applied load (force)

q = (maximum value of) vertical subgrade pressure

r = radial distance

u = generalized nodal displacement for brick clement

ux, uy, u. displacements in x, y, z ditections, respectively
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X = subgrade lateral extent beyond slab edges

x = horizontal Cartesian coordinate

y = horizontal Cartesian coordinate

Z = total subgrade depth assumed in finite element model

z = vertical Cartesian coordinate

.cvs = constant vertical strain depth

a = finite element aspect ratio (plan view) [=2W2a]

o~i = coeficients of incompatible displement functions

6 = (maximum value of) vertical deflection

8i = maximum deflection under interior load

qi = maximum subgrade stress

ai = maximum bending stress

e = strain

= local orthogonal coordinate

= local orthogonal coordinate

IJ = Poisson's ratio for slab

AS = Poisson's ratio for elastic solid

= local orthogonal coordinate

(F = (w.,imum value of) slab bending stress

za/n = mesh fineness ratio
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Subscripts

1 = peranig to intmor loadin&g

max = maximum value of
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Micro Mechanical Behavior of Pavements
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1. Introduction

The design of an airport pavement must be based upon an analysis of its ability to
withstand different forms of distress while being subjected to the rigors of aircraft traffic and
weather. Of major importance aie the structural integrity of the pavement and the formation of
fragments which create a potential for Foreign Object Damage (FOD) to both propeller and jet-
drivet aircraft.

In considering new materials for use in airport pavements, some means of predicting the
rate of appearance of distress and FOD poteatial must be devised. Prediction means being able to
test a material to determine relevant material properties, and to use these properties to analyze the
anticipated effects of traffic and weather on the distress rate, Maximum use should be made of the
discipline of mechanics because of its proven efficiency in summarzing and extrapolating data.

In considering new aircrak mechanics should be used to analyze and anticipate the effects
of lauding gear, tire, and tire contact pressure configurations on the distress and FOD potential
rates on both existing and planned airport pavements.

In considering alternative rehabilitation methods, mechanics once more will prove useful in
being able to predict the effects of existing or futuMr arcmraft o the disr- and OD poten rates
that are to be expcte

Mechanus requires material properties in orde to make its prdicdons. Materil pimpoies
ate cham cterstc of a material that a a in estitu•ive relations. They do not iclude, nr are
they dependent upon, the geomety or thickness of pavement layeu

This paper presents a brief sumwmy of the types of dtress, the types of material
properties and which types of mai properties am needed to describ ea type of disress in
each pavement layer are tabulated. Constitwive equations that art apppia for these matal
properties are listed in inaesing order of complexity, with the simpler ones being pcfetted for
microcomputer applications.

Illustrations of materiah characterizations ate presented covering a simple way of
representing the damage done to a maeial by mlcocracking, the formulation of elastc dilac ay,
and the determination of material propeties for a hypoelastic base *ore material. These

lustratio demnstate the kind of matials c terizatin that will be required to permit
accurate pridictions of the rame of appearance of pavement disress and FOD potential it is
envisioned that all of these materials 7ae ions will be implemented in a the dimesional
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(3-D) finite element (FE) program and thus the materials properties must have two principal

attributes: 1) they must be capable of being determined from laboratory tests, and 2) they must be

capable of being represented in a finite element program and lead to stable convergence in an

iterativec pu onal scheme

2. Types of Pavement Distress

Tables 1 and 2 indicate the principal types of distress which occur with flexible pavements

(Table 1) and concrete pavements (Table 2), with each table listing those types of distress which

produce fragments which can cause FOD potential. It is particularly important to be able to predict
mechanistically each of these types of distress This capability will make it possible to make

laboratory determinations of the properties of new mamrials which enhance or inhibit the formation

of distress, and thus to screen efficently and inexpensively the promising materials from those that

are less so.

3. Categories of Material Properties

As shown in Table 3. ther are four broad categodes of material prperties which must be

known for each materal in a pav• mt to be analyzen: resilient, dilatancy, plasticity, and fracture.

Each of these is atered by Interaio with the s rroundng elment (oxygen, wa•e, water vpo,

salt 3oludonm) Ad the action of the elemens of the sathcr.

Resilient popertits have to do with e stiffness of each mateIal under conditio of

repeated loading and unloadiag.

Dilatancy p etties are of two types elasdc andplac. Elasdc dilaancy is a volume

change that occurs during loading and unloadig in which the net elastc work is zero. Plastic

dilatancy ocrs when the maeal, has reached ius yielding state and inteveile volume change
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Table 1. Flexible Pavement Distress

* Rutting

* Fatigue Cracking (FOD Potential)
* Thermal Cracking

- Low tempWa
- Thermal fatigue

• Spalling (POD Potental)
* Stripping
* Weather and Raveling (FOD Potential)
* Block Cracking
* Corrugations
* Pumping

Table 2. Concrete Pavement Distress

e Fatgwe Chc~dng (FO Potetia)
* Faulting
• Splling F(DPOtenta)

SSuinka• Cracking
*Detiondlng oftRcoinrng.

Table 3. Caftgoress of Material Pfopeiles'

°Re•silean

- ]•udc

- Wi4k denlng (isO*p, nemaic)
Work-wfinng (she bndi

- hiksftwture ImI
- crack P ga8
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A special case which has characteristics similar to both rosilient and plastic dilatancy is that
of hypoelasticity, in which the stress-strain curve of a material is stress-path dependent Thus, the
stress-strain curve on loading may be curved while the unloading curve follows a straight line, and
permanent deformation results from each loading and unloading cycle. This is typical of many
materials of which pavements arm constructed.

Plasticity properties include the yield surface, the plastic potential, and the work-hardening
rule. The hardening rule may be either for isotropic hardening which is used for morotonic
loading or kinematic hardening which is used with cyclic loading, Mixed hardening provides for a
combination of both isotropic and kinematic hardening, For -any materials off which pavements
are constructed, work-softening occ=%, producing nmrow shm .anvts of plastically deformed

Fracture propwries govcin dwerate of grpwth of aa-cks ia'a material. Cracking is generally
divided into the growd.i an -W Wmsrntd microcaks and- fh subsequent growth of
the visible awlt fl m - is bcowavaly tavai c irti"aon and the second is crack
propgmtim .- V .wth Qf cr.cks is pvg.tw d by the same material properties regardless of the

o•v•ra• ks. wevr. repc•nrng the effects of mlcacking in FE analysis poses a

_,ture proprtias ar defined in the discipline of fractu mecha.ics in which an energy
* budget is usd to &%no= for the stin energy that is released as the cracks grow. or is dissipated

: " -. with each load cycle, or is stored on the s=face of the newly created cracks. no paving maleials
which are fractured e nonlinear. v scoel&Wi, and i&soree vwaia in which scale ff=ct
become important in govering the rate of tuwcocak pow-th and of at&c propgatioa

Table 9-4 shows which of thes matera prperies am nede to predict the various kinds
offlexibl pavemnt distress previously mentimo in each of the paveament layers. Ta&l 5 shows
the diff maeial poperties a are needed to pedict cowie pav.met dis inah of the
pavment layers
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Table 4. Properties Relevant to Pavement Distress

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS

Resilient Dilatancy Dilatancy Plasticity Fracture Fracture
- (Elastic• IP1astic) (Hardening) (Micro) (Propagation)

Rutting All All All All S S

Fatigue Cracking
AF.O.D.) All S S,8 S S

Thermal Cracking S . - S S

Low Tmperature S - - S

Thermal Fatigue S - - .. S S

Spalling (7.O.D, _ S - All All S S

Stripping S S - S $

Weathering & Raveling
(F.O. .) . ...- S S
Block Cracking S S -

Corrugptions M I All -, . 11
P 2 2l ~ n I .. . . .S I S • S ,B . $ ,e S -8

Rklevant Loyer: Surface ($), Use (5), Subbase (A), Subgrade (SG)
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Table 5. Properties Relevant to Pavement Distress

CONCRETE PAVEMENTS

Resilient Dilatancy Dialtancy Plasticity Plasticity Fracture Fracture
(Elastic) (Plastic) (Hardening) (Softeningj) (Micro) (Propagation)

Fatigue Cracking
(F.O.Q.) All SBSG SBSG S S S

Faulting - All SBSG SoSG SBSG - - -

(F.O.0.) s.s - S S S

Thermal Cracking S - - S S

Shrinkage
CrackingS - - - S S

Deboading of
Reinforcing S - .- S . S S

Pumping SISS SBISG SBISG SfSQ MEO w

Relevant Layer; Surface (S), Subbase (q,), Subgrade (SG)
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4. Implementation of Material Properties Models

Some of the material properties described above have been included in existing 3-D FE
programs and others have not. In order to develop the ability to analyze, predict, and thus to

design airport pavements in the future, all of these properties must be intrduced into a single
program and the convergence and stability characteristics of each must be experimented with before

settling upon those ways of describing material properties mathematically. The material properties
must possess these threefold capabilities:

1. To represent the material response accurately,

2. To be. able to be represented conveniently and realistically in a numerical integration
meth•d, and

3. To con ierge rapidly with iterations while remaining stable.

Such experimentation as is needed is best undertaken in a systematic way, introducing each
new desired characteristic, and determining its accuracy, numerical compatibility, and convergence
and stability capabilities before advancing to include still more desirable characteristics.

Tzble 6 shows a schematic phase development for introducing resilient and elastic dilatant

properties into a numerical model. The column, marked "Now" shows the capabilities that are
included in commercially-available 3-D FE codes at present.

Some of these properties are self-explanatory and others are not. The hyperelastic

formulation preserves stress-path independence and generates no elastic work on loading and
unloading, while introducing several additional material properties. For example, the Cauchy

second-order elastic model requires six material properties and the Green second-order elastic
model requires five material properties. Both of these models are capable of representing the

elastic dilatancy of a material.

Elastic dilatant materials are derived in a more phenomenological way than the Cauchy or

Green hyperelastic material models. While requiring that the secant modulus of a stress-strain

curve is dependent upon the stress state of the material, It also meets the requirements of stress-
path independence and zero elastic work on loading and unloading. An example of such a

formulation is presented later in this paper.

Hypoelastic models am stress-path dependent and are hysteretic on loading and loading.

As such, they are typical of many of the kinds of materials of which pavements an constructed.
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The zero-order hypoelastic model requires two material constants which are the familiar elastic
constants. The first -order model requires seven material parameters.

The material properties required for each of the models in Table 6 can be found from simple
laboratory tests but ones in which all components of stress and strain are known or measured.

Table 6. Present and Future Material Properties In 3-D FE Response
Models

Phase of Development

Now I II
•Resilient Properties

- Linear

- Non-linear

J l, dependent _ _..

" Ji, J2 dependent

- Hyperelastic

. Elastic Dilatant

• Ja, J1 dependent

. Hypoelastic

• Order 0

• Order I___mm
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Table 7 lists some typically plasticity properties that need to be incorporated into existing
3-D FE models in order to properly represent pavement materials. As with Table 6, the column
marked "Now" indicates those properties which can be found in commercially-available 3-D FE

programs.

The Tresca, von Mises, and Mohr-Coulomb yield functions have been incorporated into a
number of FE programs along with associated flow rules. More appropriate for many pavement
materials are the Vermeer [1;2] and Lade [3;4;5] which use non-associated flow rules and a more
realistic yield function.

The work-hardening and work-softening formulations are for the most part in
developmental stages at present. Only the linear work-hardening characteristics are found in
commercially-available FE programs.

Table 8 shows the present and future fracture properties to be included in 3-D FE models.

Fracturing presents a problem to represent in a continuum finite element program because it Weaks
up the continuum.

One way to present the effect of a crack is to reduce the moduli in the elements where the

crack exists. To be realistic, however, the amount of modulus reduction that occurs should be
controlled by an energy budget which keeps up with the amount of energy dissipated or
redistributed as the crack grows. Those changes should be reflected in the stiffness matrix of each
element. An example of this is presented later in the pper first with respect to a single crack and
then with respect to microoracking.

Reduced modulus formulations treat the presence of cracking or microcracking as damage
which may be dependent upon the maximum strain the materiW has expienced in its history, the

current strain level, and the number of load repetitions. The quasi-elastic rep lation is due to

Schapery (6; 71 who has developed an extended co npiciple to pmit the application

of the same medhods to viscoelastici.

Strain energy release rate methods are presently in use in FE programs to determine the
stress intensity factors and I-Integral values as a function of crack length for various loading
conditions. Used in this way, the computed results assist in the int'pret of haboracry test
results when the tests are nu on elastic and viscoelastic materials. Various methods of
representing the presence and the effects of a miccack process zone smmunding and in advan",
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Table 7. Present and Future Plasticity Properties In 3-1) FE Response
Models

________ Phase of Development

_____ _____ _____ _____ Now II I

Plasticity Properties _____ ______ _____ _____

- Yield function _____ _____ _____ _____

. Tresca__ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _

.'VonNises__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*_Mohr-Coulomb _____ _____ _____

- Vermeer_______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* Lade____ __

. Plastic Botential _______ ___ ______

*_Associative______ _____ _____

-_Won-associative _____

- Work hardening _____

_Linear _____

-1 sotropic-,_____ _____

_Kinematic___________

_Mixed________ ___

Ron-linear _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

- Isotropic______ m______
- Kinematic___ __ E-
-_Mi xed _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*Soil models___________ m m . _____

-Work soften ing_____ _____

*Shear banding _____
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Table 8. Present and Future Properties In 3-D FE Response Models

Phase of Development
Now I II III

Fracture Properties

- Reduced modulus

"* Strain-dependent __________ ____

"" Repeated load dependent -
"R Quasi-elastic ...__.__ .____ .

- Strain energy release

• Elastic

* Viscoelastlc__

• Hicrocrack Process

of a opagating crack are also in use. Principal among these is to teat the mknco k process
zone as a "damaged" zone with alwred stress-strain curve charactristics,

Whete it is necessmy or even desimre to adapt these methods to the prediction of

pavement distress enmains to be seen. Although it can be done, it will !-=t In longer computer
rtunning times in which the finite element mesh must be restructured each time the cracks take on an
Irmet of growth, The decision whether to remain with the rmiuced modulus methods or to

change to the strain eergy release rate methods must be made on the basis of their dhreold

capabilities of accuracy, numerical compatibility, and convergence and stability.

In the following sections, several of the ideas mentioned above will be illustrated.
Specifically, these will include,

I. resifient elastic dilatancy.

2. hypoelastic formulation, and

3. reduced modulus to reprems iczoracking damage.
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Example No. 1: Resilient Elastic Dilatancy

Path dependence upon loading and unloading requires that the contour integral in Figure 1,

representing the elastic work done in the process, be zero. The bulk modulus, K, and the shear

modulus, G, are equal to:

K= E

3(1-2A))
G= E

2(1+-u) (1)

in terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. Substituting these expressions for K and

G into the integral and requiring the kernel to be zero produces a partial differential equation in

terms of In E and a, as follows:

0 k+ u E) - E) (2)
3 j 1 3 Ji BJi

where

E = resilient modulus

v r silient Poisson's ratio

A phenomenological expression of the rslient modulus as a function of smwes state which

has proven to be vvy acwraw in remsenting lib tory and field results [8]:

E = ki Q )kj (y2)kl (3)

%Wchk mean that

In in kl + k2 in J +k 3 In J2 (4)

substituting this expresion into the partial equation for path independee wberver In E

appears results in the fol1owtog differntial equation in terms of Poisson's ratio, v, the stas state

(i, 'I) and the malal coefficents (ki, k2. k3).

3 ai2  11 a 33 2
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%Is Dj~C
A

ELASTIC WORK J' J1 1,44 -j'
A)9K 2GACEDA

FIgure 1. The Condition for Rfldllent ESlasoi Dltatimcy
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The solution to this equation is

U2 =k 4 u•' (6)

where

! --3J2 -4 (7)

U2 " - #3 x k21(4k + k3, - k3 + l) + k3B(4k + k3, -k3)] (8)

1~ A23 2(J2 - 3YZ) 22k)

B(x, y) = the incomplete Beta Funcdon

As an illustration of the accuracy of representation of material properties of which this

formulation is capable, the resilient modulus data measured by Allen [9] is presented in Figures 2

and 3. In addition to the usual accuracy of representing the laboratory test in which both the vertical

and lateral strains were measured. is the fact that there was an inrease of volume under load which

resulted in values of Poisson's ratio greater than 0.5.

Implementing this prety resilient elastic dilatancy in a finite element program rquirms a

certain amount of minipulation of the clement stiffness matrices and load vectors, and an iterative
process to converge on the final values of stress state, secant modulus, and Polsso's ratio in each

The following fwnulation has been developed and programned into a twodimrondal

finite element program in cylindrical coordinates. It makes use of an initial strain fMonulation to

account for the effects of PoNsson's ratio being greater than 0.5. The formulation is as follows.

The secant modulus rlation between st and strain is written as:

Tr 0/ 0 201 +V 0 "oS-v -V o 0[ (9)

whon

v > 0.5, let

IL <0.5
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This produces two matrices as follows:

{ -}= -g 1 0 - 1 0-

0 2(1 + g) } 0 0 2a 0
-g - 0 1- 0 1 (10)

or in matrix notation

C = 010 + CC•CV CA€ + ECI
-. . . . . (11)

but since

=[o.Lrl C9 (12)

then

a = DL[ ~*(13)

where

D = [I ]" (14)

and

& ~(15)

This is substituted into the equation for element equilibrium, the iterative equation is the

result. The steps in the derivations are as follows:

The equation for element equilibrium is:

f [BITadV- f =0 (16)Iv~

Internal External
Forces Forces
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A series of substitutions from the deviations given above -I cduces the following:

f BTDI' [E-ef]dV-f=O

f BT Du edV - BT DI' &dV -f=O0-Il (17)

or

fJBT DA u dV- f e1f =0

The last equation requires iteration and convergence to reach a solution. Convergence

requires the residual vector in the following equation to be reduced to zero within tolerances.

- fRE) - = (18)

I _ Residual Vector

when

r = 0(19)

then the iterations have converged to the desired solution.

This formulation is different than the Cauchy and Green formulations, but shares the
stress-path independence of the material properties and the fact that no elastic energy is generated
on loading and unloading with them. It has the advantage of using the material coefficients
(ki, k2, k3) with which soils and pavement engineers are familiar and have broad experience.
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Exampie No. 2: Hypo Elastic Formulation

One of the problems with a resilient, elastic dilatancy, or hyperelastic secant modulus
formulation when used with plasticity to represent permanent deformation or rutting is that when
granulaW materials are represented with friction angles above 30 degrees, instability is found in the
convergence process.

In order to overcome this difficulty, a hypoelastic formulation may be used to allow for
both resilient and inelastic or plastic behavior. The seven material constants for a Grade One
hy•oelastic model may all be found using conventional triaxial tests. The stiffness matrix used in a
finite element program is non-symmetric and this results in relatively higher computational efforts.

Using data from several tests by Allen [9], the graphs in Figures 4, 5 and 6 were developed
to illustrate how accurately a Grade One hypoelastic formulation represents the material response as
compared with the ki - k5 resilient, elastic dilatancy method. Although the resilient, elastic
dilatancy model appears to fit the data somewhat b&tter, the hypoelastic has advantages in the stable
convergence of numerical computations. In making a decision between the two approaches, the
better convergence capability of the hypoelastic formulation will very likely prove to be the

determining factor.
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Example No. 3: Reduced Modulus Due to Microcracking

The third and final example is the formulation of a materials model which is compatible
with a finite element continuum formulation and, at the same time, satisfies the requirements of
accurately representing the material response. In the reduced modulus approach, two straps,
Nos. 1 and 2 (illustrated in Figure 7) are arranged to store the same strain energy.

f
L

Strap no. I Strap no. 2

Figure?7. Reduced Modulus Due to Microcrackdng

Strap No. I has a modulus of Ead a crackin it of leogth 2c, wbra Strap No. 2 has an
equivalent modulus of E'and nowcc ThU strain ewey, U, Strap Uo. I is, rdisibued is a

result of the formation of the crack.

U s • ' 2xc2 AE- t + 41 rct
2 E E (0

Strain Rdeased Stoud
Enugy
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where

t = thickness of the strap

r surface energy storage density.

The strain energy in Strap No. 2 is

U =1 (21)
2E

where

E the reduced modulus

Using the fact that 2rJlc = 2 r and Jic is the critical J-Integral value above which the crack
propagates in an unstable manner, some algebra results in the following expression for one crack

If =E{ 12( (22)

If, instead of one crack, them ar n microcracks within the area of the strap, and nj is the
unuber of cracks of length, c%. then the ratio, n/n is thl probability of having a crack of length, ci,

• p(cj)(•n P ( 23)

TMe reduced modulus in this case becomes

E1r (24)I I l

Damp Func-ion

Where

( ~ th ihcmicwrack density

pi(C) the pabability of having a am& of length bew=een --2 n DCi
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k = the number of crack length increments

A• = the critical J-Integral of the material.

The miiccrack density wiLl be a function of the maximum strain expeienced by the

material within the strap (or finitc element) and be of the form

_-a (ZMU _o)q

bQ (25)

where q is greater than 2. The shape of this function is illustrated in Figure 8. The term eo

is a thresold strain below which no microcracks form and no damage is done to the material.

Microcracks will be of various sizes, resulting in p(cD) being a probability density function
which changes as the cracks grow with repeated loads. This is illustrated in Figure 9.

If the crack length distribution follows a Weibull distribution with parameters X and I so

that the probability density function is

p (c) = ) xp.( e. [- (•)•] (26)

ther the J-ntegral for the mean crack length, iý when the microcacks range in size

between 0 and c~m is

JI ()=XEE~j cp (c)dc
o (27)

Heme the J-Inwgml is defined as

d (Dissipated Energy per Load Cycle)S. .. .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . : J1 CO (28)

dB

The dissipated energy per load cycle is the area enclosed by the load-displacement clr
with each load cycle; t is the thickness of the test sample; and is the mea mn mcAk length.
When the expression for J1 (c) is integrated it gives
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"andJ1 O()=p Ee 2 -')

where

rPl ) = the Gamma function with argument 1 + -

I I +1[(cm) -- the incomplete Gamma function of order (1+-)1
Y

and with argument X(cmax)j

If the rate of change of dissipated energy per load cycle is a constant, 0, and if a visible

crack begins to propagate when the maximum micmcrack length reaches co, then :he number of

load cycles required to start crack propagation is Ni and is equal to

Ni =; t LE a-ib C

(30)

where

11 (c-) = RE2ý0

o = the mew mznicrocr length whn the mximumwn miro ck length is c;0.

rQ+o
X Y (31)

The equations given above establish the fact that the number of load cycles to'crack
nitiation" is dependent on the J-Integnl of the mean nicwcrck length. The damage function by

which the reduced modulus E' is related to the modulus of the intact martriaI E, also depends upon
the J-Inegral of the individual mticau s, and uldmately upon th length of the cracks and the
uumber of load repetitionL The damage funco for the reduced modulus I&,

E.. xx= (32)

E I+D .(

where
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Integration of the equation for Dxx gives:

Dxx + 2/nl 2-• •-) • 1 (33)

The equation for the mean microcrack length has been given previously whereas the
equation for the expected value of the square of the micoack length is:

(C-2) 0 -•.r( + 291 iI 2+ R. [(C..)^]

X Y (34)

The symbols for the Gamma function, '(), and the incomplete Gamma function, Ir )

have been defined previously.

Making use of the Paris-Erdogan law [10] for tho growth of the mean crack length gives:

S= [ •"A (E e)nl', Nj, (5

2 U22a(35)

where

A, n = the fracture properties of the materU in which the crack grows

This, together with an expression for (2 ), may be substituted into the equation forDx to

give the damage function in terms of the micrcack density (•) the fracture properties of the

medium, A, n, and Jlc and the number of load cycles. N. The w"m (E2) be e.xj & as a

function of A, n, e, and N by first determining the ratio of Oc ) to ()

Ratio= 0=J- - Y

l. I(36)

Then the ratio may be multiplied by the expssi for f to give th desirad equation for

() The vuiance of the mriaocr..k length is var (c) (C2) -r
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MICROCRACK DAMAGE FUNCTION
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Figure 10. Schematic Illustratlon of a Microcrack Damage Function
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The resulting damage function appears as shown in Figure 1.0. A non-lhicar search

technique applied to the laboratorj records of deflection and dissipated records per load cy(..e in a

fatigue test can be used to determine the Weibull coefficients, X and y, as well as the fraptur

properties A, n, and Jkc, and the microcrack density and the maximum microcrack length, cma.

Only the latter will vary with ihe number of load repetitions, while the miroack density will vary

with location within the test sample.

Applying the reduced modulus model of microcrack damage to finite elements is a siwplc

matter once the fracture properties A. n, and J I , and the intact modulus of the material, E, are

input. As the number of load repetitions increase, the damage will also increase and the modulus

for each finite element will be reduced accmngly.

The shear modulus is also reduced by the presence of the same crack as illustrated in

Figure 7. Following the same procedure as before, a reduction in shear modulus, 0, is determined
to:

1 YI+ 2afL)C [2~ Is]_
"bi LO ? J (7)

for one crack and the sanw formulation holds for a distribution of mimcrcck-s with tf

exception of the following substituions

JUC critical shearing mode i-Integral

G = iact shear modulus

T shear suain

The sae cxprasions as before for the mean and c=Wtd value of th square ef the
mzocrzck lenth also hold for the shear modulus danage functio. The alteed Poi 's rado of
the damaged avumtl may be dte mined from:

V = (38)
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The element elasticity matrix is for a plane stre.n condition and is written as:
S.0

I-2VE'(I- V) V fy 0 (39)

0 0 2 v'
L 20 -v').

using the reduced modulus and altered Poisson's ratio. The net effect of distributed,

oriented microcracks on the properties of a finite element are to reduce the modulus with load
repetitions and strain level, and to induce anisotropy. The modulus in the direction parallel to the

crack will remain unaltered so that the modulus reduction term, fxx; is in fact, the reciprocal of fxy.

5. Conclusion

The constitutive representation nf material properties for modem airport pavement analysis

and design must be chosen astutely to meet several criteria:

a. Accuracy in describii,- the material response;

b. Compatibility with a selected numerial computational scheme;

c. Favorable convergence and stability characteristics; and

d. Ability tW extract the needed material property parameters from consistent and repeatable

tests.

The material properties needed are tie resilient, dilatant, . •astic, and fracture properties.

Examples are given t, ilustrate the way that a resilient, elastic dilatant material can be represented

in an iterative FE method, and also bow accurately the actual material it-sponse can be predicted.

An alternative formulation using a Grade One hypoelastic model was presented as an alternative to
demonstrate the kind of decisions that must be made in developing constitutive models of pavement
materials. Advantages and disadvantages of each constitutive relatin were compared to illustrate

the kind of criteria that must be used in arriving at a decision. Another example shows how
microcracking damage may be represented in a finite element program and, at the same time, permit

an interpretation of labomtory test data to produce the needed material properties. The damage

function was shown to be dependent upon the strain I -el, the maximum strain level experienced,
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the fractre properties of thje material, the Young's and Shear modulus of the material, the Weibull
distribution parameters, and the range of sizes of microcracks. Orientad microcracks induce

anisotropy in the material. This approach to microcracking damage is based on making an

accounting of all of the energy stored or diisipated during the growth of the microcracks. The

apprtvach makes it possible to estimate the number of load cycles to reach "crack initiation."

All of this adds up a need to carefully zompose and select the material property constitutive

relationships that are used in pavement analysis and design. The principles of mechanics will need

"to be, relied on even more in the future than they have been in the past. The speed and power of

present and future microcomputers, and the incredible efficiency available in using mechanistic

relations to extrapolate from known dzta to other cases Mi which little is known make it too

important to d a otherwise.
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7. List of Symbols

S = surface

B = base

SB = subbase

SG = subgrade

K = bulk modulus

G = shear modulus

E = Young's modulus

v = Poisson's ration

JI = first stress invaiant

J'2 = second de-iatoric stress invariant

ki, k2, k3 , k4, k5 = coasnts, maweil coeffickits

ui, u2 = functions of •1, Ji, k's

B() = the i mplete Beta functio

r = radial normal strain and stress respectively

=vertical stdnadstr=messd

Oz = tangewiil noma l strai and stress repectively

m , = shear strain and stress respectively

m()= function of ss

KI stiffness matrix time step a
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11 = tie step

Un
S-= displacement vetor, time step n

f = external force vector

r = residual vector

V = volume

B = interpolation functions for strains

- = stress vector

= strain vector

DA, 01 = material constitutive matrices

p• = dilatancy pameer

c c orack length

= equivalent modulus

U stralz energy

b, 1, t pecimen wt length, thickness, respectively

r srfae energy Usoge deity

JIc crdical -Integral Value

n = aumbcr of-iocracks

pi(c) probability maws functon

,k nuwbeofcrack length incrents

q =cnstant
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e= ean crack iength

cmax = maximum crack length

, y = Weibull distribution parameters

S= rate of change of dissipated energy per load cycle

A, n = fracture properties

R() = Gaunna function

It() = incomplete Gamma function, order r

var () = variance

E() = expectedvalue

G' = reduced shear modulus

J&~ = critical shearing mode J-integral

sheat strain

fxx, Dxx = reduction and damage function, mode I

fxy, Dz = reduction and damage function, mode II
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1. Thermoviscoelastic Analysis of Pavements

1.1 Introduction

In design and rehabilitation of pavements, it is necessary to evaluate damage due to traffic

loading and environmental conditions. Damage in multilayered asphalt pavements could be of
various types, namely transverse and longitudinal cracking, delamination, rutting and degradation

of material properties. Computation of stresses and strains is essential for the evaluation of

damage. In the present work, analysis of stresses due to the effect of temperature has been

considered.

The stresses in the surface layer could be severe, as it is siujected to a wider range of
temperatures compared to the underlying layers. Also, since the asphaltic top layer is a rheological
material, the stresses are functions of both loading and time. These stresses could cause damage
due to cracking, especially at low temperau during winter or due to thermal fatigue as the
pavement is subjemed to cyclic variation of t•mperatu Also, delamination can occur due to the

multilayered nature of pavements and the resulting mismatch in thermal properties of adjaecent
layers,

Since pavemients are layered systems, the temperature variations give rise to complex
stresses in the system which can be evaluated only through numerical methods such as finite
element analysis. Although a thrce-diensaonal analysis is desirable, it is complex and time

consuming. Hence, as a primary step, two-dimensional analyses with and without tmperatm

gradients have been perfmed in this investigation. In addition, the effect of physcal

of asphalt layer on thermal stress has been evaluated in this investigation.
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2. Analytical Model

2.1 Review

The pavement is modeled as a single layered slab of linear viscoelastic material resting on a
rigid base (Figure 2-1). The slab is 6 inches thick and extends to infinity in transverse and
longitudinal directions. The mata is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic in nature.

In order to compute the stresses as a function of time, it is required to have a knowledge of
the appropriate constitutive equations governing the behavior of the material. For any given thermal
history, stresses could be computed with the knowledge of these properties along with the thermal
conductivity and teimmal expansion properties of the mnaterial.

The computation of thermal stresses is accomplished in two steps, namely calculation of
transient tempeaure distribution and subsequent computation of thermal stresses for the given
boundary constrin.

Pavement
S(6"IhIt )

Rigid base

h 
ye"T ~x

Figure 2-1. Analytlcal Model
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2.2 Computation of Temperature Distribution

The computation of the temperature distribution is achieved by solving the transient thermal

conductivity equation.

~a'V2 T(xklt) = !" (1)

where

k = thermal diffusivity

k = thermal conductivity

T =tenpemture
t =tme

xk = position coordinate

However, if it is assumed that temperature does not vary with depth, which is possible

when the rate of change of tempet at the srface is very low, the above equation need not be

applied.

2.3 Computation of Thermal Stresses

For simple problems, the strsses could be evaluated in closed form. However, for

compex proble numeul mhods hav tobe."dpoi

• - , , . .1.8



3. Constitutive Equations

3.1 Review

For a general three dimensional linear viscoelastic mateiial in isothermal conditions, the
constitutive relations are given by Equations (2) and (3) E1].

a. Shear

t

S4(xk,t) =20f0(t-t') at (k 0 de, (2)

where

Sij deviatoric suress
G = shear relaxation modulus

Xkpositon coordiantz

b. Dilation

su(xktO= 3Ue.(xkO (3)

wbew

Sh hdrosWic sftr
hydrmulc stran

K bulk modulus (asumed to be noa-ttlaxing)

For a caw wheie teupmbr changes ame Lnvolved. the above equatioms ar nodiw as
shown below (1]:

c. Sheat

I. aeI (•wtl

S6(x"x) 2J(x-zx) -at ' dx' (4)
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d. Dilation

T
sii(xkx) = 3K[ei(xkx) - 31 0a(T)d'r]

or

Sii(xk,x) = 3K[ej(xk,x) - 3aO(T* - TO}j (5)

where

T*(xk,t) is pseudo =pexamt oa(Tr)dT
0

a = temwpcat•re dependent comeficint of them expWson
To = referene wem for computing termal sutas

oo = .efficien of thera expanion at To

If a is indfepnde of wmp te, whih is the c m in pms inveaigaion, Equiation (5)
can be written as

su(xkx) 3K[C[j(xk.x) - 3a(T - To)] (6)

The variable x is therded time, elated to the srift factw by the following tegral.

t
S d'

(7)

T sift fctor isuassumed tobeof the forn slow below 12]:

where

H = adVa enesgy, ofthevischsdc pWW
R = univendal ga" -C

S.. .. .. II I II . . .. . . I . I II 13 . . II0 lm l . . . . .



In the form shown above, the shift factor is assumed to be a function of temperature alone.
This assumption is valid when the material is in liquid state or glassy state. However, materials like

asphalt have a transition region and exhibit structural relaxation (physical hardening). Hence, the

above assumption is no longe valid and shift factor has to be a function of structural relaxation
also. This is explained in detail in Appendix A.

When the physical haidening is taken into consideration, the shift factor is written as

H 11 Hi I
SlaT= + R y " (9)

where

Hg = activation energy governing the glassy change
Hs = activation enerMjy govening the structural change.

Also, H=Hg+H%

where H is ta activation euero.
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4. Analysis and Results

4.1 Review

For the present prolewm, the viscoelastic material is represented by a generalized Maxwell
model (Figure 4-1). ThU rcaxation modulus for such a model is represented by a Prony series. The
data points and the curve fitted using a Pony series of nine elelments is shown in Figure 4-2. The
plot for shift factor is shown in Figure 4-3. While considering physical hardening, it is assumed

that the activation energy is equally divided between glassy and structural changes.

A variety of models that have been considered are explained below.

4.2 Uniaxlal Restrained Bar

The foamast and the simplest model consid is a uWiai bar, which is reswained in the
axial direction. Tis is mc darcd in opder to age a b•asc u anln of the respolls of the
viscocW&ti mateda to therna l oadings.

Th suessswain relation for h uniaxial case can be wrte as

Sac(-x) x (10)

whene

E tensile etlatiWn modulus and

Since the bar is assuawe to be cmudady resnined, e is wo. Htne, with the knowledge
of the thama ldszasy and the shift facw, the ahove equMio allows us to couwte the themal

stress by using A sipe numefial integrat schem [43. The rcface tempu fa r tat rmal
"suim &n strass c&ac s is aitr* Omen to be 44 OF
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"N li
_G(t)= G, exp(-t/It,) where

Figure 4-1. Generolized Maxwell Model
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a. Response to a single thermal cycle: The temperature of the bar is dropped from 44 OF

to 26 OF at the rate of 1 OF and then increased back to 44 OF at the same rate (Figure
4-4). The stress response of the bar to this thermal load is shown in Figure 4-5. As the

temperature is dropped, a tensile stress is developed in the bar. As temperature is

increased, a compressive stress develops and at 44 OF we have some compressive
stress left in the bar. This relaxes slowly to zero as time passes, as shown in the figure.

b., Effect of rate of cooling: A comparison of responses is made to different rates of

cooling. In one case, the bar is cooled at the rate of 1 OF (solid line in Figure 4-6) and
in the other case at the rate of 2 OF (dotted line in Figure 4-6). The responses are shown
in Figure 4-7. As it can be seen, higher the rate of cooling, higher the stress developed.

Hence, rate of change of temperature could be a significant factor in producing stresses.

c. Cyclic variation of temperature: The model is subjected to a cyclic variation of
temperature, with a constant amplitude (Figure 4-9) The stress response is shown in
Figure 10. During the first cycle, a high tensile stress and a low compressive stress art.

observed. But, as number of cycles increases, the tensile stress decreases to a lower

value.

4.3 Slab

The other problem considered is that of a linearly viscoelastic s)ab resting on a rigid base.

The slab is analyzed both with and without tempeature gradient along depth. It is assumed that

there is no thermal gradient present in the hodiztal plane.

The problem without temperature guadient would take less time for anaylsis, compared to

the case with terner gradient since the formne is the simpler of the two and does not involve
application of conductivity equation. Also in the former case computaion of stresses at different

depths need not be computed. This could be useful to get an understanding of the long-term

response and for damage calculations. Hower, it is moe realistic to assume thermal girdients

since the presence of gradients could bcrease the stresses &e to the viscoclastic nature of the

pavement.

Also, the above mentioned model is analyzed by including the effect of physical hardening.
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The finite element package ANSYS has been used for this purpose (5, 6]. A 2-dimensional
4-node isoparametric viscoelastic element (Stif 88) is used. The problem is considered to be of
plane strain type, and deflection in horizontal direction is constrained.

a. Response to a single thermal cycle: The same cycle used in the case of restrained bar
(Figure 4-4) is applied on slab, neglecting the thermal gradient. The response is shown
"by dotted line in Figure 4-10. The stress in this case is clearly higher than the one
developed in the bar. Also, the solid line shows the response when the physical
hardening is taken into account.

b. Response to measured daily temperatures: The actual temperature history measured in
the field at Washington, D.C. during a typical winter season is applied on the slab
(Figure 4-11). These were the temperatus measured during the period Jan. 16 to Jan.
27. The solid line shows the temperatures measured on the surface and the dashed line
shows the temperatures at a depth of 3 inches. For the case where temperature gradient
is neglected, it is assumed that the whole pavement is at the temperature measured at the
surface. Figure 4-12 show s the reponse of the pavcmeat when there is no gradient.
"Figure 4-13 shows the stres response of a pavement at surface when gradient along
depth is considered. Figure 4-14 shows the stress rpose at a depth of 3 inches. In
addition, the stress history with physical aging included is shown in Figure 4-15 (at
surface) and Figure 4-16 at a depth of 3 inches.

It can be noticed that stresses ame the highest when the physical hardening is consdered
on a pavement with the=ml gradient along depth.

c, Reponse for a complete year. For the case otno temperaturegdient, the analysis is
c aried out for a tmperature history spanning a whole year, starting from June 21. The
rfeMnc temperature is chosen to be 70 (F. which is also the smrting tempeture. The
tenm ture plots and the crpmdn sts s for a few Months aM shown
in Figures 4-17 and 4-24.
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4.4 Conclusions

The stresses are considerably higher when the temperature gradient is taken into account.

This could be due to the bending stresses induced due to temperature gradient. Also, while cooling
the surface would be stiffer compared to the interior region. Hence there would be a gradient in the
modulus. This could be another reason for higher stresses on the surface. Also, physical hardening

contributes considerably to the stress esponse.
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6. Appendix A

When the temperature of a material is changed in the liqiid state, it attains equilibrium
structure almost instantaneously. When it is in glassy state, the relaxation is so slow that it takes

infinite time to reach equilibrium state. Hence, it can be assumed that in the glassy and the liquid
states, the structural changes are functions of temperature only and for all practical purposes are

independent of time. However, in the transition region the structural changes are functions of both
temperature and time. In the transition region, the volume V(t) relaxes towaids equilibrium value in

finite time.

SThe normalized response of volume change, M, (t) to a step change in temperature from

Ti to T2 could be written as [3]

(V(t)- V2,-) Tf(t) - T2•MV M W t- (V2,0.-V2,-.) = T1 . T2 S(A.1)

Here, the subscripts 0 and * denote the instantaneous and the long-time volumes upon
changing the temperature. Mv is normalized to 1 at t = 0, and 0 when t = *. Here, the fictive
temperature Tf, introduced by Tool [2], defines the structural state, that exists in the material at any

time. Tool defined fictive temperature as the actual temperature of an equilibrium state that
corresponds to the given nonequilibrium state. It is obtained by adding the change of temperature

remembered by the material to the actual temperature.

Applying Boltzmann's superposition principle, the volume at any time due to an arbitrary

change in temperature is given by the following equation [3].

V(t)- V(0) = V(0)a T C- TO) - V(0) asf Mv [x(t)_ x(t-)] d-dx (A.2)

a, is the coefficient of thermal expansion in liquid state.

The coefficient a1 may be considered as the sum of two coefficients, one due to change in

temperature (ag) and the other due to change in structure (as).

a, = ag + as (A.3)
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However, in liquid state since structural changes are very rapid, only a, can be measured.

This is given by the slope of the line AB in Figure A-1. In glassy state, there is no structural

change. Hence, as = 0. ag is given by tdi. slope of the line CD.

Defining the fictive temperature Tf by the following memory integral [3].

x(T0o

Tf (x) =T- T M [ x(t) - Y.(t')] -T dxt  (A.4)
x

and substituting Equations (9) and (10) in Equation (8) gives

V(t) - V(0Q = V(0) [ a, (Tf - To ) + ag (T - Tf)] (A.5)

In liquid state, relaxation is very rapid and the fictive temperature is always equal to the

actual temperature. In this region, Mv = 0. If the material is quenched from an initial temperature

To to a final temperature T below transition range, My = I and Tf = To.
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Figure A-1. Structural Changes (Uquld State)
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7. List of Symbols

IC = thermal diffusivity

h = thickness

k = thennal conductivity

K = bulk nxxmulus (assumed to be non-relaxing)

T = temperature

Tt = meure at tep i

St = time

Xk1 position coordinate

Sj = deviatoric stress

G = shear rlaxaton modulus

U =dcviatoric strain

Xk position cocxflumat

H =hydrostatic stress

eii = hdistatic strain

atemperature dependent coefficient of thnWerlcxpansion

To referenc temperature for computing tliima stains

a0 Coefficient Of theMal xpansOR At T

% coefficient of twral expanio Mi liquid state

c = coeffiient of thral ex•pas due to cange in peVenaw
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a., = coefficiernt of thermal expansion due to change in structure

H = activation energy of the viscoelastic process

R = universal gas constant

Hg = activation energy governing the glr.ssy change

Hs = activation energy governing the structural change

E = tensile relaxation modulus and

Eth = a (T - To)

v = volume

M, = normalized response of volume change

"T, = fictive tempera

= rduced tim
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The airport system of the United States is a cornerstone of our transportation network.
Every year, system demands exceed capacity in many area. The capability of our airports to
continually accommodate more operations for iarger and heavier aircraft is certainly one of the
crucial ingredients in meeting these demnands.

At the same time, in common with all other elements of our transportation infrastructure,
the airport system must function at levels of safety and cost-effective operation not envisioned
decades ago. The design and maintenance of the airport pavements', which are the, central elements
of any airport, must take full advantage of our technical ability to produce long-lived pavement
systems providing mnaximunm benefit - dollar and non-dollar - to the airpor network. This is the
cenutr function of the unified pavement design and analysis method being proposed.

Existing theries and methods used for the analysis and design of pavement structures
have several lintitadons related to the claracterization of nmatra properties, the variability of
material piroperties with time and use, and the underlying assumption of the load transfer and
deformation functions.

The limitations of the existing pavement analysis and design methods do not yet pwoide a
model capable of accurately pedictin the useful fife of aliti pavements. Thi includes the
prediction of pavemet perforounce in tems of disam~s as a functio of tr-Afc and envitonment
loadings, and their mutual interaction. The eventual model wmus be sensitive to the initial mateia
pipperties &Wd must respond to the daily. seasonal, and ag&g variatioas in them poperties

Primarily, the unifitd theory rms povide dhe thestical foundatio for the predcton of
pavetmnt displacemen and deflection basin pro&l under different types of aircaft as well as
under differet t"pa of nondeotuctive testing devices. The pavement evaluation mefthdology
shoud include the ability to dezenninepvm e 3ACO PPC*iS ft=m the reslts Of noudestrucive
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Important contributions towards improving the state of the art in Os area can be mnde from
several directions:

a. Better analytical modeling of pavement systems from a structural point of view;

b. Improved and realistic representation of material properties for all pavement system
elements, interrelated with the structural approaches above;

c. Systemization of the vast amounts of anp.'ytical, statistical and test data that are now,
and will be available in the future, in order to substantiate the relationships between
pavement design and observed response, including durability and failure modes; and

d. Use of alternative (i.e., nonmechanistic) analogs of pavement systems to achieve

insight into important response or failure modes.

This program approaches the need for a unified method by demonstrating the feasibility of

unified analysis built aroand the use of modern 3-D finite-clement strucra modeling. These

techniques will be used in conjunction with a highly automated system of pre- and post- processing
programs specifically designed for airport pavement configurations and integrating essential

pmetr govaning material behavior. Equally important is that this approic can be used as a

continuing framework for including the advances in structural analysis, womial science and

construction methods that arm sur to occur over the duration of this project.

The value of using a 3-D approach should be empa since many of the css•m'ta

charactenst which deemnine usability and durability of pavement systenis are not well

represented otherwise. Adequate rep uientaion of the zomplex woviAg loamis from large airraft
lanig gear, the pavement repon nearjoints or failure raw~s, includiag local w=e.s of
tasesubbasc vois and the following of cracks and wree failxre in lerl as well as vertical
directions are only a few semgths of 3-ID apprmh. Prcviously, n mowploxity and computer

solution time required for repmsentative 3-D proNem dwscmgd myaiy vaseawvhrs, but today
the ability to efficiently model the layerod system, and to deve.lop a highly automated solution
pocedure to elizi•aft mudi 4f the tedious amd reAitive effrt MAkeOs this a pxenaliy very
productive an flexible method. This Is spwcaly trwm when the grea inrases in comiputational
peed on the new geneation of wation now in devclopn are osi
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1The development of any unified pavement analysis method must from the beginning
consider the, ongoing, intensive efforts in the research and design community to improve our
knowledge of material behavior. The wide range of materials used in airport pavement systems
and the complex relationships being evaluated for their structural performance, failure and
deterioration govern to a large degree the development process of such a method.

1.2 Program Accomplishments

We have demonstmted in this program to date that 3--D finite element (ME) structural
modeling is an effective and pratical method for evaluating the response of airpot pavement
systems; and that it =an form the basis of the unified pavement analysis method. Although the
work so far has used existing analytical tools, similar methods tailored to the needs of airport
pavements, together with appmrpriate constitutive material relationships and modern computer
graphics can be inttgrated into a unified pavement analysis system using 3-D FE modeling.

Acolishments described in this report include:

a. Domonstiaton and v1fiwamn of the solution of cdasscal pavenmt problems using
3-D FE analysis;

b. Formulation and solution of a ange of practal aircraft lod and a4i pavement

confgumatios, showing the capabil~us of thes. metods;

c. Visumliation of the results using 3-D) cohagrpics

d.: Evaluation of two forms of nolnar sin 0espons and

t. Deve1• ts in th cowittive maal modeling rlWatisis for paveme
matrias;suia~forwinclsion in IFE solution procedurs

I program PhAse, thm. ,.twa the poaclu, W direction that continiAng work wil take
in the actual developaent of fth unified pavcma-u respmzs model, cons"iuve Owialcrial *

w lab va.Sd atimo
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2. Objectives

2.1 General Objectives

A primary objective of the overall program will be to develop a response oriented structural
model suitable for a wide range of airport pavement system types. The structural model will be a
complete system of programs capable of rapid, efficient modeling of individual pavement systems
including loads and material constitutive relations. This will form a common analytical framework
to be used for a.1 pavement configurations, and will include a complete range of materials now in
use and proposed for the future. It will be capable of incorporating general aircraft tire loading

configurations to suit existing and future aircraft, which are anticipated to increase in size and
severity. The method will also be capable of incorporating both existing construction
configurations, repair or overlay configurations and also be suitable for investigators to develop
new configurations possibly incrpoting new matials such as fiber concrete, etc.

An important pat of the develop•met of the unified pavtment analysis metod will be the
incorporation of the constitutivt material prperfies needed for each element of the pavement
system. Bedes the primay stnuictwal elements of retifo•c•d and unre.lforced %nland cement
and asphalt concreM the will be included the families of base, subbase and subgnde matrials
used in airport construcon. In the new procedures, appq e failure mechanisms will be
incorpotd which can be ntegnred with the consb,•ve paptis above so tha long-mrm
pavemwt behavior may be prtdcted.

The overall 2.spose, dtermtefo will Iclude not only the inreian srn•ul rsponse in
trms of Strss stras and deftions but will be reflected in the various failw uis for the
airp paMnS icludg PUMA MAe s m , faigue d e, ruttin. pwing it jontS and
other I.mpoM ftaue node

2,2 Specific Objectives for this Program Phase

A primay tIMraiw hate is to green exanwlc of Ourt 14) fite dt=lem appmoah -amd
dem ost Its potential for meetng tho equkearmes of the 1Ul54 Pavewat Aiay Skysrez
Sofar.weht Oa" tbpiMlpIviausofman hIs poceXtw W4QtQ

. : . . . ., : '. .:



demonstrate the potential that the 3-D finite element approach has to form the basis of the Unified

Analysis Mehod.

2.3 Work Accomplished

This report desczibes work completed to date in the use of 3-D FE methods which first
demonstrate the applicability to classic pavement problems, and then which apply the method to
analysis of multi.-wheeI gear loadings on a three-layer pavement system. Also, the application of
3-ID FE methods in verifying earlier 3-D work is shown, which included comparisons with present
day 2-D and other simplified methods for typical pavement problems. In this section is shown, as
well, the ability of modem 3-D FE analysis to incorporate some nonlinear material properties for
subsurface layers in the analysis. These include plasticity and resulting permanent settlements.

A study was also conducted comparing the response effects of various constitutve
plasticity models, including a single-surface continuous hardening model.

Separate work was also performed in this phase of the contract at Texas Transportation
Institute by Dr. Robert Lytton to relate paveennt failure modes to the constitutive material

properties that will be compatible with the operational modes of the FE analysis technique.

Finally, recommenadaons will be made for implentation of the methods pwposed here
into the develapmwt of user ftendly software for advanced pavement analysis.
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3. Background

3.1 The Advantages of the 3-D Finite Element Method

In the 3-D FE method the problem is formulated directly. The physical configuration, the

material properties (in simplified form), and the loading pattern are all represented realistically.

Naturally, full advantage is taken of common techniques such as symmetry to minimize the size of

the model, but no major simplifying structural assumptions need be made. The pavement slab

need not be modeled as a plate. The subbase atop soil layers need not be modeled by springs or

liquids. The loading and the physical configuration need not be axisymmetric. All of these

features allow a realistic representato of the airport pavement loading problem.

An important issue to be addressed in the 3-D FE method, as it is applied to the nieds of

the pavement problem, will be its capability to handle complex material constitutive relations and to

incororate the appropriate failure mechanisms& We anticipate that stanard solution techniques
which have b d for complex problems involving plascity and visco-plasticity will be used,

but with consttutive mtei behavior appmpriate for the geo-tocnical materials.

3,2 Traditional Concerns with 3-0 Finite Element Analysis

Theme am seva2l key issues involving the use of 3-D FE analysis which should be
addressed early:

a. In the past. computational labor requited for the demiled formldation 3-D p•rwms

made early applications of this method imprcticaL Today, however, the use of

aumatic mesh gc imation soWtw and pcdetcmilned nme layouts that ar
appoate for the range of Pavemt POblem makt We ec.to oR the inp phase Of
the analysis vety manageable.

b. The large ama nts of output data th arm r•oduced by 3-D FE analyds in the past have

made the intupeation of the results tedious and difruWL Further, much of the

resoe escaped evaluation due to the sheer volume of daa. However., modem data
editing and plting techniques, spcvifiPliy the automatic production of color graphics

Sisometric 3-D views, are an extrcmely valuable tool allowing the eng&=w to have a

rapid look at te results of a pafrcu analysis without bMious manual reading of
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individual data. Of course, these data can a!so be wAnipulated t', other special post-
possors to highlight local sbtes-= And d&lections where appropriate.

c. The long solution times which characterized early 3-D analysis are rapidly being
reduced. We can show that the better workstations and PC-based desktop computrrs
are now capable of producing results fzr zprirsentative prblenm i.n a very manageable
time. Furthermore, the speed of PCs and workstaions co.tfiues to rapidly increase.

doubling every two or three ymr.s, for the same or lowa costs.

d. Memory size and instruction storag.,. capability of new workstations is likewise

increasing.

e. In the past, the compklx organ'iation of the problem which invoived manually
drawing, plotting and creating FI meshes, making die various computer tums
involved, organizing and pressing the data, etc., can now be done by an overall

expert system incorporating Fd awlysis techuiques. The unified pavement method
should be as simple a design tool as poWble. The objective here is that the essential
elements of the solution process will all be contained int•ra~ly in a complete program
system so that the fotnulation by the eugicr and id r of the response
ca4 be pedfomzd as em dently as posib1.

A summary these key issues is shown in Tablo 3-I.

TrOWle 3-1, Key ISSuOs In 3-D FE Ap..-.!O t t-

Issue oul.

1. C •a•o.. LAW Aldomubc U .01 fw-

2. Post PMOc&%4V Oiiput M~a Atuomric C*4r Qwwac i%# !-;kft c Via"

3. Gon" raw Mm4We d PrcetS SM WSWa-e.
Choe

4. Aavabial~ty of MactmesPw~u PC~~k ~Jo Staiic Aft**i Ru~e4, Av~a~yoI Av-•Iabtl• •i

S. S~ty as Oesion TOWl Can bo W% &phi1 System
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4. Structural Response Model Method

4.1 Demonstrating the Application of 3-D FE Analysis

In the work completed we hlve exploited the range of available xpeicnce for applying the

3-D FE method efficiently to the airport problem. These included, as well, mesh optimizzqon

studies and some simplified represenaton for pavement matrials.

The Foster-Miller work has used the PC/workstation environment as a baseline for the FE

method. PCs are accessible and economical for the end user, which is the airport design and

evaluation cornmunity. Also, a wide range of FE modules available now and in development are
designed for use in ITCs -d Wworkstations. Many of these are also available in mainframe or

superconpuuter vasions if ,.=ranted.

This demonsation of the 3-D FE approach for airpon pavements builds on previous

studies using earlie FE tools. An example is the United States Air Foresoloannidts solution for

swm typical milimay ahaft pavement problems within the List five ye= [1]. Also, there am
several classical pavement proble which we will analyze by the 3-D fWie element mthod and

compa with classical solutios.

One key element in making the 3-D FE analysis p ctal for thei aort pm is the

incorporation of labor-saving features that drastically reduce the repetitive prparafion of input and

evaluation of output. In particular, 3-D FE analysis will produce vast amounts of raw data which

must be edited and pmsted in a form which is most useful to tho ead us•. Four demonstration

analyses we incorporated the following:

a. Automated mesh genemzon, which is impmat to reduce the complexity of input

labor.

b. The use of symmetry and synueutic boundary conditions to reduce the athemodicall
size of the model, rby mrducig solution t and preparation complexity.

c. Use of a coarser model mesh away f-on the region of maximum ioads and deflcil.,A,

which wgsults in a model which uses a smalltr mavA tkcal fotxrm n Ing sa:ifies

little in the way of accuacy. It is impornt here to wreco.g.rc the. w.J fubr first

obtaining. overall accurate stnru=al response, fCl,-'• if ntceosmy by ruetu"ing

in the immediate area of interest for a deailed picture of sntaro a. d•..i,•os Ths1

use of a progresively coarser ud away from the mu, m "- .awnum ,0i2.& !,rd



deflections eventually eliminates areas of the model that are for all practical purposes

unaffected by the loads.

We can depict schematically a typical 3-D FE structural model for airport pavements,
referring to Figure 4-i.

a,,

abcd =Plane of Symmetry W/Symmetric Boundary Conditions
yz PLANE Joint Plane (if app.) in Pavement Lvel
addial = Surface (Loading) Plane - 1/2 Dual Tandem Gear Shown
Other Vertical Planes = Model Boundary Conditions

Figure 4-1. Schematic Representation of Typical Finite Element Model

4. Layout of FE Structural Response Models

As an example, we have indicated a typical dual-tandem gear load such as that for Boeing

707 adjacent to a longitudiral joint in Figure 4-2. The area of interest, which represents the

prinary response reiion of the model, will be the area in which maximum stresses and deflections

ame aoticipated. Local, more detailed failure models will also focus on pordotis of this area. At the
periphery of the model, away from the area of interest, the model is terminated using linear

boundary conditions. This region can be determined by the use of dimensional parametas referred
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to in earlier work by Dr. A. loannides for tlvý U.S. Air Force [1]. Here, a single axis of symmetry

perpendicular to the pavement joint and to the direction of travel for the gear is shown, and the

resulting model area is indicated by the crosshatch.

PERIPHERY OF MODEL
f LINEAR B.C.-S/ JOINT (IF APPLICABLE)

COARSER "MESHý

AREA OF INTEREST/AC MOVEMENT (USE o -- )

,C COARSER
,i> MESH

t-" 0 I SYMMETRYAXIS

TYPICAL GEAR LOAD E IV ZY",01M xy N0
(DUAL - TANDEM AS FOR 046.0
B6707 SHOWN) •x 0  y

REPRESENTS *MID-POINT
OF EDGE' LOADING CASE,
CRITICAL FOR JOINTED SLAB

Figure 4-2. Typical Model Layout Showing Lateral Symmetry

with Longitudinal Joint

An even eater reduction in model mathematical size can be used with bilateral symmetry,
as shown in Figure 4-3, in whizh a plan view of a typical model layout for a so-called interior or an

unjointed pavement case is shown. Here the same dual-tandem gear load is shown. Two axes, or

planes, of symmetry are indicated passing through the ceuter of the gear truck. The area of interest

near the gear, oontained within a larger, coarser area is also indicated.
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PERIPHERY OF MODEL/"(LINEAR B.C.'s)

AREAOFi
INTEREST J C MOVEMENT

TYPICAL DUAL - TANDEM
(B.707) GEAR LOADs'r~AXIS OF SYMMETRY

.. _W/SYMMETRIC B.C.'s

I,: I•%I

Figure 44. Typical Model Layout Showing Bilateral Symmetry

4.3 Finite Element Program for Demonstration of 3-D Analysis

For demonstration pjrposes, in this program phase we have used an advanced commercial

finite element code, NISA 90.0, which contains many key capabilities needed for 3-D pavement

analysis. However, we should note that the eventual goal of the Unified Pavement Program is to

assemble the best available modules for the complete unified pavement analysis process. This will

include customized writing of key solution modules and material constitutive modules, which will

be combined with the pavement mesh generation pre-processors and plotting type post processors

referred to earlier.

With this demonstration program, we can formulate the solution of typical linear and non-

linear material problems, with a selection of material failtue laws (including Von Mises, Ducker-
Prager, Mohr-Coulomb, and other similar formulations) which indicate at least a general

applicability to the type of materials encounteHd in airport pavements.
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This program system also has excellent graphics and data preparation features that reflect

the features needed in the final 3-D analysis method. Extensive use of color graphics enables the

user to rapidly assess the response of a given model. These color graphics can be produced on a
multicolor laser printer integrated with the workstation so the graphical output is available
immediately upon solution of the problem. This capability includes not only multicolored isometric

plots of stresses and displacements throughout solid objects, but also the wide capability for slicing
through the model in various directions to highlight certain zones for stress, deflection, strain and
various forms of principal stress.

4.4 Benchmark 3-D FE Analyses for Classical Pavement
Problems

The 3-D FE techniques described above were first applied here to several benchmark
problems. In the past, these simple, idealized cases have been formulated with a closed-form

solution, and in some cases, also with earlier 2-D axisymmetric programs such as IU-SLAB,

ILLI-PAVE, Chevron, etc.

4.4.1 Westergeard Plate Problem

The ."irst benchmark analysis using our 3-D FE approach was a check of the classic [6]
Westergaard solution for an elastic slab with an interior load supported on a dense liquid

foundation. This solution was in the form later updated by Losberg for a square interior load. The
general characteristics of this sample case are shown in Figure 4-4.

In this model, a thin concrete slab 6 in. thick is supported on an elastic subgrade with a

bulk stiffness of 50 lb/in. 3. A total load of 10,000 lb over a central 1 ft2 area was used,, and the

results of the FE analysis were compared with the classical solution as modified by Losberg.
Results arm shown in Table 4-1. The Foster-Miller model and the closed form solution both agreed

exactly, with a central vertical deflection of 0.023 in. The maximum flexural stress in the slab
from our model was 265 psi compared to closed form solution of 285 psi, which is excellent

agreement, given the coarse element size re•ive to. the loaded area.
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p - 69.44 IbOin' MATERIALS DATA
(P - 10,000 lb.) SLAB E - 3X10lObJIn2

/I - 0.16

SIJBGRADEs
k 50 Wb/ins

4.

'Figure 4-4. Westergeard Benchmark-.Model with Square Interior
Pressure Load

Table 4.1. Comparison of Results for Westergaard Problem

dmax (in.) Smax (Pei)

Foster-MDor N41A Model 0.023 285

Closed-form solution 0.023 285

Ingthe FE model,theslabwas modeledusnga 2ftx 12ftadivided intoamultilayer

network of 3-D solid isoparametric "brick" elements. These consisted of 6 in. x 6 in, elements in
plan view, two layers deep. For speed of modeling. no variation of element size away from the

load was used in these early studies. The top layer of 2 in. and the bottom layer of 4 in. make up
the 6-in. thick layer for the slab. Note that these are not plate bending elements, but 3-D solids.
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Note also that no advantage was taken of the obvious bilateral symmetry. This could have
easily reduced the model size by approximately a factor of four. Then the planes of symmetry
would have used symmetry type boundary conditions with restrained edge moments, with vertical
movements unrestrained. Because of the short solution time and the simple nature of the model,
no real effort was extended to economize on the solution. However, in later case we will see how
we can take advantage of these principles.

4.4.2 3-D FE Analysis of Burmister Two-Layer AxIsymmetric Problem

This 3-D FE solution was performed for a two-layer system, represeting a classcal
Burmister [7] two-layer problem, with the bottom "layer" a semi-infinite elastic medium. As seen
in Figure 4-5, a bilateral symmetric model was created resulting in one-quarter of the actual are
being modeled, using two perpedicular planes of symmetry. In this example an 8-in, thick top
layer with Young's modulus of 29,900 psi and Poisson's ratio of 0.49 was mode!ed with two
layers of 4-in, deep 3-D) isoparainetric brick elements. These were arranged in a 6 ft x 6 ft. area,
with individualcelement size in plan view being 6in. x6 in.

Preetw* Load

K~ 48 psi

Q 7.298 pW op1y = 29,9W01b/1f 2

A top IayV = 0.15

a b" 4 ,270 Iblit'

4 .4

FIgure 4-5. FE Approximation of Burmister Two-Layer Problem
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The subgrade was assumed to be a softer material with a modulus of 4,270 psi, again with

a Poisson's ratio of 0.49. Two layers of subgrade were modeled by 3-D brick elements, with the

remainder below approximated by vertical spring elements. Note that when using symmetry
(either in single- or double-axis form and using a spring representation for the continued depth of
subgrade, care must be taken to allow for the "presence" of adjacent springs at all of the symmetric
points so spring stiffnesses have to be adjusted along the lines and corners of symmetry.

The load here consisted of a 30-in. diameter circular area with vertical pressure of 48 psi,
reflecting values used in early Burmister studies of the 1940s. These had originally been done by
Burmister to evaluate the stiffening effect of a top base layer (compacted or stabilized) on the
original subgrade, and proceeded to a general closed-form analysis of a two-layer system.

Comparison of the 3-D results, seen in Table 4-2 shows a reasonably good agreement for

maximum deflection (the principal quantity used throughout the Burmister work). However, the
use of springs to represent lower subgrade areas did not provide any meaningful savings, since the
effort to properly model the continuum below was out of proportion to any execution time saved;
total solution time was only a few minutes on a 3825 PC. Also, there is no good equivalence of
vertical springs to a 3-D elastic solid when differential vertical displacement occur. Future
modeling of subgrades, therefore, was done using 3-D elements, without spring elements,
terminating at much deeper levels (40 ft. range) using a progressively coarser mesh. This provided
better replication of the actual physical conditions.

It should be noted that neither in this case nor in the previous case were any plate-type or
flexural elements used. These elements are 3-D solid isoparametric elements, and therefore all

equivalent shear and moment deflections are accounted for, with accuracy limited only by the
numbers of elements used to represent the solid layers.

Table 4-2. Comparison of Results for Burmister Benchmark Problem

d max Remarks

Foster-Miller NISA 0.244 In. Soprngs below 18 In. depth

Burmister Closed.Form 0.253 In. Seni-, Elastic Sold
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By inspection of the accompanying isometric color* plot (Figure 4-6) one can easily see the

effects of variaflon of deflection as a function of distance away from the loaded area, serving as a

valuable guide to the investigator so as to easily visualize the pavement area which has a
meaningful response. For these purposes a detailed review of the printed output is not necessary,

showing the value of advanced graphical post processors when evaluating 3-D results.

ENRC - DISPLAY II POST-PROCESSOR VER 90.0 Jan/15/91 DISPL. CONTOURS

Z - DISPLACEMENT
VIEW : -2.38E-02
RANGE: 2.44E-01
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RX: 160
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Figure 4-6. 3-D Burmlater Benchmark Problem

Cowr ogignals available at FosW-Milf.
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4.4.3 3-D FE Model for Pavement Saab (Interior Load Case)

This 3-D FE demonstration case wm undertaken to clarify our modeling and solution

technique by comparison with earlier FE work for the USAF by Dr. A. loannides [1]. In the
model, a relatively thin 8 in. concrete shw. an a soft subgV.de was deliberately chosen to enhance
the magnitude of the results. In this particular case, a single wheel load of 30,000 lb representing

that due to an F-15 aircraft, was applied to an unjointed slab, resulting in a so-called "interior" load

case. A general depiction of the FE n 1xlel is shown in Figure 4-7.

Extensive earlier work. by loannides and others has shown that in order for the structural
response to be properly evaluated, the slab area that needs to be modeled to obtain acceptable
results may extend a relatively short distance away from the load. Naturally, this is a function of
the interplay between the flexural rigidity of the slab, the characteristics of the submfade, and
especially the size of the loaded area. Dimensionless parameters containing the above [Ref 1] can
be used to evaluate the slab area requirements for a given set of physical characteristics. The
typical subgrade, however, should extend a substantial distance both laterally and vertically awey
from the loaded area, in order to properly evaluate the response of the system.

Y 27.8' .. ...

114 X 3•0" Load'

-Plan of 8m1Mtry

"4 Wowk-Vqu~va.ant Idf
far 380 0Pd

Figure 4-7. 3-D FEM for Interior Load Case 8-inch Slab with Single

30K Wheel Load

S...... .... .... .. ~ 18"6 . ..... .. .



The size of the "interior" model can obviously be reduced by using double symmetry, i.e.,
symmetry about both xz and yz planes, thereby reducing the modeled volume to one-quarter of the
original. Accordingly, in our case, the modeled area includes one-quarter of a 15 ft x 15-ft slab
area, on a 35 ft x 35-ft subsoil or subgrade area, extending down to 40 ft below the surface. In
this case, typical symmetry-type boundary conditions are applied to both planes of symmetry. In

addition, the boundaries at the extremities of the model in both lateral and vertical directions are
restrained by the appropriate "rollers" with zero transverse displacement permitted. which provides

good representation of the true situation since the effects of the load have nearly been eliminated at

this distance. Note also that in the model the size of the FE mesh progressively increases in all

directions away from the loaded area. This reflects the normal practice in FE analysis to economize

on the size of the model while sacrificing little of the accuracy for overall, or "global" response.

Figure 4-8 shows the center of the interior load model in detail. In this case we have
divided the thickness of the slab into only two layers of 3-D isoparametric brick elements. The
subgrade volume imnmediately below the slab has been divided into two 6-in, thick layers, with

succeeding levels increasing rapidly in thickness proceeding vertically downward. In this figure

the locations of interest for the pavement response are shown, in which vertical deflections are

ev aluated at the center surface of the pavement layer, in-plane flexural stresses axe evaluated at the

bottom of the slab and again in the center of the pavemnt area, and maximum subgrade pressure in

the vertical direction is evaluated immediately below the slab !n the subgrae layer. This FE model

contained 584 elements and 2,532 degrees-of-freedom (DOF). including boundary restraints.

The execution time of this single static load case was perfdom with the NISA

demonstration program in 18 minutes on an IBM 386/25 PC-type desktop system. This was later

reduced to 6 minutes when run on a 486/33-type PC. In contrast, in an earlier FE analysis by
loannides, using a similar model with the GEOSYS Program, the solution took 2.5 hours on a

Harris 800 virtual memory computer. This shows the rapid decrease in solution times for 3-D

models that we can expect with tie advancing speed of PC workstations.
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Figure 4-8. 3-D FEM - Detel at Center, Interior Load Case

The results of this study are shown in Table 4-3, aWl with a comparison with earlier 2-D

and closed-form analyses for the same problem. These included =W-SLAB, [8] used now by
some designers fEW pavement studies, and the dosed fonn Weswrganll/Loberg solutio Exxt
agreement was obtained with the 3-1D GEOSYS results, and good apement with. 2-) (lAter, we

shall see that 3-D is cspecaly useful for cdge-loaded an simla situatis which canoc be

directly modee by 2-D and tip a&nys.

The Fww-Milft rsults can again be effectively vilie by 3-D color grphc
produced with advanced post-processing techniques. In Figure 4-9 we see an imteric view of
vertial deflcctims in 3-D contourm This confms instantly how the "area of intew•s for
signifiant deflections includes a limited region (several feet away from the lond for these particular
pavement system characteristics). Max deflection is tabated and thers can be closely estimated
throughout the system without searching through printed output, although thed files fumish Al
"raw" data for any popIncessing operations that may be desird
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Table 4-3. Comparison of Results for Interior Load Case

dalablmax (In.) qsubg/max (pSI) $slab/max (psi)

F4 NISA Model 0.031 5.02 608

GEOSYS (USAF) 3-0 0.031 5.03 609

ILLW-SLAB 2-D 0.037 5.10 697

Closed-Formy 0.036 483 636
(Losberg)

EMC- DISPLAY II POST-PROCESSOR VER 90.0 Feb!12/91 DISPL. CONTOURS

Z - DISP.A CErYENT
VIEW : -3.22E-02
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RZ::3 0

Figure 4-9. 3-D Vertical Oeflection, Interior Load Case
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In Figure 4-10 we show an isometric color plot of vertical subgrade pressure in the vicinity

of the load. Here, the slab has been removed for clarity. In later cases, we will also see how the
model volume can easily be sliced or localized to produce clear graphical depiction of the pavement

response wherever needed. Also, anotbe7 type of graphical output that can be produced is a

trajectory-type (vector arrows) map of displacements, which will also be familiar to FE analysts.

In these simplified 3-D Models, note the rather coarse mesh used under the vicinity of the

load. In an actual application, a more refined mesh or a local model/substructure in the upper

layers could be used to produce a finer resolution of stresses. However, the overall deflection

(global response) of the model is not affected materially by this degree of model coarseness

immediately under the load. In this case, the bending behavior of the slab was adequately

represented by only two layers of isoparametric brick elements, showing that even with this

absolute minimum number of elements1 adequate slab behavior is obtained. But, tor a more

accurate rendition of slab stresses laterally and through the thicknss under the losd (tspecially if a

complex tire pressure distribution is applied), a more finely divided mesh or local model can easily

be used.

Comparing the ealiuer ILL.-SLAB 2-1) and closed-form solutions, note that this double-

symeitric configuration is not too dissimilar ftom the axisynmmetric onfiguration represented by

these approximate solutions. Therefom, ha we could expect these latter to give a reasonable
approximation of the true 3-D response. This doubly-symmetric example, although in practice

rarely producing maximum stresses conipard to an edge-loaded type configuratiom, nevertheless is

valuable to verify the perfomance of the approach, and to compre against traditionally aceepted

axisynmetric and 2-1) analysis tools.

4.4.4 3-D FE Study of Dual-Tandem Landing Gear Load for Wide-Body

Aircraft

This is a morm complex problem which extended the work of the previous example to a

epresentative airport pavement situation. In this example, a single d&Wl-taidem landing gear truck
of the Boeing 747-200 aircraft, with takeoff gross weight (TO=W) of 775,000 lb was applied to

the interior of a pavement slab area. An interior-type FE model was therefore constnucwtd As in

thi previous examples, advantage was taken of the dual planes of symmetry, so as to require
modeling of only one quarter of the dual-tandem trick and the pavement system, using appropriate

syminetry boundary conditions. There, individual wheel load was 46,000 lb, with a tire pressure
of 200 psi, equivalent to that used in normal service. A three-layer PCC pavement system was
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Figure 4-10. 3-0 Vertical Sibgrade Stress, Interior Load Case (Detail)
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used similar to that which would be designed today. A complete analysis for this four-wheel dual-

tandem truck was performed in a single 3-D FE analysis run.

A plan view of the pavement system modeled area is shown in Figure 4-11.

Aq in the previous example, we initially modeled a 15 ft2 slab area with the 747 dual-
tandem landing gear truck, with the subbase and subgrade extending 40 ft away from the center of
the gear in both lateral directions. In the elevation view, we depicted the cross section of this
pavement system. The pavement layer consists of a 12-in. thick Portland cement concrete (PCC)

slab with Young's modulus of 4,000,000 psi. This lies atop a 12-in. layer of compacted
stabilized subbase, analogous to FAA specification P-304, with a modulus of 40,000 psi. This in
turn is aup a "soft" subgrade with modldus of 7,700 psi. The depth of the modeled volume of
40 ft is sufficient to adequately roprescnt a semi-infinite half space of subgrade material, according

to previous USAF studies by Ioannide• [1I.-

FRE Model 1 -. C Fcx.O*P9-
•/ __.. ,. , , subb,,,'m. lO',.',b ,." t,, 12" compacted, atablizedS...., ., , ,.', . ,:, sub aso E,-4 X 10 4 psi

40 feet *soft s"ubgrade
• 40' ;•7 . t • ._ E"7.700 pSl

~77 7 I77

Plan View Elevation View

Figure 4-11. Dual-Tandem Widebody Gear Load on Three-Layer
Pavement System
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This three-layer airport pavement system complies with the requirements of the FAA

AC150/5320 Airport Design Circular. This first phase demonstration problem used linear elastic

analysis, but follow-on work could include the use of selected nonlinear representations for the

subbase and subgrade, as will be seen in examples later in this report for edge-loaded slab

configurations.

Again, one objective in this study will be to highlight the use of advanced post-processors

which produce 3-D color contour plots for rapid visualization of deflections and stresses

throughout the pavern)z, system.

A close-up view of this finite element model in the vicinity of the tire load is shown in

Figure 4-12. Here we can see that the 12-in. thick slab is modeled by only two layers of

isoparametric brick elements. This was shown to be sufficient for representing the global

response, although a finer 3-D mesh in the higher stress areas immediately beneath the tire would

produce more accurate stresses. The 12-in. thick stabilized subbase layer is also modeled by two

layers of these elements. The "soft" subgrade is modeled by deeper elements quickly increasing in
size.with depth down to 40 ft where the model is terminated. Ukewise, the coarsening of the

model as we proceed away from the center, or intersection of the axes of symmetry, can be seer in

the figure. Thb airtmft tir load is modeled by six work equivalent loads in a rectangular pattern

approximately representing the actual oval footprint. The total individual wheel load in this casc is

46,000 lb, a typical wheel load for the Boeing 747-200. A depiction of the tire pressure

distribution is shown in Figure 4-13.

In side view, the aircraft tire pmssur distrib, tl•n is approximately parabolic as shown with

an average value of 200 psi. In the axial view, the tirm sidewalls typically cause the pressure to be
higher at the sides of the footprint, which is shown. This is approximated by the rectangular

arrangements of the six equivalent loads shown previously. It should be noted that without a much
mort detailed FE i sentation of the area directly under the load, these minor differences in the

tite pressure distribution have little effect on the overall structural behavior of the pavement system.

Iowever, for detailed local stress analysis, it would be appropriate to represent these details of the

tire pressure distribution.

These tire pressure distributions could also be used to represent an aim-raft of 50 percent

higher weight, if the tire pressure for that aircraft were also increased by 50 percent. The behavior

of this elastic model will be useful later via mple scaling at least to begin the study of the effects

of higher widebody tire pressures.
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Figure 4-12. FE Model for 4-Wheel DT Landing Gear
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Figure 4-13. Tire Pressure Distribution
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The flexural stresses at the bottom of the slab under the load in the longitudinal, or tie

travel, direction are shown in Figure 4-14. Note that this model includes the behavior of all four

tires simultaneously acting on the slab and pavement system. We can see firom this figure that the

flexural stresses in the paVement peak under the tire at slightly over 400 psi and that they decay to

approximately 350 psi between the forward and aft tires before rising again in a symmetrical

pattern. Forward of the tire footprint, the stresses can be seen to fall off rapidly.

Figure 4-15 shows the variation of the vertical compressive stresses in the pavement

system under the center of the tire contact area. The stresses rapidly decrease proceeding down

through the concrete slab, reaching a value of approximately 10 psi contact pressure at the base of

the slab on top of the subbase layer. Stresses further reduce with depth as shown and at the

interface of the subbase and the subgrade layers the contact pressure has reduced to approximately

6 psi.

Z20" Contact
Length

O' (psi)

400-

0
360 .

300- :

Figure 4-14. Flexural Stresses Under Load at Bottom of

Slab-Longitudinal Direction
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Subbase

Subgrade

Figure 4.15. Vertical Compressive Stresses In Pavement Under
Center of Contact Area

The overall response of the model can be quickly seen in the accompanying 3-D isometric
colore contour plots shown in the following figures.

Figure 4-16 is a depiction of the vertical displacements in the total pavement system, shown
in isormetric view. Thne maximum value of 0.094 in. vertical deflection takes place at the center or
intersection of the two planes of symmetry. The contour plot quickly shows the decrease of these
vertical deflections as one proceeds away from the loaded awe a in all directions.

Figure 4-17 is a detail showing the principal in-plane stresses at the top of the slab. with
only the slab stresses being shown. This gives a good idea of the distribution of flexural slab
stresscs, ad it suggests that the modeled slab ame might be insufficient for adequately
rcpresenting the behavior of the pavement system. This will be treated in a latn- sectio

° Origiac p availate @ Fob=.Mal.
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3-D graphical post-processing techniques can also be used to highlight a key area of the

model. In Figure 4-18 the flexural stresses in the X direction are shown for the pavement system,

sliced through the closest layer of nodes convenient to the loaded area, which is shown by a

dashed elliptical line. The variation of flexural stresses with depth through the slab are clearly seen

in this picture.

Also, certain areas of the pavement system can be removed for an unobstructed look at
lower layers. This is seen in Figure 4-19 in which the vertical stress contours in the subbase and

the subgrade layers is shown under the loaded area. This area was sliced in a manner similar to
that in the previous figure. Here, we see how the vertical stress distribution decreases with

distance away from the load.

Some numerical results for this dual-tandem gear loading example are summarized in

Table 4-5. The maximum vertical deflection at the centerline of the gear truck, which was also the
center of the model, was 0.094 in. as mentioned above. Under the center line of each tire, vertical

deflection was slightly less, at 0.087 in., and decreased to approximately 0.050 in. 6 ft outward
from the tire centerline. The peak slab flexural stresses of 430 psi under the slab were higher in

the direction parallel to the direction of travel. This was in good agreement with an estimate using

the closed form solution, after superposition of the four multiple loads. The maximum subbase

pressure, at the interface of slab and subbase, was approximately 10 psi. This model did not
allow for any potential slip at these interface planes, which can be coi-ted in further work by

using sliding and gap type (nonlinear) elements.

D*C - DISPLY I POIT-P'MOCC.SOt IR 48,e H%/WA4'0

170.7 STINSS CooffoCUPS$xx - SYR$S~SE
UIDI -4.L3C.2•

-AS.4� V x 0

-KZ: 30

IT 2L5..4

Figure 4-18. Top Slab Stresses, X-Dir - B-747 Dual-Tandem Gear
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Table 4-4. Results for 13-747 - 200 Dual-Tandem Gear - Elastic Analysis

of Threo-Layer System

ReSults Rema*s

Max Vertical DeOlI
at CL of t" 0.094 In. 0.050 In. 6 ft outwar'd
at tire 0.087 In. fom tire CL

Slab Flexural Slreas Good agreement whh Losberg
at bottom ol slab under tire 430 psi (Westerard) esimate alter
(max -awvg tavel cmdlon) sue-posidw of muth4ploads

Max Pressure In Subbase -10 psi Further retinemynt of slablbase
(vetical component) connectivity modefn desired

As was mentioned above, the distributio of dab flexural tree &nd vetical deflectiom

suggesd that the 15 x 15 ft slab arta included ia the model was not sufficient s wundly

p ent the respose of the pavement system sideig the large came of the loaded ama with
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a wide body dual-tandem gear truck. Accordingly, a new analysis was made, in which the slab

area included in the model was extended to the outward boundaries of the model volume, i.e.,

40 ft in each of two lateral directions. This process is depicted in Figure 4-20.

Highlights of this model response are shown in Figure 4-21 in which the top slab stresses

of the "extended" slab are shown in 3-D isometric colo? plot.

Here the principal stresses on the top surface are somewhat reduced compared to the earlier
corresponding plot. (Post processors could also display differential contours between cases.) The

comparison of this case versus the original slab area is instructive and is shown in Table 4-6.

The maximum slab deflection at the centerline of the model was reduced to 0.83 in.

Similarly, the slab tensile flexural stress was reduced 6 percent and the maximum subgrade

pressure reduced approximately 10 percent. This lauer percentage is only approximate since the

pressure change was only I psi.

The conclusion that we can draw here is that the slab area for large dual-tandem gear trucks

must be increased relative to that which would be sufficient for a single wheel loading. This is not

unexpected. The actual area of the slab that needs to be modeled could easily be determined by
further expeimentation with this model, which is feasible at 6 minutes per run. Dimensionless

parameters as proposed by Ioannides can also be used as an initial guide. It is likely that a slab
area of 15 to 20 ft laterally from the extent of the loaded area would be adequate to mpret the

behavior of this particular paveet system.

Original @ Fosuw-Maltr.
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If we extrapolated the results of this study to gain some insigia into the behavior of the

same pavement system under projected super heavy aircraft loads, which for example, could be

50 percent greater than the existing 747, (assuming same gear geometry with a 50 percent tire

pressure intreas,) we can obtain a quick insight into the effects of such an aircraft on such a

pavement system. As shown in Table 4-7, nmximum slab deflections could increase to

approximately 1/8 in. Maximum slab flexumal tensions could exceed 600 psi, sufficient to cause

concern for flexural cracking in 5,000 psi concrete (fc). Subgrade pressures could increase to the

15 psi range. This result suggests that nonlinear representation of subbase anti subgrade iayers

might be waranted, in partiv-lar with a typical stress softening subgrade. "he slab stresses and
deflections could further inerease, with the possibility of penmnent settleneents. AMi analysis using

a non-inr representation of the subgrade would be requited to conflrm the efft-ts of this

50 percent increase in gear lo*d however, using this economical exumple still gains valuable

insight ino the Potential bahavior of an existing airport pavement with iiew aircraft load.

Simirlay, it would be straightforward to investigate tho effects of larger the and gear dinexmsioas

for such an Wtc;aft, in which the gear s•z, and tire footprint arm increased accordingly, with

orresponding decttase in tire presswe. Boeing Aircraft i.• today con&' ring the use. of 200 psi,

larger tires for its proccod double-&e*k 747 in the weight rangt of 1.3 million lb or higher. One

inpomnt cwmsideratia dt desir not to increase the rating of such ai air-aft on existing irport

paveats, using pmsenmt day rating mCithods. However, using t1w 3-D FE approach, it i.- possible

that a lhiu-ed prcs-•s iv=,am with sponding ri•ducdon in gear size wiid weight, could be

a==mnOd~ted by etxiting a4o.

T0b19 4.6. Extrapolation to 1,160,000 1b Aircraft Using famee Gear
Configuration end 300 psi Tire Pressur'n on Exlsting Runway

U-747-200 "Super-Heavy"

Max a Deft. (0) O.053 In. II OI AS5

Max SlobTevonskt(Y)40 aj 8s

MaU Siftiade Pwsstur (X) '10 0s s

'Tensile faikiw In 6.000 lb coofzrete

This IM: nmodd waý ,..-,cut•d in f-ap.,dnt~tey the suam titn•mte. as dr, s caOUS

approximately 6 minut.s for t,6 4803 PC Aoksti. Ibi tlows tha a i csposc



model can be run in a very reasonable time, and can quickly and economically furnish useful

results.

4.5 3-D Application to Edge-Loaded Pavements - Linear and
Nonlinear Response

The 3-D FE method was also evaluated for application of edge-loaded cases, which would

include jointed pavements. Our studies here included first another verification of the Foster-Miller
3-D FE representation with earlier USAF work by loannides [1], during the mid 1980s. As in

previous examples, a relatively thin 8-in. PCC slab was modeled atop a "soft" subgrade, the latter

with modulus of 7,700 psi. A 30,000 lb F-15 single wheel load was applied parallel to and

adjacent to a free slab edge, typical of an idealized edge-type load case.

A plan view of this model area is shown in Figure 4-22.

42.5 712 Isoparametric

8-Noded Brick Elements7.6'

Extent of 2,6 6 4 DOF
Slab - * 8" PCC Slab

Y (FF] 5...r(_1 ) * 30K Single Wheel Load

G (F.15 Tire @ 350ps1),
/ t Adjacent to Free Edge

Free Edge of Slab 9 * Two Layer Pavement
System for Simplicity

* Soft Non-Linear Subgrade
to Enhance Effects

Figure 4.22. 3-D FE Model Area for Edge-Load Ce.

We can see that here, onlv nne plane of symmetry can be used. The single wheel load of
30,000 lb is shown at the center vf the model, which Lo the intersection of the free slab edge and

the plane of symmetry.
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An overall view of the FE model is shown in Figlre 4 23.

Four work equivalent loads at comers of the element closest to the center are used for the

350 psi tire, totaling 15,000 lb for the model hali.

A detailed view of the central area of the FE model is shown in Figure 4-24. Here the 8-in.

thick slab is again modeled by only two layers of isoparametric 3-D brick elements. The base and

subgrade are shown by a succession of layers increasing progressively in thickness, starting with

two 6-in. layers followed by an 18-in. layer, etc. down to the 40-ft level, at which point the model

is terminated. Again, the locations of interest are shown at the center of the model, including

vertical deflection, slab flexural stress, and vertical subgrade pressure beneath the slab. Note that

in this model, the mesh was elongated parallel to the direction of the tire travel, in an effort to

assess the effect of "economizing" on the mesh in this direction.

This FE model included 712 isoparametric 3-D brick elements, with 2,664 DOF including

boundary conditions. This single run using the demonstration NISA model took 18 minutes on a

386/25 desktop PC, and 6 minutes on a 486/33 desitop PC. The earlier USAF studies under

USAF contract, using the GEOSYS FE program with the same mesh configuration, took

2.5 hours on the Hanis 800 virtual memory computer, again indicating the rapid increase in

processing speed available with improved desktop and workstation computers, and also with the

use of advanced 3-D FE solution techniques.

The results of the Foster-Miller FE analysis are compared in Table 4-7 with earlier

GEOSYS runs, as well as with the ILLI-SLAB 2-D and closed form solutions [3] that

approximated this configuration. This shows excellent agreement with the earlier 3-D finite

element work except that for slab stresses, the interpolation procedures needed to obtain stresses at

the corners of the central elcment indicate that a finer mesh would be required to obtain better

depiction of these local slab stresses directly under the load. The other 2-D and closed form

applications are really quite approximate in terms of their stress and deflection because they are
fundamentally axisymetric type solutions adapted to the non-axisymnrtric conditions of the edge-

loaded case. However, the solution technique used here was sufficiently close to the earlier work

tha, the verdfication of the method is considered satisfactory.
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Table 4-7. Cimpasrbon of Resulte for Edge-Load Coee

d slb, q subgrade, m slab,
max max m,•x
(I".) (psi) opl)

Foster-MUleR NISA ModtI .063 24.7 769

GEOSYS (USAF) 3-0 .063 24.6 826

LU--SLAB 2-D .066 58.8 1181

Clused Form Solion" -- 1056

tH51 S using ailomaled oquiva*nt of Pickett & Ray
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In Figures 4-25 and 4-26 selected pavement system responses are shown using advanced

graphical post processors with 3-D color* depiction of deflections and stresses. In Figure 4-25, an
isometric view of the vertical displacement contours is shown. In Figure 4-26 the inplane slab

flexural stresses are shown, in which the remainder of the model is removed for clarity. The stress
distribution in the slab is clearly evident, and with a closer look the variation through the thickness

could be highlighted.

In summary, this shows the value of the 3-D formulation for actual situations which are not

well represented in 2-D. This type of global response model could also incorporate the restraining

action of adjacent slab (using effective spring rates from a more detailed model of the joint/dowel

area) to better represent the behavior of actual slab sections used in airport pavements.

4.6 3-D Finite Element Pavement Analysis for Nonlinear
Subgrades

The Unified Pavement Analysis method must accommodate some form of nonlinear
formulation especially for subbase and subgrade layers. In the following study, we have evaluated

the 3-D FE method applied to examples of edge-loaded pavements, using two different simple
nonlinear formulations presently available for subgrade modulus. In these demonstration

examples, we have used internal iteration and convergence procedures in nonlinear static analysis
to perform the response solution in a single run. (This can be compared to the earlier
USAF/loannides work in which separate runs for each GEOSYS iteration were used.) In general

deviator stress** is evaluated in each element at each step in the iteration. Then, the reformulated

element stiffness matrix based on the updated modulus (as a function of deviator stress) is formed,
transformed into a new global stiffness matrix, and then banded for solution, followed by the next

iteration step.

"Originals @ foster-Miller.
Hemz, deviauw s=ess is used as '3J2D, in which 2 is the second devtoi stress inviuit.
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In the Foster-Miller studies we obtained good agreement with the GEOSYS studies for

vertical deflection, subgrade pressure beneath the slab, and slab flexural stresses by using, as a
benchmark for the average of the second and third GEOSYS iterations. This was the procedure
determined by Iornndes in the earlier studies to represent an accurate estimate of the final
converged value. Note that in our studies, this procedure was not necessary, since iteration

proceeded automatically to a converged solution.

A depiction of a simple resilient modulus type of stress dependent subgrade modulus is
shown in Figure 4-27. Here, the maximum modulus value of 7,700 psi, used previously in the
linear analysis examples, remained at values for deviator stress at or below 2 psi. The resilient

modulus then decreased linearly with deviator stress, and remained at a minimum value of 3,000

psi for deviator stresses of 6.2 psi and above.

Solution of this problem took a tetAW of 6 hours on a 386125 PC desktop minicomputer,

including all automatic iteration steps. This same rnu takes 2 hours on a 486/33 PC workstation,
and we estimate that it would take 40 minutes on a RS6000 Unix-type workstation. By
comparison, the earlier USAF studies using the GEOSYS FE program on the Harris 800 virtual

memory computer, were performed in five iterations of 2.5 hours each for a total of 12.5 hours
running time. This demonstrates the considerably greater speed and shorter running time possible
with modern workstations, which trend is expected to continue.
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Figure 4-27. Simplified ER versus SD Relation for "Soft" Subgrade Used
In FEM Analysis
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The results of this nonlinear analysis can be compared to the previous linear analysis of the

edge-load case in Table 4-8.

Here it can be seen that the stress softening behavior of the subgrade led to increases in the

maximum slab deflection, and in maximum slab flexural stresses of approximately 7 to 8 percent

compared to the case with non-softening linear subgrade. Subgrade maximum pressures under the

load decreased over 20 percent, reflecting the expected greater load transfer to the slab with stress

softening behavior.

Also, for purposes of verification of the Foster-Miller FE analysis, comparison was made

of our results versus the GEOSYS nonlinear finite element analysis, and this is shown in Table 10.
Good agreement was obtained within a few percent, for both slab deflection and slab flexural

stresses. Agreement was not exact since in the present demo NISA code the resilient modulus

behavior had to be represented by a variable deviator stress-versus-strain curve which is not

rigorously equivalent.

Table 4-8. Comparison of Results Nonlinear versus Linear Subgrade

(Edge-Loading)

d slab, q subgrade, s slab,
max max max
(in.) (psi) (psi)

Unear Subgrade (Previous Example) 0.063 In. 24.7 psi 769 psi

Nonlinear Stress-softening Subgrade 0.068 in. 19.5 psi 815 psI

Change +8% -23% +7%

Note: Max Nonlinear Modulus = Linear Modulus Value
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Table 4-9. Comparison of Foster-Miller versus GEOSYS Results for
Nonlinear Subgrade

d slab, q subgrade, s slab,
max max max
(in.) (psi) (psi)

Foster-Miller NISA (single run) .068 19.5 815

GEOSYS (mutiple runs) .066 19.0 890

A last comment on the greater running time required for nonlinear analysis, which is typical

of the solution procedures and convergence checks required is that the Foster-Miller analysis times
may be further reduced 30 to 50 percent through variable spacing of fewer pseudo time points.
This would involve a gradual reduction in the intervals of the pseudo time load iteration steps as

convergence was approached in the solution. In the present analysis, 10 equally-spaced intervals

were chosen for simplicity.

The pavement system response can again be quickly and effectively visualized using 3-D
color' available at Foster-Miller graphic post processors. In Figure 4-28 we see the isometric view
of vertical displacements throughout the pavement system, highlighting the response of the loaded
area. In addition, the flexural stress distribution in X and Y directions, (ependicular and parallel
to the free edge, respectively) is shown in color contour plots in Figure 4-29 and 4-30. Here the
slab was again isolated from the remainder of the model for clarity.

4.7 Alternative Nonlinear Subgrade Representation

We made an additional analytical study of the edge-loaded slab using a different
representation of the soft nonlinear subgrade. In this analysis, we included a stress softening
subgrade behavior as in the previous example, but we used a nonlinear deviator stress/strain curve
representation in which a linear region transitioned gradually to a region of linear hanening, with
the same general overall stiffness response as in the previous example. This provided a more

realistic representation of continued stress softening with load since the previous case led to a

deviator stress-strain curve that was not smoothly varying in the region of transition to the constant

'Available @ Fose-Miller.
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minimum modulus value. This depiction is shown in Figure 4-31. There is a curved transition
region from linear to linear hardening areas as shown, corresponding to the ramp in the resilient

modulus curve in the previous case.
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Figure 4-28. 3-D Vertical Displacement Contours: Edge-Loaded Slab
with Nonlinear Subgrado
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Also, an important new evaluation was made here of the effect of multiple loading and
unloading cycles on the response model performance and computer running time. This is depicted
in Figure 4-32 in which the five events are schematically indicated on the chart, showing
successive loading and unloading cycles through three loading and two unloading events. Each of
these events corresponded internally to a new nonlinear analysis, containing 10 load steps per

event. (Although this is not a dynamic analysis, these load steps are referred to taking place
sequentially in "pseudo time".) Also, in addition to contour graphics, we used the post-processing
capability of the demo program system to follow certain deflections and stresses through the
history of the load/unload cycling.

It should be noted that this entire five-event nonlinear analysis was accomplished in a singe
run without user intervention.

1s - -Stress

Region Remarks

0-2 psi Linear Elastic
10 -- - 2-6 psi Transition

>6 psi Linear
(psi) Hardnening

0 .002s .005 .0075 .oo01

Total Strain

Figure 4-31. Elasto-Plastlc Nonlinear Subgrade with Transition to Unear
Hardening
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Figure 4-32. Elasto-Plastic Nonlinear Subgrade with Transition to Linear
Hardening

This edge-loaded nonlinear pavemnnt model, identical to that used in the previous case

contained 2,644 DOF. Using the 486033 PC desktop workstation, average time per load sqe•pwv'.

approximately 18 minutes, compared to 6 minutes for a prely elastic analysis. Each load step

included 3 to 5 Newton-Raphson iterions, as determined automatically in the program by.ij•-nal
convergenci criteria. As can be seen in Figure 4-33, the total solution time for all five:events with
10 loads step per event was in the region of 15 to 16 hours. However, we believe that the number
of load steps per event could be reduced by at least 30 to '0 percent by optimizing the load step
spacing and number within each event, with solution times reduced pni~otionally.

10 I.*toe~
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Max fi)Load
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Figure 4-33. Solution Times on PC Workstations
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Some results from this stady are shown in Table 4- 10. The maximum vertical deflections

down through the paveriient system are shown for the first load and the following unload cycle.

The maximum vertical deflection in the slab it the firot loa1 (Event 1) was similar to that in the

previous case. Here we have also monitored the vertical deflections proceeding down through the

pavement system and it can be seen how these deflections decrease with depth. After Event 2,

which was the first unload cycle, residial vertical deflections remained. These range from 0.006

in. near the top of the subgrade with corresponding smaller permanent settlements proceeding

down through the pavement system. A 3-D isometric color plot* of the vertical deflections are

shown in Figure 4-34. Here the slab area and the pavement system in the vicinity of the slab has

been highlighted. Figures 4-35 and 4-36 show distribution of flexural stresses in the slab parallel

to, and normal to the edge as one in the previous cases, and likewise these show that the flexural

slab stresses in the edge-loaded slab would differ significantly from stresses calculated by any

form of axisynrnetric approaches, demonstrating the advantage and the utility of full 3-D modeling

of these situations.

Table 4-10. Deflection Results - First Load/Unload Cycle

Event 1 Event 2
Max Load Unload

Max Vertical Deflection in Slab (at CL) .068 in. .006 in.

Vertical Deflection in Subgrade (at CL)
6 in. depth .055 in, .004 in.

12 in. depth .044 in. .003 in.
30 in. depth .030 In. .002 in.

Another helpful way to visualize the results is to view the deflected shape of the pavement

system via a deflected "wire frame" model. This is shown in Figure 4-37 in which the elevation

view of the free edge of the slab and the subgrade region in that vicinity are shown both in their

original and deflected positions. (This corresponds to the first load cycle), Note that the subgrade

beneath the free edge is attempting to move laterally away from the edge when vertical wheel load

is applied. This is consistent wmth previous experience for this type of pavement system. Thtre is

a potential incompatibility of the .ubgrade mid the slab at the point where the free edge bears on the

subgrade, since there is a mathematical singularity at this point. This shows that careful attention

must be paid to the FE modelini' and these interfaces in order to better represent the real physical

situation. In an actual airport pavement -ystem, two adjacent slabs might be joined by keyway or

* Available @ Foster-Mtller,
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dowel bar type (bridging) structural elements. Thins would reduce the relative deflection of one slab
compared to its adjacent slab on the oiher side of the joint, possibly reducing the effect of this
incompatibility. However, these obstzmatons suggest the need for proper boundary elements
(linearor nonlinear) at the puivement/ubbase interface which could require the incorporation of a
frictional interfane element.

Anothrifmxrive lok atthe subgrade deflections can be made via acolor history plot*
using the pseudo time deffaction rtqso,-w. In Figure 4-38, the horizontal deflections normal to the
free edge proceeding downwar thrm-h the pavement system from the slab are shown, following
the load and unload cycles.
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Figure 4-37. View of Deflected Shape at Slab Edge

Vertical subgmde stresses can be followed in a similar manner, as can be sem in
Figure 4-39. The nonlinear response in this particular case is confied mostly to the first load
cycle, in which permanent sets in the horizontal direction are exhibited. Naturally, the magnitude
of the deflections and the permanent sets decreased with depth.

When the subgrade vertical pressure directly beneath the slab through the first load and
unload cycle was evaluated, it was found after the first unloading (at the conclusion of Event 2), a
residual vertcal "tension" of 4 psi remained at the interface between slab and subgmrde This was
due to the simple modeling of the interface as being able to equally withstand compression or
tension equally. However in a real sittion, this showed that there would be a potential for
separation of the slab and subgrade since lost cohesion would normally be expected at this
interface, This suggests that eventually a void could form under the slab for this loading situaion.
Further development of the proper type of nonlinear interface eements would be required to give a
bettr, mome accurate representation of this behavior, but this relatively straightforward analysis
quickly highlights potential problem areas in the pavement system. It would be also be productive
to include the restraint of an adjacent dab, joined by the appmpriae dowels or keyway and using
nonlinear springs, to evaluate the pavement system response at this point It would be anticipated
that this would help reduce the pot settlement void
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This behavior can also be highlighted by a quick look at the vertical stress history plot
down through the system directly beneath the, load in Figure 4-39. At the level representing the
vertical "tension" displayed. (Note that the stress convention used in the computer plots is the
normal stress analysis convention in which tension is positive; however, in most conventional soil
mechanics and gootechnical work, compression is normally assumed positive.)

4.8 Conclusions

These studies with nonlinear subgrade representations, although somewhat over-simplified
at this point, from the point of view of constitutive modeling show how even an approximate
representation of known nonlinear behavior can lead to a quick preliminary evaluation of the
behavior of the pavement system. Coupled with the relatively clear three-dimensional color plots
of deflection, stress, and strain, we can see how these early analyses can point the way towards the
need for further work, for example in interface element modeling, and in bimproving the constitutive
representations, of the base subgrade, and flexible pavemeat layers.
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Also, although present solution times on desktop workstations do extend for several hours,

the continued rapid increased in speed and further development of nonlinear solution pmcedures

will afford significant gains for such analysis, even for larger, more complex models.
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5. Overall Accomplishments of Foster-Miller 3-D
Finite Element Studies

First, these FE studies have shown the validity of guidelines developed earlier using

dimensionless parameters (1] which incorporate the relative stiffnesses of the pavement system

elements. These guidelines can be used to develop a progressively coarser mesh sizes with depth

and in the lateral directions to most economically represent the pavement system.

Secondly, the FE models described earlier are of a representative complexity which give

usable results for real pavement systems, and have been shown to have reasonable solution times

on modem desktop PCs and workstations. Further increases in computational speed, refinement

of solution techniques, and available memory size, are anticipated as the state of the art continues to

rapidly progress for this hardware. Also, a better understanding of the spacing of load steps in

nonlinear analysis will yield further savings.

Thirdly, we have shown how to effectively utilize the 3-D FE approach with the ability to

rapidly evaluate the pavement response via a specialized system of post-processors which furnish a

graphical depiction of their response. The 3-D representations are particularly helpful for the

pavement engineer. Note that in the previous studies, much of the insight as to the structural

behavior was obtained via the use of these methods.

These studies showed that even with a simple starting point for material constitutive

relationships, meaningful evaluation of pavement system behavior can be made. However, it is

clear that much needs to be done to incorporate more accurate material representations. This is

especially true for the behavior of typical base, subbase and subgrade materials. Along with these

FE studies, the Foster-Miller program has incorporated some new work which will be discussed in

the following sections. Although this work has not yet been incorporated into the FE method, we

anticipate that in the next phase a coordinated effort will be made to progressively incorporate the

appropriate stress-dependent constitutive relations into the FE solution method in such a way that

the value of each new enhancement of the properties can be related to the previous stage of

development.

5.1 Near-Term Follow-On Work for Demonstration Cases Above

The incorporation of nonlinear subgrade behavior ca be extended to the multiwheel wide

body landing gear case shown earlier. This could incorporate a Mohr-Coulomb failure law, plus a
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linear hardening "cap" for the subgrade material. Similar representations for both the compacted,

stabilized base and the subgrade can also be included.

To'show the value of the 3-1) FE analysis method for evaluation of new aircraft tire
loadings on modem airport pavements, the studies above could be extended to include a super-

heavy aircraft having conventional, larger 200 psi tires arranged in a larger dual-tandem footprint.
These results could be compared with the case cited earlier in which only a scale-up of tire pressure
was made to carry the 50 percent increased load. Here, the graphical representations of pavement

response could be used to quickly visualize the difference in effect between these two landing gear

configurations.

Also, work on the edge-loading configurations could be expanded to cases in which an

adjacent slab is included next to the existing free edge, representing a joint. This joint could
incorporate dowels or reinforcing bars using nonlinear springs, and this, in turn, could be used to

evaluate the difference in pavement system response for various simple joint configurations. These

results could be compared to the traditionally used design charts, in which an arbitrary percent of

restraint of the adjacent slab is used. Again, the graphical output capability would be valuable in

assessing the pavement response. These studies could include both linear subgrade and simplified
nonlinear subgrade constitutive relations, as well as representative multlwheel gear trucks.

A final valuable area for near-term investigation could include a resolution of the
slab/subgrade compatibility problem mentioned earlier. Interface elements incorporating a

nonlinear frictional response at the interface of the paving and subbase or subgrade layers could be
used to evaluate the degree of refinement that is meaningful to provide a reasonable depiction of

actual response down through the pavement system. This study could be integrated with the joint
studies cited above, to gain some insight into the actual behavior of the system beneath the joint.
Although it can be argued that the constitutive relationships presently on hand for the base and
subbase materials need suutantial further development, nevertheless these FE techniques can be

economically and efficiently used to begin a rational study of this important area of pavement

system behavior.

5.2 Pavement System Response Model Development

While for the present studies, NISA 90.0 was used to demonstrate that 3-D analysis for
typical airport pavement configurations is practical with careful use of FE techniques, the overall
objective of the program will be to produce a specific pavement response model tailored for use by
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government and industry. All of the essential elements of the FE solution procedure, however, are

available in open literature and are familiar to the Foster-Miller team.

The important constituents of this response model will certaiL-y include the use of

"prepackaged" FE model mesh layouts suitable for various pavement configurations, appropriate

selection of some material constitutive and failure models, essential static, quasistatic, and visco-

elastic solution procedures, and vital post-processing and data display modules to produce the

graphical 3-D output. It should be noted again that dependency on existing general purpose FE

programs is not required. These general purpose programs have many features and capabilities

which are not required for the pavement response model; conversely, the important constitutive
relations for the various pavement system materials are not present in any known general purpose

FE model and will be developed specifically for the pavement system requirements.

To summarize:

a. Stiffness matrices for 3-D isoparametric elements are available today in explicit form.

b. Efficient solution techniques have been widely developed and are under continuous

refinement at Foster-Miller.

c. Standard pre- and post-processors can be either obtained or developed, and will be

integrated into the solution package.

d. With an additional dedicated effort to incorporate constitutive and failure material
representations, we can now develop a 3-D pavement analysis system for use by

government and the design community.
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List of Symbols

p = pressure

P = load

E = Young's Modulus

= Poisson's Ratio

k = modulus of subgrade reaction

8 = deflection

= stress

q = subgrade pressure

Of = flexural stress

= deviator stress

Off = effective strSS

J2 = second invariant of deviatodo stresstor
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1. Introduction

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation

(DOI) has recognized the significant limitations of current pavement design ard analysis

techniques. As a resul, the FAA has initiated a multi-year program to develop a model capable of

predicting accurately the useful life of airport pavements. This model, a Unified Pavement Design

and Analysis Program (UPDAP), will be capable of predicting stresses, deformations, and

performance in any airport pavement system for nearly any pavement configuration, material and

operating/environmental condition. It will be based on mechanistic principles, rather than on

empirically derived relationships, and will provide pavement engineers with a comprehensive,

flexible analytical tool for efficient design or evaluation of new and existing pavements. For

existing pavements, the UPDAP will be capable of integrating inspection data to establishLi the

current state of the pavement, and to assess proposed rehabilitation actions.

The benefits of the UPDAP will be substantial. A primary benefit to the FAA will be the

improved ability to development guidelines and standards that will assure (1) that federal funds are

spent efficiently for the consttuction, rehabilitation %ad maintenance of airport pavements, and (2)

that the pavements will piovide safe and effective usage by airraft and ground vehicll

The work described in this paper was performed as the initial task of this progrmm The

scope of this task was the deWeopman and justification of a concept for the UPDAP. A team

comprised of Battelle, Remsou=e Intemational, Inc. (RU) and consultants performed the work for

the Volpe National Tanspotaton Systems Center (VNTSC) under Comtter No. DTY S-57-W

D00006. Procurement Request No. VA 1023. The team combined the talents of expetts in

pavement technologies from RII with Battuis experts in cnging mecartics. The result has

been the developmat of innovative conceps and fresh pepectivts of the issu associed with

pavement modeling.

Subsequent sections of this paper describe our recommended concept for the UPDAP. An

overview of the critr and featirs of our concept is-presented in aection 2. An i-depth
presentation of our recarmended metwod g for pavement coastitutive modeling is provided in

Section 3. Our o ed s for pavement structral modeling axe preseed in Section 4.

Damage modeling omideaios ar presiented in Sectioi 5. A dismssion of the critical Issues

associated With field testing of pavemn systeims s peuned in SecWo 6. Codusim and

-- for furthe stdy am prvided in Sectio 7.
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2. Recommended UPDAPMethodology

In this section we present ar overview of our concept for a unified theory of pavement

design and analysis.

2.1 General UPDAP Requirements

The basic requirement for UPDAP is similar to that for all compretensive engineering
design/analysis tools: it must predict accurately the response of the physical system (i.e., the
pavement) under the range of expected environmental and operating conditions and for both
existing and new system configurations. For the developmen.t of UPDAP, the following modeling
criteria are implicit in this requment:

2.1.1 Theoretical Soundness

The models (material, structural and damage) included in UPDAP must be derived from a
solid theomucal mechanics fo-ndation. This ecls&a c moddig approach differs significantly
fiont the anp l mode approaches crrently used for aitpo• pavement design aM analysis,
Empirical models arm denived dirmcdy from labomatory and field data; thcdfo the range of validity
gnemly is limited to the configuwafion and envhon nWtal/1oan g c-nditions ausociated with Ow
specimnsv and/or site. Fturier, em&il models generally include t,• (coefficients. functiow
miatinui4xp etc.) which do not desctibe explidy the influcnce of the pavement pa-meters on

pavwmt response. In contra, mechanistic models ar based on poven mechanics ptinciple4 and
verified by ritical labo cry expeiments and fiew data.mTIe range of validity of mAnistic

models iaherenly is Wader than dt of empiical models. beam the pavement syam is
described explicidy in the model. Thus. the influence of cages in the pavement cniurto
and cvuonmenuOpperazing condidis may be evaluated dimcly.

2.1.2 Comprehensiveness and Adaptability

UPDAP must be capable of des igna analysis of the nmge of eAsn pavemnt

conigmto and loading codiions.V urther, th me.odlogy mus be sufficiety flexible to

ao datew cs and loadin 2
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2.1.3 Va;datlon

The models which comprise UPDAP must be validated by comparing analytical predictions
to observed and measured pavement performance over the range of expected pavement
configurations, operating cerditions and environmental conditions. This activity is essential to
substantiate the modeling assumptions and to ensure the reliability of the predictions. Validation
activities must be repeated as revisions are made to the models.

2.1.4 Computational Frlendliness•

UPDAP users primarily would be practiclng engineers involved in the design and
evaluation of airport pavements. The software must be reasonably easy to use, with maximum use
of mcnus.

2.1.5 Knowledge-Based System (KBS)

A KBS should be incorporated into the UPDAP which invokes appropriate criteria for

selecting the most appropriate combination of material, structural and damage models, as well as
model interactions, for a given pavement scenario. The KBS will improve the accuracy of the
analysis and decrease analysis time and cost.

2.2 Form of the UPDAP

In our approach, the UPDAP is comprised of three basic components: sets of the material
models, structural model and damage models. The interactions betwcn these elemcnts, as well as
the inpat/output requirements, are depicted in Figire 2-1. As implied in the figure, the
performance of the UPDAP depends strongly on several factors, including

a. the accuracy and validity of the =Aterial, structural mnd damage models,

b. the accuracy and validity of the interactions between the models,

c. the selection of the most appropriate models and model interactions,

d. the accuracy of the model parameters, and

e. the accuracy and validity of the iiputs to the models (e~g., appli oad%, environmental
conditi.ons).
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The development of an effective UPDAP will require substantial laboratory and field testing
to characterize material behavior, pavement damage mechanisms, environmental and mechanical
(dynamic and static) loads. It is particularly important that correlations be established between
material performance in the laboratory awd field so that laboratory test data may be used with
confidence to predict in-situ performance.

2.3 Features of UPF)AP

The specific features of our UPDAP methodology are described for each model segment in
subsequent sections of this paper. Our UPDAP concept includes the following significant features:

2.3.1 Structural Models

A three-dimensional finite-element model is recormended as the basic "platform" for the
UPDAP. However, our preliminary work has indicated that in some cases a two-dimensional
model will predict pavement performance with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, we recommend that
criteria be established and used to select the simplest credible structural model for the
design/analysis objective, This would be a function of the KBS,

2.3.2 Material Models

A himrchy of material models should be developed for each material type. The selection
of an appropriate model would be based on several factors, including load intensity, age,
temperature, moisture, and pavement layer/thickness. Depending on these parameters, a sufficient
material model may range anywhere from linear-elastic to nonlinear, viscoplastic.

Our preliminary work has focused partly on the influence of material model type on
pavement response, from which we have begun to establish hierarchies of matera models. Model
selection would be aided by the KBS Damage Models and Model Interactions. Strong interactions
exist bet%=ee the stucturl respone, material behavior and pavement damage/distress. The
"UPDAP should account for these interactions explicitly. Our peliny work has indicated that
such phenomena as the growth of voids under repeat loading are Imp sidertims in
predictingpavement perfomance.
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2.3.3 Aircraft/Pavement Loading

The UPDAP ýihc-uld be based on aircraft-specific, deterministic loading. Once validated for
this type of loading, probabilistic methods could be applied to the UPDAP to evaluate effects such
as traffic mix and climatic variations. Although this was not a focus of our initial studies, we
believe that it may be important to model aicraft loading to a level of detail that includes landing
gear geometries and suspension dynamics. Contrary to current practice, wheel load equivalency
factors should not form the basis for aircraft/pavement loading in the UPDAP.

2.3.4 Environmental Effects

Environmental factors such as temperature and moisture have a significant effect on
pavement performance, and should be included in the material models. Our initial work has
identified several important relationships between pavement material behavior and environmental
condition.

2.4 Benefits of UPDAP

The benefits of the version of the UPDAP described above are significant. They includec

2.4.1 Reduced Construction Costs

The UPDAP will improve the accuracy of prt dicons of pavement perfomamc over
current techniques. berore, construction costs would be minimized because the risk of
overdesigning the pavement system would be reduced.

2.4.2 Reduced Repair CostU,

Because of the improved predictive capability of UPDAP, maintenance costs would be
minimized, also, the risk of ug the paveeant system would be reduced.
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2.4.3 Increased Pavement Life

By incorporafing appropriate damage models and material/structural/damage interaction

schemes into UPDAP, pavement distress can be predicted and an appropriate maintenance program

implemented to maximize pavement life.
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3. UPDAP Material Modeling
In this section, vwe present our recommended methodology for modeling pavement material

behavior in the UPDAP. In Section 3.1, we describe a generalized constitutive model for

pavement materials. In Section 3.2, we present our methodology for treating environmental effects

in the material models.

3.1 A Generalized Constitutive Model for Pavement Materials

In the past, researchers and pavement technologists have addressed the constitutive
modeling concerns of each pavement layer separately, and no attempt has been made to develop a
unified material constitutive model for the pavement system. In this section, we present our

concept for such a unified model.

3.1.1 Current State of the Art In Material Modeling

The wide variety of materials which currently are used for each pavement layer (e.g.,
subgrade, bah/subbase, pavement, overlay) are presented in Table 3-1. The current state of the art
in pavement material modeling is summarized in Table 3-2.

As shown in Table 3-2, the subgrade layer typically is represented as linear/nonlinear
elastic (e.g., Programs RISC, OAF/OAR, ILIW-PAVE), linear viscoelastic (e.g., VESYS), or as a

W'inkler foundation (e.g., J-SLAB, ILLI-SLAB). Current state of the art models represent the
granular base and subbase (unbound layers) as nonlinear (stress-dependent) elastic systems.

The constitutive, models in ILLI-PAVE (FEM), OAF/OAR (closed form), RISC (closed
form/FEM) are based on nonlinear elastic theory. The constitutive models for cement treated base

(CTB), and lime-Flyash (LCF) bound layers are best described as linear elastic. The state-of-the-
at models for the asphalt-treated base (ATB) could be represented as either linear elastic, as used
in RLU-PAVE, OAF/OAR and RISC, or viscoelastic as used in VESYS. In ILLI-SLAB and J-

SLAB, the base and subbase layers are represented by a Winkler foundation, the same as for

Iubgrade lIyers.
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Table 3-1. Pavement Component Selection Matrix

MATRIX TYPE SUBGRADE SUBBASE BASE STRUCTURE SURFACE

JOINTED(LAYER) 
(LAYER)

CONCRETE XX

JOINTED
REINFORCED X X X
CONCRETE

CONTINUOUS
REINFORCED X X
CONCRETE

PRESTRESSED
CONCRETE X X

FIBER REINFORCED
CONCRETE X X

POLYMER CONCRETE X X
HIGH STRENGTH .... .... .....
CONCRETE ASPHALT X X
CONCRETE

POLYMER MODIFIED
ASPHALT CONCRETE X X

FIBER REINFORCED
ASPHALT CONCRETE X X

LIME/CEMENT "
FLYASH X X
GRANULAR BASE X X

CEMENT TREATED X
"BASE
SAND ASPHALT BASE
ASPHALT TREATED X
BASE

LEAN CONCRETE X X
COHESIVE SUBGRADE XcoHEsIoNLES .. ...... .SUBORADE

STABILIZED SOIL- .. •'
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Table 3-2. Capabilities of Existing Pavement Analyses Programs

AYRCONFIGURATIONS; I RISC SW. SW J. V4ESYS I Ar' CRCP
_PAVE SLAB SLAB 7OAR

LAE E.. ,LU I,,

OVERLAY * AC / ,
-- •JCp 4 / ,/

-~ -C

- JRCP / / / /

. CRCP / / / 7 /

SPrestreased

PAVEMENT • AC / / /

.JCP / / / /

* JRCP / / /

. CRCP / / / / /

- Prestresed /

BASEISUBBASE * Bounded Layer * w /

- Asphalt ATB / / / /

SC~mentCTB / / / /

- LCF Treated / / /

_ Unbounded, Granular / / ,

SUBGRADE • Compacted Soil / / * /

* NaturalSom / /i /

- Bedrock / 7

• Reinforced Earth / /

- Other Geometries / /

SPECIAL • Interface / / /
REQUIREMENTS (Bonded & Unbonded)

• Crack& Seat / /

- Rubberized 7 / /

- Fabrics / /

- Load Transfer / / I

- -o-d-• Vola 7 ,/ ,/,,..

- WrpingCur•ling / / /

S7MulIU-Slab 7 / .

"a Wlnkler Foundation JRPC i Jointed Reinforced Concrete Pavement
AC , AUphalt Concrete CIICP a Continuouesy Reinforced Concrete Pavement
JPC a Jointed Plain Concrete Pavement LCF a Ume.Cemnl.Flyaah
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The state-of-the-art constitutive models for the asphaltic concrete (AC) layer which is

constructed as a structural layer for new pavements or as an overlay of rigid or flexible pavements

are either linear elastic (temperature dependent moduli) such as RU-PAVE, OAF/OAR, and

RISC, or linear viscoelastic as in the case of the VESYS program.

State-of-the-art material models currently used for rigid pavement systems are based on a

linear elastic approach, such as those found in OAR, RISC, ILLI-SLAB and CRCP. The effect of

geometrical nonlinearities such as cracks in CRCP pavements and joints in jointed concrete

pavements are often reflected as transfer functions or adjustments to the moduli of the pavement

layer.

3.1.2 Mechanistic Considerations

From a micromechanics point of view, the constitutive laws of pavement material response

can be derived by combining the basic laws of chemistry and physics such as rate processes of

kinetics of thermal activation.

.While nicromechanics principles have been used to model phenomena in penetration

mechanics and high-speed flow problems the Implementation of the phenomena into an analysis

tool such as UPDAP must ultimately be formulated at the macro-level. Therefore from the practical

standpoint of implementation into a c"de such as UPDAP, the micromechanics approach to this

mchanistic formulation may have limited applicability.

From a macromechanics point of view, a generalized hierarchy of constitutive models is

needed which could degenerate into special cases as appropriate for different systems. The

generalized constitutive model should accommodate changing conditions of pavement throughout

its service life, such as crack initiation, crack propagation and fracture, aging and accumulation of

permanent deformation. The effect of environment, such as time, temperature, moisture, as well

as the impact of dynamic loads, and geometrical nonlinearities also should be incorporated.

The constitutive model for the UPDAP must be a formalized model to incmporate all

unique features of each pavement component materials and with ctosieratio t various

environmental and loading condition. In the formulation of a generalized constitutive model, one

should recognize that material behavior Is generally too complex to develop a single universal

model for all environmental and loading conditions. However, considering the need for theoretical

soundness and ease of numerical performance, we propose a hierarchy of coastitutive models for
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various pavement component layers. This would be used together with a KBS which would aid in

selecting the most appropriate model for a given application.

A hierarchical approach permits the development of progressively wor complex and higher
order models from simple and basic constitutive models. Starting from the most basic, elastic

viscoplastic model with isotropic hardening and associated FLOW, one could develop more

complex models with inherent and induced anisotropy and non-associative flow behavior (Figure

3-1).

The basic assumptions are that:

a. Deformations are small enough to disregard the nonlinear terms of the strain-

displacement relationship. This should be a reasonable assumption for pavement

systems.

b. Elastic, plastic and viscoelastic deformation are uncoupled (Figure 3-1). This is,

however, not a requirement. Phenomenological constitutive theories which do not
distinguish between time-independent (plastic) and time-dependent (viscoelastic,

viscoplastic, creep) could be considered later in the program.

c. The distinction between the volumetric and deviatoric deformation is essential, once the

linear threshold has been exceeded. The volumetric and deviatoric deformation, have,
in turn, reversible and irreversible deformation components (Figure 3-2).

UPoAP
MATERIAL MODEL

GENERAL VISCO-ELASTO-PLASTIC
WITH DENSIFICATION

I~~~c~ VISCO-ELASTIC ESFC~

Figure 3-1. Elements of a Generalized Constitutive Model
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Figure 3-2. General Deformation Chart for Granular Multi-Phase Material

d. The volumetric irreversible (both time dependent and instantaneous) deformation is
induced not only by excessive volumetric stress (which pe~rfbrms Positive Work in this
case) but also by excessive shearing. In the latter case volumetric streass performs
Negtadve Work on voiametric strain. This phenomenon is termed Dilaton. Physically,
the shear distortion results in rearrangement of particles of aggregate, so that the total
volume inreases (Figure 3-3).

The volumetric irreversibl deformation due to volumetric U=~s occursi not only for high
stress but also initially.. The virin material contains air voids and the particles am not aanged in
an optimal way. When subjected to low streses the material exhibits Densifcadon - an
m-versibu e volumetric deformation. Figure 3-4 illustrates gr cally the above discussion.

The volumetric mrreversible timetdependent positive-w srk defation has not been
expementally evidenced and, is inued in the chart only for th tical v ol etsiess

3.1.3 Plasticity

The pavemrnt component materials, such as soils, aggregate matrix, concreth and asphalt,
all exhibit the nonlineart inelastic and =rat induepndt t onse charctersis suited for plasticity
therey. nT elsoients describing the constitutive laws based on he heoy of plasticity am
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ENpetiments with hydrostatic pressure show good agrcement with the
above model However, two questions remain unresolved:

L Does the densification limit, as defined above, depend on the
deviatoric stress?

ii. Does the same limit depend on stress histoxy?

Flouro 3-4. Schematic Model of DOWsllcaOUon
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a. yield condition

b. flow rule

c. hardening rile

The yield function F, defines the limit of elastic deformation expressed by the stress state.

Under a three-dimensional stress state, the yield function, F, is very complex and not only

dependent on the stress invariants but also on the joint or mixed invariants of stress and plastic

strain tensors.

The hierarchical approach, as was indicated earlier, permits development of more complex

functions, such as those presented by Desai [1I.

SThe scalar function F, the yield criterion is given by:

F F(Ji, lPk, Kj, AM)

where

Ji(i = 1,2,3) = invariant of stress tensor
1kP(i 1,2,3,4) = invariant of plastic strain tensor

Kj(j = 1,2,3,4) = joint or mixed invariant

Am  =  internal state variable.

Since the identification and detennination of the yield functioii is a considerable task, it

requires a series of different strews path tests. We recommend that the simple function form of a

yield surface be wssumd as the basic model. Since pavyemt mu ,as are granuar compositcs.

which in general exhibit dependency on the volumretric strese, the following Dmcker-Prager

yield function (an extended Von-Mises critia) which considers all principals• &ir , is

TOCOMMa f dcd because of its simuplici ty an d conveniencc for camp uter ewnan(lgRPM 3-S):

F = JT.D1j2-aoJl - k ",

where

F = yield function

2 variant of deva strmssr.ervw
JI = Is[ in variant of rem tnsen

ak = ma lconstant
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Figure 3-5. Intersection of Yield Surface with the Triaxial Plane
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where

J1 = a, + a2 + a3 - 3cOot

J20 = 116[(( 1 -'02)2 + (o2 - G3) 2 + (U3 - a1)2]

a,k = material constants (a = 0 for purely cohesive clay)

The Drucker-Prager function does not incorporate the third stress invariant J33 and has

limitations for materials which exhibit strong stress path as well as confining pressure dependency.

3.1.4 Flow Rule

In the theory of plasticity, the strain increments deij due to the stress daij are decomposed

into elastic and plastic parts such as:

In the theory of plasticity, the hicremental plastic strain &P is defined by a function g1
called plastic potential, which is a function of state of stress, oij.

For some materials, the plastic potential, Q, and yield function, F, can be assumed to be the
same. Such materials follow the so-called "associated flow" rules of plasticity. The associated

flow rule assumes that the plastic strain inmreent is normal to the yield surface in the principal
stresses space. it, usually predicts significantly higher dilation than expeiments suggest. On the

other hand the nonassciated flow rule that assumes only deviatoic flow would not predict any
dilation. Experi'nnts snggest that dilation in AC mnxtures is much higher than in soils. The

proper idendfication of the plastic potential function (the direction of flow in the strain space) is a

task that requires sophLqsica testing procedures and testing te-hniques.

As a first step toward the development of basic model (simplest credible model), we
rucommend the adoption of the associated flow Mele. Obviously the hierarchical appmach would

later on lead to the development of the "nonsciatd" flow rule if ueeded

3.1.5 Hardenlng Rule

Experimental sults on various pavement component materiU have indicated that some

strength gain or strain hardening is obsevvd after the elastic lizit. The hadening rile is intended

to define the process of strength gain during mowtonic or cqeljc loaditig. Granular c pwolses
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such as soils, asphalt and concrete could exhibit, isotropic hardening, kinematic hardening or

combination of isotropic and kinematic hardening.

"For the most basic model, we recommend applying an isotropic hardening rule (see
Figure 3-6).

3.1.6 Densification

Densification can be interpreted as a form of plastic behavior. However, it occurs initially
at low stress levels, as opposed to yield surface plasticity, in which plastic deformation occurs after
a threshold value of stress is reached. It is, therefore, modeled separately as an irreversible volume
change proportional to the volumetric stress, up to a certain limiting stress level (see Figure 3-7).
It is also assumed that no coupling occurs between plastic and viscous deformation. Viscous
deformation occurs for any stress level while the plastic deformation occurs only when the
threshold condition is satisfied. The one-dimensional representation using classical spring,
dashpot and slider rheological models would have all major elements connected in series.

3.1.7 Viscous Behavior - Time-Dependent Irreversible Deformation

The pavement component materials, such as asphaltic concrete, asphalt treated base, clay,
and lean concrete, exhibit time-dependent irreversible (viscous) deformation. For moderate

stresses and strains, the linear viscous behavior usually is assumed, while for higher stresses and
strains the nonlinearity becomes apparent Various nonlinear viscous models have been presented

in the literature for both shear-thinning and shear-thickening materials.

L-h the basic model, the linear model should be adopted until the experimental data has
identified material and geometric nonlinearities. The volumetric viscous deformation (V2) is
experimentally evidenced, However, its magnitude is seen to be small compared to other
"components. The modeling of this component would require a very complex viscous model.
Herein, we recomaend that only the deviatoric viscous -formation (VI) be modeled (Figure 3-2).

In addition, due to the time-dependent nature of deformation, for loads of long duration,
the strains exceed the range of sUall strain assumption and geometric nonlincarities should be

cais4dere&
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3.1.8 Time-Dependent Reversible Viscoelastic Behavior

Experimental evidence indicates that most pavement component materials, such as asphaltic
concrete, asphalt treated base, subgrade clay and portland cement concrete, exhibit some degrees of

time-dependent reversible deformation. The generalized Kelvin model, GKM, with as many as 1

to 5 Kelvin units has been used to describe the "delayed elastic" response of various pavement
component materials (Figure 3-8). In a basic and simple model both elastic and viscous
components are assumed to be linear, whereas in more complex models, presented for concrete and

soils, the Newtonian linear viscous element has been replaced by nonlinear viscous elements

governed by power law, Sinh law, and more complex equations.

G• , BI

Figure 3-8. One-Dimensional Model of Asphaltic Concrete

3.1.9 A Hierarchal Concept: Toward a Complex Model

Although the application of a basic, simplest credible model as discussed previously may

suffice for most conditions, mrwe coiple consuitutive laws may be required for granular
comiposite materials, such as palt concrete, potland cenu concree and agpgaze base and
Iizxwlcwenragge maris subjected to complex stress states.

IThe mm complex model should include the following features (after Desai [I])

1. Yield functio to be pss in tean s ofJI, J2, J3, or J2and J3D
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2. Yield function to be a single yield surface, rather than two intersecting yield functions;
such condition reduces the number of required parameters as compared to the
multisurface models presented in literature.

As an example, one of many hierarchical models may have the general form of the yield

function F as follows:

F = J2D- ((zj'1 + 8J2)(1 - S1)m = 0

where

-- ~ SI -- AMAJ

m = 1/2
n,a,j,8 are constants

3. For materials having cohesion and tensile strength the stress terms in this equation are
increased to include tensile strength, R.

of* = a, + R
02 02 + R
03 03 + R

4. The model is expected to represent Portland cement concrete, asphaltic concrete, and

aggregate base.

5. The model includes material constants which can simulate hardening and include the

effects of stress path, volume change and coupling of shear and volumetric responses.

3.2 A Micro-Rheological Approach to the Development of
Primary Response Envircnmental Models

The primary and ultimate response of pavement compmnt materials are influenced by a
wide range of environmental variables, such as temperature, moisture, oxidation and age

hardening, curing, frost damage, expansion and contracdon, etc. In this paper, only the influence
of environment on the primary response of pavement component materials is discussed.

The effect of environment on the pavement perfonrmance shall include, but not be limited to
moduli of elasticity, and creep compliance, relaxation modulus, dynamic and loss modulus, or

viscoelastic modulus, rutting and cracking pararneter, which decribe the primary response of
pavement structure. The effects of environment, such as temperature, moisture, age hardening,
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curing and maturity, have been observed in all components of pavement structures such as soil-
cement, soil-aggregate, asphaltic cement, portland cement concrete, lime cement flyash and others.

In this section we present a concept for a unified environmental model for all pavement
component materials based on the principles of microrheology, in which the flow and deformation
are controlled by the thermally activated processes. These processes in turn are dependent on

temperature and activation energy, AE, which represent the energy barrier required for the

deformation process. Depending on the complexity of the deformation phenomena and the number
of micromechanisms involved, the activation energy may attain a wide range of values.

When two operating micromechanisms depend on each other, the process with the largest
activation energy controls the deformation. On the other hand, the reverse is true when
micromechanisms are independent of each other. Therefore in a complex body, it may not be
possible to determine the activation energy AEi for each process explicitly. Instead, an apparent

activation energy can be determined to represent the deformation of the material body. In
viscoelastic materials such as bituminous mixtures, it is often assumed that the material is a
thermorheologically simple system. That is, it is considered that the deformation process is only
governed by a single thermally activated process. This assumption simplifies the analysis of
deformation and flow in rheological bodies.

In theologically simple material such as asphaltic concrete, polymer/asphaltic, asphalt
aggregate systems, the effect of environment is often represented by a temperatur-dependent
function, aT, which is related to the activation energy and temperature. In soils, however, the

energy of cohesion or binding energy which is also related to the activation energy and in turn to

the moisture cmatent and clay-fabric structure, reflect the influence of environment. The aging

phenomena which are observed as age hardening in the asphaltic and polymeric pavement

structure, and as maturity in cenentitous material such as lime flyas. pordand cement concrete are
also dependent on the activation energy, temperature and time. In the following sections various
primary response environmental models are discussed.

3.2.2 Moisture and Temperature Effects

Moisture and temperature effects will be accounted for in the following model through

aejustent to the material modulus n describing an effective modulus that is dependent on time,
t um r and moisture.
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The principles of rate processes theory, activation energy and the energy barrier can be
applied to temperature and moisture sensitive materials such as soils, soil-aggregate system and

even biological systems which are both temperature and mixture dependent.

Assuming that a material is either a thermorheologically and/or hydrorheologically simple

or both, as suggested by Hammerle and Mohsenin [2], the viscoelastic functions such as relaxation

curves can be shifted to obtain a consolidated or "master" curve for the material. To demonstrate
the meaning of shifting the curves let EM(t) be the relaxation function at some moisture, and let
EMO(t) be the relaxation function at some reference moisture, one can then write

EM(t) = EMo(t)aM(M) (5)

where

aM = shift factor

The quantity aM(M) is called the reduced time or pseudotime.

For materials which are both thermorherologically and hydrorheologically simple material,
the relaxation master curve could be represented by a generalized equation:

E(tM,T,) = Eo + Ejexp alt 1 + ... + ExP]TOtM*
"16ajT)aM(M" 1 A(M)l (6)

in which

ar(T) = temperature shift factor
aM(M) = moisture shift factor
tj(j = 1,2,..n) = inverse of the characteristic time of the Maxwell element

EJ(J = 12,,..n) = a constant
Eo = a constant

This principle has been applied to determine the relaxation modulus of corn endorspern, as

shown in Figure 3-9. The shift functions are as follows:

log aT = 0.23 - 1.114 (T - 400 )
log aM = 0.136 - 0.278 (M - 14.4%)

"so that the master curve is given by

5

E(t.M,T) = Eo + =1 ml E, exp(fa'ram) (7)
ji-
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Here the relaxation modulus is represented by a spring and 5 Maxwell elements is parallel.

Assuming that soils are hydrorheologically simple materials, the principles of moisture
dependent function aM has also been applied to compacted silty clay soils. Majidzadeh et al.[3]

have applied the concept of time-moisture superposition to compacted silty clays (where
temperature effects are not considered) and developed moisture shift functions in the form of

Figure 3-10.

aM = eC(w'W°) (8)

where

w = moisture content

W = optimum moisture content

C = 1.07 for wet side of optimum

C = -0.53 for dry side of optimum

Given these shift functions, the permanent deformation for moisture content on the wet and
dry sides of optimum are given by Figures 3-11 and 3-12, respectively.

e_/N = 0.00139 N°'918exp (1.07(W.We) + B(o(apporula)) (9)

and for the dry side of optimum

epIN = 0.000879 N-''-exp (-0.53(W-Wo) + B(q,~ptOuh)) (10)

where

C p = permanent defaomation

N = number of load application
Gapp, Oult = applied and ultimate stress and strength, respectfully.

3.2.3 Aging and Maturity

Pavement component materials, such as asphaltic materials, soil-ccmen4 line-ccnau flyash

and partland cement concete exhibit time and wnpwztue depenndes reflected by aging of the
binder in the mixture, as well as maturity of cementadous component Reach results have
shown that the degree of aging and hardening asphalt mixtures are related to the change in the

energy of activation, given by:
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AI = exp(aa/au) • exp [(AEa - Au)/RT] (11)

where the subscripts a, u refer to aged and unaged asphaltic concrete, respectively.

Similar recent results have also shown that viscoelastic parameters, such as creep

compliance J(t) and the distribution function of reduced time as well as discrete model parameters
I, are influenced by the aging process as given by:

Ei or 7,io(AI)n

or

aA = f(AI) = f(AE.,AEa,T)

The effect of aging on creep compliance, J(t) and retardation distribution function is shown

in Figures 3-13 and 3-14.

3.2.4 The Environmental Function (aE)

Based on the foregoing discussion one could postulate that there exists a fundamental
environmental parameter, aE which is a function of temperature, moisture, aging, and maturity,

and the activation energy, i.e.,

aE = aE(aM,aT,aA)

Therefore., a unique environmental shift function could be developed to encompass a broad

range of environmental concerns.
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4. UPDAP Structural Modeling

Our recommended UPDAP concept is based on the primary response model which includes
the interactions of the structural, material and damage models. The importance of accounting for

the interactions between these models cannot be overemphasized. In this section, we will discuss

the role that the structural model plays in the UPDAP and the various factors that must be

Saccommodated in this model.

4.1 Structural Modeling Considerations

There are a variety of modeling methods available for the analysis of structural systems.

These essentially consist of closed-form solutions, various discretization schemes (e.g., finite

difference and finite element analyks) and combinations of these methods (hybrid models)

Depending on the objective of the analysis and the characteristics of the modeled system, one

method may be more advantageous than the other methods. However, generally speaking, closed-
form solutions commonly ae employed in the case of linear systems and also are typically used for

one- and two-dimensional analyses. The obvious appeal of the closed form approach lies in the

computational speed associated with the solution and the straightforward approach to sensitivity

studies.

However, closed-form solutions are difficult to employ when nonlinear phenomena are

involved in the structural system. These nonlinear phenom•na can result from inelastic material

response characteristics, gcome"rical nonlinearities and the presec•e of pavement rnated anomalies
such as voids, joins boundary conditions between pavenien layers (bonding to slippage), etc.

Over the past 25 year dscrtlzation pocedures have become increaingly employed in the

solution of structural systems because of the enormous improvemnt in cotuptatiooal techniques,

both in the software and the hardware aspects of the soludoo procedure. Large strutural models

involving many thousands of degces-of-fitedom are routinely exercised today, using a variety of

general-purpose computer codes on a number of types of computer systems (mainfrsms work

stations and PCs). Probably the most popular tchiue in use today and for the f"a ble futre
represents the sructure as dicrete ements. Finike element rer -nadon possesses the aility to
incorporate diedmninieffecs and anomalies (voidscracs ons deec)epiil

into the simulation, although the calculations resulting firom inclusio of Such nonlinea Ari may

incese executionmes dwsiificanty.
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The hybrid solution method combines closed-form solutions and the finite element method.
Hybrid solutions will probably play an important role in the analysis of structural systems in the
future because of the ease with which these methods can be joined and the added simplicity which

may be accomplished with incorporation of the closed-form into the finite element representation

when appropriate.

Based on these considerations, we believe that a three-dimensional finite element capability

generally will be required to solve pavement design problems in future applications, and should be

the primary structural modeling tool for the UPDAP.

It appears that the improvenents in the use of the finite element method (FEM) are almost
without bound for future use. The need to improve element types, numerical convergence,

algorithm efficacy, solution accuracy and speed, and the desire for solution on smaller, faster

computers are the objectives of the present research and development work. Thus, we believe that

it is premature to select existing FEM computer codes for structural response modeling in UPDAP.

We expect that advancements in structural modeling software and computer hardware will continue

at a rapid rate, and the development of the UPDAP over the next few years should be tailored to

incorporate these advancements

We recommend the incorpotation of a KBS into the UPDAP, with the capability for

selecting the type and complexity of finite element representation needed to design and analyze any
type of pay neak system. The V RS Rlso would select the appropriate representations of the

environetal conditions, pavement material types, and structural anomalies and featurts. The

essem •aa point here is that in order to accommodate and accont for all of these rffects, a dute-
dlznsional finite elemet reprmstation will be necessary.

4.2 Current Methods of Analyses

Curent methodologies employed in the structural analysis of pavement systems fall into

one of two categories: rigid or flexible. If the pavement structu M has charactiics which are not
consistent with those associated with fiexible" or "rigid" pavements, neither methodology may be

affective for predicting pavement response and performance. However, the current sututmral
analysis codes can treat a multilayered (usually Jnear-ie) paveen coafiguratio and predict
the suess and vertical displacement disributions thrughout the layered system. These calculation

schemes arm limited by the number of layers and types of macfial constitutive cha stics that

can be ascribed to each layer. Thes models ame also limited by their inability to acc most
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pavement anomalies in their calculation schemes. These limitations will be sir~dficant in the future

when analysis of airport pavements must include the effects of the next generation of commercial

transports that can have gross weights of over one rUnilior pounds.

For the large applied loads associated with such aircraft, the interaction of the damage,
material and structural models is critical for th-. accwuate prediction of pavement response and

performance.

4.3 Structural Modeling Case Studies

It was stated in our earlier discussion that it would be inappropriate to focus on a single

FEM computer code for use in the UPDAP. An important feature of our UPDAP concept is that it
has a modular form, with "stand-alone" modules (e.g., the primary response model) which are

appropriately linked. To achieve this form, the structural model should not only accommodate

various structural pavement characteristics (e.g., joints, voids), but also should accommodate
various material constitutive models and damage mechanisms. We performed studies to investigate

the importance of these features in predicting pavement response.

Our initial studies includod the development of pavement finite element models, which were

exercised to investigate the influence of material models on predicted pavement rsponse. The

models were developed using ABAQUS, a commucially-available finite leament code which is
used widely in the engineering (and particularly the stnrctues) community, ABAQUS was

seleced for our studies prinmrily becau it coains a couphnsive library of advanced material

models for pavement materials.

We evaluated two ip* pavement configurations, One configuration conisted of an 18-
inch-thick PCC layer on 12 inches of granular base a 90-inch clay subbase. The other

configuration consisted of an 18-inch thick-asphalt comvc layer on the same base and subbase
(see Figure 4-1). For simplicity, the static landing gear was reptsentod as a circular footprint with

constant load (pvsu) intensity. The axisyimmtric natur of thes exaspc-s requrd the
boundary conditions along the centrline of te apied load privent hoizmtal (radial) motion and
admit verdcal displaements. Theintmface between the dfr layers was Lsumed to be fully
bonded This assumptin was used for smp mion The b ary at the tfar mi side
of the load poviks for vetical diplm bt no radial motWm Th boum of the ubbae is
considr•ed to be simply suppotted
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We have assumed that for future applications, tire pressures wil be limited to 300 psi f.
Consequently, we generated a finite element mesh that is appropriate for loads up to tie maximum

weight expected for the next generation commercial transport (about 1.3 million gross pounds).
Assuming a configuration for this aircraft of four main gear struts and four wheels per strut, we

derived an effective load of 309,000 lbf applied over a circular footprint, with an effective load

radius of about 18 inches. It has been established [4] that the extreme (right side) boundary in the

structural representation (located at R in figure 4-1) be positioned so that R > l0r. Based on this

criteria, we chose R=200 inches.

The finite element mesh included 164 nodes, 520 elements, and 3282 degrees-of-freedom.
The elements under and in the vicinity of the applied load are small (fine mesh) and those in the
lower layers and radially removed from the vicinity of the applied load are less fine. (See
Figure 4-2.)

4.3.1 FCC/Granular Base/Clay Subbase Pavement System

Linear and nonlinear solutions were compared for the configuration consisting of PCC,

granular base and clay subbaseI For the linear casem the three pavement layers were assumed to

possess linear elastic material characteistics. For the nonlinear cases, all three layers were

eprsented by appropriat inelastic characteristics

For the linear case, the following values were used:

Concrete: E = 4.15 x 106 psi
!)= 0.15

Granular Base: E = 30,000 psi

Clay Subbase: E 8,000 psi
v) 0.45
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For the nonlinear (inelastic) case, the following parameters were used:

Concrete: Yield Stress = 3000 psi
Failure Stress = 550 psi
Plastic Strain 1.5 x 10-3 (at failure)

Tension Stiffening Included

Granular Base: Friction angle, 0 = 50 degrees

(Extended Associated Flow, TF = B

Drucker-Prager) Third stress invariant Factor K = 1.0

Clay Subbase:
Initial response: Porous Elastic

Log/Bulk Modulus = 0.0002 1; G 2758 psi

Plasticity: Critical State Ratio M = 1.0
Consolidation Parameter ao= 103.56

Third Stress Invariant Factor K = 1.0

Initial Void Ratio e=0.08

The results of the linear case were compared to predictions from a typical multlayer
analysis procedure, called Elastic Linear Half Space Analysis (ELHSA-5). The results compared

well, and provided some level of veri&fcon of our modeL

It has been observed that for a re latively dtick rigid pavement that is suppoted on a sound

base and subbase systm, the major portion of ft applied load will be reacted in the PCC layer.
Consequently, the supportig layers - in our case the granular base and clay subbase - will
experience very low levels of s s. The results of our inelastic analyses were coaMstet with
thes observations. Since ft major poition of the applied load was racted by the PCC layer,

failure in th form of cracking occured initially in the bottom fibrs of the coarr slab,

Th7 constitutive material model employs tension stiffening cpa ty for the comu layer

elements. Thus, the caked eloem t can support som tensile load inundiAy after the onset of
cracking. In rder to ft.modat this effect, a shear Wi aae will ouwzr in the caked elenz
This shear imbalace will in turn be equilibrated by a tae forwe acting in the verical dhcom on
the top of the racked elemea. Tus, underta aplied load at th bomo•fib= of tkr id tf.
th elements tha a we c kcd can exhibit a verticanle stress.
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The influence of applied (gear/wheel) load on pavement response was evaluated for this
configuration. For simplicity, we held the pressure constant (300 psi) and varied the effective load
radius over a range that represented various aircraft configurations (727,747, HSCT, etc.). Since
the load required to induce cracking in the concrete layer is not the same for all aircraft
configurations, we performed a parameter study to determine the pressure required to initiate
cracking as a function of the load radius associated with several aircraft configuration. The results
of this study are presented in Figure 4-3 where the data are labeled with the aircraft model
association with the indicated (strut) load radius. As indicated in the figure, for the HSCT
configuration, tire pressures as low as 150 psi - corresponding to about 50 percent of its gross
take-off weight - would initiate cracking in this pavement model. Similarly, the 747 configuration

would cause cracking in this concrete pavement at gross take-off weights of over about 540,000
lbf.

The results of this limited study indicate the importance of applying aircraft-specific loading
conditions - rather than equivalent loads which attempt to represent all of aircraft - to predict

pavement performance with sufficient accuracy.

For the analyses perforned with this pavement configuration, there was no inelastic
response in either the granular base or clay subbase. This is attributed to the relatively low levels
of stress in these layers. In all of our cases, the maximum vertical stress expience in the base

did not exceed 10 psi.

4.3.2 Asphalt Concrete (AC)/Granular Base/Clay Subbase

We performed parmuete studies for the ACUGranular Ba&W/Clay Subbas case using a
linear rqeprsentation of the AC layer and nonlinear tepr=ntations of tle base and subbase layersm
For the AC layer, we used E.,5O.000 psi and it = 0.4, while for the base and subbase layers, we

used dc values indicated previously for the PCC configuration. The sWuWcMur configuradon
asumed for this case was identical to dat for tde PCC case, which was shown in Figuit 4-1.

The primary objective of our studies with this paveme onfgurati was to evaluate the
influeme of material inelastic behavior in the base and subba on the overall pavesmet Mqpos
for loa&ing conditions rejusewaive of the HSCT type of aircr For th sdies, we applied
loads in a circular fooopintof an 18-inch radius at pessutes of from 25 psi to 300 psi in 251.p
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The results indic,ý , thm piasuc flow initiated in the bottom segment of the granular base at a

pressure of about 75 psi. this re-,sonse is shown graphically in Figure 4-4, which shows the

plastic strain component in the radial direction as PEI 1. The highest positive values of PElI are

indicated by the red areas; as shown, this area is at the inter3ection of the base and subbase tayers.

The vertical component of the plastic strain, PV=22. is shown in Figura 4-4ý for an applied pressure

of 75 psi. Th1se plastic strains resut in nonrecweritble deformation.

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show radial and venical plastic strain components for a pressure of

125 psi. Figures 4-8 and 4-9 show the same plastic strains at 225 psi. As indicated in these
figures, the plastic region increses rapidly with increasing applied pressure.

The deformn• state of the pavement structure at applied presres of 75 psi and 225 psi are
shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11, respectively.

We investigaw the influence of ineastic behavior on pavernent surface defonnations by

permitting only linear elastic behavior in the base, while prescribing porous elastic behavior for the

subbase. The porous elastic model used for the subbase basically involves hydrostatic behavior,

which has a stiffening effect with increaing load. Results for this case ae present-od as the cwve

labelled '"aPous_ Elasdc" in FBiuzt 4-12, which decribes the swfaoe diVsapemt ditcthy under

the centerline i if th applied load as a function of tir pre= . The other curve shown k tih

figiu, which is labeled "Inelastc Base", rep•e.sets the condition whwi &A bas and subbas are

pennittd to have iast behavior As iadical in th f m h n c aera l mponsie in
the bm has a significant effct on the pavemn. mVc•s i., and this efftvt is smu'mt with

increasing load, Fu*her, the rvveont d1Wka=ts ar. und4mifti-A with the model using a
linar repwr tatio of the bas layer. This iWples that a linear rvtc aaia of dth bas layer is

gentrally riot coszvafivt.

It-,s pone .a that complete bondig ra;adyea m wa z sr s Med in this analysis and

this will suppon bonding in the layes whilc pmlt -dn-imu deformdon. It whcrebm is
impMor" to prply simutla tho a rdidos 410 ineufaM This inn PAimpo t

ion ih UPDAP.
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Figure 4-4. rac~lul Plastic Strain, PEII, @p 75 PSI

Figure 4-5. VrtlCa PlaStiC Str&In, PF2 OF p 76 MS
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Figure 4-6. Radial Plastic Strain, PE11, @ p : 125 PSI

Figure 4-7. Vertical Plastic Strain, PE22, @ p * 125 PSI
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Figure 4.8. Pqdfal Plastic Strain, PE1I, @ p - 225 PSI

! •,

Figure 4-9. Vertical Plastic Strain, PE22, @ p = 225 PSI
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Figure 4-10. Displacement Contour When p = 75 PSI

Figure 4-11. Displacement Contour When p : 225 PSI
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5. Damage Modeling

Damage models are a critical part of the UPDAP because the ultimate purpose is to

determine the performance of the pavement in service. Therefore, events that damage the

pavement, reducing its serviceability, must be represented in the UPDAP.

5.1 Modeling Issuos

Presently there are mechanistic damage models for only a fraction of the types of damage

that can occur in airport pavements, see Table 5-1. There are empirical models for others.

However, most have been developed for highway pavements. Because with airport pavements the

layers are substantially thicker and the loads are substantially greater, the empirical highway

models are of limited value.

Mechanistic models are required for all #am=ge mechanisms that will be included in the

UL'DAP. As stated above, many olf these models have to be developed and verified. In

dveloping damage models seveial issues must be addressed. Significant issues include the

definition of damage, and the relationship between damage and the mechanistic quantities available

from the structural analysis model. -

A clear definition of damage is needed for the development of damage models consistent

with this, the damage models need to be integrated into the UPDAP. Using the finite element

method, damage in pavements can be divided into two categories: structural damage, and material

damage. Structural damage requimu modification of the elements and nodes (the mesh) which

define the structural configuration of the pavement for the analysis. In contrast, material damage

can be accommodated with the material model. For example, microcracking of PCC can be

incorporated into the analysis through the material model as a nonisotropic reduction in stiffness.

Similarly, the healing of small cracks in AC can be accounted for with the material model.

Accounting for structural damage to the pavement generally requires a change in the continuity or

connectivity, within or between the layers. Structural damage of this type can not be adequately

accounted for with the material models. The structural model (mesh) of the pavement must be

changed to reflect the damaged state. This often requires the replacement of some elements with
"gap-contact" elements or crack elements, and analysis techniques such as fracture mechanics.
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Table 5-1. Distress Types and Availability. of Mechanistic Models

Pavement Type Distress Type Mechanistic Model,
Rigid

Cracking:
- Longitudinal x
- Transverse x
- Diagonal x
-Corner x
"- "D" Cracking

Disintegration:
- Scaling
- Spalling
- Blowups
- Shattered Slabs
- Joint Seal Damage

Distortion:
- Pumping x
- Faulting x
- Settlement

Loss of Friction:
- Polished Aggregate
- Rubber Build-up
- Fuel Spillage

Flexible
Cracking:

- Longitudinal x
- Transverse x
- Alligator x
- Block x
- Slippage

Disintegration:
- Ravelling
- Stripping

Distortion:
- Rutting x
- Corrugation x
- Depression
- Swelling

Loss of Friction:
- Bleeding
- Polished Aggregate
- Rubber Build-up
- Fuel Spillage
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Tests conducted to define the mateial response models and damage models must be
defined in a manner that is consistent with the definition of damage that is used to construct the
FEM model Otherwise, there will be the potential for misinterpreting the analysis results. For

example, there is a great deal of fatigue data available for PCC pavements. Tests conducted to
derive these data generally include a supporting base and subbase. It is highly desirable to use this
body of data to develop a comprehensive fatigue model for PCC. Typically, such a model is

developed by defining the mechanical parameter(s) responsible for the damage. With fatigue of

PCC pavements, this is typically the bending stress, or some quantity which embodies bending
stress. For discussion purposes, the mechanistic quantity referred to as mechanical parameter

responsible for the damage is simply the damage parameter. The comprehensive fatigue model is

calibrated by fitting a mathematical expression through the damage parameter versus load cycles to
failure data.

Issues that must be addressed in defining the comprehensive fatigue model are: (1) what is
failure, and (2) what is the value of the damage parameter corresponding to the failure? The
answers to these questions must be consistent with the definition of failure used in the development

of the UPDAP finite element structural analysis model For instance, as microcracks develop in

the PCC due to repeated loading, its stiffness will change; it will become more flexible, This

stiffness change will cause the stresses in the structure to be redistributed. Consequently, the value

of the damage parameter will change during the test once the miarocracks develop, and will
continue to change as the micrcracking propagates. This could make it difficult to calibrate the

fatigue damage model for P'C using these data, and bending stress as the damage parameter.

In order to determine the stresses in the PCC responsible for fatigue cracking, an analysis
is required. In addition, accurate material models are needed for the PCC, the base and the
subbase. Because the stresses computed in the PCC are very sensitive to changes in these material
models, it is essential that the PCC fatigue data be reduced using the same analysis procedure and
material models that will eventually be used to analyze other PCC pavements. Consequently, it is
important to define damage consistently, so that the analysis can reasonably model the pavement

response. For these reasons, accurate structural and material models are needed in order to

interpret PCC fatigue data from tests on actual pavement of multilayer test specim-ns.

Two other aspects of damage modeling need to be addressed. First, the damage models

developed for the various mechanisms will require a scheme for damage accumulation. For fatigue
the Miner linear damage accumulation approach is typically used to determine the damage done by
variable amplitude loading. In other words, the damage parameter is not the Same on every cycle.
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Second, a definition is needed for a cycle that is consistent with the definition of damage as defined

by the damage parameter for variable amplitude loading. Several schemes are available for

counting fatigue cycles. These range in complexity from simple peak counting to the "rain-flow"

method (5]. The "rain-flow" method is generally the best for metals because it properly accounts
for the hysteresis and the memory of prior strain events exhibited by metals.

5.2 Interaction Issues

Damage mechanisms operative in airport pavements can interaet. These interactions are

symbolized in Figure 2-1 as feedback loops between the Damage Analysis and the Material

Property Data (loop I) and the Damage Analysis and the Structural Analysis (loop 2).

An example of the damage/material interaction (loop 1) has been given with regard to

rutting of AC pavements. Rutting develops due to a combination of flow and densification.
Furthermore, densification changes the response of the AC sufficiently to change the stresses in the

AC layer. By accounting for this interaction, rutting damage model can be accurately predicted.

As an example of the damage/structural interaction (loop 2), consider the PCC pavemenat

shown in Figures 5-! and 5-2. This pavement has a void located beneath the corner of one slab,

and is loaded by a single vertical force as shown in the figure. An analysis package called, RISC,
has been developed by Resource International, Inc to determine the effect of voids on pavement

performance (6]. The void beneath the PCC slab will alter the overall response of the pavement for

this position of the applied load, More specifically, as voids develop and grow the following

conditions will develop.

1. The damage mechanism most likely to result in failure can change. For example, as a

corner void develops a greater portion of the load is transferred through the dowel bars

to the adjacent slabs. This results in greater dowel bar bending stresses and greater
bearing stresses in the PCC at these dowel bar locations. The elevated stresses may

lead to premature failure of the pavement structure because the void compromises the

load carrying capacity of the base.

2. The location of the maximum bending stress in the PCC slabs will change because the
support conditon for the slab changes with the development of the void. This means

that the focal point for fatigue damage due to repeated application of the load will move

across the slab as the void grows. Thus, fatigue damage produced by the application of
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the load shown in Figure 5-2, will not be cocentned at a single site. This could
hnease the fatigue life of the PCC stab in bending.

In or*d to model this type of behavior, the suctural model must incorporate the following
features.

a. multiple PCC slabs,

b. dowel bars for load transfer between the slabs,

c. damg in the form of voids located beneah PCC slabs, and

d. mWuple layers to rpresent the base, subbase, m

While not e dssetial for this discsio, the stiw al model should also include the weight of the
slabs and dmogh-thickness thermal gadients. These specialized fiatim make RISC an ideal test
bed for dm stangthe DampgV3UutniuW ulitraction as well as highlighting other important
modeling issues

RISC uses a hybdd FiWlosed f•rm analysls procedure to account for fe thrwe-
dimensiolal zatre of pavement stnxtmm The FEM soludo is used to compute the stsses in
the FCC slabs and the dowvl bas Tbe cloud-form eJastic layer doy is used to deuimine dte
flexibility of the foundation b h the sabs.

Th damage analysis contained with RISC is pesene in the form of a flowebw in
Figure 5-3. kpm ts or ROC are suwmiazed an the left side of the flowchart Theseiaclu dct
load, the paveun pamne (number of slabs, rof layets, dimwsios matel

Ulurte, t~) n the void (sire shape and location). The outputs, shown at at on the Aig&
sde of the flowchaii include the faidgue pesfamonn e (number of loW app~ication to failbr) sad
faulling p rfommmnc (fault size) The iputs are used by the structural model (Pixmay Regpnem
Model) todmnlne the bending f=n in the P1 C sb the bearing s s in FPC at the dowel
bars and the bendng stress in thedowelbaxi The 6*w mod~xel usesthe bending sum isn th
PCC to deteurne the fatigue life, Lt., the • •mber of cycles to fafiurn N•. for the PM labs. At

the samie tune die faulting wodel uses fth beaing stresin the FC wo deemetheamounto
-udo that will exist atter Nf lad. cycles.

A scheAtic of fte results fiun suh an anaysis are shown in Figur -4. in the form of a
damage Interaction diagam. The data paims and the dotted line, indicat the number of load
cycles that will caus a bending faigue fau in the TPe Mw d lines indicate the faultin that
will &velop with load cycles based on a model by Daer [7].
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Naturally, there is a limit on the amount of faulting thatcan be permitted to develop in a
pavement. A faulting limit is shown in a or the damage interaction diagram shown in Figure 5-4.
The point where the faulting limit intersects the fatigue curve (the dotted line) divides the life of the
pavement into regions, one where fatigue limits the life of the pavement and another where faulting
limits the life of the pavement. Fatigue damage of the dowel bars could also be incorporated into

the damage interaction diagram.

The growth of the void caused by the load cycles can either accelerate or retard the
development of damage done in the pavement. The gro•tah of th• void incr;ases the bending
stresses in the dowel bars and the baing sasses `i •-h IPC at these dowel bars, thereby
accelerating damage in tese =.e.s. Ar tMe same time, the effect of bending fatigue damage in the
PCC is diffused over a&wt aa of the pavements increasing the total life of the slab. However,
as the void grows the n •of the inaximum bending stress increas. which would tend to
rtdw- f life •4b. -A -=ch, the dawac whenosls operating on the structure are in competition

how. auothe. The iwhma- wli&h eventually causes the failure depends on the interaction

betwoe t vaot asn and the stm il analysis nmdel.

B-aw wr than owe damage mehanism will be active, each must be tracked in the
UPDAP. Putmtuome, becau.s fatigue dmage, for example, can be distributed over die slab, the
fatipeapgt at ewh popti ofothe slab must also be tracked. This suggests a local danvge
approach is needed. wherein the effect of each damage nechanism is tracked throughout the
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6. Pavement Testing and Instrumentation

A key to developing the UPDAP is an effective test program that will provide measured
response and calibration of the analytic mQdel

There are several significant benefits to be accrued from airport pavement instrumentation
and testing. Perhaps the most important is better understanding of the response phenomenon of

pavement systems. Existing analytic procedures have proven to be beneficial in interpolating and
in some cases extrapolating pavement response and materials properties for design and evaluation.
However, there have been limited research efforts to combine theoretical studies with data
collection from instrumcnted airport pavenrmts. The limited results that can be referenced indicate

that currently used analytic model predictions of pavement response do not agree with measured
response. Figure 6-1 and 6-2 show predicted and measured surface deflection and deflection with

depth, respectively, in instrumented pavement test sections.

Pavement physical response data from well-conceived instnumentation can be effective in
calibrathig various performance factors. In addition, the data can also be the basis for
conceptualizing pavuet moc anks o rsponse phenomena. If mom and better calibration of
factors is desired then beter understanding is ne•ded of how pavemnt materials and layers react to
a spectrum of loading. As an example, total deflection data from aircraft loading is shown In

Figure 6-3. Deflection gages were anchorod at diffeirent depths from the strface and deformution
recorded its each gage, as shown in Figurm 6-4. Subsequent rebound iM each gage is shown in
Figure 6-5. These data ame from between the wheels of a 727 agrordt and rtflect data from selected

even•s showing where in the pavement system deflection and rebound are occurriig. A wave
emawvating from and trailing away from the path of loading was observed in the same test data. In

addition to this dynamic loading response, the pavement model and associated material
chaacteristics need to have a capability to reflect changing conditions and performance. The

perxornance may be associated widt cnvimnment and rfic. Figure 6-6 shows the surface and in-
depth proftie deformations in a MWHGL test section. Figure 6-7 shows swiface cracking in
another MWHGL test section. Tate convention of assuming that asphalt pavement fatigue cracking

initiates in the lowest asphalt layer is not substartiated in Figure 68. These types of phenomena
underore the need for response data. Such obscrvadons and data will be the basis for bette and

accurate models of pavement response and behavior.
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Figure 6-7. Flexible Pavement Lane 1, Item 2, Permanent Deformation in
the Lane After 200 Coverages

(Afltvin, ot at. [9])
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Figure 6-8. Sanple Taken from Flexible Pavement Lane 2 item 2 at Sta.
2 + 90 After 200 Coverages of Traffic

(Ahivin, et al. [91)
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6.1 Instrumenation

For the benefits of pavement insmunmentation to be realized a comprehensive plan is needed.

The, plan should address loads as well as other effects. Potential effects include:

1. Load
a. Deflections and deformations

b. Strains
c. Pore pressures

2. Environmental
a. Temperature
b. Frost penetration
c. Moisture

3. Other
a. Density
b. Volume of water (subdrainage)

Supporting data includes weathe-relatcd da such as air teperature, pr'cipmtz-aw an sola,

radiation.

Tnaffic information is impotant with respect to insmunentation and lIcludes ai=-aft type,
position, speed and weight The ctrren FAA desigo procedwe, allows for varying pavrment

thickness based on the pavement feature (i.e., ruqway, runway edge. taxiway, apron). Muldpk

instrumentation su~es would be required to obtAi pavement responsa asuiatd with aircrfik
operating modes on these different features

The type of pavement mpoe tho is igmpon vanes and depends on pavment lype.

Candidate rigid pavement features for nslxumeatkvi include:.

1. Slabs
a. Edge

b Cornor
c. Center
d. Intemain (Joint-vea Hodzontal)

2. Reiaforcement
a. Dowi•h

b. Ties
c. Tenmprature Stel
d. Presutess Tendons
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form and use. Also, because of the labor and tIme involved in manual data reduction, the majority

of the data is filed witLdout being utilized.
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7. Summary and Recommendations

As a result of our work, we have developed a more clear understanding of the issues
associated with the development of an effective UPDAP-Based on these issues, we recommend a

concept with the following features:

1. A three-dimensional structural response model based on the finite element method.

2. A hierarchy of mechanics-based pavement material models from which the most

effective set of models can be selected, based on environmental conditions, loading

conditions, and the structural configuration of the pavement.

3. A selection of mechanics-based damage models that describe with sufficient accuracy
the relevant mechanisms which lead to potential modes of pavement distress.

4. The development of effective interaction schemes between the material, damage and
structural models that will ensure accurate predictions of pavement response.

5. The development of model selection criteria, implemented via a KBS, that is designed
to establish the simplest credible models that meet the pavement design/analysis

objectives.

6. Integration of the components listed above into a user-friendly code tailored for

practicing pavement engineers, with sufficient flexibility to adapt to the rapid

advancements in computer technology.

The FAA has planned a multiyear program that should provide sufficient time and

resources to develop the UPDAF with the features described above. We recommend that this

program include the following activities:

1. Extensive laboratory and in-situ testing of pavement materials to support the

development of more generalized and mechanistically based material models.

"2. Analytical and experimental studies of vehicle/pavement interactions, with emphasis on

characterizing aircraft-specific dynamic loads both normal to and in the plane of the

pavement.

3. Long-term. controlled tests to characterize pavement damage mechanisms.

4. Continued and close interaction with 4he mechanic's community to identify the.

applicability of advancements in material and damage modeling to pavement

"design/analysis.
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5. The development of a KBS methodology and appropriatc softi/are architecture, which
will provide a framework for the UPDAP.
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9. List of Symbols

Gi, Bi, gi = sprint and dushpot constants

R = tensile strength

AEi = activation energy

0 = stress

n, a, AS, m = material constants

EM(t) = relaxation function

aM(M) = reduced or psuedo time

=
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"1. Introduction

Rutting prediction has been a subject of concern of pavement researchers and practitioners

alike in recent years. Rutting directly affects pavement serviceability and it is often considered as

one of the criteria to define pavement failure after it reaches a predetermined level above which ride

quality and safety are seriously impaired.

Previous efforts have been directed at estimating rutting in flexible pavements as a result of

permanent deformations occurring in the subgrade soil. However, in view of the need to

rehabilitate pavements that have reached their useful life, more emphasis is needed in developing

methods or adapting currently available methods to predict the amount of rutting in asphalt concrete

pavement and overlays.

The following sections include reviews of several available computer methods and models

to predict rutting. All these programs were originally developed for highway pavement distress

prediction and/or analysis. Thus, some modifications will be needed considering the substantially

higher tire pressures and wheel loads to be expected from aircraft. Careful consideration of the

asphalt concrete rutting prediction models is necessary in view of the inherently high tire pressures

(over 300 psi) (2 MPa) applied by some aircraft. It is estimated that plastic yield of asphalt concrete

occurs at this high pressure which is well above the threshold pressure used for permantnt

deformation characterization of asphalt concrete mixtures for highway applications.

Rutting can be indirectly considered through the use of empirical or semi-empirical

relationships between the amount of rutting and elastic response parameters obtained from the

structural aiialysis of pavements such as deflections, stresses and strains. In most cases a threshold

value of the vertical stress or strain on the subgrade surface is specified to limit rutting. This

approach, however, implies that no rutting occurs within the pavement layers above the subgrade,

contrary to experience.

1.1 Empirical Models

Several rutting models based on empirical relationships are discussed below. This

discussion is not intended to be exhaustive but will serve the purpose of presenting some models

that are worth mentioning.
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1.1.1 Monismith and McLain Approach

Monismith and McLain conducted research or. the permanent deformation properties of

asphaltic pavements, using two theories [1]. The first theory was based upon a linear elastic

approach in which an elastic layer program (CHIEV5L) was used to analyze the data.

The equation for permanent deformation is given by:

el, = K(( - ,)n (1)

where

E1P = permenent strain at first load application

Cd = 01 "03 (stress difference is triaxial compression)

Ed = elastc strain

K,n = experimentally determined constants

One major conclusion of their analysis was that the permanent deformation predicted using
the elastic analysis method was much higher than the results calculated or predicted by the VESYS

H procedure, which is based on the viscoelastic theory.

1.1.2 Simulative Statistical Based Approach

This approach was proposed by Morris et al. and is based on laboratory simulation

conditions using triaxial testing [2]. A regression equation was devclopcd for the laboratory test

data relating the permanent deformation to testing variables. This equation was in the form:

Ep = f(01 ,03,T,N) ± E (2)

where

Ep = vertical permanent strain

FI, 03 = verial and lateral stress

T = temperature
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"N - number of load applications

"E = error of eqtimate

The total permanent deformation is calculated using the sublayers system.

~p= E -p, hi

i=I

where

p = total permanent deformation of the pavement system

EPi = average permanent strain in the ith layer

hi - thickness of the ith layer

n = number of layers in the pavement.

This method has 0,Ae following shortcomings: (1) it introduces no basic constitutive law of

material behavior for incorporation into a rational design scheme; (2) the method assumes no

subgrade contribution to the total system permanent deformation, while it has been proven that the

subgrade, in many instances, plays an important role in the effect of overall permanent

deformation; (3) the method requires extensive testing programs for each material characterization,

which makes it somewhat impractical; (4) the permanent deformation in the field was assumed to

be zero between December and March, due to low temperatures; and (5) the method also assumes

constant traffic over a given period of time.

In spite of all these assumptions, some of which appear questionable, the results of the

above laboratory tests were in agreement with field measuremets at the Brampton Test Road.

1.1.3 Saraf and Finn Model

Saraf, Finn et al. presented a regression model to obtain a correlation between the seasonal

rutting rate and primary response for an 18 kip single axle load (3,4], The model is of the form:

RR - f(o 1ed, and Nis) (3)
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where

RR = seasonal rate of rutting or permanent deformation per equivalent load

application

Cfi = vertical compressive stress in component layer (psi)

E = strain in component layer

d = surface deflection (xI0"3 in)

N18  = total equivalent 18 kip single axle loads up to and including the season for

which the rate of rutting is to be calculated (105 repetitions)

Depending on this general form two different forms for predicting RR were suggested,

depending on the pavement asphalt concrete layer thickness.

For pavements with a 6-inch (152 mm) or less thickness of asphalt concrete:

Log RR = -5.617 + 3.343 log d - 0.167 log N18 - 1.118 log o,0  (4)

For pavements with more than a 6-inch (152 mm) thickness of asphalt concrete:

Log RR = -1.173 + 0.717 log d - 0.658 log N18 + 0.666 log ac (5)

The subgrade contribution to total permanent deformation for the entire pavement system
cannot be predicted using this modeL In addition, this model cannot be used to predict rutting in

granular materials. Therefore, it can be said that its applications are limited to asphalt pavements.

1.1.4 Barksdale and Romaln Model

Barksdale and Romain developed a rutting model consisting of predicting rutting using
permanent defernation characteristics determined from labomatory tests along with an analysis

procedure for the pavement using linear elastic theoiry [5].

In this procedure each layer of the pavement is divided into several sublayers and the

stresses calculated at the center of each sublayer, directly under the load center. The total mt depth
(R) is given by
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Ii

R Ei zi (6)
i=1

where

R = total cut depth

Ei = average plastic strain in the sublayer

Zi = sublayer thickness

41 = number of sublayers in the pavement system

The plastic strain can be determined from laboratory tests similar to those used in VESYS.

This method is known as the layer strain method and had been used in various forms by

many researchers and is also the basis of the Shell design procedure.

1.1.5 Brown and Poll Model

Brown and Pell also developed a rutting model using the layer strain method but they used
non-linear finite element theory to calculate layer stresses using the program DEFPAV. (5] The

rutting is computed from

qb (E~p = (24-) (N) (7)

where

ep = permanent shear strain

q = deviatotc sts

ab = consumts

N = number of load applications

The laboratory testing required is axial repatead load test.

Brown and Pell found that substantial errors in plastic strain develop if shear streses are

ignored in the o of the stt of strees, wudrestimating the plastic strain by as much as

40 percent
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1.1.6 Monismith, et al. Model

Monismith, et al. used elastic layertheory (ELSYM) to compute the rutting as

ez = [Sr) N•'"• 1t] [oz- l/2(a;+oy)] (8)

where

ez = vertical permanent deformation

8(T) = a function of temperature

Sz, Sx, Sy = stresses is x, y, z directions, respectively

a = coefficient

N = number of stress repetitions

0 n-I = equivalent sue defined as a function of principal stresses is

loading time

t = loading timn

Repeated load triaxial compression tests provide input to the model.

Material properties as a function of temperature for each month in the year were developed

using temperature distribution calculated from the method proposed by Barber [6]. The permanent

deformation was then calculated for each month and sumnmed to obtain the annual rutting.

Reasonable agreeient was reported between computed and measured rut depth values.

1.1.7 Brown and Smith Approach

Brown and Snaith based their approach on laboratory simulation conditions and presented

dam obtained from testing under different vertical stress levels (static or dynamic) relating dth

permanent defonmation to testing variables, as expressed by the following equation [7):

V= a tb (9)

or
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log etp = log a+ b log t (10)

where

Etp permanent strain at time, t

log a,b = constants estimated from laboratory test results which depend on

temperature and applied stress

1.2 Linear Visco-Elastic VESYS System

One of the earliest attempts to predict the amount of rotting in pavement layers, including

asphalt concrete layer, dates to 1974 with the introduction of the VESYS (Visco-elastic system)

program.

The VESYS U M is a computer system that combines viscoelastic thory-with laboratory-

based permanent defonnation accumulative damage law [8].

VESYS IV B is one of the latest editions of this system. It combines several versions of the

program into a single computer program that models an n-layer flexible pavement structure using

resilient moduli, creep compliance or a combination of these by specifying layer stiffnesses.

Finally, there is VESYS-3H which is a modification of the VESYS Ml A program to provide the

capability to back-calculau ntting pumetcz given a f&ld rutting 1easwamen (9].

The VESYS system uses ctwp compliance J(t) and pw, anent defonadon characteristics

as measured from repeated inamental static loads to characterize rutting paramemes ALPHA and

GNL, with the ratio between pemanent defomdon and total stan at the Nth cycle is given as:

F(N) = GNUIJL A (11)

where

ALYPA= I-S

GNU = IS/eA

S = slopeoffttotaltpenentstrainvsNccum wbere =INs

= intce (at N = 1) of the tWal pennaneat strain vs N curve
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En = total strain at the nth cycle

The creep compliance is given by

J(t) = I Aie-aiZ (12)

where

Ai, ai = constants determined from the creep curve

t = tim

Thre models make up the VESYS Program. These are:

a. The Primary Response Model, which calculates the stress, strain and deformation in the

pavement system at any time due to the static load applied at the surface. The static load

response is then used to predict the related distress modes to this condition, or can be

converted to resonses that could occur under moving load situations, and, in turn,

predicts its related mode ofdistrcss. The material is chmarcterized foilewing an elastic

and/or linear viscoelastic constitutive law. VESYS uses the elastic-viscoelastic
correspondence principle applied to a three layer closed-form elastic solution to obtain

the corresponding viscoelastic solution.

b. The Damage Model, which predicts rutting, cracking and roughn =- and is based on the

cumulative damage law.

c. The Pcdomnnaz Model, which indicates die pavement's ability to meet an acceptable

serviceability level (masumd by the e nt Servicbity Indx = PSI) and ptojected

service life.

The pmanent defomnaion prperties ALPHA and GNU aem derived from repetitive-

-k,.ng creep compliance tests in compresion to defie the fraction of the premicted total strain that

is pet manent, as a f~unction of load cycles. e permanent st'ain is plotted versus load repetitions
on log-log paper, a straight line of best fit is drawn to approximately pedict permanent strain over

the range of loadings of interest. ALPHA is dertned as one minus the slope (S) of this line, and
represents the raw of change in the permanent strain. GNU is the prod, vt of the intercept value (I)
of the pmwent satin at one load repetition multiplied by the lope (S) divided by the average

silient suaiz (er).
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The VESYS model represents the first attempt to ,ionsider viscoelastic properties of
pavement materials to calculate rutting. Pavement response calculations are performed using the
elastic layer theory which in itself constitutes a 1iaitation. A more rigorous pavement analysis
using finite elements techniques will allow a more strict calculation of stresses and ,Lwains which
will also lead to a more accurate prediction of the amount of rattihg. Finally, the model has not

been validated for high tire pressures and high wheel load,,- as those expected from aircraft.

1.3 Probabilistic Distress Models for Asphalt Pavement
(PDMAP)

The PDMAP program was developed to enable highway personnel to predict distress
conditions of given pavement sections [10]. The program uses fatigue cracking and permanent

deformation (rut depth) due to traffic as the specific distress modes to determine pavement

performance.

PDMAP uses probabilistic analysis to -.•mpute the expected amount of damage as well as

damage with specified reliability factors r: -my time during the analysis period. The program uses

elastic layer theory for the structural analysis of pavements. The probabilistic analysis of the total

structural response due to a dual wh .1 load system and the probabilistic predictions of fatigue and

rut depth are completely new and were specifically developed for the PDMAP program.

The rate of rutting (RR) is assumed to be related to the cumulative number of load
applications, XI (in 105 units); surface displacement, X2 (in 10 inches); and maximum

compressive stress, X3 (Ln psi), at the bottom of the AC under the center of a wheel load.

logIORR = BO + BIIogIOXj + B21ogI0X2 + B31og 10X3 ; 6 (13)

where 8= random error with mean =0 and variance =Y02

B0 = -5.619, B1  -0.09467, B2 = 4.4866,

B3 = -1.2958, o 0.2832

The main disadvantages of the PDMAP program at' related to the type of rut depth

prediction and structural analysis models used, namely:

a. Elastic-plastic techniques are preferred in the rred.iction of pemmnent defomation.
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b. The finite elements technique for pavement analysis is a more appropriate substitut-ý. In
addition, the PDMAP program is not capable of considering lateral discontinuities such
as joints or cracks when modelling layer systems.

1.4. The O.S.U. Method

The formulation of the rutting pheno~mnon in this method is based on research work
conducted at The Ohio State University over a peliod of mo.c than eight years. [ 11-15] The rutting
models developed are based on the observation that the arn'unt of rutting can be given by the
following equatiorn: (12,13]

=A N"m

N (14)

Ep = Cumulative permanent strain at the Nth repetition

N = Number of load repetitions

A = Pormaner' strain after the first repetition (N = 1) calculated using linear
regression of the log Ep/N versus log N relationship

m = Absolute value of the slope of the linear relationshitp between log ep/N

versus log N

This relationship was initially observed to describe the rutting pwcess in subgrade
miterials, The nate-process theory is used as a theoretical explanation for the inic'oirheological
response of compacted soils under repeae strss applications.

The theory of absolute recdon tates or rate process theory, proposed initially by Eyring et
al. [16], and applicable to anyprocess involving the mo#on of particles. has been used to
extensively to describe and prot ithe crev and consolidation behavior of clays as well as other
materials [17-26].

Olynn and Kirwan [27] applied the thoory of rate processes to the study of clays subjected
to repeated loading. The authors used Murayama and Shlb~sa's concept [19J ofa threshold stress,
a stress intensity bc.ow which only purely elastic strains arm produced, to derive an equation
relating magnitude of penmanent smain Ep in.te, ms of 6ie appii. stress and the number of load

applications..
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Majidzadeh, Guirguis and Joseph (28] used the theory of rate process to study the
mechanism of the steady-state deformation of compacted silty clay and found out, for constant
temperature, time of loading and structure, that the deformation rate is given by:

d - =A e N'

d N (15)

where

ep = permanent deformation

N = number of load repetitions

s = deviatoric stress

A, B, m = constants

Which describes the deformation characteristics during work-hardening of silty clay soil

under repeated loading.

Buranarmn [29] added another term to the equation to describe the effect of water content.

It is in the form of a shift function. The general equation is thus.

A eBON'mX(w)

N (16)

where

X(w) expf(w-wo) = nisture shift function

w the water conteat

wO =the optimum water content

C cO0stan

Thisequation is used as one of the bases of this study. The equation, though, needs to be
simplified and converted to more ctical rms to make its applicability a simple tasL

ThIe paranter A can be used to descibe t stress and moistrm eeffiecs It would be sts

dependent consant.
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The same form of mechanistic relation can describe the permanent deformation of asphalt

concrete, except that the parameter A would have different dependencies. The parameter would
normally be stress, rate, and temperature dependent. The relation would then be:

EP = A(a,w,T) N-m

N (17)

The peimanent deformation evaluation can be a much easier task because the same

mechanistic law is applicable to all pavement components, i.e., asphalt, concrete and subgrade.
The permanent deformation of the system is a result of the deformation of each of the pavement

component layers. Each layer would contribute differently to the total deformation according to

each road condition (Figure 1-1).

For the range of moisture contents on the wet side of the optimum (Figure 1-2):

E= = 0.00139 N'0"918exp(1.0699(w-wo)+B(cappljault.))R (18)

For the range of moisture content on the dry side of the optimum (Figure 1-3):

!2 = 0.00879 N-°-918exp(-0.531599(w-wo)+B(cr4pSOjd ut.))
N (19)

with the coefficient of multiple determination R2 = 0.9999

In both expressions [18] and [19], the moisture content is expressed in percent and ep has

the unit of length per length. The moisture shift function (exp C(w-wo)) is shown in Figure 1-4.

In a continuing series of studies by Majidzadeh et al., it was shown that this relationship is

also valid for describing rutting progress in all pavement layers -- asphalt concrete surface layer,
granular base course, subbase materials, and subgrade soils [14,15]. In fact, the variation in the

applicability of this model to different materials is manifested in the variation of paramets A and

m commonly known as rutting parameters.

The equation for subgrade rutting is

co R E*'so'dNI'm (20)

where

R, S material constants
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E* -= dynamic modulus

Cyd = deviateric stress

m = slope of subgrade layer

N = number of repitition

The equation for granular base or subbase rutting is:

.P= C1 Mc2E*cN 1*m (21)

where

M -

'to = octohedred shear stress

ao = octahedral normal stress

m = slope for granular material

Cl, c2, C3 = raterial constraints

The equation for asphalt concrete rutting is

= JE6N1" (22)

where

iS = material constants

el = principal normal stess

m = slope for asphalt layer

The odginal O.S.U. rutting prediction method has been recently modified to include the
consideration of material cr, ss-anlsotropy and bimodularity which are presentin most naturally

occurring materials and which would affect the pavanent response to loading [11]. In addition a
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finite element computer code has been developed for pavement analysis which includes the concept
of material non-linearity and temperature dependency (when applicable).

1.5 Texas A&M Model

Crockford, et al. developed a rutting model for granular materials and subgrade where the

modulus of the material is given as a nonlinear function [30]:

E = BoP1(%crOB)63WB4 (23)

where

I1 = first stress invariant

I Oct = octabedral shear stress

S= density

W = moisture content

B0, B1, B2 , B3 , B4 = regression constrants

Asphalt layer modulus is assumed to be C linear function. The finite element code
TTIPAVE was used to calculate the stresses and strains in the granular layer using the moduli
given by the above equation. This model was applied to an airfield pavement with very good

agreement between measured and predicted rut depths.

1.6 The Elasto-Visco-Plastic (EVP) Model

Rutting occurs as a combination of densification (volume change) and shear deformation. It
has been observed by a number of investigators [4,31,32] that the shear portion is more significant
than the volumetric one. The major portion of permanent defomation occurs during initial

loading. The initially soft material is being load-compacted and stiffens until the yield point is

reached where additional plastic shearing accompanied by dilation (increase in volume due to the

rearrangement of particles) occurs. The irreversible deformation is, during the entire process,

strongly time dependent, primarily because the viscous nature of the.bituminous binder.
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The major factors influencing the rutting behavior are [1]:

a. aggregate gradations, size, angularity and perhaps surface roughness

b. mixture composition

c. compaction procedure

d. temperature

e. load magnitude, distribution and frequency

f. thickness of the asphalt concrete layer, etc.

For all granular materials (and for that matter, for most other materials), the distinction
between VOLUMETRIC and DEVIATORIC deformation is essential, once the linear threshold has
been exceeded. For some stress levels, both volumetric and deviatoric deformation have their

REVERSIBLE and IRREVERSIBLE (permanent) portions. Each of these may or may not depend
on the duration of the load and is modelled accordingly as either TIME-DEPENDENT or

INSTANTANEOUS.

In addition, volumetric deformation can be suchthat volumetric stress performs POSITIVE
or NEGATIVE wodk. The later one is termed DILATION. The volumetric irreversible deformation

due to volumetric sarss occurs not only for high stress but also initially which is referred to as
DENSIFICATION - an irreversible initial volumetric deformation.

Figure 1-5 illustrates graphically the above discussion. The components of deformation

shown can be modelled using classical plasticity and viscoelasticity theory with some

modifications. Figure 1-6 demonstrates, on the actual test results, the existence of both

Instantaneous and me dependent irreversible deformaion.

1.6.1 Elastic, Viscoelastlc and Viscous Deformation

Elastic and viscoelastic behavior can be modelled in a simple manner linear elastic - Kelvin

viscoelastic material. For the modelling of rutting of asphalt concrete pavements, ie., the
accumulation of irwaesible defmimation - the reversible portions are of lesser importance. In

addition, pure elastic behavior occurs for a relatively small ste range (if indeed if occurs at all).

Viscous behavior of asphalt concrete for moderate stresses and strains is usually modelled

as linear, while for higher suresses and strains, nonlinearity becomes apparent [33].
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Figure 1-6. Creep Test - Series of Loading and Unloading
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In addition, due to thn. time-dependcnt nature of deformation, for loads of long duration the

strains exceed the range of small strain assumption and geometric nonlinearities should be
considere&

1.6.2 Plastic Behavior

Within the framework of classical (yield surface) plasticity the following need to be

identified and quantified:

a. Yield Surface

b. Flow Rule

c. Hardening Rule

The accurate identification of the yield surface requires a series of different stress path tests.

The triaxial test apparatus, with electronic control of both axial stress/strain and confining pressure,

provides sufficient flexibility for such testing.

Th associated flow rule assuwnes that the plastic strain increment is normal to the yield

surface. When applied to soils, with e Drucker-Prager or Mohr-Coulornb yield condition, it

usually predicts significantly htigher dilation th-n experiments suggest 134,35).

Hardning rule can be specified as isotmpic or anuisopic. The latter may contain

kinematic andfr distoron po•,nts. Kinenatic hardmeing accounts for the Bauschinger effect.

1.6.3 Denslflcatlon

Densification can also be understood as a plastic behavior. However, it occurs iniially, at
low sress levels, as opposed to the yield surfac plasticity, where the plastic defammton occurs

afterthe dteshid value of suemss is reced. The following questions need to be answeed:

a. Does the dcnsificaon limit, as defined above, depend on the. deviatoic sess?

b. Does the sme limit depend on stress hisoiy?

c. What is the shea uiffrc in tw d&nsiai region of the stres Vae?

To answer the first question one needs to perform essentially the same set of tests as for the prp

definition of y=W surface. Theseco question is similar o the hwdtni pmbem in ibe plastic
model. Shear stiffness (linewa or nonlinear) can be deae ned from a seres of tiaxial she.r tests.
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The components of the deformation are defined in the simplest possible manner:

a. Linear elastic, viscoelastic and viscous behavior rheologically modelled as a Burger
body with deviatoric viscous deformation only (Figure 1-7). The differential equations
of. such a model read:

SSij + (0 +Gl(21 + G(2- 8ij + .G!.•_G2 Sij = 2028ij + GI, + G2 j(4
21 (24)

&• +BI+B2 i (25)iyij + BI+B r = AE+BI2 v(25)

where

Sij = deviatoric component of the total stress

(ij = stress

ov volumetic stress

eij deviatoric component of the total strain

£ij = strain

Ev =volumetric strain

B1/2, G/2,3, t1/21 = bulk and shear moduli of the corresponding strain

components. The differential equation is readily solved
for the constant stress/strain (rate) conditions.

b. Drucker-Prager yield condition: F(Yij) = I1 + 4J2- k = 0 with associated flow and

isotropic nardening.

c. Linear densification model with the limits: 0 < av < adv•

d. Elastic, viscoelastic and densification Poisson ratios assumed equal.

e. All components ot deformation independent of each other.

In order to define model parameters, tests are performed at two standard mixes (Marshall and
Gyratory) and two ambient temperatures. Elastic, viscoelastic and viscous parameters can be
determined form uniaxial or triaxial creep test by simply fitting the creep compliance:
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J(t) = IL +._ -p(--t)
2G2  2.2 2G1  Al

to the experimentally obtained curve.

Densification bulk modulus and densification limit can be obtained from hydrostatic test
peiformed on virgin material. Figure 1-8 shows the volumetric stress-strain curve for Marshall mix

a: 1200F.

Plasticity parameters are somewhat more difficult to obtain. First parameters to be obtained

are the yield function parameters, at and k. Yield surface is defined by two points in the stress
space. It is therefore sufficient to recognize the initial yield points for any two different tests. The
main difficulty is the recognition of yield point. Asphalt concrete always exhibits viscous and
viscoelastic behavior so that nonlinear stress-strain behavior is always present. However, one

distinct quality can be attributed to tie plastic flow consistent with the model used - large dilation.
Consequently, one can define yield as the beginning of large dilatation and recognize it from
experimental data accordingly. Figure 1-9 shows typical volumetric behavior during constant strain
rate triaxial test.

Having defined the yield surface, the next step is the definition of the hardening function.
"ThLs is done by using the results of the constant strain rate triaxial test. Since all the other (non-
plastic) components of deformation are defined, plastic strain can be determined at any time, as the
difference between the observed and the predicted non-plastic strain. Figure 1-11 shows the
deviatoric stress-strain curve for both theoretical non-plastic model and real behavior.

The accumulation of strain is modelled following the 0. S. U. model [12J. The strain
accumulated after N cyclcs, eacc(N), is given by:

I n ,s(N). I (_-m) I N (26)

where

eacc(l) one cycle permanent strain

m constant detemini expedriatally f= seies of uniaxial cyclic loading
tests

N munber•of cycles
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The above model is successfully implemented in the FE code. Figure 1-7 shows the

comparison between predicted and field test rutting for the Marshall mix pavement.

The model has all the major components of deformation, at least qualitatively. The direction

of future research are as follows:

a. Components of the model, keeping the same general theoretical framework, will be

defined in a way that conforms to reality.

b. The theoretical framework will be expanded to include more complex phenomena, such
as the viscous plastic interaction, history dependence, induced and inherent anisotropy.

A variety of models is presently available for the modelling of these phenomena [36].

Recently developed hierarchical plasticity models [34-38] have the capability to model

the history dependence of the material, viscoplastic responses, induced and inherent
anisotropy. These models have been verified with respect to laboratory and field tests

fora number of geologic materials which exhibit properties similar to those of asphalt

concrete. This will be one avenue of the proposed theoretical research.

c. Knowledge of the history dependence of the different components of the model will

enhance the understanding of the accumulation process and allow the improvements of

the accumulation model.

1.7 Hlerachical Concept: Toward a Complex Model

Although the application of a BASIC, simpliest credible model as discussed previously
may suffice most conditions, more complex constitutive laws are required for Granular

Composites Materials, such as asphalt concrete, portland cement concrete and aggregate base and

limelcement/aggregate materials subjected to complex state of stresses. The more complex model

should include [36]:

a. Yield function to be expressed in terms of J1, J2 , J3 , or J2D and J3D, and mixed

variant IP.

b. Yield function, shall be a single yield surface, rather than two intersection yield

functions; such condition reduces the number of required parameters as compared to the

multi-surface models presented in literature (Figure 1-12).

As example, one of many hierachical models may have a general form of the yield

function F is as follows:
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F - J2D- (aJIn+ -JW2) (1-PSOm + 0 (27)

where

J2 D'A

m- -1/2

a, f3, 5 = constants

For materials having cohesion and tensile strength the stress terms in this equation are
increased to include tensile strength, R.

a1'= + R
a2" = a2 + R,
a3" = Y3 + R

The model is expected to represent Portland Cement concrete, asphaltic concrete, and

aggregate base.

It includes material constants which can simulate hardening and include the effects of stress
path, volume change and coupling of shear and volumetric responses.
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2. State-of-the-Art Review of Cracking Prediction
Models Using Fracture Mechanics

2.1 Introduction

Fracture mechanics has been used in the past to analyze cracking in metals. However, due

to the heterogeneous characteristics of pavement materials, the application of fracture mechanics to

analyze cracking in pavements was not attempted until the Ohio State University. Researchers

initiated a study in early seventies to investigate the feasibility of using fracture mechanics for this

pn'pose. This research indicated that fracture mechanics analysis was suitable for analyzing

cracking in pavements [39]. Subsequent research resulted in the development of methods and

procedures which could be used to analyze the damages in pavements of different structural

configuration and subjected to various traffic loading and environmental conditions. The objective

of this paper is to briefly describe the advancements in this technology since early seventies. These

advancements closely followed the developments in t~he analysis and application of fracture

mechanics in metals and other materials.

Initally the technology was developed to apply linear fracture mechanics in the analysis of

cracks in beam and slabs resting on elastic foundations. The main concern at that time was to

estimate the stress-intensity factor of various types of loading configuration, crack patterns and

geometry so that the rate of cracking relationship represented by the following formula can be

developed:

dc/dN= A Kn (28)

whore

c = crack length

K = stress-intensity factor

A,n = regression consmnts determined from the analysis of data

N = number of rpititions

A method was developed at the O.S.U. in 1970 to estimate the stres-intensity factor, K for

a beam on elastic foundation loaded at the center using the boundway collocation method 40. The
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stress-intensity factors for a slab with a semi-infinite crack and resting on an elastic foundation

were obtained using the solution developed by Ang, et al. [41]. Ramsamooj [40] developed an

analytical procedure to estimate K-values for moving loads also.

Subsequent improvements in the analytical and experimental techniques included the
considerations for mix of mode crack propagation, specially when rigid pavements are overlaid
with asphaltic mix layers. In these pavements, Mode I cracking (or tension cracking) can occur

due to thermal stresses in the asphalt concrete layer. Also, due to traffic loads, the cracks at a joint

may occur due to normal shear (Mode II). Thus reflection cracking in these pavements may occur
due to a mix mode fracture of the asphaltic material.

For mixed mode fracture, the O.S.U. model utilized the crack growth law in terms of the
strain-energy-density factor along the direction of fracture (Stin):

dc/dN = B(Srni)n (29)

The fatigue life, or number of load applications to produce a crack through the overlay, is given by:

Nf - dc (30)
J B(Smin)"

where

co = initial starter flaw length

Cf = crack length at which the overlay is considered failed (either its thickness
or the length at which the critical Smin = Scr, is reached, whichever is
less) and Scr, B, and n are material constants derived from fatigue tests on

asphaltic concrete beams

Further developments in the analysis of stresses at or near the crack tip indicated that the
assumptions of linear fracture mechanics may not be valid for ductile materials like asphaltic mixes
because the size of plastic zone in this area may be large enough to cause significant deviations
from the assumption of linear fracture mechanics. Therefore, the use of J-integral and C* line
integral in the analysis of cracking in pavements was investigated and procedures were developed
to test the pavement materials in the laboratory for this purpose. It was noted that the use of these
parameters could improve and extend the use of fracture mechanics ananlysis to materials depicting

non-linear behavior.
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The above is a very brief description of the developments related to the use of fracture

mechanics in the prediction of cracking in pavements. Further details of some of these

developments are briefly summarized in the subsequent sections of this paper. For this purpose,
the discussions in the paper have been divided into the following topics:

a. Application of fracture mechanics to pavement materials,

"b. Application of fracture mechanics to analyze pavements,

c. Effect of mix variables on the fatigue parameters,

d. Extension of cracking analysis to include non-linear behavior of materials, and

e. Considerations for the statistical nature of the pavement system and itscomponents.

2.2 Application of Fracture Mechanics to Pavement Materials

Due to the heterogeneous nature o" common asphaltic mixes, relatively uniform mix of

sand-asphalt was initially selected for testing samples in the laboratory. Three different systems,
viz., simply supported beams, beams supported on elastic foundation, and slabs supported on

elastic foiundation were subjected to repeated loads of constant magnitude. The results obtained
from these tests indicated that the rate of crack propogation, dc/dN, in each system could be
represented by the general relationship known at that time [42,43] and represented by Equation

(28).

Subsequent research included asphalt mixes containing aggregates which were used in the
surface mixes by the Ohio Department of Transportation [441. It was observed that the relationship

represented by Equation (28) was still valid for these mixes. This was considered to be sufficient
evidence of the hypothesis that the concepts of fracture mechanics were applicable to pavement
materials. Therefore, the research was continued to determine the various items needed :or the

analysis of cracking in the pavements.

2.3 Application of Fracture Mechanics to Analyze Pavements

Once it was established that the concepts of fracture mechanics were applicable to the
pavern-mt materials, it was necessary to investigate the applicability of Equation (28) in the analysis

of pavement damage. A pavement system is generally affected by several variables, among which

the pavement support conditions, traffic loading, environmental conditions, and structural
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geometry are important. Therefore, the research was conducted to determine the effect of these
variables on the rate of cracking as represented by dc/dN in Equation (28). Since dc/dN is a
function of parameters A, n, and K, the purpose of research in this connection was to determine
the effect of various variables on any one or more of these parameters. The results of this research
are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs. Sand-asphalt beams and slabs resting on

elastic foundation were used in most of these investigations (except for tests to determine the effect

of support conditions, in which simply supported beams were used). The beams were generally

3 inches wide x 2 inches deep x 24 inches long and slabs were 44 inches in diameter and

1.5 inches thick. Elastic foundation consisted of natural rubber. Different thicknesses were used

for beams and slabs.

2.3.1 Effect of Support Conditions on the Rate of Cracking

Two different elastic supports as well as no support (beam supported at its ends only) were
used in this experiment. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 2-1. These results

indicate that there is a significant effect of support conditions on the rate of cracking. Both
parameters A and n of Equation (28) are affected by these conditions as shown in Figure 2-1.

2.3.2 Effect of Load Magnitude on the Rate of Cracking

Sand-asphalt beams (3 inches wide x 2 inches deep x 24 inches long) resting on elastic

foundation were subjected to three levels of constant load amplitude (20,30 and 40 pounds).
Figure 2-2 shows the crack growth in these beams for normalized fatigue life Ni/Nf. It is important

to note that the load magnitudes of 20,30 and 40 pounds result in an identical c- (NiNf) relation.

This implies that for monotonic loading of constant amplitude, the crack growth or "damage"
accumulation is independent of suess levels [39). Also, the rate of crack propogation was plotted
against the stress intensity factor. This plot (see Figure 2-3) shows that the data follows the general
trend represented by Equatior (28) with n being equal to 4.0.

Tests were also conducted on sand asphalt slabs of 44 inches diameter and 1.5 inches
thick. The results of these tests indicated that the rate of cracking (dtf/dN) followed the same
relationship as beams (see Equatiom 28) as shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3.3 Effect of Rest Period on the Rate of Cracking

The effect of rest period on the rte of crackdng (dc/dN) was studied on beams as well as
slab samples. For this purpose the load was applied for a duration of 0. 1 second (half-sine fonn)
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and was followed by a rest period of specified duration. In case of beam samples, the rest periods
of 0, 0.4 and 0.8 second were selected. The results of thesre tests are shown in Figure 2-5. It is
evident from this figure that the effect of rest period on the rate of cracking is insignificant and the
same general Equation (28) applies to this case. Subsequent tests on slabs resting on elastic
foundation indicated similar trends [39].

2.3.4 Effect of Load Sequence on the Rate of Cracking

"The effect of load sequence on the rate of cracking (dc/dN) in beam samples is shown in
Figure 2-6. This figure shows the results of tests using three different loading sequences. The
members in each sequence represent the loads in pounds. For example, 20/30/40 represents the
sequence of 20, 30, and 40 pound loads applied to the sample. It is evident from this figure that the
load sequence affects the rate of cracking significanlly [39]. Similar results were obtained from
tests on slabs using two different loading sequences as shown in Figure 2-7. Both of the
parameters A and n are to be adjusted to include the effect of loading sequence on the damage in
pavements.

2.3.5 Effect of High Stress Levels on the Rate of Cracking

The Elastic Fracture mechanics studies of crack tip stresses and deformations are useful but
-limited as pointed out by Rice and Drucker [45,47]. The limitation is mainly due to the inherent
assumption in elasticity, which disregards the geometrical singularity or material strength limit at
the point where b'resses are concentrated. Therefore, in order to verify the applicability of analysis
based on these assumptions, the slabs were subjected to high levels of stresses. Loads of 500 and
600 pounds were used for this purpose. The results of these tests indicated that crack patterns in
the slab were very similar to that obtained from loads of lesser magnitude. However, large amount
of permanent deformations were observed under the loaded area. Figure 2-8 shows the
accumulation of prmanent deformation under the load. Except for the initial portion, where the
plot is curved, it was noted that the rate of change in permanent deformation was approximately
constant and can be represented by a relationship of the following form:

(dp/dN) = Constant (31)

It was also observed that the permanent defonnations under the load were not caused by the
densification of the material. This fact was verified by the x-ray photographs of the area.
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Therefore, the flow of material under the loaded area was suspected to be the cause of permanent

deformation recorded.

The rate of crack propogation for cracks outside the loaded area (until to the point of

failure) were plotted and are shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10. These plots show that the rate of
cracking can still be represented by Equation (28) and is not affected by the amount of permanent

deformation under the loaded area.

2.3.6 Effect of Temperature on the Rate of Cracking

Slabs resting on elastic foundation were tested at temperatures of approximately 41, 77,

and 90'F to determine the effect of temperature on the rate of cracking. The results of these tests

indicated that for the range of temperatures selected for this study, the crack growth rate

represented by Equation (28) was still a valid relationship. However, at low temperatures, when

the crack appeared on the top of slab, it propogated rapidly and catastrophic failure occurred. Thus
the failure criteria in this case is represented by the critical stress-intensity factor, Klc as shown in

Figure 2-11. These results were verified by applying two different levels of loads to the slabs.

Tests conducted at 901F indicated that the crack growth rate relationship still applied to the

cracks at the top of surface as shown in Figure 2-12.

2.3.7 Effect of Structural Geometry on the Rate of Cracking

Two-dimensional pavement models represented by a beam on elastic foundation as well as

three-dimensional pavement models represented by a slab on elastic foundation were tested in the

laboratory to compare the rate of cracking in each case. It was observed that the rate of cracking

was unaffected by the gcomnetry of models tructure and parameters A and n obtained from both
system were same. Thus, the stress-intensity factors estimated for each system accommodated the

differences in the structural geometry of these two models as shown in Figure 2-4.

2.3.8 Effect of Moving Load on the Stress-Intensity Factors

The discussions so far related to the experiments conducted by loading the samples at a

given point. However, it was considered important to study the effect of moving load on the

pavement damage. Therefoe, analytical procedures were developed to estimate the stress-intensity
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factor for these cases. A typical plot of influence lines of the indicated loads is shown in Figure
2-13. Damage due to each moving load can be accumulated for each crack location and the position
of load as shown in this figure.

2.3.9 Fatigue-Life of a Pavement

The results of various tests on beams and slabs, which were conducted in the laboratory to
determine the applicability of rate of cracking Equation (28) to various load configurations and
geometry of structure have been summarized in this section. These results indicated beyond doubt
that Equation (28) was applicable to beams and slabs as well as wide range of loads and pavement
temperatures. Therefore, it is feasible to use this approach in estimating the fatigue life of a
pavement, provided the parameters A and n of the material and related support conditions have
been determined from laboratory tests. For this purpose, Equation (28) can be rearranged and
integrated as indicated below:

dc/dN = A K"

-- or

dN = dc/(A Kn)

or

IdN I [/Kn)ldc

or

NfJ= (I/K( )dc (32)

where

Nr fratigue life in number of cycls applied

CO = ini flaw size inpavemeu atcycle.=

Cf tlw= siz e at, the d of Nf cycle orfailre
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K = stress-intensity factor,

A,u = material parameters determined from laboratory tests

The above equation i,-1dicates that the fatigue life can be estimated by integrating the plot of
crack, c vs. (1/Kn) between the boundaries of co and cf.

Experimental as well as analytical procedures have been developed to determine the stress-
intensity factors for various crack lengths in beams and slabs. These methods utilize boundary
collocation and finite element methods to estimate K for the given structural geometry [39]. Thus a

c-K relationship or c-(1/Kn) relationship can be developed for the given pavement which has been
subjected to specified load. A normalized c-(K/P) relationship can also be developed if the given
load P is expected to vary. The starter flaw size co and final crack size cf can be determined for the
given pavement and A and n can be experimentally determined so that the fatigue life of the given

pavement can be estimated. The details of procedure to obtain various parameters of Equation (30)
are described in previous reports [39,47]. A brief discussion of the effect of mix variables on
fatigue parameters is included in the subsequent paragraphs.

2.4 Effect of Mix Variables on the Fatigue Parameters

Important mix variables which affect the fatigue parameters (co, A, n) are the aggregate

gradation, mix density, asphalt content, void content of the mix, moisture content, and temperature

*• of the mix. Studies were conducted to determine the effect of each one of these variables on any
one or more fatigue parameters A, n and co. The results of these studies are available in references

[44,47] and other reports published in this connection. A brief summary of some important results

of these studies is included in the following paragraphs:

2.4.1 Initial Flaw Size, co:

Initial flaw size, co is a property of pavement material and vary with the type of mix,

gradation, etc. Although an average value as determined from laboratory tests can be used for
deterministic analysis, the distribution of co in a given mix can be successfully used in the

stochastic analysis of fatigue failure in pavements. Results of previous studies indicate that flaw
size, co does not depend on the air voids in the mix, but the distribution of co in a given mix
depends on its air void content. More air voids in the mix tend to distribute c, more widely than the

mixes with less air voids [441.
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2.4.2 Parameters A and n:

The value of fatigue parameter A decreases as the dynamic modules of asphalt mix
increases [44] for the mixes of same density. Also, as the temperature of mix increases, the value

of parameter A increases as shown in Figuwe 2-14. These results can be used to adjust the value of

parameter A for these mix variables.

The value of parameter n was found to remain constant for most of the mixes tested

previously and vary only with the support conditions (see Figure 2-1).

2.5 Extension cf Cracking Analysis to Include Nonlinear
Behavior of Materials

Fatigue life generally passes through three district periods: initiation of crack, propagation

of the crack to a critical size, and ultimate failure. Throughout this process plastic zones are created
in the material even when it is subjected to the alternating low levels of stresses. These zones are

created mainly due to the presence of crack. In addition, during each loading cycle the sharp
aggregate corners transmit point loading conditions to the asphalt cement with a stress singularity.

Hence, even before crack formation, a plastic zone exists at each contact point of sharp aggregate

and asphalt cement, and energy is dissipated through cyclic plasticity. Once a crack is initiated,

then at the tip of the crack, stresses assume an inverse, square root stress (and strain) singularity.
Because the material can tolerate stresses up to its yield point, a plastic zone around the crack tip
forms and blunts the crack advance. The size of this plastic zone is critical in the analysis of fatigue

life. If the plastic zone thus formed is small compared to the crack size and the geomnetry of the
continuum, linear elastic fractuim. mechanics can approximate conditions of failure favorably (small

scale yielding). On ih., other hand, if the size uf the plastic zone cannot be ignored (several orders

of magnitude of the crack size), a nonlinear fracture mechanics approach is more appropriate. With
this in mind, amN.Jysis based on J integral and C*-line integral was developed.

The path independent J integral was defined by Rice [48] as follows:

J ( tWdy - T*~lds (33)
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where

F = contour surrounding the tip of the crack extending in the x direction

W = strain energy density function

T = traction vector defined by the outward normal n along F: Ti = SijNj

u = displacement vector

s = arc length along F

Rice has also proven the path independence of this integral. Since the only point

surounded by the all possible paths is the crack tip, it follows that the J integral is the description

of the crack tip field. For the linear case (or small scale yielding), the the J description is equivalent

to the stress intensity and energy release rate (crack driving force) descriptions:

J =Li = C4 (34)E'

In case of large scale nonlinearities, the interpretation of I as a crack driving force is lost,

however the J integral still represents the energy difference between two similar, identically loaded
bodies with different crack lengths I and 1+ dl:

di (35)

wherc U is the potential energy [49]; Begley and Landes (49] discuss the application of the I

integral as a fracture criterion. The basis for the application to the large scale nonlinearities is

provided by Hutchinson (50] mid Rice and Rosengreen (51] who analyzed the crack tip fields

within the framework of deformation plasticity. The J integral turns out to be a valid description of

the crack tip field in this case. The limitation -is obviously that the unloading is not allowed, which

litits this application to crack initiatio and small subcritical growth.

Abdulshafi and Majidzadeh [521 applied the J integral concept to the fi-actur and fatigue of

asphalt pavemvnts. They used the notched disc spcimens loaded within the notch with various
thicknesses co and initial crack lengths c. Table 2-1 shows the cmnparison of Kle and Jlc failure

criteria. The JIc does not show any vaiiation with co and can be accepted as a material property

with more certainty. The same authors attempted to establish the fatigue crack growth relation,

analogous to the Paris equation but in ters of J, rather than K as follows:
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- f(J) (36)
dN

Figure 2-15 shows :he results of this study. The relation appears to be bilinear but more

experiments are needed to establish this relation.

Table 2-1. Comparison of KIc and Jil c

Co Thickness t Pfall Kic Jlc

(inches) (Ib) (psi) (Ib.ln. x 10-2 (psi)

0.25 2.6 1,287.5 496.Si

0.5 2.60 1,225 531 1,900 169.2 x 102

0.75 2.55 987.5 540 1,900 174,9 x 102

2.6 Consideration for the Statistical Nature of the Pavement
System and Its Components

The stochastic nature of the fracturing process has been realized for a long time. The

fundamental Wcibull's weakest lJi.,# Theory (531 has been used extensively. According to this
theory, the failure probability, P,., in volume V is given by:

PfI -expi dj g(s)ds,

wheat

g(s) = numberofdefects per unit volume with "strength" betwen sands +ds

Although useful in many cases, this theory has significant drawbacks, as pointed out by
Bazant et al. [54]. Besides its statistical (rather then physical) basis [35], weakest link tlheory

completely igitores the cooperative nature of the fracture process. As a matter of fact, it does not
look upon fracture as a process at all. Moreover, it has originally been derived for thm uniaxial
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stress state and despite many attempts to generalize it [e.g., 56,57], its application to a
multidimensional stress state remains questionable [54].

In a complex material, like the granular material with a binder, randomness of the fracturing
process is a consequence of the random nature of the following:

a. microstructure (fabric)

b. defect types and distribution

c. environmental effect including loads, temperature,moisture, chemical processes

Various researchers have studied some of these effects Lamon and Evans [56], Batdorf and
Heinisch [57], Mesarovic et al. [58], and others analyzed the crack size and orientation
distributions effect in a perfectly brittle material with no crack interaction. While the crack size
distribution is either determined experimentally or assumed, the orientation distribution can be
derived rationally. Consider a penny crack whose normal forms angle 0 with the principal stress
direction (Figure 2-16). Since the normal can intersect the unit sphere anywhere with equal
probabilities the distribution function is the ratio of the shaded and the total area of the sphere:
F0(0) = I - cosO. Figure 2-17 shows the probability of crack growth in a Poisson field (density X)
of penny cracks in the volume V, under the uniaxial tension with the assumed size distribution:

1-111

The abscissa is proportional to the expected value of -Ii which is a direct consequence of
the fracture criterion based on the maximum directional mode I stress intensity factor.

Cooperative nature of the fracturing process presents very complex problem. Researchers
have addressed this problem in several ways using different techniques and philosophies.

Work of Kachanov [591 provides a solid mechanics basis for the study of the crack
interaction by solving for the approximate stress field in the vicinity of two interacting cracks with
the various relative positions. He has used a superposition technique for two-dimensional and
three-dimensional crack arrays of arbitrary geometry. The procedure yields approximate analytical
solutions for stress iternsity factors up to close distance between cracks and m-crocracks. Of
special interest to us is the solution developed for the interaction of a crack in the britlet material.
such as concrete with a "damage field" created near the crack tip. Depending on the geoarey of
nicrocrack array, both stress amplification or shielding of the sumess intensity factor can occur. The

superposition principle, for a semi-infinite crack and a microcrack array, yields:
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Figure 2.16. Orientation of the Penny Crack IS8O
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o(x) = Kjoi(x) + Knc;(x) + Y2ai(x)

where

N = number of microcracks

,a = fI(e)an2i,; an = fn(Wa2-E

denote the mode I and II crack tip stress fields, and ai(x) is the i-th microcrack ge, ierated stress-

field. Figure 2-18 shows two characteristic cases of interaction.

However, crack coalescence and growth process are much more complei. then the simple
static interaction. Therefore, the idea of following the exact continuum solution., for the stress and
strain fields near defects has not been pursued much further.

Another approach, used by Srolowitz and Beale [55], Duxbury and Ki m [60] and others is
based on the lattice network model, computer simulation of random defects ar d the fracturing

process. A step further in this direction has been made by Bzant et al. [61] vwho used the

aggregate size distribution to define an equivalent, nonhomogeneous spnng' tetwork (Figumr 219).
Softening springs with the fixed fracture energy model the normal compone! it of the interparticle
forces. Figure 2-20 shows the •ctual cross-section of the asphaltic concrete section, The model

shows a qualitatively similar be ftavior to the observed one; after the initial ;h-se where defects are

randomly scattered, the cluste• g and coalescence occurs and the macrosc 3pic stress and strain

symmetry is broken. Macroscoic Poisson effect, however, cannot be wm Wced without frictional

component of the particle iiteaction.

The continuum nonlowl strs-strain reation has been analyzed i dthin the fmaizwork of

Damage Mechanics (62,63]. 11,e most gmneral relation in this context (6.3 is:

o=[M(D) C"Ie

where

a = homogenized stress vector

Co = virgin etc coasulve t4sor

CeCastic strain vWor
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Figure 2-19. A Typical Ramdomly Generated Specinwa and Its

Correponding Mesh of Truss lements
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Figure 2-2O. A Cross Sintlon Vine of AsphaIc Concrete Con Spcalmon
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M(D) = fourth order tcasorial functon of the damage tensor D

In the simplest case of scalza damage, it reduces to:

o=(1-d) CO El-

where

d scalar damage parameters

Number of theoretical and practical problems exist for defining the damage variable (tensor), some
of which were addressed on the recent conference [65].

A very general apracb to the stochastic fracturing process is used by Krausz and Krausz
[66]. The process 11 &d riibed mathematically through the Markov chain concept or the Fokker-
Planck transport equation. The formulation includes the random fluctuations in loads and other
environmental effects through the random fluctuations in the available energy and the energy
required for the crack growth (Figure 2-21)., which result hi the probabilities of crack growth
(bond breaking) and crack closing (bond heling). Figure 2-22 illustrates die energy banier

crossing during the slow crack growth proccs,& The rate of bond breakig is:

kb ~epA% Wb)

=W the rue of boad healiag is:

where

AGb change in Gibs fve enargy for bond tmraking

AGh change in Gibbs free ee•rgy for bond healing

k andh Bokzw and Pluck was m~o~fi.•ly

T =absolute t=mpera

W function of thM a•rk driving foxcm s K. J inmr4al em



Figure 221. Random Varlailons of Thermal Energy In the Plane of the

Crack
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Figure 2-22. Energy Barrier Crossing During the Slow Crack Growth

Process
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One of the conclusions is that "many of the cracks that appear in structures over the service

life are not caused by defective production, testing, or the Weibull effect, but are inevitable

consequence of the stochastic character of the physical process itself."

The idea of the Markov chain model for the progressive cracking was also used by Bazant

and XM [67]. The simplified form of the stationary unit-jump random walk (Figure 2-23),
independent of both loading and state variables (stage of the process), is used. The state variable is
the position of crack trip or state of damage. The process is obviously nondecreasing. The above

•..mptions lead to the simple one-parameter transition probability matrix. Markov chain

description seems suitable for the fracturing process, particularly for the nonhomogeneous

materials like asphalt concrete and portland cement concrete. The assumptions of independence of

load and state variables, as well as the unit-jump model require further analysis.

The implementation of the Markov chain description may be easier for the asphalt concrete

than to portland cement concrete. In the former case the crack is expected to grow either through

the binder (asphalt) or through the asphalt-aggregate interface; growth through the aggregate is

unlikely.

In order to implement the Markov chain model several issues need to be addressed: (1)

while the crack growth through the binder is expected to show more or less ductile properties
(depending on the temperature and load duration, the behavior of the asphalt -aggregate interface is

not well understood; and (2) the randomness of the aggregate size and relative positions needs to

be mathematically defined and related to the transition probabilities of the Markov chain. The body

of work by Cowin [e.g., 68], Oda et al. [69], and others, provides a very promising background.

The mathematical definition of the fabric of the granular material is introduced through the concept
of fabric tensor, defining the distribution of interparticle contact planes orientations (Figure 2-24).

Although the existing work is concerned more with relations between the continuum stress and
strain tensors with the fabric tensor, it seems inevitable that the fabric tensor have a role in the

fracturing process, primarily in defining the randomness of the crack growth direction.
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Abstract

Aircraft weight and number of operations at our nation's airports are expected to continue

"to increase into ft fotseeable future. This will place a heavy burden on the pavement facilities at

U.S. airports, which if not adequately designed, will result in significant deterioration. To insure

that airport pavement facilities will be capable of carrying these increased traffic levels, the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA), through the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (TSC),

is sponsoring research on the development of a unified pavement model for th., analysis and design

of airport pavements. The goal of this program is to make the technological leap that wiIl allow a

more reliable analysis and design of all types of akport pavexa-, since cuv.n- design procedur"

have many serious deficiencies.

'This paper describes the concepts propo. W for dtý kiprnn of such a unified "ipon

pave=nt analysis and design sir-in. Th.t-ral component of the system is a 3-dimensional

finite element analysis (FA) b d pn-mamy respon.e mo-eL ay:.bit to the nonlinear analysis of

all types of airporT s A uniq" szoludon rcdut is prqposed that will allow the realistic

solution of complex ipomprt oew o %" computezs. TWis procedure is expected to reduce
a iurm-utt=ts idxesg speed by a factor of between 5 amd 10, in

Cn_•,sson to Ownwtdy wmilab 3ý ýa cod&, -wd thus reduce computation costs.

"Another major portion of the proposed system is the material constitutive models proposed

for ineoration in the prinaty rspons model. bicrerental constitutive models for the major

classes of airport Pave,'ent materials, that will allow a spwc addition of ýmMory' variabwes or

parameters to basic constituive models to accurately describe the physical behavim of imcasing
complex materials, will be incoported into the primary response model. A dambase of the

outputs of nodal dispkoements, stresses, strains and local damagei measures genemated by the
primary response model will be used in a damage analysis, the results of which can be used to
predict key distress types. This will provid for greater design reliability and cos.c-fcctivo

pav-cntear design.

I. ERrEýS OnSUlr, Inc.

2. Peinsylvania Slate Univrsity

3. University of Illinois .• Urba.am•npgn

4. Arthur D. Liule, Inw.
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1. Introduction

The enormous demands on airport facilities in the country continues to be a topic of major

concern. Although, most projections point towards substantial increases in the volume of air travel

through the next century, it is doubtful whether such increases will be accompanied by

corresponding increases in the number of airports or the pavement facilities at existing airports. In
anticipation of such increases, aircraft manufacturers and the airline industry are moving towards

the use of wide-bodied aircrafts with increased capacities in terms of maximum takeoff weights by

the turn of the century. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly necessary for pavement engineers to
provide airport pavements that vre capable of meeting the needs of such demands over time.

Typically, empirical procedures based on the observation of pavement performance over

the years are still relied upon :o design airport pavements. In a few imn~t=es, a select number of

consultants have used mechanistic -empirical procedures, which combine pavement raponses from
analytical methods and performance data from pavement research and observation, for the analysis

"and design of ahirort pavements. These procedures are not adequate. for analyzing new designs

and materials which go beyond the exising experience "egimo.

Tius, providing airport paveannts capable of carrying the loads imposed by the future

gen•i•aon of alrcrafts, for the wide range of environuental conditions and pavement materials, is
one of the most challenging aspects of airport pavement design and analysis facing pavement
"engireers. Realizing the need for a more iveliable approach to the analysis ani design of airport
paverents, with a realistic consideration of oaI the inputs and conditions over time, the Federal

Aviation Adminstration (FAA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation is sponsohing a project,

under the dirction of the Volpe National Transportation Systms Center (VNTSC), to develop a
unified pavement modeling program for such applications.

This report Jesgcibes a unified ooncept developed by the tean of Arthur D. Little, Inc.
(ADL) of Cambridge, MA; ERES Consultants, Inc. of Savoy, 1.,; and the Pennsylvania

Transporation Institute of the Pennsylvania Sae University (PSU), for the design and analysis of

all te of airport pave, ts, usig the most advanced technology.

This conceptual formulation of the unified theory is to form the basis for futirmv work to

develop the corcept into a unified airpm pavement design and analysis progrmn for all types of
pavements. A labortory validation and field verification of the program, and the implemetntation of

the systm into an applicable poduct for use by pavement enginters, mseacrs. the airne
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industry and others, in all aspects of airport pavement design, is the ultimate goal of this program

initiated by the FAA.
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2. Objectives and Scope

The primary objective of this program is to develop a unified model for the analysis and

design of all types of airport pavements. The specific requirements of this unified pavement model
include the following.

a. A primary response model applicable to the realistic solution of airport pavement
problems involving the realistic modeling of complex three-dimensional (3-D) loading

and boundary conditions;

b. Proper cons'itutive relations for new and existing airport pavement materials that take
iruo account the timne and deformation dependent characteristics of the materials; and

c. Proper models for assessing the nonlinear accumulation of damage in airport pavements

due te the effects of aircraft and environmental loading over time.

This uxitied pavement model must be applicable to the analysis and design of new airport
pavements, the strengthening of existing pavements, and the accurate interpretation of
nondestructive test results. This report addresses the concepts proposed by the ADI1ERE/PSU

team in the development of a unified airport pavement analysis and design system with these

specific features.

After a brief discussion of the technical issues faced in the development of such a system,

the report addresses the framework for the unified analysis and design system envisaged as the

final product of this project. Emphasis is then placed on the concepts proposed for the

development of the primary response model applicable to the 3-D airport pavement problems often

encountered. The primary response model is considered the central element around which the

entire system is built and is the main focus of this report. However, since the incorporation of the

appropriate constitutive models into the PRM and the proper interpretation or the engineering

significance of the results obtained from the PRM am paramount to the successful application of

the unified airport pavement analysis and design system envisaged, the concepts proposed for their
treatment are also addressed. A discussion of the advantages of the proposed unified analysis and

design system, and the recommendations for its development are then presented.
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3. Technical Issues

Many significant technical issues exist in adequately designing an airport pavement that will
provide satisfactory service throughout its intended service life. These issues range from obtaining
the proper design inputs; to the use of a realistic primary response model to deteam-ine the stresses,
strains, displacements, and local damage measures that result from multiple load applications under
varying environmental conditions; and, finally, to the adequate assessment of the resulting
cumulative damage that leads to the different types of distress that eventually occur.

Until now, airport pavements have been designed as either "flexible" or "rigid" pavements
using methods that are mostly empirical and based on engineering experience. Although no one
method is predominately used, most of the design procedures for flexible pavements, including the
method recommended by the FAA (1], are based on the CBR method of design. In certain
instances, design methods such as the Shell [21, Asphalt Institute [3] and other methods of
pavement design used by pavement consultants, which are based on mechanistic principles and
include many empirical assumptions, have also been used. For example, ERES Consultants Inc.
has utilized 2-D mechanistic-empirical design procedures for the past 10 years in airport pavement

design and overlay design.

Most of the current airport rigid pavements design methods are based on idealized analytical
methods such as the Westergaard analysis of a free edge or interior loaded slab resting on a
Winlder foundation. Examples ame the FAA [1] and Portland Cement Association (PCA) [4]

design methods for rigid airport pavements. However, these methods also require empirical
modifications, such as the modification made in the FAA pavement design method to accommodate
the load transfer that occurs at joints, wherein edge stresses are reduced by 25 percent where load
transfer is provided. Another major limitation is that these procedures can only consider two
layers, whereas actual pavements have several layers.

It is clear that, despite the many advances in pavement research, current procedures for the
design of airport pavements lag behind the available technology. In fact, no specific design
procedures are available for the pavem types which fall between flexible and rigid pavements

(e.g., AC over PCC, multiple overlays, unbonded overlays). For such pavements, structural
design becomes a matter of designing the pavement using the principles of one of the two major
types of pavements, and somehow compensating for the model assumptios.

Some attempts have been made in recent years to develop better procedures for the analysis

and deign of airport pavements. For example, the Corps of Engineers has developed new flexible
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[5] and rigid [6] pavement design procedures which rely on linear elastic theory. While the flexible

pavement design procedure is an advancement over the CBR procedure, it is not able to account for
the nonlinear and time-dependent material influences on pavement behavior. The procedure for

rigid pavement design does not adequately consider the effect of thermal gradients or the different

joint designs that provide varying amounts of load transfer. Additional severe limitations are also

associated with overlay design. Nondestructive testing of pavement layer properties, reflective

cracking and the assessment of past damage are a few of the items that are inadequately addressed.

With such limitations, there have been numerous examples of pavements failing earlier than

anticipated. The empirical and mechanistic-empirical methods mentioned above are limited with

respect to the proper characterization of materials, aircraft loading conditions and, especially, the

environment. They are also limited in their ability to treat nonlinear or deformation dependent, time

dependent material/soil changes, geometric conditions such as joints, and layer interface

conditions; and they do not directly treat all of the key types of pavement failures that may occur, in

a realistic assessment of damage. These limitations preclude a practical prediction of pavement

performance for the various operating conditions experienced, and do not allow the design

engineer to have an effective control over the design and analysis process.
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4. Framework of Unified Pavement Analysis and
Design System

It is against the background of such technical issues that a framework for a unified airport

pavement model was developed. In formulating this framework, consideration was given to

address the need to utilize the most recent advances in several areas of engineering, and at the same

time address the practical nee..s of airport pavement analysis and design. The requirements of a

realistic primary response model, which is central to the unified pavement analysis and design

system, drove the development of the framework.

A major requirement of the framework is that it permits the realistic solution of complex

airport pavement problems, by specifically allowing a realistic representation of the time and

deformation dependent or nonlinear behavior of pavement materials and a better representation of

the 3-D loading and boundary conditions of airport pavements. Since pavement material properties

change with time, often accompanied by changing loading and boundary conditions, a framework

is developed that will also address this issue. Provisions are made in the framework to permit the

determination of outputs that will allow the assessent of damageto a pavement structure as a

rsult of thee changing conditions.

Figure 4-1 is a simplified illustration of th framework developed. The unified airpot

pavement model proposed is comprised of a core primary response model for the structural
analysis required for pavement design. This primary response model is the central procssing unit
for the sructural anaysis to determine the responses requited to ultimately predict tht performance
of a de4gn. For a particular set of inputs, and for a specific gco\%etric and material design, the
primary response model is used in an analysis to determine the strsses, strains, displacements,

and damage measures from which the structural integrity of the design is deterined. The history

of ft primary response model outputs over time under changing conditions am used in a damage

assessment to detetmine the adequacy of a design. A design demrrined to be m acepblc is

revised and the analysis process repeatel until an acceptable design is obtained. The general

fcatures of the major components of this framework are discussed nexL
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Figure 4-1. Framework for the Analysis and Design of Airport

Pavements.
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4.1 Role of Primary Response Model

The primary response model is the nucleus of the proposed unified airport pavement

analysis and design system. For a particular pavement problem, the primary response model is
used in a structural analysis to determine the structural responses over time. In current state-of-the-
art mechanistic practice, linear elastic layered analysis and 2-D finite element analysis (FEA) are the
mainstay of airport pavement structural analysis, with consideration only given to static loads and

simplified geometric and boundary conditions. Given the complex nature of the airport pavement

problem as discussed above, this is not adequate since elastic layered analysis and 2-D FEA do not
allow a realistic simulation of the pavement behavior. The thre-dimensional effects that result

from joints and cracks, comers, and multiple wheel load configurations cannot be accurately
modeled in elastic layered analysis and 2-D FEA; and material, geometric, and boundary
nonlinearities cannot be adequately considered. In addition, the use of these structural models do

not permit the use of a unified approach for the design of portland cement concrete and asphalt

concrete pavements.

The primary response model for the franework proposed for the unified airport pavement

analysis and design system is based on 3-D FEA. With more accurate inputs on loading
conditions, traffic history, environmental conditions, material properties, geometry, and boundary
and initial conditions, such a primary response model can be used to generate a database of

displacements, strains, stresses, and local damage measure over time for an airport pavement
problem. It will also allow the unified modeling of all types of airport pavemeits. It is necessary

to ensure that the proper material tmodels and property data Ue entered into the primary tesponse
model, and tha there is an accurate ropFseatation of the loads and boundary conditions for any

particular problem. TI accurate intpreration and use of the outputs obtained from the primary

resporm mncl is also ssential. he st of this section is devoted to discussions of them aspects

of the fr ",.rk

4.2 Inputs

As shown in Figure 4-1, the major inputs to the proposed primary rsponse model can be

grouped under 1) the constitutive models and property data for the materials used in airpor
paverrents; 2) loading conditions; 3) environmental conditions; and 4) other design inputs. Much

of the success of the unified aimrpot pavement model will depend on how well the required inputs

to the primary response model are defined and a reliably obmtined.
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4.2.1 Constitutive Models and Property Data

The constitutive models and property data for the pavement materials used are a major input
to the unified pavement model. These materials fall into the categories of asphalt concrete, portland
cement concrete, granular materials (aggregates), subgrade soils and other materials or new
materials such as composites and fiber reinforced materials. In current pavement analysis and
design approaches, these materials are idealized as materials with deformation independent
constitutive relations, i.e., linear elastic, and are characterized by fundamental parameters and
property data such as Young's modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson's ratio g, and the modulus

of subgrade reaction k.

Since such models do not realistically represent the actual behavior of the materials in
airport pavements, constitutive models that are able to do so and account for nonlinear material
behavior are proposed for the primary response model. The distinguishing characteristics

identified as requiring particular attention in the development of the constitutive models for the
airport pavement materials are the time dependency of asphalt concrete, the brittle fracture of
cement concret, and the yield surfaces of granular materials and subgrade soils that include a
consideration of volumetric sensitivity. More details are subsequently provided on the concepts for
the development of the constitutive models requird for the unified airport pavement analysis and
design system.

4.2.2 Loading Conditions

Airport ptowments experience a wide range of load magnitudes applied through many
different gear types with differen wheel bases and threads. In addition, the manner of application
of the loads vary depending on the location of a pavement section, with the loading condition on an
apron for example being very different than that on a runway. A problenm faced by the airport
pavement engineer is how to characterize this loading over the evice life of a pavement for
analysis and design. To be able to do this, one must take into account current and future aircraft
traffic distribution patterns, curnt and fuum aircft loading characterstic&, and future aircraft
growth rates. The distribution patmr include such factors as aircraft traffic mix, the time

distribution of traffic, and the lateral and longitudinal distribution of tmr c. The loading
chracteristics include such factors as the gear type. the maximum takeoff weight, the number of
coverages, the tire pressure and contact area sue=ss distribution, and the speed and dynamic effects.

The cuwent procedures used, such as the equivalent single wheel load concept, the FAA
procedr based the equivalent annual departures of a design aircraft (1]. and the Aircraft
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Classification Number (ACN) [7] do not take all these factors into account. Although a load
characterization system is not required for this phase of the model development, a mechanistic-

based procedur will eventually be needed to convert the mixed aircraft traffic into a realistic

represeatation of loading on airport pavements for use in the unified pavement analysis and design

system.

4.2.3 Environmental Conditions

Tempeure and moisture are the two most important environmental variables that must be

taken into account in the analysis and design of airport pavements. Daily temperature and moisture

variations can lead to expansion and contraction of pavements; thermal and moisture gradients
which result in curling and warping stresses in portland cement concrete pavcments; and changes

in material properties such as asphalt concmm stiffness. In the long term, temperatum and

moisture variations can also lead to low tempezatue cracking of asphalt concem pavements,
freeze-thaw damage effects; soil swelling and frost heave; and subgradc softening due to

saturation.

In currntm conventional methods of analysis and design, however, emphasis is placed on

the construction procedures that minimize envimonneatal effects. Thus, for example, in most

instances the effects of curling and wasipng strtss=s are only coasidere empirictlly through the

limiting of joint spacing in rigid paveaent analysis and design; and the changes in the stiffness of
phah concrete with temperat variai amr only consikknid in flexile pavement analysis and

design fthrug the seleclio of the viscosity grade of the asphalt.

Alhogh the full teatment of the effects of the envirm• ent are to be tveatd in subsequent
phases of this project following the development of the primar response model, ihe framwor Is
devloped with these factors in mind. The successfl appication of a unified pavement model will
be possible only if such factors am taken iro tin a ealistic portrayalof the airpot

paveenat operating environmentL

4.2.4 Design inputs

As shown in Figure 4-1, another aspect of airport pavement analysis and design is the
selection of the ini trial design for analysis. This involves the secletion of the pavement
geometry, materials, boundary and initial conditions, and other fteat to characterize the
pavemet in a rvpresentative wman for analysis. O enly that arm no rational procedures for

dealig dircty with desig parameters such as load transferjoint, spacing, itinfot cment, and
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layer interface conditions. In the unified pavement model it is envisaged that mechanistic based
principles will be used to represent such factors in the primary response model Consequently,
although t e actual concepts for doing this are not elaborated here, the framework developed has

appropriate provisions.

4.3 Assessing Cumulative Damage

Postprocessing of the outputs from a primary response modd to permit a useful

interpremtion of the results obtained is a stage of structural analysis which is often not given the
attention it requires by engineers. In most instances postprocessing has been limited to the
graphical presentation of the results obtained, for example, in the form of principal stress, shear

stress, displacenmt and failure criteria contour plots. It must be noted, however, that in airport
pavement design and analysis, in addition to such graphical representation of results, the accurate

interpretation of the engineering significance of the results is essential to the determination of the

structural integrity of a design. This is becutuse in most instances in airport pavements, failure is
due to the repeated action of loads and not the long-term application of a single major load.

Optimization of design, therefon, often involves seve-al design and analysis iteaions to determine
whether the particular design is appopriate for the repeated o=uece of numerous sets of
condtio• (at t 1e cot).

Postpmeessing of the outputs of the pinmazy sponse modl of the unified analysis and
design system, as a result, will involve assessing the damage to the desgn due to the repeated
application of the various kinds of loads it is subjetd to and to predicting the petfomanc of the
given design. One can then determine whether a d&ign will be adequate for the given conditions
over time. If the design is not adequate, the materials and/or goome.a of the deasign must be
changed and the entire process of analysis repeated The intepwtton of the outputs in this
manner will be useful to obtaining an imhroved airport pavemeta system

In current practice, such interpreion of the engineeir- sipgnfiance of stzruicral analysis
results of airport pavements has been cuducted using simle damage assessment concepts in the
fashion of Miners cumulative damage thery. A limitation of this approach is the aumption that
the sequence of loading and hiswiy of damage Jo not irfluence the accumulation of damage.
Studies show this not to be the case [8). Consequently, the assessmuat of ah6port pavement
damage within the context of mechanistic analysis, which takes into account such factoms, is
proposed as a useful and integral part of the unified airport pavement anlysis and design system.
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Such a concept will allow a realistic assassmt of damage resulting from the repeated application

of aircraft and environmental loading.
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5. Primary Response Model

The primary response model proposed by the ADI]ERES/PSU team combines the most

advanced technology currently available in FEA and the practical requirements of pavement

analysis and design to give a system that is well suited for the airport problems often encountered.

The details of this primary response model are given in this section. As the central component of

the unified airport pavement analysis and design system, a primary response model with dynamic,

nonlinear, large deformation, and time-dependent capabilities is proposed. The primary response

model proposed will be comprised of a 3-D nonlinear FEA kernel with constitutive models for

nonlinear material behavior incorporated in it. A model that also incorporates local damage models

in the FEA kernel to account for the effect of damage accumulation is proposed.

5.1 Analytical Capabilities

Modem FEA has advanced to the degree where there can be close simulation of the

behavior of most designs under the actual conditions they are to be subjected, to give results that

can be used to determine structural integrity and to optimize design. The analytical capabilities

envisioned for the primary response model proposed for the design and analysis of all types of

airport pavements are discussed in this section. These include the generation of the finite element

model for any particular design, representation of loading and boundary conditions, material

modeling capabilities, the solution algorithms used in the FEA procedure, and the graphical

interface used to display the results of an analysis.

.. 5.1.1 Preprocessing Capabilities

The preprocessing envisioned for the primaiy response model will involve model

•dvelopmcnt, the application of load and boundary conditions, and the specification of the material

properýes for the design of an airport pavement to be. analyzed. A graphical processor with

-capabilities fctr the automatic isoparametric generation of the finite olement mesh for a design based

on a library:of structural elements for airport pavements is etivisioned. The library of stress

elements to be de'•eloped as part of the primary response model will comprise of 2-D and 3-D

element types that will enable the physical representation of all aspects of airport pavements.
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Figure 5-1 shows examples of the types of elements that may be used in the primary

response model. The 8-node brick (or solid) elements with one point quadrature and hourglass
control will be provided to model the majority of the pavement layers. Solid beam elements such

as the 2-node bar element shown in the figure will be provided to model dowel bars at joints; and
discrete springs of the type shown may be used as first-order interface elements to represent the
conditions at "soft" joints or cracks. Slideline elements will be furnished to allow modeling of the

interface and contact conditions between the different pavement layers. To decrease memory

requirements and increase computation speed, infinite domain elements of the kind shown in

Figure 5-1 will be provided for representation of the infalite effect of most, if not all, of the

subgrade soil. An effort will also be made to provide the capability for the addition of
reinforcement to elements for composite modeling of materials like reinforced concrete and fiber

reinforced asphalt concrete, and to give the mesh generator the ability to use any combination of the
elements in the library with different material models in the same model. A graphic processor
which will allow the mesh generation to interface with other software such as Autocad is proposed.

The ability to represent the wide range of loading and boundary conditions that occur on

airport pavements is also essential. The loading conditions that will be represented include the
usual mechianical loads of point loads, distributed loads and edge or axial loads. The preprocessor

must also have the ability to represent the effect of loads due to environmentil variations.

Specifically, techniques will be provided for depicting the effect of temperature and moisture

loading such as, for example, the use of a specified displacement to represent the displacement due
to curling and/or warping. Ways to represent initial stresses and plastic strains that might be

present in some cases, such as in asphalt concrete, wiRl also be provided.

The preprocessor will have the ability to apply the various boundary conditions such as
foundation conditions, and constraints such as at joints, to the model. In most instances the loads
on airport pavements are applied repeatedly and the boundary conditions may change over time.

The preprocessor proposed will provide the capabilities to characterize the repeated nature of the
loads applied and any changes in bomdmary conditions. The other capabilities of the preprocessor

envisaged include mesh editing; geometric transformations including reflection, rotation.

translation, scaling and minor imaging; and automatic mesh rezoning.
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5.1.2 Material Modeling

Various matemial models will initially be provided for ortland cement concrete, asphalt

concrete, .3amular matmials, fine-grained subgrade soils and some of the composite materials
currently used in airport pavement design. However, the option will also be provided to allow the

incorporation of user defined material models for futuristic airport pavement materials. The intent

in this area of the development of the response model is to provide material models that closely

model tne multidimensional response of pavement materials.

A library of material models is proposed which will comprise of a hierarchy of models for

tie major classes of pavement materials. The models will be able to represent isotropic,
ortLot.pic, ý-nisotropic, and time-dependent material properties. The generalized models required
include those for materials that display linear elastic, nonlinear elastic, viscoelastic, viscoplastic,

elastic-plastic, and elastic-viscoplastic responses. A'" these models will be provided with the
ability to take into account the effects of frz ture, fatigue, and damage on mattHR1 properties over

time. Yidd surfaces that incl.e volumetric sensitivity will also be provided for granular materials

and soils.

5.1.3 Solution Procedure

The solution procedure used in the prinary/ isponse model, to a large extent, will
determine the success or failure of the development of the unified airport pavement analysis and

design system. Realistic modeling of the 3-D response ot pavements requires a large number of
nodes (about 10,000 to 20,000) and correspording lrge number of equations (about 750,000). In
addition, iterative analysis mnethods are required to resolve the nrivlinear response of pavement

materials. This greatly increases the computer tie. tquired ftr solution.

Corsequendy, instead of the traditional approwch of a di-ect solution oJ' a linea-ize4 system

of equations within t nonlinear iterative algorithm such as the -"odified Newton-Raphson, we
propose to use an altheiate FEA approach for the unified airport pavement analysis and design
model. This unique approach employs the preconditioned conjugate gradient technique as an

iterative linear solver or a replacement for the traditiomal Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm. This
proposed approach reduces memory requireanents for complex nonlinear -irport problems by a

factor of 10-100, making it possible to solve large and realistic problems on smaller computt..s and

with greatly reduced computation costize&
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Other features proposed include automatic load/time stepping and recovery from divergent
solutions. Such features will ensure convergent solutions at a minimum cost. Restart files which
allow the segmented solution of problems and give protection against unexpected aborts are also
proposed. The capability to use the data from the restart files for postprocessing at any stage of a
run will also be provided. We have initial experience which demonstrate the effectiveness of this

approach.

5.1.4 Postprocesslng Capabilities

The primary response model envisioned will generate a database that will include the
history of stresses, strains, displacements, and failure criteria for a given problem. The efficient
postprocessing of the data in this database will be paramount to the proper interpretation and

application of the results obtained. A major asp.2t of this will be the graphical postprocessing of
the results. The special graphical postprocessing features proposed for the unified airport

pavement analysis and design system include the following:

a. Displaying the deformed and undeformed geometry of the model to show static
deformations. Provisions will be made to allow the superposition of the deformed

shape on the undeformed shape.

b. Color contour/fringe plots for any of the scalar outputs obtained to permit the
determination of damage measures and the critical areas (permanent deformation,
fracture areas, etc.) of the model. Continuous contour lines or color shadings will be

provided for showing the surface contours of the displacements, stresses, strains,

velocities and accelerations on the various elements or on full mesh plots. Additional
features include automatic or user definition of the intervals and range for the contours,

and the capability to obtain a contour plot during a run or by postprocessing of the

results from an output file.

c. X-Y plots of variables as a function of location, load, time (history plots), or other
variables.

d. Vector plots which show either by color or length the value of scalar outputs at the
nodes of a model.

e. Selective scanning and refornatting of the output obtained for further postprocessing.

The further postprocessing could include the use of the output as input to other
postprocessors, for damage assessment, and for printing of outputs in user specified
tabular forms.
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5.2 Software Structure

The solution procedure proposed for the primary response model will be based on the

preconditioned conjugate gradient framework as an iterative linear solver or replacement for the

nonlinear iterative algorithm in the finite element model. This unique solution procedure has many

advantages which include reduced memory requirements and computation costs, making it

applicable to the solution of large and complex airport pavement problems on smaller computers.

The structure and developmental path of the 3-D-based FEA software proposed, based on this

solution procedure, are discussed here.

A stepwise developmental process is envisaged. The initial goal will be to develop a finite

element code with the capability for linear static/dynamic analysis. This basic code will incorporate

linear elastic material constitutive models. This initial code will be adequate for the structural

analysis of models with static or quasi-static and long-time dynamic loads, and linear boundary

conditions.

The next developmental stage will concentrate on the incorporation of features to permit the

solution of nonlinear problems involving both material and geometric nonlinearities. The code will

progressively be improved to take into account realistic material properties, by implementing

constitutive models with parameters for isotropic, orthotropic, anisotropic, and temperature-

dependent material properties. It is expected that this process will take a considerable calendar

time, as it will be dependent on the speed with which the appropriate constitutive models which

account for material nonlinearities can be developed in a parallel effort. Additionally, there will be

the incorporation of features in the software to allow transient analysis for cases where there are

impact responses typically of less than 50 x 1076 seconds duration.

The final product of this developmental process will be a unique public-domain code with

capabilities for 3-D simulations and particularly suitable for linear and nonlinear analysis of airport

pavements. An advantage of this stepwise developmental process is that a version of the software

will be available for use by the FAA at the end of each of the stages of development identified. At
each of these stages the program can be demonstrated and validated without the "ultimate"

constittive models.

A 3-D finite element-based unified airpmo pavement analysis and desgn system that will

run on a PC (1995) is the uldmate goal of this program. It is expected that, in the initial stages, the

primary rsponse model proposed will be run on currently available workstations with run-times in

the tens of hours for full noninear analysis of pavement systems. However, with major advances
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likely in the computing power of workstations and PCs in the next few years, it is expected that

run-times will be reduced to hours and minutes. In addition, efficient memory management

techniques (virtual memory) will be employed to ensure the solution of large complex problems on

thenext generation of computers.
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6. Material Constitutive Models

The material constitutive models that will be incorporated into the primary response model

are paramount to the applicability of the unified ,nalysis and design system to bc developed to the

solution of the complex airport pavement problems we are constantly faced with. The proper

constitutive models must be able to realistically account for the time and deformation dependent

properties of the materials. The details of the concepts proposed for the development of the
appropriate constitutive models for the unified pavement model are discussed here.

Airport pavements are layered systems with each layer displaying varied mechanical

behavior. Therefore, constitutive relations which represent the generalized stress-strain behavior

are different according to what material is used for each layer of the pavement system. Asphalt and

portland cement concretes are generally used for the top structural layers in airport pavements,

which are then placed on a base and/or subbase layer(s) often made of granular materials

(aggregates). In some instances a stabilized material is used as the base layer, with cement and

asphalt as the most often used stabilizing materials.

These layers described so far, which make up the pavement stru~cture, are placed on a

prepared subgrade, the foundation soil. Constitutive models are needed for each of the materials

used for the layers described as well as for other materials such as the composite materials and any

futuristic materials that are expected to be used for airports in the coming decades.

6.1 Generalized Constitutive Relations

A library of material models comprised of a hiearehy of models able to represent the

isotropic, orthotropic, anlsotropic, and time-dependent material properties are needed for the

unified airport pavement analysis and design system. The generalized models required include

those for materials that display linear elastic, nonlinear elastic, viscoelastic, viscoplasdc, elastic-

plastic, and elastie-viscoplastic esponses. All these models must have the ability to take into

account the effects of fracture, fatigue, and damage on material properties over time. Yield

surfaces that include volumetri sensitivity for the granular materials and subgmde soils are also

aeded. Following is a discussion on the generalized models that eam representative of the m*jor

classes of ai pavement mateials.
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6.1.1 Asphalt Cement Concrete

Asphalt concretes are theological in nature. Their mechanical behavior depends to a

considerable extent on loading rate and temperature. In order to characterize such materials it is

necessary to determine the master creep compliance (relaxation modulus) curve and the shift factor.

Typical master creep compliance curves and the shift factor are given in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 [11)

and generalized constitutive relations for asphalt concretes are given by [9]:

1Eij = l-hj

0

d~kk 1

dcrtd? dý' (1)

where

viiei V= stess andstraint en

= reduced time and t = aT where aT is the shift factor which is a function

of topertue only

J(t) = creep compliance in shear

8Ij = kwnacker delta

K bulk modulus

Another type of consitutive relations, that is suitable for evaluation of nmiing in
concrte pavemnts is thea dastic-viscoplastic constitutive relatom is given by:
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Ei~2G 3K

where

- imrate tensor

Yij = stress tmor

G = shear modulus

K = bulk modulus
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F = yield function

f = yield criterion

Y = plastic viscosity coefficient

Typical permanent deformation versus number of cycles of loading for an asphalt mix is

given in Figure 6-3 (12].

6.1.2 Portland Cement Concrete

Since portland cement concrete behaves in an elastic or elastic-plastic manner, the

constitutive relations proposed are to be of the Cauchy type or the Green (hyperelastic) type or the

incremental (hypoelastic) type. The incremental type constitutive relations require the knowledge

of tangent and secant moduli for the material A particular type of hypoelastic constitutive relations

is given by

d# 2 + (3)

where

n1 4(XGs-G)/3y 2 Oct

Kt, Gs auagents d scan moduli respectively

8ij = kroecker de•a

do Sarem We tenso

jim = ainam tea

FIgure 6-4 shows the typca ses-wl curves for cement cocretme wn ompnmusio
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6o.1.3 Granular Materials

The base and subbase layers are granulha in nature, and the base may consist of crushed
stone Consequ,-nzy, the constitutive relations foi the base and subbase material are generally

different from those for the subgrade material. The base and subbase iaterials display elastic-

plastic o,- elastic-visoplasdc responses. Since the bzre and/or subbase layers experience high rate

of loading in practice, the appropriate constitutive relaions for these granular materials are [10]:

~s eFA=A+)< - af•/ (4.)

S,. _ kk ()

where

J2, 13 = 211d and 3rd invaniants of the deviataric stress tensor

The above constitutive relations involve elastic constants G anid K and plastic viscosity

coefficientyV and the dynamic yield crterion F. Typical resilient modulus versus confining
S~pressure, and the permanent deformation versus cycles of loading curves a'• shown in Figtures 6-5

and 6-6([12]. Using the data of the type shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6, the elastic properties and

dynamic yield function can be established.

6.1.4 Subgrade Soils

I For subgrade soils, in the selection of constitutive relations there are three alte~rnatives. For

moderate loading rates, the soils behave linear or nonlinear viscoelastic. For this case it is
inecessary to obtain viscoelasti consti~tive relatons as given by:

t t

_tie

where K(t) cod G(t) are the ulaxation moduli in dilatacion and shear, resp vely. Typical

creep and creep recovery data on subgrad soil obain fro lneengal cre shown iigure 0-5
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Figure 6-7 (12]. From the data given in Figure 6-7 it is possible to evaluate the creep

compliance function or the relaxation modulus function.

The second alternative is to use elastic-plastic constitutive relations which imply the

existence of a yield function that takes into account the dilatancy effects. In the literature, various
types of yield criteria which use associative and nonassociative flow rules have been developed.

Some use isotropic hardening and some others use kinematic hardening. The model by Lade splits
the strain in three components - the elastic strain, plastic collapse strain, and the plastic expansive

strain. Plastic collapse strains are determined from spherical yield surface and associated flow
rule. The plastic expansive strains are evaluated from a conical yield surface and nonassociated

flow rule. Figure 6-8 shows dilatancy observed during a triaxial test and Figure 6-9 shows the

conical and spherical yield surface [13].

The soil model by Prevost is an elastoplastic anisotropic hardening model for characterizing

a wide range of stress-strain-strength responses for cohesive and cohesionless soils and is the third

alternative. The model takes into account mechanical property change brought about by arbitrary

changes in direction of loading unloading and reversal of loading. Figure 6-10 shows the yield

surface used in Prevost model [13]. Sharma has also developed elastic-viscoplastic constitutive

relations for clay which takes into account dilatancy. These constitutive relations are given by [14]:

S . SE A- 4-4 8, +' •< 0 (F) > cc• -- u- ('7)

20J

where

<*'(F) Ofor e £, 0.002

<* F + (1-e'301 )for PpkO.O02

F = J 1 +.4. -1
k(ep)

a = 0.856 e p0.15 6

k 73.5ep0 .115
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G = 1.21x10 5 psi

E = 3.35 x10 5 psi

K = 3.58 x 10-6 psi

I = 186 psi sec

The dynamic yield function (Eq. 8) was obtained by plotting the data as shown in

Figure 6-11. Figure 6-12 shows the variation of dilatancy coefficient a with uniaxial plastic strain.

6.2 Incremental Constitutive Models

The materials used in airport pavements are constantly undergoing changes. For example,
there is progressive micro-ccking in portland cement concrete, and plastic or irreversible strain

accumulation in asphalt concrete which eventually lead to rutting, immediately upon the opening of
an airport pavement to traffic. Also, the analysis of airport pavements inherently involve many

sources of non-linearides which make it necessary to solve problems in increments tied to the

load/time stepping.

Consequently, more often than not, the global and idealized constitutive models described
above for airport pavement materials, which may be representative of the initial conditions of the
materials, are not adequate for characterizing the physical behavior of the materials over time.
They are not able to take into account the effects of factors such as aging, micrmckin&g, plastic

or irreversible strains, and other forms of damage.

For the 3-D finite element model of the proposed primary response model, therefore,

incremental constitutive models [ 15 and 16] are proposed. These models arm also sometimes called
hierarchical single surface constitutive models [17 and 12]. Work on such models has been
conducted in the last two decades with the advent of numerical methods such as the finite element
method, which involve incremental analysis to take account of the various sources of non-
linearities and are able to also tlkc into account the effects of ang, miro*wacng, plastic or
irreversible stnrins, and the ohr forms of damage.
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The incremental models proposed will be classes of constitutive models to which
parameters that characterize the previous stress-strain history of materials can be added to describe
the increasingly complex response of the materials. The parameters, to a large extent, are able to
describe the defomed state of materials at any particular time. Consequently, the effect of any
progressive local damage on the properties of the materials and on the subsequent behavior of the
materials can be accounted for in the constitutive models.

In conjunction with the library of classes of constitutive models to be developed, a database
of constitutive parameters for the variety of airport pavement materials will be developed as input
for the primary response model. Generally, these parameters are functions of environmental
variables such as temperature and moisture, and also change with factors such as aging, load
history, and the other forms of damage. An important part of the development of the unified
pavement model proposed, therefore, will be a comprehensive laboratory testing program to
determine constitutive parameters that will make up this database. These parameter are given
several names including "hadening mt" "internal variables," and "memory variables"

[16].
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7. Cumulative Damage Assessment

The primary goal of the design of an airport pavement is to develop a structural design that

will withstand the repeated application of aircraft loading and the effect of environmental variations
over time. A particular pavement structure with defined materials and design parameters when

subjected to a combination of aircraft traffic and environmental loading will over time experience
damage. For a selected failure mechanism, damage analysis can be used to determine when these
repeated loading cycles and the resulting accumulated damage will reach a limit that will cause the

pavement to fail according to a predetermined criteria.

A particularly important aspect of analysis and design using the unified pavement model,

therefore, is the interpretation of the output obtained from the primary response model in an
assessment of the cumulative damage that will be sustained by an airport pavement. This will

involve postprocessing of the database of nodal displacements, strains, stresses, and damage

measures (e.g., equivalent plastic strain) generated per load/time step from the primary response
model, to obtain some measure of the cumulative damage experienced by the pavement over time.

This is perhaps one of the most important aspects on the design of any structure, including
pavement design, since it is the only way an engin er can determine whether a particular product
will meet the requirements for which it is provided. Thus, although the development of a

cumulative damage assessment procedure is not explicitly stated as a goal of the development of the

primay response model, it is important to give some consideration to its role in the provision of an

adequatO product.

7.1 Assessing Overall Pavement Damage

Traditionally, simple damage assessment procedures in the fashion of Mind's theory have

been used in assesstmit of cumulative damage. These procedures assume damage is history
indepndent and that the magnitude and soquence of loading have no effect on the accumulation of

damage. For the unified airport pavement analysis and design system to be useful, a mo realistic
assessment of damage is tequired.

The table below shows the major forms of damage that occur in airport pavyrients and the

causes and consequences of these forms of damage. The damage assessment procedure developed
will concentrate on the detemination of the overall damage to pavermens based on these, major
damage forms. The rsponse of a pavcmw system to a particuklr load is influenced by its history
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vis-a-vis prior cracking, prior permanent deformation and material aging, and by the current
environmental (temperar and moisture) conditions. In addition, several of the failure modes

interact with each other, which increases the complexity of the problem. The damage accumulation

procedure must account for these factors and inte•r onL

Table 7-1. Major Forms of Damage and Causes and Consequences that

Occur In Airport Pavements

Form of Damage Cause Consequences

C kidng Localized stress Stress redistribution in
(thermal and mechanical) avement structize

Permanent Sa-es Stress redist-ibutioa.
deformation rutting

Aging Envzuneut Altered cwstitutive
behavioz, increasd

suseptbiltyto damage

Fatigue Cyc, loadingo,

7.2 Damage Accumulation Procedure

Equatiou 9 dept the coc•pt proposed for the asnssmet of cumulative damage in airpn

pavencnts over time. The stress, strain displacemient and loca damage Mi. the brtckets repveseat
the nodal outps chaied from te ptoiary rtso modl per load step:

Lad, , , + J9)Modet kb D4*$CsusMD e 9
A~ulysis

rip"
tde.
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For the typical 20-year analysis period for an airport pavement, this translates into

thousands of cycles or finite element analyses which have to be: tvaluated, if tht effect of factors
such as the repeated traffic loading, temperature and moistmue changes, material aging and other
local damage are to be modeled accurfely. There is also the non-deterministic aspect of
determining the load and environmental condition for e1ch particular load step. A major objective
in the development of the unified airport pavement model will be to determine how best this

summation can be carried out to realistically assess cumulative damage within the limitations of

computer capabilities.

At the extreme one can theoretically simulate the actual condition of a design and
accumulate the damage generated per load step for the entire analysis period. This is the ultimate

approach for a realistic assessment of damage but requires an unrealistic amount of computer time
to simulate the typical 20-year analysis period for airport pavements. More practically, the analysis
period can be broken up into a small number of increments, with the conditions (material

properties, temperature, moisture, etc.) within each increment assumed to remain constant. The

average damage for each increment (e.g., hourly increment) can then be determined with some

degree of accuracy, and dhe damages for the increments accumruted to give the total damage over
the analysis pxiod. A procedure for determining the damage in pavement systems based on this
practical approach will be developed for the proposed unified airport pavement analysis and design
system. The procedure will provide for a sufficient number of iterations to approximate reality.
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8. Summary and Recommendations

The concept development described above comprise the first step in a multi-phase program

towards the development of a unified airport pavement analysis and design system. The
subsequent phases of the program will concentrate on the actual development of the analysis
system, the laboratory and field testing of the system for verification, and, finally, the
implementation of the system. In this initial step, the framework of the unified pavement model
has been outlined. The main features of the unified pavement model proposed are:

a. A central primary response model based on 3-D FEA for the realistic structural analysis
of all types of airport pavement under varying aircraft traffic, environmental and
material conditions. A 3-D PEA model is proposed to permit the solution of the
complex airport pavement problems in which many non-linearities exist in terms of
materials, geometry, and boundary conditions.

Advanced preprocessing capabilities are proposed that will allow the automatic mesh
generation for a design using 3-D element types. Other preprocessing capabilities
include realistic representation of a wide range of load and boundary conditions. Users

will be able to represent mechanical loads as point, distributed, or axial loads, and
techniques such as the use of a specified displacement to represent the effect of
environmental loading will be provided.

A powerful solution procedure that will result in reduced memory requirements and
allow the solution of the complex, no-linear airport problems on smaller computer is
proposed for implementation. The solution procedure will result in an inctrase in

computation speeds by a fctor of between 5 and 10 in comparison to the traditiona
solution procedures.

Graphical postprocessing capabilities to allow the efficient interpretation and reporting

of the results obtaied from the pdmary response model include the ability to plot
deformed and undeformed shape of a model, color contour plots, and X-Y plots of all
the scala variables obtained as a fuwctm of location, load, time (bisto plots) or other
variables.

b. A library of nirmental costitutive models for the major classes of aipomt pavements.
For each of these classes of materials, the constitutive models can be progressively
modified by the addition of pammaers which will beri" descaib the physical behavior

of the mterials as they bocu mor compl
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c. A procedure for assessing the cumulative damage experienced by a design as a result of
the repeated application of aircraft traffic loads under different environmental
conditions, and changing material and structural conditions, over the life of the design.
This procedure will require the incremental summation of damage over the analysis

period.

There is agreement throughout the airport pavement community on the need to move to

mechanistic procedures that will allow a more realistic analysis and design of airport pavement to
meet the er-ormous demands of the future. The develop:.ent of the unified airport pavement
analysis and design system proposed herein will provide us with such an oppomrnity.

bThe development of a powerful, 3-D finite element framework with fast static/dynamic
solution algorithms and associated library of elements is emphasized. A stepwise incorporation of
constitutive models to take accoumt of increasingly complex material properties will enable a
progressive development of the unified airport pavement analysis and design system, that will
increase its capabilities as time goes on. A unified pavement model for new pavement design,
which is capable of handling existing pavement evaluation and the design of strengthening
overlays, involving the use of nondestructive testing to obtain insitu material properties, is
envisaged.

It must be noted that the primary response model will only be as accurate as the quality of
the model generated for a design; tde constitutive models used; the realistic representation of the
loads and boundary conditions; and the solution algoddtns implemented in the 3-D FEA program.
Demonswation and validation of the program at regular intervals, evm without the ultimate
constitutive models impl ted, is remmended. This will permit improvements to take cam of
shotcomings encountered and, at the same time, provide a program for prelimiay wok.
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10. List of Symbols

I ijeij = stressandstraintensors

= reduced time and ý = t/aT

& a = shift factor which is a function of temperature only

J(t -= creep compliance in shear

= kronecker delta

K = bulk modulus

= stress tensor

G = shear modulus

K = bulk modulus

F yield function

f yield csitrion

S = plastic viscos Coefficient

S1 = 4 tG~•o

Kt Gs= tangents and secan moduli respectively

doStsum rate tensor

J2. J3 2ad and 31d invaians of the deviatatic stuess tensor
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Summary

We have taken initial steps toward developing a mechanistic approach to the design of
airport pavement structures and carried through sufficiently to provide proof of concept At the

start of this project, the major elements that were unavailable were determined to be a method for
lifetime prediction and material models to describe fatigue cracking and rutting. During this

project, we have developed initial versions of all three of these elements. We have developed a
method for predicting pavement lifetimes using three-dimensional finite element codes and the
material models. This prediction procedure led us to requirements on the nature and accuracy of

the material models.

The material model for fatigue cracking is a micromechanical extension of an available
fatigue mcdel used for metals and other materials. This mechanistic model is based on the

presence of flaws in the material that are grown during periods of tensile stress. With sufficient
growth, these flaws become the large cracks that represent destruction of both Portland cement and

asphalt concrete pavement. The fatigue model was incorporated into an SRI multiple-plane

plasticity model to be able to represent the serious anisotropy that develops during cracking. This

combined model, in a computer subroutine, was included with the threo-dimensional finite element
code DYNA3D, and simulations were made for an aircraft wheel gear rolling over a pavement.

Then a lifetime prediction was made based on fatigue creacdng in the base of the pavement.

The rutting model was developed based on an examination of the observed (and unusual)

vicoelastic, dilatant, and viscoplastic behavior of asphalt concrete pavement. The model has

components that represent each of these aspects, although rutting probably depends primarily on
the permanent deformation caused by the viscoplastic behavior. The model appears to reproduce

laboratory data sati•thctorily. We have not completed implementation of the model into a computer
subroutine appropriate for combining with DYNA3D, so we could not perform simulations of

wheel loading tests.

Through this project we have developed a lifetime prediction pro-ceure, a material model
for fatigue damage, and a model for rutting. We have shown that each appears to represent field

and/or laboratory conditions, although we do not have complete quantitadve verifications.

However, we feel that we have shown that each of these major new aspects of the pavement design

procedure is feasible. Because the concept of a unified pavement theory has been proved in this.

initial project we recommend continuation of the effort to develop a mechani desigA pocedur

for pavemenm
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1. Introduction

The Federal Aviation Agency has recognized the need for an advanced airport pavement

design procedure because of the rapid decay of existing pavements, increasing wheel loads and tire
pressures, and the opportunity to incorporate new materials. One example of the new materials is

fiber-reinforced concrete, being developed by the NSF-funded Center for Cement-Based Materials

at Northwestern under Prof. Shah [1]. Current activities in pavement by the Strategic Highway
Research Program and by European agencies and contractors, according to Prendergast [2], follow
a trend toward providing performance requirements rather than specifying materials, mixtures, and

procedures. All these new developments encourage us to develop a more mechanistic approach

toward pavement design so that we can account for new types of materials and loadings in rational
ways. We believe that it is now possible to take a more mechanistic approach to design so that we
can minimize the need for extensive field tests for each pavement configuration, wheel load, and

paving material and yet produce longer lasting pavements.

We envision the following components in a unified pavement design procedure:

a. A material constitutive model for high-cyclic loading. This model is almost linearly

elastic, but includes fatigue cracking and rutting, and provides a way to account for

other factors such as moisture, temperature, and sunlight degradation.

b. A finite element computational code, which contains the material constitutive model, to
calculate the sutess and strain distributions and distress for specific loading situations

and pavement configurations.

c. An expert system program for interfacing between the finite element simultions of the
pavement loading/distress response and the pavement design engine to aid him/her in
reaching a deign or evaluation.

1.1 Objectives

The project is an Initial exploratomy step into a much larger program for the development of

a now design procedum The ojectives of the current project are to:

1. Develop a physically based mechanistic approach to modeig pavem ts made of
Portland cement cona te, asphalt wwrete, and odher matrals.

2. DeMonstate the suitability and fmebt of the appmach by aplying it to seleted
pavement dise scenarios.
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The proposed pavement design concept is intended to provide:

1. An ability to predict stress and deformation as a function of rate of loading, tire

footprint, magnitude of loading, material properties, temperature, density, and other

factors.

2. A theoretical foundation for the prediction of pavement displacement and deflection

basin profiles under various types of aircraft tire loading and nondestructive test

devices. This new concept should provide an analysis method for determining

pavement properties from nondestructive testing data.

3. A means for computing the conditions at joints in rigid pavements, including the

strains, stresses, and displacements under various loadings.

4. A method for predicting levels of stress at which pavement materials will rupture under

loading or thermal effects. This method must be compatible with crack propagation

theory.

5. An analysis for determining the maximum thermal stresses as a function of temperature,

temperature gradient in depth, and distance from the fre surface

6. A means for relating the results of nondestructive tests on existing pavements to the

strength of the pavement to withstand aircraft tire loadings.

7. A method for analyzing and accounting for the presence or absence of bond between

pavement layers.

During this initial project, the emphasis is on fatigue and rutting distress for the pavement

Later stages of the program will account for the effects of moisture, tempeature, and other factors.

1.2 Approach: Vision of the Design Procedure

We envision a PC-base expert system to guide the pavement designer and decision-maker.

When initial decisions are made on the pavement type and thicknesses, these are tested by the code

for adquacy. The tests consist of finite element simulations of pavements to predict the l1fimes

under representative loadings, temp wetting cycles and other conditions.

Current computations require several hours for three-di sional simulations of a wheel

loading on a pavemnt. We expect improvements in computational times of about 5-fold each year
so that simulations will take minutes when the project is comple Hence, we believe that the
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pavement loading simulations can be performed on a workstation in short enough time that they
can be integrated into the expert system for ovea-ll decision making.

The finite element code should be three-dimensional because the problems to be treated are
almost all clearly three-6-mensionaL The code should also be a public-domain code so that it can
be readily distributed by the FAA to prospective users. It must be equipped with a powerful
preprocessing system to automatically lay out wheels or to provide the stress footprint under
wheels for minimal input from the user. The user should specify only the aircraft type and
possibly the weight to obtain the loading required. There should be a similar simple description of

the pavement. The post-processor should mainly displaý wn indication of under- or over-design
and guide the selection of the next pavement design. Figures of loading damage contours should
be available on request, but am not the primary information required by the designer.

In our view the critical elements for the program and their availability at the begnning of

the project were as follows:

1. Response model or finite element code: largely available

2. Maei model for rutting in pavements: unavailable

3. Matmi mode for fatigue. damage in pavements.- unavailable

4. Lifetime prediction on a mehanit basis: unavailable

5. Expert system: not available, but can be developed when the preceding items are

available.

To show the feWbility of our approach, we concentrated our efforts on items (2), (3), and
(4) bec•as these were largely unavailable. The following sections desmcib our efforts in thes
areas. We begin with the life prediction because it focsed our atention on the most ridcal aspects
of the material models, which are discussed later.
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2. Lifetime Prediction

The suitability of a pavement design is based largely on the lifetie predicted for the

pavement, and the lifetime is determined by the gradual development of damage to the point at
which the pavement is judged unsatisfactory. We concentrate here on just two types of damage:
fatigue cracking and rutting. Other types of damage should be dealt with in later phases of the
contract. First, we illustrate with experimental data some aspects of the lifetime prediction and then
describe our approach to the prediction.

Fatigue damage, in our view, occurs through the gradual growth of initial flaws in the

pavement. Eventually, after many loadings, these flaws grow to be large, readily visible cracks.
Figure 2-1 shows the variation of the stiffness of small asphalt concrete samples in laboratory

fatigue testing. The plot shows that the stiffness is seriously decreasing throughout the life of the
pavement. This stiffness variation reflects the growing presence of the cracks, we believe. To
represent this gradual growth of damage, the fatigue material model must be able to describe very
small growth (wicrometers and smaller) of the cracks during each loading cycle.

A similar plot of permanent deformation (the major cause of rutting) under cyclic shearing

loading is shown in Figure 2-2. Here there is a gradual development of deformation during the
entire lifetime. On each loading cycle, the strains are very small (tens to hundreds of microstrain),

but they lead to significant rutting after many thousands of cycle& Therefore, the material model
for rutting must be able to repesent accurately the gradual buildup of very small permanem
deormations during each loading. The prediction of the lifHOW= depends critically on an accurate

rof the rate of developmet of this deformation.

To develop a predictive capability for the lifetinz of a given pavement sructur, we expect

to take the following steps. We psum that we begin with a fully defined pavenet and
subgrade, mix of wheel loads, temperature and moisture conditions, and other considerations.
Then we perform a teprsentative set of finite element simulatims of the loadings on the stcu.
This set will include the range of wheel loads and other conditions such that it rq nts the
loadings over a month or a year. From this set of simulations, we obtain the amoumt of damage
present in the structum and the rae of incxea of thatrdanage. Thus we have thefru pointon a
lifetime prediction plot like Fogu 2-3. Hem we are showing only a generic damage t*at coul& be

faWgut cracking, ruting, or some other kind of damage.
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From the computed damage point on the prediction curve of Figure 2-3, we extrapolate to
some future time, using the computed rate of damage per loading cycle. A similar extrapolation
procedure is used to update the amount of damage stored in the finite elements of the computer
simulation. Then a set of finite element simulations are made at this future time, providing new
damage and rate-of-damage values. This procedure of extrapolating to a new time and performing
a set of finite element simulations is then repeated until the pavement has reached the level of
damage that is considered to be critical.

We note several problems connected with this lifetime procedure. First, it requires
extrapolation, and extrapolation adways introduces uncertainties. Because of the inherent
uncertainty of extrapolation, we want very good precision in its bases. Therefore, we make the
following requirements on the material model and the finite element calculations:

" High accuracy in the calculation of small increements of damage so that the rate of
damage is given with good precision.

" Analytical and mechanistic prediction for the variation of damage with loading cycles.

As noted in later sections, we have developed material models that appear to fulfill the first
requirement. The second requirement is met by the fatigue model because we have a mechanistic

model for the rate of development of crack damage with loading cycle. Such a mechanistic and
analytical prediction is not yet available for ruttin

In the procedure described above, we have performed the lifetime prediction using small
increments of damage or life, rather thaun -redictig the entire life from an initial point. We feel this
inaemental approacb is essentia to minimize the errors of extrapolation and to provide
appropriately for the interaction between the various forms of damage. Foe example, w,; expect
that rutting damage will change the geometry enough to lead to cracking damage in some cases.
This change in geometry can be handled only by an incremental approach.

In the next secons we discuss the finite element cock and the material models with the
foregoing lifetime prediction requirements in mind. We will retum to the consideration of lifetime
prediction for both odxxel types. Only for the fatigue model have we beet able to proceed to a full
prediction of the lifetime. However, when the rutting model is fully implemented in the finite

element code, we believe that we can perfo-m surch a lifetime pediction for this model al.
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3. Finite Element Code for Structural Simulations

As our basic response model or computational tool, we have chosen to use a three-
dimensional finite element code with dynamic capabilities. Such a code permits a detailed

representation of the loading and geometry of the problem and provides an accurate solution for the

stresses, strains, and displacements under all the conditions we expect to encounter. With this

approach we can account for all the factors thought to be important: sunlight degradation,

temperature, moisture, variation of propertes with depth, as well as inelastic and nonlinear elastic

processes. We can also perform both static and dynamic analyses as required for the conditions of

interest. Therefore, we have chosen the finite element model over closed form analytical or

empirical approaches.

The response model or finite element code contains several material models as subroutines

that can be used to reprent specific types of materials. Usually more material models can be

added as required. We recognize that finite element codes will not have available an appropriate

constitutive model or damage model for pavement and that this model must be added to the code.

As described in Sections 4 and 5, standard constitutive models, including elastic, elastic-plastic,

viscoelastic, and viscoplastic, are inadequate to describe the fatigue and rutting behavior of
pavement. Hence, we must expect to add appropriate material models to any finite element code

selected.

3.1 Selection Criteria for a Finite Element Code

The solction criteria that we considered in choosing a code art as follows:

1. The code must handle dynamic behavior. We am expecting loadings (such as those

produced by alrcrft landhigs and falling-weight devices) in which the critical loading

times will be several milliseconds. Such loading rates are readily treated by uandard

finite element codes with dynatnic equations of motion.

2. The code must handle sophisticated loading such as moving loads, temperave loads,

contact load, and impact loads, and it must handle intefaces, between layers.

3. The code mms be able to model cormplex geomm'ies. including layering, joints, and

gaps and inteaces between maiedals
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4. Nonlinear material behavior must be treated. For example, if any standard plasticity

models are handled in the code, the code has sufficient nonlinear capability for our

purposes.

5. The code must accept material models of general, anisotropic type. For a mater with
developing damage, the response becomes highly anisotropic. Also, the code must

permit the storage of many history variable per element (say, 50). These extra
variables are needed to store the information related to the accumulation of fatigue

cracking damage and of rutting damage.

6. Ther• should be a suitable preprocesor to lay out the finite element grid and a

postprocessor to exhibit the results. During later phases of the work, as the code is

integrated into the expert system software, these two processors will need to be further

automated.

7. The source code for the analysis and pre- and postprocessing programs must be in the

public domain and be sufficiently well-documented to allow modifications. In the long
run, the analysis program (response model) must be readily available and usable by
designers who will typically not be experts in running finite element codes.

Although several codes are available from commercial vendors that meet requirements 1-6,

as far as we know, the only codes in the public domain that satisfy all the requirements listed are

the DYNA3D [4] and NIKE3D [5] finite element codes developed at Lawrence Livrmore National
Laboratories (LLNL) by John Hallquist. These codes are sophisticated threedimensional finite

element codes that have been used extensively to analyze the static and dynamic response of

structures over a wide range of geometries, materials, and loading conditions. At SRL we have
used these codes for analyzing the response of space structures [6], underground tunnels (7],

solder joints [8], welded structures [9], as well as icelpavement interaction (10] and soil/structure
interaction [11]. In doing so, we have become familiar enough with the soure codes to have made

significant modifications to them. These codes have very advanced capabilities suitable for the

computations we expect to perform and for displaying the results.

Within this family of codes, there are two options depending on the solution procedure.

DYNA3D is an explicit code in which the dynamic equilitrium equations and constitutive relations

are integrated as a function of time directly, using a time increment that is governed by the wave

speed through the materials. This code is well suited to the analysis of highly dynamic problems

with large nonlinearicies and short loading times (impact problems, for example).
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NHXE3D is an implicit code in wbich the relevant equations are solved simultaneously
through inversion of a structure stiffness atrix. The time steps can be selected to fit the nature of
the problem and are typically one to several orders of magnitude larger than for an explicit code.
This method is well-suited to quasi-linear problems with minor dynamic effects.

The choice of code depends typically on the relative calculation times. Although implicit
codes take fewer time steps, each step takes considmrably more calculation time than for explicit
codes, especially for three-dimensional configurations. Because NIKE3D and DYNA3D share
"simila rchtectur we would implement the pavement model into both codes. The only
significant difference in the two models is that the model for NIKE3D requires an element stiffness
matrix.

3.2 Pre- and Postprocessors

DYNA3D and NIKE3D sh, a common preprocessor, INORID, and postjcessor,
TAURUS. An example of the sophisticated types of analysis possible with these codes is shown
in Figure 3-1. We have modeld a tandem landing gear traveling at 100 mph over a layer of
Portland cement concrete (P•) pavement. Calculations of the resulting stresses, strains, and
damage in the pavement are described in Section 4 in connection with the fatgue model

3.3 Interaction uf the Finite Element Code and the Material
Constitutive Model

We considere the possibility of performing strictly elastic computations with the finite element
code and then using the stress or strain states to dethmine th development of damage (fatigue
cracking or ruing) as separat analyses based on the sut or satin states. In our experience,
there is a large interaction between damage and stress, so the interaction becomes an important
aspect of the poblem. It is well establised that edevelopment of mks (Oentaion as well as
amount of grow) depends on this interacon. In rutting, the later stag espec y depend on the
change in geomeny and propeties that have built up over thm M This change in geomeuy caused
by ruting can lead to cracking in the top of the pavement Hence, the intecion betwen the
strss and strain states and the distess is too important to be neglected. Therefoe we have
chosen to make our muaial model represent all the damagp ixocesses and interact with the finite
deement code so that the distess will be dir•cly ahbtd firm the finie element computis.
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Figure 3-1. Finite Element Layout of an Aircraft Landing Gear on a 12.
Inch-thick Portland Cement Concrete Pavement, Provided by the

Preprocessor with DYNA3D
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4. Fatigue Model

Both Portland cement concrete and asphalt concrete can undergo cracking under repeated

loading. We expect similar cracking behavior for any other paving material with intermediate
behavior and properties. This fatigue damage has been observed to occur in a variety of ways in

pavement:

a. Cracking at the base of a slab by tensile bending stresses

b. Delamination between pavement layers (reflection cracking)

c. Craclkng along the surface at the edge of ruts in asphalt concrete

d. Cracking around dowels, corners, and joints in Portland cement concrete.

Here we focus on only the first of these problems for simplicity because this cracking is closely
related to the continuum stremses. Later we expect to be able to adapt the fatigue model to treat

other types of cracking.

In the following paragraphs, we describe first our view of the fundamental processes that
occur in fatigue cracking and some data obtained from field and laboratory fatigue tests. Then we

discuss available fracture models and assess their applicability to the pavement problem. Finally,

we outline the fatigue model we have developed and present some initial resuilts with the model.

When fatigue cracking occurs, we expect that It begins by initiating small flaws in the

cement matrix or in the aggregate or at the interface between the aggregate and the cemet. These
small flaws have sizes on the order of the sizes of the aggregates. At each loading cycle, these
cracks grow by a small amount. After a thousand or a hundred thousand loading cycles, the cracks
have become so large that they are noticeable a&d require repair. This gradualness of the
development of fatigue cracks is suppored by the lab-aratory fatigue tesftg of Monismith and co.
workers (3, 12]. In their tests on small asphalt concrete beams, they observed a gradual reduction
in stiffness with increasing numbers ofloading cycles. This decreasing stiffness is probably
caused by the opening of the small, but growing cracks. An expmson for the apparent modulus
of a material conining cra is given in Appeqdi A, .(9), showing howthe preseceof
cracks reduces the apparent stiffness. During the fatigue tes, the stress is always a small fraoti

of the critical tensile stress for fiatur
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4.1 Review of Available Models for Cracking

To develop or adapt a model to represent the foregoing perception of the fatigue cracking
processes in pavement, we began by examining a few commonly used fracture models. The
standard approach to fracture uses linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). In this approach a
flaw of radius a and the fracture toughness of the material KI are introduced. The critical tensile

stress for which a penny-shaped crack will grow is

(7cr = '4 Kic (1)

When a tensile stress greater than acr is applied to the object containing the flaw with a

radius a, the crack grows until the stress drops below the critical value (the critical value decreases

as the crack grows). Thus, generally, we have either

aT < (ccr : no growth, or

a > acr : catastrophic growth.

Because we expect thousands of cycles of essentially the same stress level before the cracks
become noticeable, this LEFM model is not an appropriate description of pavement behavior.

Since the late 1960s LEFM has been amplified to treat more gradual cracking of ductile
materials. This theory is called elastic-plastic fracture muhanics (EPFM). In BPFM initial
cracking own when the s ssexceeds a critical value related to JIc (similar to KIc), but hre the

crack may grow stably for some time. If the crack opening relieves some of the stress, the ciack

may cease growing. This model behavior is similar to some aspects of fatigue cracking seen in
pavement, but there are also important features that conflict with observation&

1. The crack growth rates from EPRM are too large when the stresses a above the critical

level.

2. The critical saws is nearly equal to the tensile strength of the material when only

intrinsic flaws are considered.

3. A small increase in su-ss causes unstable crack growth.

4. No growth occm s if the strs is below the critical level.

Hence EPIM is also inap for pavement.
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Another fracture model is the standard fatigue model, which was proposed by Paris [13,

14] in the early 1960s. This model gives the rate of crack growth per loading cycle as a function of
the applied stress normal to the crack face.

d= /KI~n (2)

Here B and n are constants AKI is the change in the stress intensity factor according to linear
elastic fracture mechanics, and KIc is the fracture toughness. Then KI is related to the stress on a

penny-shaped crack by

KI = 2a (3)

The form for crack growth in Eq. (2) appears to represent fatigue data in many metals and other

materials. As shown in Appendix A, Eq. (2) can also be integrated to obtain the pavement damage

model:

N f ~n (4)

where N is the number of cycles to damage, Y is the peak tensile stress at the base of the slab

during a loading cycle, and A, f, and n are constants. The fatigue model appears to represent well
several aspects of pavemnent damage. The model provides for small amounts of damage under a
range of stresses and does not require that a critical level of stess be reached before any damage

occurs. The stress levels of intert are all below the critical level from+LEFM. But the model
does require the pmsence of a single crack, measures the response to a single stress level, and is

tied to the definition of a loading cycl.

4.2 SRI Fatigue Model

We began our development of a fatigue model with the model desctibed by Eq. (2). We
made extensions to acumnt for the fact h a single ack does-not control pavement degradation,
but rather a large number of mi acrack with a variety of oientations and sies. We also must use
our model in a finite element code to repree wheel loading so that the stresses will vaey in

direction and magnitude in nontrivial ways du. ýg the loading! Based on these considerations we
prpose the following consive fatigde model for the develqat of crack damage wF:
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AF= gUc (5)

where g and n are dimensionless constants and ocr is obtained from Eq. (3) by taking KI as KIc

and a as ;cr. The factor Aec is the crack opening strain under the imposed stress. The N term

was added to aid in matching this equation to Eq. (4). By our definition, 'F ranges from zero at no

damage to 1 at full damage and is proportional to the number of cracks per unit volume and the

crack radius cubed. Equation (5), which is from Appendix A, has allowed us to match both the

dR/dN expression (2) and the pavement damage model (4).

As noted in Appendix B, we have implemented our pavement fatigue model, Eq. (5), into a
constitutive relation for pavement and connected it to the finite element code DYNA3D for routine
simulations of pavement loadings. (Later we also expect to connect the rutting model with
DYNA3D.) Critical tests of the model are determination of the damage from a loading and
unloading process in a one-element calculation and the representation of damage from a rolling

wheel in a full three-dimensional calculation. These results are presented in the following figures.

For the one-element computation, we used the fatigue parameters from Table A-1 in the
Appendix A and loaded the element with a haversine stress function:

2 on (1 - Cos 2nwT)(6

where omax is the maximum imposed stress, t is time, and T is the period of the loading.

Computations were made for increasing values of the initial radius, from 0.4 cm to 1.3 cm, for
four stress levels from 0.03 to I MPa. After each loading cycle, the total growth of the radius
according to the constitutive fatigue model, Eq. (5), was determined mid plotted with a + sign as
shown in Figure 4-1. Also Eq. (2) was evaluated and the line in the figure was plotted. Clearly,

our constitutive fatigue model accurately represents the standard fatigue model

4.2.1 Demonstration of the Fatigue Model in DYNA3D

Next we developed a full constitutive relation for DYNA3D by combining a standard

thermodynamic Mie-Grineisen relation for pressure, a multiple-plane plasticity model for deviator

stresses, and the constitutive fatigue model. The new model is called SRI-PAVEMENT. The
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multiple-plane feature was used so that fatigue crack growth could occur on each of the nine planes

used in the model The arrangement of the planes is such as to provide for a nearly uniform
orientation distribution of planes. As the damage develops on some of the planes, the behavior

becomes distinctly anisotropic because the stiffness reduces in directions normal to the crack faces.

Following insertion of this new constitutive relation into DYNA3D, we tested the combined
model to verify that it could also reproduce the points in Figure 4-1.

We then simulated the rolling of a pair of wheels configured as a 727 landing gear over a
concrete pavement as shown in Figure 3-1. The problem was laid out with the wheels on the right

side of the pavement slab and moving toward the left at a speed of 100 mph. In the initial
configuration, the wheels were off the right edge of the pavement. The calculation was performed

to a time of 0.15 s, at which time the landing gear had traveled 22 feet Although our cakculational
model allows the load to be applied via pressurized tires, for these calculations the load was applied

by specifying a load footprint for each tire that moves along the pavement surface at the speed of
the landing gear. The loading footprint for each wheel was a uniform pressure of 200 psi over a
rectangular area 16 inches long by 12 inches wide. At the leading and trailing edges of the wheel,

the prssurc was linearly decrased to zero over a 2-inch length for a total load of 86 kips for the
two wheels. By assuming a vertical plane of symmetry through the center of the landing gear, we
analyzed half of the configuration shown in Figure 3- 1.

The runway was modeled as a single slab of concrete pavermt over subgrade. The
dimensions of the slab am 25 x 45 feet with a thickness of 12 iniches. The material constants for

the pavement am an elastic modulus of 4.4 x 106 psi, a Poisson's ratio of 0.15, an unconfineA
compressive strength of 2.9 ksi, and a tensile strength of 290.psi. The subgrade was modeled as
an elastic layer 6 fet thick with an elastic modulus of 4.4 x 105 psi and a Poissons ratio of 0. 15.
We assumed that the midplane of the pavement was pinned in the vertical direction and that the
vertical surfaces of the subgade were ransmitting boundrie The interface between the

pavement and subgrade was allowed to slip without friction.

Figures 4-2(a) and (b) shows contour plots of the vrtical sues in the elwmnts on the

upper surface of the pavement and on the cut vertical surfact at two u mli, t -0.075 and 0.15 s.
The view in these figures is through the vertical plane of kymmntry, so we see into the haIlf-whecs
and landing gear. As expected, the loads a= greatest beneath the fires. The loads in the subgrade
are all less than 40 psL rom the dmi rey of Fu,4- 2 a n d b, -w e so& that tl is litte

boundary effect on these vertical sesses.
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Figmue 4-3 shows contours of tensile x-stresses (horizontal in the direction of travel, caused
by bending in the pavement) at t = 0.15 s. The maximum x-stresses are about 180 psi located on

the lower surface of the pavement directly under the wheels. These stresses are high enough to
produce some cracking damage on the vertical planes. Higher tensile stresses were computed in
the z-direction (horizontal, neimal to the direction of travel), so the crmck growth is larger at the

base of the slab on vertical planes along the direction of motion

The contour plot in Figure 4-4 shows the accumulation of cracking damage TF at time t =
0.15 s. This damage parameter represents the sum of damage on ill planes. The view in
Figure 4-4 is looking up at the lower surface of the pavement where the damage is the greatest.

The passage of the first wheel causes an increment of damage of about 3 x 107 and the passage of

the second wheel increases the damage to about 6 x 10-7.

4.2.2 Estimate of Fatigue Life from Single Cycle Calculation

I-Using the value of 6 x 10`7 for drF/dN obtained from the finite element calculation, we can

make an estimate of fatigue life, that is, the number of loadings tequired to cause ccmplete fracture
of some portion of the pavement. Using the other parameters in Table A-1 of Appendix A, we can

determine da/dN = dRldN = 3.12 x 10"- cm/cycle and predict a lifetime of 14,700 loadings from
Eq. (32) of Appendix A.

4.2.3 Calculation Time

Our model contained about 8000 elements and took 13,100 times steps. The calculation

required about 16 hours CPU on a SUN SPARC station 2 with 18 Mbytes of memory. SUN
representatives claim that the 1992 SPARC station will perform about 6 times faster that the
current model (about 160 MIPS compared to 26 MIPS) and expect that future improvements will
increase speed by a factor of about 5 to 6 every year for the foreseeable future. This calkulation

may have been faster using the implicit code NIKE3D, but we have not yet implemented the

pavement routine in that code.

4.2.4 Summary of Demonstration Calculation

The preceding development verifies that our approach to fatigue life prediction can be

implemented and yields realistic values for pavement lifetimes. Many aspects of the model and its

use are still in the early stage of development, yet the complete path from detmination of
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properties to prediction of lifetime haL been made. The constitutive fatigue model appears to
represent laboratory and field data acceptably and is based on the known mechamisms of cracking.
The model has been incorporated into a three-dimensional finite element code, and simulations of
aircraft loading have been made. A method was developed to take the damage from a single
loading (or several loadings) and to predict the liftimen of the pavement.
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5. Rutting Model

Rutting refers to the permanent deformation that gradually develops in asphalt concrete
pavements through the repeated passage of tires over the surface. Many factors are associated with
the ruts, including the combination of loading, thermal effects, fatigue cracking, and moisture in

the pavement. The ruts probably occur through the gradual massaging of the aggregate particles

into different configurations. Rutting deformation is probably contributed to by the surface, base,
and/or in situ soil layers, Very small deformations (microstrains) during each tire passage causes
significant deformation after thousands or hundreds of thousands of loading cycles. Our purpose
here was to develop a constitutive model representing the material behavior that leads to rutting.

The model is written as a subroutine for use in finite element simulations so that we can account in

detail for the loading as well as for thermal, fatigue, and moisture effects.

To develop the material model, we began by examining a variety of laboratory data and

then constructed a model based on these data. Here we first review some of these data,
emphasizing those aspects of the material behavior that lead to permanent deformation. 'Then we

review the available types of material models that can represent these behaviors. Finally, we
propose a model that matches well the measured behavior.

5.1 Data on Deformatlen of Asphalt Concrete

TheM is a wealth of dap -s asphalt concrete. Here we wish to present only a brief sample

to indicate the nature of the v ress-strain relations for asphalt concrete, especially those aspects that
may contribute to rutting. Temperatre and moisttme effects are important for detrnuining the
response of asphalt concrete, but we have omitted these effects huer for simplicity. In later work,

we will account for these dffcts by using tenperatmu- and moistute-ependent material pwperties.

Under standard triaxial comprssion testing, asphalt concree shows a strain-ratc-dpendent
stiffness. A similar rat depe occurs under shear loading. This rartedpndent defonnation

is waimy recoverable, that is, elastic. Over the range of stWain mars from O.OOOZ/s to QOA2s, the•e
is a five-fold incease in stiffies.

When the material is sheamd, it expands, or if the sample is conf'ned axally, the axial
shcsstses. This dilaman effect is also strongly ram dend theisa five-fod1i:reasein the
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axial stress amplitude for a 100-fold increase in the shear strain rate. Because of these five-fold

changes, the time dependence cannot be neglected without sacrificing accuracy. These data are

more fully presented in Appendix C.

In addition to these viscoelastic deformations are permanent deformations that develop

gradually during cyclic loading. The experimental data in Figure 5-1 show how permanent

deformation varies with loading cycle for several stress levels. The inset shows the general test

setup with a constant axial load and a time-varying shear load. Note that the initial loading cycles

lead to larger increments of permanent deformation than later ones, yet there is never a cessation of

permanent deformation. If each cycle contributed the same amount, then the curves would all have

a slope of 1 in the log-log plots. The amount of deformation depends on the stress level, but not

linearly so (this fact is not obvious from the graph). From our reviews, it appears that permanent

deformation depends on stress to the first or second power.

We believe that the permanent deformation observed in this shear test is directly related to

the rutting deformation obtained under wheel loads. Hence, we could see the ordinate in Figure 9

as rut depth versus an abscissa of wheel load applications. When we see it this way, we can relate

a serious rut depth to some amount of permanent deformation, say 10 percent. Then we note that

the curve for 15 psi would strike the 10 percent permanent deformation level at about 100,000

cycles. If we had merely extrapolated from the initial slope of the curve, we would have reached

15,000 cycles, a very poor estimate. If we had assumed that the deformation is the same on each

loading cycle, we would have followed the line with a slope of 1 and predicted 200 cycles. Hence,

we see that the prediction of the number of loading cycles to reach a critical rut depth is vcry

sensitive to the shape of the curve of permanent deformation versus loading cycles.

We realize that the ipess=r and shear stress levels used in the foregoing studies are not

representative of the levels of interest in aircraft pavemnent; however, we feel that the general

character of the asphalt response is similar at the higher stress levels.

5.2 Review of Possible Models for Rutting In Asphalt Concrete

The foregoing review of the data in asphalt concrete shows that asphalt exhibits important

visco.lastic, dilatant, and pemment defomadon behavior. Of dhese three aspects, the permanent
deformation is probably most closely associated with rutting. Here we examine the range of usual

models for materials to determine their applicability for use on the present problem.
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The rate-dependentproperdes in shear (from axial and shear loadings) appear to fit the

behavior of viscoelastic models. The standard linear viscoelastic model does not have sufficient

flexibility to fit the data, but a multiple-variable version does, as outlined in Appendix D.

The dilatant properties probably arise from the relative motion of aggregates in the asphalt

concrete. The data show that axial stresses arise for applied shear stresses in either direction. The

behavior is unusual for three reasons:

1. Normal stress arises from shear stress for stress levels in which the strains are

essentially fully recoverable; that is, this is not plastic behavior.

2. The relationship between normal and shear stress is strongly viscoelastic.

3. The normal stress depends on the magnitude of the shear stress, but not on its direction

or sign.

This combination of behavior is very difficult to approximate with any of the usual models. Here

we mention some models that may be applicable to some aspects of the asphalt response. Linear

viscoelastic models, such as the multiple-variable linear viscoelastic model of Appendix D,

describe the correct rate dependence. The dilatazn behavior can be represented by a modification of

the reference density for thermoelastic surfaces, a standard feature of SRrs porous material

models. The relation of pressure to the absolute value of shear presents a dilemma: axial stress is

proportional to ki according to the dam, not to 2 as required by nonlinear isotropic models. Also

in such isotropic models, pressure must also lead to shear stress according to reciprocity, but we

do not feel that such a shearstress arises from axial loading. The dilemma is solved in Appendix C
by proposing that the shear-axial stress relation be exercised only on a selected set of planes in the

material. So the behavior is treated with a multiple-plane plasticity model, but operates in the

elastic range. The current magnitude and orientation of the shear stress is stored to account for the

special relation between axial stress and shear stress. This procedure appears to provide an

accurate mechanism for repeseing dilamacy in asphalt concrete.

The most important featwur of the behavior of asphalt concmr¢t for rutting is its permanent

deformation under shear stres., Here we review the respon• of available models to explore what

model types could be used. Features of especial imporance here ae the stress dependence and the
tendency to build up pemanent deformation under each loading cycle, but at a deceasing rant

Standard Mises, Mohr-Coulomb, Tresm and cap models are rate-independent; hence,

yielding occurs at R pmdreerm-ined stress condition. These models have the result that there is no
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plastic flow until a critical stress is reached; then for larger stresses, the permanent deformation is

very large. Hence this model type cannot represent the stress-dependence observed.

When work hardening is added to these models, we obtain permanent deformation that can

depend in an arbitrary way on the stress level. However, these models accumulate permanent
deformation only on the first cycle: thereafter, no further yielding occurs because the yield curve is

no longer exceeded. These models would lead to a horizontal line (not shown) in Figure 5-1 at the

level of the permanent deformation reached on the first cycle.

Viscoelastic models may be able to represent some features of the permanent deformation.

If we choose, for example, a model with one or more Maxwell elements (a spring and dashpot in

series) in parallel (as in Figure D-1 of Appendix D, but without the G0 spring), then permanent

deformation occurs on each cycle. For such a model, the deformation is proportional to the stress
level: the proportionality is not like that observed, but at least there is a stress dependence. The
same amount of deformation occurs on each loading cycle, so the predicted response is that shown

in Figure 5-2. Clearly, we can choose model parameters to fit fairly well for the first few loading
cycles, but the correspondence deteriorates for later loading. This type of model, while attractive

for representing the permanent deformation, has no static modulus and therefore must be severely
limited in its ability to represent a full range of loading rates on the asphalt concrete. Therefore. we

have not considd=e this type of viscoelastic model further.

Viscoelastic models such aw the mul ple-variabit model in Appernix C have a minimum
modulus even at low loading rates. Therefore, they do not build up any peaneatdeformation

and cannot be used to represent this aspect of the behavior of asphalt cOMM

Creep and viscoplastic models repmest another possible approach. Tk bsic differe•dl
euati for the unified crep-plasticity model developed by Knieg [15] is

do ' 3G de- 30 t(Y') (7)
-dt

in which th plastic srain mmeis given by
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The quantities ; and e are the equivalent stress and strain, t is time, G is the shear modulus, eP is
the plastic or permanent swrain, and k and n are material constants. This type of model represents

both creep and rate-dependent yield behavior in metals and other materials. A typical set of

response curves is shown in Figure 5-3. The apparent yield level is

ss = dEPI/n

where ass is the steady-state value, which clearly depends on the strain rate. At stresses well

below yielding, the curve appears as a work-hardening curve that is strongly stress dependent

The location of the curve depends on the loading rate. By adjusting n in Equation (7), we can
control the stress dependence of the permanent deformation. Hence, many features of this model
fit the observed data. However, in this model, each loading to a given stress provides the same

increment of permanent deformation. Hence, again we obtain the kind of results seen in

Figure 5-2.

5.3 SRI Rutting Model

To build a model that cma represent the observed permanent deformation behavior of

asphalt concrete, we started with the creep-plasticity model above. We re•gized that, to match

the data, the appaent value of k must increase gradually with repeated loading. We selected
residual deformaion as our indicator to gradually alter the material's acceptance of further

permanent defomtion. We incopoxated this change in behavior through a change in k in the

k = ko + k(10)

where kD and kI are new material constants with the units of stress x (timn)l/. With this form

and th values of 0.47 and 100 MPa-N i n = 2, we generated the curves for 2 and 15 psi shown
in Figure 5-4. Clearly we arm only approximating the measured rax of peranent deformation, but

the match is fairly good.

The foregoing discuson of models shows the general natur of the model requid to

represent the visooelasic, dilatant and permann defonmation charactesistis of asphal concrete.
Further informatio on the model we have &-velopod is given iw Appendix C.
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6. Recomm; ndatlcns

Because. of the feasibility &hown in this initial project, we are recommendirhg continuation

of the effort to develop a mechanistic, dfsign procedure for pavements. In additkin to the topics
dealt with in this report are two other conce.is: we need a model to treat the response of the

granular subgrade materials, and ,we need to examine the nature of the distress experienced in the

field. Below we describe these two concerns and then present detailed recomwendations for

improvements in each aspect of the work.

6.1 Subgrade Model

The pomus gr~iu~ar materials that form the subgrade and underlying soils are not well

represented by the eiastic model ox other models currently available. Yet much of the distress

observed may be t=-ceable to the behavior of these granular materials. As with the pavement

matcrials, we expect i.hm the response is mainly elastic, but with some small component of slipping

between particles and particle rearrangement. Such be.avior is not treated by standard plasticity

models, which are representing gross flow of fh material, as in the fail.ume of an embankment.

Here in the subgrade, there must be very snnl inelastic strains on each loading, which gradually
allow for excessive StftCrmeL Such behavior must be treated in our coputaional approach.

6.2 Field Observation of Distress

So far we have emphasized fafigue •aking and rutting as the primary distr factors, and
these am probably among the dominat factors and certainly the factors that must be treated.

Hlowever, the designer must handle a great list of distress factors, and only some of them appear to

be. associatd with cracking and rutting. Some of these observed distress typMs result from

combibations of cracking, rutting, and settlement of dt subgrade.. Fr example, for what is

termd rutting (inelastic defomiatim in the paven*et the sealmenzt of the subgrad may initiate

formation of a groove in the pavement layer. The change in gemetry of the pavemet leads to

cracking at the base of the pavement. This loss of stiffness due to cracking in the paverent leads
to inelastic defonmation in the pavinent layer. Renoe, all dture of these factr.coatribute",- 4ic

observed distr. Therefoe, to mke certain thatw art ideed rating the ap~r mraw distress
modes, we should have a small paallel effort to examine fiold distrass tot6tions. At this stage the
examiniatim can be qualitative, to evaluate the sequene o events and the nature o :e caus'e'Q of
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distress. The effort could consist of taking a few cores of distressed areas of pavements and

making a few tests of the cored materials in the laboraory.

In addition to the two concerns described above, we recommend tasks on the following

tupics.

6.3 Lifetime Prediction

A method should be developed for predicting the lifetime of pavement materials,

considering rutting and fatigue distress, and the method should be verified through comparisons
with laboratory data. The method described in this report, combining finite element simulations

with analytical extrapolations, can serve as a starting pohit. Where, possible, the extrapolations

should be based on analytical treatments of the underlying mechanisms.

6.4 Fatigue Model

The present constitutive fatigue model has been developed to the point of showing how to

combine finite element computations with a detailed representation of damage. The rext step
should be to make the model more. quantitative by determining model parameters for representative

pavements. These determinations can be made with both field and laboratory data. These initial
parameters can be the first elements of a data base of fatigue data for regular use with the finite

element calculations in routine design operations.

6.6 Rutting Model

A full three-dimensional computer subroutine should te constructed to combine the

deformation features of asphalt concrete that affect rutting: viscoelastic, dilatant, and viscoplastic.
This model should be incoiporated into a finite element code such as DYNA3D and simulations

made of rutting experiments under actual wheel loads These steps will constitute a full verification

of our modeling approach and our selection of the shear test data as representing the essential
material oehavior that controls rutting. Following these steps are a series of combined

experimental and computational steps to:
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a. Determine the appropriate stress states for use in the laboratory tests (those that most

closely approximate critical field conditions).

b. Measure asphalt properties over the appropriate loading rate ranges.

c. Fit the ratting model parameters to the. data.

d. Test and fit to a variety of data to establish a data base of fitted model parameters and to

facilitate later determination of model parameters for a new asphalt concrete.

6.6 Model for Granular Subgrade

A material constitutive model for granular subgrade materials should be developed to

represent settlement and other inelastic deformation that can lead to pavement distress. The model

should emphasize the very small inelastic processes that occur in the material at stresses well below

yield stress levels. This model should then be incorporated into a finite element code, and finite

element simulations should be performed to verify the model by comparison with laboratory test

data.

6.7 Finite Element Code

The pre- and post-processors now connected with DYNA3D and NIKE3D are very

satisfactory for Yar research work. However, we should add routines to further simplify the

designer's task. For example, the, pre-processor should permit the full layout of the landing gear

from very little input (aircraft type and loading, for example). Similarly, the post-processor should
be amplified to provide the summary information required by the designer as well as contour plots,

such as in Figures 3-1, 4-2 (a) and (b), 4-3, and 4-4, with very little instruction from the user.
This task includes the determination of appropriate boundary conditions and element sizes for static

and rolling loads.

6.8 Field Studies

A small field effort should be undertaken to examine field distress conditions to determine

the sequence znd importance of the cracking, inelastic deformation, and other factors that
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contribute to the damage. These results will aid in determining the emphasis of the theoretical
modeling and the laboratory work.
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8. List of Symbols

.... = Poisson's ratio
E = Young's Modullus

G = stress

Ca = critical stress used in linear elastic fracture mechanics
a = radius of flaw; crack length
kjc critical fracture toughness for node I cracking

JIC = critical J-integral value for node I cracking
N = number of cycles

A,B,n,f constants

TF = crack damage due to fatigae

E -= crack opening strain
g, n, =3 dimensionless constants

ao = initial flaw size, initial crack length

t=fini
T period of loading in Haversine sutess function
R radius of crack

SP = plastic strain

G = shear modulus
k, n = material constants

e• = equivalent strain

(F = equivalent stess
Urs = steady state value of sutess
k0, kj = matcridlconstants

Constants In Appendices

Ok = orientation of crack

Jk = density of c-ack per unit volume
Rk = radius of crack
Tf = constant

8 = half cra& opening
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VIC = crack volume

AS = imposed change in strain

Ae8  change in soid strain

L longitudinal modulus

K bulk modulud

G = shear modulus
LV = apparent secant modulus

B, m = constants

P = Pressure

L, D, S = constants defining hydrostatic pressure-volume curve

M = volumetric strain

p = density
Po = initial density

r = GrCneisen ratio

E internal energy
Dis = dilwnt moduli

Gn, An = springanddashpotfactorsfor UthMaxwellelezfment

Pso = initial density
Poi = density representing cutrent porosity

S= dilatant strain

S = deviator suess tensor
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9. Appendix A

Theoretical Development of a Model for Fatigue

A model for fatigue has been developed to represent the observed damage to pavement.

The new fatigue model is constructed for use in finite element codes as part of the general
constitutive relation for pavement materials. Thus it is an adjunct to the usual determination of the

stress from the strain at each increment of loading. It differs markedly from earlier fatigue models,

which were designed to represent damage over a complete loading cycle. Here, because of the

nonlinearities of the loading and response, several loading increments may occur during each

loading cycle. Therefore, the new model was written to treat the damage that can occur during any

increment of loading.

Here we present the usual forms for pavement damage itsults and a proposed form for the

finite element model. Then we derive a relatior between them such that the finite element model

parameters can be obtained from the pavement damage data.

A.1 Pavement Damage Observations

The pavement damage observations are made by passing a number of aircraft or trucks over

the pavement section and observing the development of cracking. Thus the "damage!' here refers
to some level of cracking, probably the presence of large cracks that have grown from the bottom

of the pavement slab to the top. Observations of this type are then collected for a range of slab

thicknesses (different thicknesses provide differet stress levels under a given wheel load) and

represented by an equation of the fom=

N=A A(f (A-1)

where N is the number of cycles to damage, a is the peak tensile stress at the base of the slab

during a loading cycle, and A, f, and n am constants. This equation, which will be called the
pavement damage model, defines a curve corresponding to some (undefined) damage level. We

could expect that lines corresponding to lesser damage would be parallel and below this line;

hence, they would correspond with smaller A values.
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A.2 Growth of Fatigue Damage in the Finite Element
Calculations

The fatigue damage is presumed to exist in the material in the form of microcracks
distributed with a range of sizes, locations, and orientations. In each orientation 0 k we will have a

density of cracks Jk per unit volume. For simplicity, we will consider only one crack size with
radius Rk, rather than a distribution of sizes; that is, we expect that only the largest sizes will grow

and become important. In the following derivation, we consider only one orientation at a time so

we drop the subscript k.

The level of damage at any time will be represented by the quantity % defined as

'cF = TF J R3  (A-2)

where TF is a constant on the order of 1, J is the number of cracks per unit volume, and R is the
crack radius. In other works on fracture,1 we have found that, with this definition, r is
proportional to the fragmented fraction of the solid. Thus we define TF such that z = 1 means full

fragmentation. On this scale, % = 0.001 is barly observable damage and z = 0.1 is serious

damage.

When a tensile loading is applied, the cracks open in proportion to the stress normal to their
plane. The opening displcemcnt and volume air

6= 4(1 V2) R (alf crak opening) (A-3)

Vic - 1( R2 a (crack volume) (A-4)

where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, R is the crack radius, and o is the stress

normal to the plane of the crack. The crack opening strain is defined as the sum of the crack

volumes for all the cracks:

c 16( v 2)JR3 = -w (A-5)

where

ID. R. Cunan, L. Seaman, ad D. A. Shockey, "Dynmic Failure of Solids," Physics Reports 147,253-388
(March 1987).
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z IR3 and Tc = 16(1 v2)-- (A-6)

If the applied tensile stress exceeds the critical stress corresponding to KIc, the crack grows

to a new equilibrium si7z This critical stress for a penny-shaped crack is

Ocr=2 (A-7)

where Kic is the fracture toughness from linear elastic fracture mechanics. Then the crack grows to

the point at which the imposed Ae is fully taken by the change in solid strain Aes and the change in

crack opening strain A&c. That is,

AE = AEs + AEc (A-8)

The change in solid strain iL determined by the longitudinal modulus L = K + 40/3 (K and G are

the bulk and shear modluli):

AEs=A(S 02-01 (A-9)

where o is the change in the normal str from the previous state (A-i) to the current state (A-
2). The crack opening strain for J cracks per unit volume is derived using the volume of a single

crack in Eq. (A-4).

AeicZ 3E 3R P ,c (A-10)

The combination of Eqs. (A-7) through (A-1) provides the means for determning the new stress

02. and the new crack size R2..

The apparent camt modulus Lapp is obtained from the ratio 02/E2.

I, = 2 L....= -' .. (A-t 11)
C2 e2s + &2o 91+ T-t 222 L

L E l+tTe'

The preceding reldions all tepresent standard procedurm
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Now we present a relation for the fatigue growth process. The cracks grow while the
normal stress is tensile yet below the critical stress level for rapid growth. We assume that inelastic
strains are occurring at the crack tip at all stress levels. During repeated loadings, these inelastic
strains lead to gradual growth of the crack during each loading cycle. A general discussion of such
mechanisms in metals and ceramics has been given by Ritchie.2 The growth expression must be
appropriate for the finite element situation in which the strain (or stress) is being imposed in small
increments so that even a single loading cycle might be imposed in ten or more steps. Hence, the
expression should contain a term related to the strain increment size Ae or Aec. The growth also

increases in relation to the stress level a. In addition, we want an expression that will be integrable
later. Therefore, we propose the following form for the increase in crack damage TF in the

constitutivefangue model.

A-TI = gA•- (A-12)

where g and 03 are dimensionless constants and acr is from Eq. (A-7). The AiR term was added
to aid in matching this equation to Eq. (A-i) later. By using Eq. (A-2), we can relate the growth of
damage'CF to the inrease in the crack radius R:

dR F or
3TF JR2  r 3 F

Therefore,

AR 3TeR f ]•, (A-13)
3ThXJR 2 01)

Expression (A-1 3) is suitable for incorporation into a constitutive model for use in a finite element
code. Then at each cycle, the cracks in tensile orientations are grown by a small amount
proporticaal to the loading increment

The next step is to relate the parameters in Eq. (A-13) to those in Eq. (A-I) representing the
observations of pavement damage.

2 R. 0. Ritchie, 'Mechanisms of Fatigue Crack Propagation in Metals, Ceramics, and Compositcs Rol of Crack
Tip Shielding," Materials Science and Eginwering A 103, 15-28 (1988).
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A.3 Relating the Fatigue Model to Observed Damage

To relate the fatigue crack growth process to the observed pavement damage, we introduce
an alternative and commonly used fatigue damage equation. This equation is intermediate between
the pavement damage and constitutive models in its level of detail about the fracture process.

Therefore, we can relate this standard figue model to both the pavement relation and to the
constitutive model.

R= B KII (A-14)

Here B and m are constants, Kk is the fracture toughness, and KI is the stress intensity factor
according to linear elastic fa'.ture mechanics. Then KI is rclated to the stress on a penny-shaped

crack by

K( = 2a (A-15)

Equation (A-14) gives much rnore detailed inforation than Eq. (A-I) about the fatigue process
because it relates the crack growth during a single cycle to the peak stm intensity during that

loading cycle.

Our next step is to relateo Eq. (A.14) to the pave•met damage equatiou, (A-l). To do this,.
we replace KI in (A- 14) with its expreson from Eq. (A-15). Then

dR B 2 V" t 2(-6

or

dR B (Im (
aW2 K, ou N A-7

We wish to integrate Eq. (A-17) from N I to the cycle at which the cracks grow catasntrhically.

This limit occurs when the crack radius reaches Rm, which is given edhe by K K- (Eq. A-7)

or whentpreaches I in Eq. (A-2):
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Rm2 = ý(A-19)

Then we intgrate Eq. (A-17) from the initial crack size R1 to Rm and obtain

N = BRm "(I- m/2) V R 0 (A-20)

By comparing Eq. (A-20) with Eq. (A-1). we see that

m=n

and A )N ( 1- nh/2f1m - RI~mI 2  (A-21)

Thus, when we know Klc and J, we can dtertmine in and B in Eq. (A-14) from the pavement

damage relation, Eq. (A-I).

To relate the constitutive fatigue equation (A-12) to Eq. (A-14), we mplae -ck by an

expmssion in c, using Eq. (A-2) and an appoximatiom to Eq. (A-10).

C 316-(lv2 ) R3 T = (A-22)

Combining this expressian with Eq. (A-12), we obtain

'CF -= Tp E R - do --- (A-23)

Let us now integrate Eq, (A-23) over half a toading cycle from a sor of jer to m. We

obtain

2=3TF E + I) •,oc)

To understand this equatio we rewrite Ocr using Eq. (A-7) and change tho left-iand term as

follows:

2(4R-- 4-Q= 2 4 +F r (A-25)
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Wa Wasc duble the result to account for the rest of the loading cycle from the peak stress am down
wo =ero. Then Eq. (A-24) takes the form:

A R Tg T ýo KC(!)+I dR (-6
3 TF E (P + (1) N (A-26)

Because of the similarity of Eqs. (A-7) and (A-15), we can equate the stress and K factors

-- I (A-27)

Therefore, we can now compare the fatigue equation (A-14) with Eq. (A-26) and determiw th

com-rolling factors. Evidently, m = n = f + I, and

13 (A-28)
3TF E (+ 1)

Tbhe final step is mrilrlae • -a •inc constitutive tmnodel to •hoc in thcpavmwent
danmge mration. W. nk .a W.sis n using Eqs, (A-211) d (A-28).

•~~~~ 4N 0•)A q~o.-n (A-29)
Afr ROU- n/2

" Ti,• it� �a�p rsdat we can form a dirkctlationship between the parameters of the
consiutive fatigue relation and to pavement damage relation. In developing this relation4 we
presume that we can obtain values for KLk, J. E. v, Tp-, and R.

We may recast tle iifetite prediction equation to a form that iN- 0avenmilt when we know
dR/dN. Both Isboratry tests and finite lwmet calculations could naturally lead to vat.ucs of
M'~IdN. For this derivation we start with Eq. (A- 16) a modified form of the standard fatigue
model. Wc rearmang it as follows, using w a:

(k4 tN (A

Only R arnd N vary hure because B, Kin, and n amc mazczial constants and a is the peak stums
during the loading, cycle. We integrate Eq. (A-30) to obtain

N2 = NI -+B 2 _L ) -I[R12 2 - Ri01 (A-31)
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Next we replace B by its value from Eq. (A-26), using the quantities at the beginning of the

interval

n/2
N 2 = N I + ( I I-----dR1--an/2-

1 rR-"n/2 1
-N1 + (1 - n/2)(dRdN) R2 ) - k 1  (A-32)

With this equation we can predict the number of loading cycles N2 required to reach a crack radius

of R2. The only information required is the material parameters n, the crack radius RI, and the

rate (dR/dN)1.

A.4 Testing and Demonstrations of the Model

To test and verify the proposed constitutive model, we wrote a small code to exhibit

Eq. (A-13) and wrote a full constitutive model and inserted it into a finite element code. Our

calculations then showed that the same results werz obtahled by the, constitutiv, fatigue model, the

sandard fatigue model, and the pavement fatigue model.

As a first step, the small cod-e (FA7IG1) was written to contain the constitutive model and perform

simulations over a few loadiug cycles. For these tewsts it was necessary to assume a set of

pan'uneters for all dte models: thes are listed in Table A-l. These parameter values were taken

from a mixture of sources. The A, n, and f factors are a report by the Centex for Transportation

Research of the University of Texas.3 Klc, 0" R, and Tp are from a recert paper by Gnui et aL. on

high rate fractue.4 Many of the parwmters used for the constitutive fatigue madel are not required

for the other nodels, as noted in the table,. Most of these constitutive fatigue parameters can be

determined from pavement fatigue data.

3A. Taute, B. F. McCullough, and W. R. Hudson, *lmpovemnen.s to the Mnitrdas ,acterization and Faigue
Life Prediction Me, tho&t of the Texas Rigid Pavtnient Overlay Design Ptocedu." Chapter 5 of Report 249.1.
Cee=r fc- Trvisp"tioa Rewserch, , nivtrsky of Texa (March 1981).

4J. K. Grmn. L. Seamrn, and Y. Mi. Gupm, u.xpenmental and Analytical Investigation of Tensile Failure in
Concrete b- Spallation," submitted to./. Eqtg. Mech., ASCE (1991).
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Table A-1. Parameters for the Concrete Fatigue Models

Symbol Name of Parameter Value Source

-- Pavement Model - -

A Pavement fatigue coefficient 46000 Pavement data

f Stress factor 4.8 MPa Pavement data

n Stress exponent 3 Pavement data

- - Standard Model - -

B Fatigue coefficient Derived, cm Lab data

m Stress intensity exponent =n Lab data

- - Constitutive Model -

Klc Fracture toughness 2.0 MPaS Lab data

TF Fragmentation factor 4 Fit to pavement data

lo Initial crack radius 0.4 cm Aggregate size

g Growth coeflicient 0.017 R1 to pavement data

J Crack density 0.01 NoJcm 3  Fit to pavement da

b Stress exponent for growth =n - I Pavement lta
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FATIG1 acts like a constitutive relation for a finite element code in that it accepts strain

increments and provides stresses and damage. The loading was applied as a sinusoid in time, with
strain increments intended to provide stresses ranging from zero to aomx. Each loading cycle was

discretized into 10 strain increments. After several loading cycles, an average value of dR/dN was

obtained for a cycle. Computations were made for several stress levels to represent a range of

loadings. To perform simulations that would represent the fatigue process at later times, we started

some test series with the cracks at an initial radius of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 cm, etc. (but the Ro value was

always 0.4 cm). In this way we established dR/dN values for a range of radii and also for

different C/Ocr values. The results of these computations are shown in Figure A-1. Besides the

dR/dN values from the consitutive model, there are results from Eq. A-14, the standard fatigue

model. The comparison is essentially exact. Thus it appears that we have developed a constitutive

model for fatigue and Iiha it can run in a finite element code. Also the fatigue damage calculations

are is a form that c be read:.1y extended to predict lifetimes.
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Figure A-1. Comparison of Computed Crack Growth from Constitutive

Fatigue Model with Standard da/dN Fatigue Model
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10. Appendix B

Implementation of the Fatigue Model in a
Computational Subroutine

The complete constitutive relation combines the fatigue cracking processes of Appendix A
with a standard stress-strain relation for the undamaged material between the cracks. Thus, the
material appears as a two-phase composite: the intact, isotropic material plus the cracks, which
have the fatigue equations governing their appearance and growth. The current model, termed
SRI-PAVEMENT, was constructed by adding the cracking processes onto the planes of a multiple-
plane plasticity model called SHEAR3D. Below we first describe general requirements for any
computer subroutine that contains a material model; these requirements provide the fiamework
within which we generate our pavement model. Then we proceed with the specific formulation of

SRI-PAVEMENT by outlining the stress-strain relations for the matrix material and describing the
special procedures required to account for the anisotropy associated with both plastic flow and

cracking.

The subroutine containing the pavement model performs certain well-prescribed functions

during a finite element simulation. For each time step during the calculation and for each element,
the material model is called by the main program (DYNA3D here). DYNA3D provides the material
model with a strain increment tensor, the old stress tensor from the previous time step, internal

energy, and a complete description of the prior state of the material (such quantities as the amount
of crak damage, orientations of the damage). The material model updates the damage and other

state quantities and provides the new stress tensor for DYNA3D. Below we oudine the processes

that must occur on each computational time step for each element.

B.1 Pressure-Volume Relation

The intact material is assumed to be isotropic; hence, its pressure-volume and deviatoric

stress relations can be treated separately. The pressure-volume (temodynamic) equation used

here is the Mie-Orlneisen equation:

P=(Cp + Dg2 +SIL3)(I - PiL) +prE (B-i)
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where P is the pressure; C, D, and S are constants defining the hydrostatic pressure-volume curve;

p = p/po is the volumetric strain; p and po are the density at the present time and the initial density;

r is the Griineisen ratio (a dimensionless constant with values of about 2); and E is the internal

energy referenced to zero at the initial state. With this formulation, the pressure changes both for

changes in the specific volume (volumetric strain) and for changes in the internal energy (or

temperature).

B.2 Multiple-plane Procedure for Deviator Stresses

The deviatoric stress tensor is computed from an elastic relation with a Tresca plasticity

process. The plastic flow is treated on the discrete planes of the multiple-plane model. These

planes are illustrated in Figure B-1 in their usual orientation. There are nine planes oriented to give

an approximately isotropic behavior. Three planes are normal to the three coordinate directions and

six are at 45 degrees between these directions. The planes have orientations, but no specific

locations within a computational element, so there is no direct geometric interaction between the

planes. All plastic flow is assumed to occur on these planes, not homogeneously throughout the

material as in a Mises plasticity model, for example.

During the stress computation process for an element, we undertake the following steps:

a. From the imposed strain increment: (Ac] and the old stress state (Oo], we compute the

new stress state [ON], treating the strain increments as elastic. Hence, this is a standard

linear elastic procedure.

b. We transform the new stresses to normal (on) and shear stresses (t I mid 't2) on each cf

the nine planes.

c. The current yield strength is determined on each of the planes. A nonlinear, tabular

work-hardening and thermal softening process is provided.

d. We compute the plastic shear strains on each of the planes, using a stress-relaxation

algorithm.

e. From the known plastic strains on each plane, we compute the plastic strain inmcement

tensor [(P].

f. We recompute the stress tensor (a], taking the elastic strain increments as i'le imposed

strain increments minus the plastic strain increments [Ac] - (AsP].
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Figure B-1. Relative Locations of the Initial Orientations of the Fatigue
SDamage Planes with Respect to the Coordinate Directions
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The foregoing procedure would be a complete solution in the standard isotropic treatment of stress

relaxation. However, in the current context there are many planes that may absorb plastic strain

independently. These multiple planes interact such that they may absorb too much plastic strain (so

the elastic strain is misrepresented) or absorb too little. To provide for this interaction of the

planes, we proceed through the foregoing steps many times and allow for only a small amount of

stress relaxation on any step. The iteration and convergence procedure used is designed to provide

for high fidelity to the intended stress-strain relations and also to provide relatively rapid solution

even for large strain increments.

After the computation of the new stress state, we update the orientations of the planes. The

orientation of each plane is given by 0, the angle from the X-direction in the X-Y plane, and 4), the

angle from the Z-direction toward the X-Y plane. Rigid body rotation and shearing cause changes

in these angles.

B.3 Incorporation of the Fatigue Cracking Process

Fatigue cracks and the fatigue cracking processes occur on all the planes of the model.
During initialization of the material model, each plane is given its orientation and initial size

distribution of flaws. The main program provides for about 65 extra variables for each element to

store the special infonmation required on the cracking processes.

At each time step normal and shearing stresses are computed for each of the planes (as
noted in the second step above). When the normal surmss is tensile on a plane, crack opening and

shearing computations are made according to Eq. (A-5) of Appendix A. These crack strains arc
accounted for in determining the stress state. Then crack growth computations are made for each

plane, follow•ng Eq. (A-13) of Appendix A.

B.4 Plan of the SRI-PAVEMENT Subroutine and the Connection
to DYNA3D

SRI-PAVEMENT was designed as a standard material model for use in DYNA3D;

however, it imposed some special requirements. DYNA3D stores all its variables in large

COMMON arrays and SRI-PAVEMENT passes all variables through the CALL statement and has
no COMMON. To account for this difference in basic storage strategy, a special DYNA3D
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routine, F3DM60, was written to call SRI-PAVEMENT and make the storage transfors. The

normal amount of element variable storage was extended to permit the large amount of special

variables used with SRI-PAVEMENT. The connection to DYNA3D was made in such a way that

"all the variables are available for plotting by the post-processor. No attempt was made to vectorize

SRI-PAVEMENT and we have not yet attempted to provide for restarting, but we have planned for

that possibility.

SRI-PAVEMENT consists of one main subroutine and an auxiliary subroutine RESOLV.

RESOLV is called at several points in SRI-PAVEMENT to transform the stress tensor to determine

the normal and shearing stresses on each plane and to construct the plastic strain tensor from the

plastic deformations on each plane.

Because of the complexity of the multiple-plane plasticity model, a large testing program

was undertaken to verify its operations. First, we performed one-element computations. We

imposed shears or rotations and monitored the rotations of the planes as computed by the model.

These tests were imposed in several orientations and verified that appropriate symmetry in the X-,

Y-, and Z-directions resulted. Then we applied uniaxial loading and unloading and verified that the

computed normals and shears were correct on each plane and that the overall stress tensor was

correct. We performed calculations with the model to match simulations that had previously been

made with a two-dimensional version of the model and these agreed satisfactorily.

Following verification of the model in a one-element mode, we inserted SRI-PAVEMENT

into DYNA3D. A new debugging procedure was inserted into all the subroutines so that we can

monitor desired variables during a normal computation. We rnnsforned to single precision (32-

bit, to match the DYNA format), which required a special effort because some of the processes in

SRI-PAVEMENT are very sensitive to the precision employed. Finally, we tested SRI-

PAVEMENT in DYNA3D by simulating a fatigue test computation and comparing the result with

an evaluation using the standard dR/dN fatigue model.

In all these tests the pavenmnt fatigue model performed accurately, so it appears to be

ready for pavement simulations.
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11. Appendix C

A Model for Rutting of Airport Pavements

A preliminary model for the rutting process in airport pavements has been developed based

primarily on the data of Monismith et al.1 and Sousa2 on selected asphalt concretes. Here we

outline the data a-vJable, the requirements that they make for a model, and the nature of the model

proposed. Then we begin to exercise the model to exhibit its characteristics and indicate to what

extent the model matches the asphalt data.

CA Data on Rutting

Asphalt concrete appears to have a very complex response to loading so that even the

development of a first-order model is difficult. Because of the complexity of the material,

traditional tests are often not sufficient to delineate the important response characteristics. New

types of tests are being developed at the Institute of TransportadoL. Studies in Berkeley under the

general direction of C, L. Monismith. The results of these tests are making it possib - tr gnerate a

model that r-ai descmibe much of the special behavior of asphalt conet

Some of the special features of the data provided by Monismith et aL 1 and Sto 2 ar

a. Axial Loading (unconfined compression tests). Triaxial tests with stresses to about

85 psi (0.6 MPa) were conducted at loading rates of 0.02/s, 0.002/s, and 0.0002/s.

These data are given in Figure 66, page 117 of Ref. 1. Here in Figure C-I they are

replotted as axial stress versus axial strain for our convenience in understanding the

data. The resulting Young's moduli were 263. 105. and 48 MPa and the shear moduli

(G- - E/3) were 88, 35, and 16 Ma. These. results indicate a viscoelastic type of

behavior.

1 C. L. Monisith, It. . Hicks. and F. N. Finn, "Prfomance Relad Testing and Measuring or Asphalt-
Aggegagt Interacionsand Mixtures, Quantedy Report QR-UCB-A-O03A-91-1 of the Insditute of
Tr4%pxwm Studsý, Asphak Researc Progrm. Unierusty of Calomia at Beukely. Richmovd, C& ifomia
94804 (Apil 1991.

Jorge Sousa. U. C. Berkeky. pivate cmamunicaxion to L Seaman aw SRI. April 1991.
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Figure C-I. Axial Stress-Strain Curves from Triaxial Tests at Three

Loading Rates on Asphalt Pavement. From Monismith et al., page 117.
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b. Axial stress developed under shear strain. Shear strain was imposed on

cylindrical specimens with a constri.ined height for strain rates of 0.02/s, 0.002/s, and

0.0002/s. We have replotted this graph from the data in Figure C-2, page 117 of Ref.

1, using axial stress in MPa and shear strain (instead of straiw squared) to assist our

intuition in understanding the phenomena (Figure C-2). The resulting dilatant moduli

(Djs) were 69.0 MPa, 23.0 MIa, and 11.0 MPa. The plot of axial stress versus shear

stress (page 62 of Ref. 1, and Figure C-3 here) shows a very large hysteresis loop,

indicating rate-dependent processes in the shearing behavior, in dilatancy, or in both.

c. Permanent deformation as a function of time or cycles. The permanent

axial strain appears to grow as the square root of the number of cycles, with a strong

dependence on the mix and the void content. (page 51 of Ref. 1, and Fig-tire C-4 here).

This measurement of pemment deformation may be the most significant for rutting

because it, like rutting, refers to a permanent change in the. material state, not a transient

one.

d. Creep Modulus. The creep modulus (a/I) as a function of time appers to dezmvase

as the square root of dine, The rates depend on the mix and void content (page 55 of

Ref. 1),

We can surmmurize t reim uiren=,ts under three headings:

1. Viscoplasticity, or time-ependent perrnmtent deforuration. This aspect especially leads

to the obe~vcd rutting.

2. Viscoclasticity, or ttne-dependent stiffness. The variation of stiffness with loading rate

is very significant and must be include4 in the modeling.

3. Dilatancy, or ineawse in prem.=re with shearing strain. The stresses associatcd with

dilatny are comparable to thos from other sources.

All ,hrme aspets of the data are represented in the proposed model.

C.2 Model Development

We propose an isotropic model for the asphalt concrete, which would separate the

deviatoric and volumetric responses of the material. The deviatouic stresses in the nxodel arc

affected by both viscoelastic and viscoplasfic emhavior, and the pressure is provided by dilatant and

viscoclastic behavior.
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C.2.1 Deviator Stress Model/

idor the computation of the deviator stresses, we propose the following standard relation:

do-= 3G(tFE - 4-C I- + H(t) (C-1)

whee G and H ar.; time-va'ying functions derived from viscoelasticky, dldt is the imposed strain

rýi:e, and &P/dt ic the plastic strain rate. Here we are using a and e as the equivalent stress and

strain. W-. plan to us, the multiple-variable linear viscoelastic model described in Appendix D to

represent the viscoelastic beha-,-ior. In this case we derive Eq. (C-1) by differentiating Eq. (D-30)

of Appendix D with respect to time and recognize that the strain rate, in that appendix is the elastic

strain rate, deE/dt = dE/dt - deP/dt. Then the G and 1 functions aye

I

G(t) Go + XGm e-Omt/Atm (C-2)
m=1

and

-- H (V) M. 0J • / (C-3)
tn=l

where Gm and gm are tht spring z-d d4shpot factors for the mn Maxwell ec. ment in the multiple-

variable viscoelastic model. The cmo values m'stbe updated at each step using Eq. (C-29). The

plastic strain rate is givei by Eq. (8) in the main text:

di- = (C-4)

Here ni is a material cozistant (between I and 2) and k is a function o, plt tic strain. From our

initial review of the dam- from Sousa,2 it appears that n ft 2 and that k should be a linear function of

the plastic stain (i. e., not a constant):

k = ko + kleP &C-5)

where ko and kI me constants with dimensions like MPaýs.
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C.2.2 Pressure Model

The pressure model is formulated as a simplified Mie-Graneisen model:

P = Kg + rpmE (C-6)

where ga = P/Poi - 1, the compressive strain. K is the bulk modulus, F is the Grilneisen ratio, E is
the internal energy, and pso is the initial density. p is the current density and poi is a density

representing the current porosity. We propose that, as shearing occurs, the aggregates roll over
each other, causing dilation and changes in porosity and Poi. The following relation may fit the

data

AEd =- oiD AF (C-7)
Poi

where ed is a newly defined strain quantity associated with the dilatation, D is a dilatant modulus,
and AF is a change in the total shear strain vector on a plane in the material. We are visualizing
that F" is a vector representing (on any plane) how 'ar the material has been distorted from its zero-

distortion position. As the shearing strain is applied, this vector is modified to account for the

current amount of distortion. The length of the vector is proportional to the amount of stress that is
generated normal to this plane by dilatancy. If the shearing strain reverses direction, then the
vector may return to zero and the normal stress will also reduce to zero. This general description

of the normal stress that arises with the imposition of shear strain appears to agree qualitatively

with the data from confined shearing tests. However, those data also show significant time-
dependent and dissipative effects. Therefore, we propose using a viscoelastic model as an

"extension of Eq. (C-7). The expressions are then

Ed = Edo + D(t)AF - F(t) (C-8)

where D(t) and F(t) have definitions similar to those for G(t) and H(t) in Eqs. (C-2) and (C-3).
The strain vector quantity AF will be computed on each plane of the multiple-plane plasticity

model Finally, the plastic strains are assigned to the planes on which they occur so that we will

know the orientation of the pemmanent deformation as well as the magnitude.

The foregoing expressions for the deviatoric and pressure response to strain loadings

completely define the model behavior.
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C.3 Construction of the Material Model Subroutine for Rutting

A preliminary form of the preceding model was written into a computational subroutine. In

most cases the viscoplastic and viscoelastic portions were run separately. The viscoelastic

behavior was treated by the standard linear viscoelastic model, not the multiple-variable viscoelastic

model.

We intend to incorporate the viscoelastic, dilatant, and viscoplastic processes into the

multiple-plane plasticity model used for the fatigue modeling. The multiple-plane treatment is

necessary to represent the dilatant modeling approach outlined above. Eventually we will integrate

the rutting and fatigue processes into a single model.

C.4 Response of the Rutting Model to Loadings

The following simulations are intended to illustrate the expected model behavior

qualitatively, but not quantitatively. Truly quantitative comparisons must await construction of the

fully three-dimensional subroutine with all model features combined.

In examining the response of the model, we want to illustrate the functioning of each aspect

of the model. The first comparisons are for the axial stress as a function of axial strain in triaxial

experiments (Figure C-i above). Figure C-5 shows the computed results for the three testing rates

shown. The computed results have approximately the correct slopes for the high and low rates,

but not for the intermediate rate. This result suggests that we need to adjust the viscosity in the

dashpot element. There is clearly a break in the low rate loading curve around 0.16 MPa, which

this is caused by the step size we used in these computations. To make a more complete fit to the

axial loading data, we need to have stress-strain data for a full loading cycle: then we can better

represent the hysteresis loop (hence, the dissipation) that is occurring.

The dilatant behavior shown in Figure C-2 is one of the most interesting aspects of the

pavement response. The axial stress rises as shear loadiig is applied to specimens, and the dilatant

response is very rate-dependent. Figure C-6 shows the results of short simulations of shearing in

the model at the three loading rates. The high and low rate simulations match fairly well, but not

the one at the middle rate. This response can be adjusted somewhat by altering the viscosity of the
dashpot in the model, but mainly the model does not have the flexibility to represent the correct

amount of damping as well as the great range of stiffnesses seen in Figure C-2.
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Full cycles of dilatancy caused by shearing are shown in Figure C-3 (Figure 40 on page 62

of Ref. 1). According to Sousa,2 loading takes the lower curve of the Figure 4-4 shape in each

case. We were able to mntch this data fairly well using the viscoelastic shearing parameters

required for Figure C-5, but we made the dilatancy essentially elastic. The resulting figure

(starting the plot after the first third of the first loading cycle) is shown in Figure C-7. Clearly this

curve has about the right amplitudes and directions and the hysteresis loop is about right. Hence,

this unusual hysteretic behavior can be represented by the combination of dilatant and viscoelastic

behaviors.

The viscoplastic behavior of the model is compared with the data in Figure 5-4 of the main

text. Again the correspondence is satisfactory.
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12. Appendix D

Analysis and Implementation of the Multiple-Variable
Linear Viscoelastic Model

D.1 Introduction

In the following discussion we derive general solutions for a multiple-variable linear

viscoelastic model. We begin with a standard linear viscoelastic model (one spring in parallel with

a Maxwell element - the Maxwell element has a spring and dashpot in series). Then we add more

Maxwell elements in parallel to obtain the general behavior required to fit material data. The nature

of the model and the model parameters are shown in Figure D- 1. The G's are the spring
stiffnesses (representing shear moduli) and the s.'S are the dazhpot response factor.

The stress analyses for the viscoelastic model must be performed on the full stress and

strain tensors. Hence, we are establishing the shear modulus G that must be used in the

relationship

However, in the derivation below, we will use only the invariants 6 and 'and not the full tensors.

U2 = 1/2 olf j oya and P - 2/3 Eq Eý (D-2)

Because the numerical coefficients differ in these two definitions, the barred quantities are related

as

U= 3GiF 0

instead of as in Eq. (D- 1). In the following derivation we use these invariants only and drop the

bars on the stress and strains.

During loading, a strain is imposed across the element from left to right and this total strain
is felt by all the elements. Within each Maxwell element, the strain is separated into spring and
dashpot components, such that the sum equals the total imposed strain:

E Eg ++ Epm (D-4)
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where this relation refers to the mth Maxwell element. The stress on the spring elements are given

by am = 3Gm Egm and on the dashpot elements by

SmPxnf(D-5)a•m = 34•m dru (-5

For equilibrium, the stresses on the spring and dashpot of each element must be equal. The

stress o on the total model is simply the sum of the component stresses.

D.2 Response to Sinusoidal Loading

Insight can be gained into the behavior of the model by subjecting it to sinusoidal loading.

Here we impose strains in the form of a sine function and compute the stresses. From these we

obtain the apparent stiffness and phase lag as a function of the loading frequency.

The loading is given by

E = Eo sinot 0

and we require that each component of the strains be also sinusoidal:

esm = Bgm sino)t + Cgm CO.mt "(D-7)

EPM = Bpm sinot + Cim cosom (D-8)

The overall strain is then

C ~m +(BM (gin + Bp m) sino)t +(Cgm + Cpmcoswkt (D-9)

Comparing Eq. (D-9) with Eq. (D-6). we see that

BsM + B = o ((D- IOa)

and

Cgm +Cw=0O (D-10b)

Next we differeniate Epm with respect time to compute the srs on the dashpot
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de = €OB, coscot - (oCpm sinot (1-11)

and use the equality of the stress on the spring and dashpot to obtain the following relations:

GmBgm = -fmO)CILm (D-12a)

and

GmCgm = pnmoBim (D-12b)

Combining Eqs. (D-12a) and (D-10b), we find that

Bgm G Cgm ()-13)

When we use Eqs. (D-10a) and (D-I2b) with this result, we obtain:

Bgm = 2 (D-14)
+TI

where

1M G (D)-15)

With Bgm known in tens of c•o and Tm. we can now detmin the other strain coefficients.wC& 1 E! BW4=•---E9 , and Cil--- -m -(16
Ig~ + 12 1+ m 11 +÷q22 2 ' -(1-16)

The strawns in the springs and dashpots are

EgM En I [TI 2 sio),t + thm COSO)t] (D1)7)I lI+ 2
1 m

ED2 (D- 18)

dEUM (O' [1m SiIMt + COS(Oit] (D- 19)

5+TIM
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From the strains we can compute the stresses on each MaxweUl element and hence the stress
on Wiie entire assemblage:

i '•3Gmi M2• 3Gml~m

a=3G~eo sincot + e0 sino +~ Co Coi2  (D-20)inoty + T12 2m=l m=l

This sinusoidal siress is the basic solution to the problem of sinusoidal loadig on multiple-
variable linear viscoelastic model.

With the stress solution available, we can now determine the apparent stiffness and phase
lag as a function of the loading frequency. The apparent stiffness on the stress-strain path is given

by

Ida daldt 13ýGm 3GmD m3G =o = 3G0+ tancot (D-21)de dE/dt 2 2ti

m=l M=l

This stiffness goes through a local maximum at cwt = 0, providing us with the required apparent

stiffness:

+ 2

m=l

Our next step is to deteminie the apparent phase lag. We begin this analysis by writing the
stress in the following form:

a = ao sin (cot + 0) = 0 o cosO (sincot + tanO cos(ot) (D-23)

When we compare this equation with Eq. (D-20), we can evaluate tanO.
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I

tanO =r (D-24)

GO++ 2

m=1

From Eq. (D-22) it appears that the stiffness variation with frequency is a direct
superposition of the stifftesses from the Go spring and te Maxwell elements. The phase lag

given by Eq. (D-24) is not simply related to the g and G values.

D.3 Exact Incremental Solution

The stress resulting from the application of a linearly varying strain can be obtained exactly

for the multiple-variable linear viscoelastic model. This solution is the basis for the stress-
relaxation and creep solutions that are presented later in this discussion and for the general

implementation of the model into computer programs.

To obain the solution for the stress in the rodel, we van concentratc on the stre.ss in any of
th, Maxwell elements bcmause they each operate separately. The two basic equations governin,

each element are

n= 3Gmg= 3p (25)

and

C = Egm + ejm (D-26)

For the coputaimon let the strain change linearly in tinme:

E = eo + at PD-27)

Then the basic differential equation is obtained by combining the preceding fire, equalions

and eliminating cgm.

""+ E + "•O at (D-28)
11M Pm 1 53
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To solve the preceding differential equation, we multiply by exp(Gmt/gm) and then
integrate. The resulting strain at the end of the time interval is

Ge~p 1  G . JA G~ tC GmAteiz~e~noxp(Gýt)+o[ Gm AtA11(

We have replaced a with Az/At from Eq. (D-27), noting that As is a change in the equivalent

strain and not obtainable directly from the components. We derive As later from the stress
relationship. Next, we use Eq. (D-26) to obtain the elastic component of strain, egm. Multiplying

this strain by 3Gm gives the resulting stress at the end of the time interval.

cm = omo exp(- GmAt) + L[ exp( GmAt (D-2

We can now expand this result to obtain the solution for the total stress on the assemblage of

elenmts:

CY = (ou + X;amo Xm + 3GoAt + 3f J m(I - Xm) (DX-30)
m=l m,=l

where 0o0 is the stress in the Go spring at the beginning of the interval, and

Xm = ex 6I-At) (D-31)

and the am values axt updated at each time step using Eq. (D-29).

D.4 Stress Relaxation Solution

When a strain is applied and then held without a change in the subsequent deformation, we
have a stress-relaxation problem. A useful case to consider is one in which the strain is applied

instantaneously and th,- held. For the instantaneous application of pressure, the stess reached in

each spring is simply

c mo= 3Gm eo m=Otol

and the total str4s is
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I
(;o 2- 3Eo m•Gm (D)-32)

m=O0

Then the stress-relaxation solution can be obtained from Eq. (D-30).

I

Y = aOO + IGmo Xm (D-33a)
M--1

When we nondimensionalize this result using ao, we obtain

I
Go+ ZGmXm

a m (D-33b)
00 1

YGm
m=O

D.5 Creep and Defined Stress Cases

The creep solution is obtained by requiring that the stresses remain constant and allowing
the strain to change. For the defimed stress case, the stress changes by a prescribed amount, so a

is known. To proceed we rewrite Eq. (D-30) in the following way:

II AC I

o = CO- mo (1- Xm) + 3G( Ae + 3 Xt Igm(I - Xm) (D-34)
m=1lem=l

where we may let o = co for the creep case, or give a the new value. When we choose the time
step At, the only remaining unknown is ,e. Hence, we can use Eq. (D-34) to solve for Ae.

I
o-ao + 11mo(l-Xm)

m=l(13)

3 Go A-jim(l-Xm)

The initial values of the ano are given by the equation preceding (D-32), and these must be
updated after each time interval using Eq. (D-29). With Eq. (D-35) we can construct a creep
relaxation curve for appropriate time intervals for this model. We can also determine the stresses

for a case in which the stress history is defined.
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D.6 Extension to Three Dimensions

To extend into three dimensions, we can consider either that Eq. (D-30) pertains to the

equivalent quantities or to the individual stress and strain components. Let us consider first the

Maxwell model for the individual stress components.

=i Sij00 +2G0 As' + (m =0)

Ae.
+ ISijmo Xm + Ae'ý 1g~ XM) (m = 1 to 1) (-6)

where S is a deviator stress. Here Sijno is a stored quantity. For example, for a three-dimensional

situation and four Maxwell models, 24 stored quantities would be required for each material

element. To minimize the amount of storage, let us consider the possibility of not storing Sijmo,

but only amo, and presume that all these Sijmo components are proportional both to amo and to

Sijo as follows:

Sijmo ='•o Sijo (D-37)

Here we develop both the approximate procedure using the assumption in Eq. (D-37) and the exact

form based on Eq. (D-36). Then later we include some comparison computations that indicate the

level of error expected based on using Eq. (D-37). In the approximate form we have available the

equivalent stresses for each Maxwell model (amo) and the old deviator stress tensor (Sj 0). Now

we undertake a few steps to eliminate Sijoo and Sijoo from the expression for Sij. We note that

I
Sijo = Sijoo + =Sijmo (D-38)

and then we can rewrite Eq. (D-36) as

I
SUJ Sijo- 2;Siro + 2GoACefj+

r.=l

+ 2;Simo Xm + 2M tjm(l - Xm)
m=l l

or, using Eq. (D-37),
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Sij Sijo 0. Y,'amo(l Xm) + 2Go Aelj +2-At" Xm(1 - Xm)I ° M-- I I m=l

or, defining some new scalar quantities for the nontensor terms,

Sij = B Sijo + 2 Ae f (D-39)

where

Am3Go + • - Lm (1-Xm) (D-40a)

and

IB =1 -•-- Oo(l - Xrn) (D-40b)

In Eq. (D-39) we have a complete definition for the deviator stress tensor based on the properties

of the Maxwell models, the old deviator stress tensor, the deviator strain increment tensor, and the
stored Maxwell equivalent stresses. These Maxwell equivalent stresses are updated at each loading
increment using Eq. (D-29).

With the foregoing definitions, the equivalent stress computation becomes

a =B Yo+AAe (D-41)

With this method we can compute the individual stress components while fully accounting for the

individual strain components. The steps include (1) determination of the A and B quantities, (2)
computation of Sij from Eq. (D-39), and formation of the equivalent quantities a from Eq. (D-2)

and Ae from

A -E Ba (D-42)
- A

In addition, we use Eq. (D-29) to solve for the individual equivalent stresses on the Maxwell

components.

The final step is to examine the error made based on the assumption in Eq. (D-37). For

this examination we constructed two computer subroutines: the first contained the analyses based
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on the equivalent stress approach in Eqs. (D-40) through (D-42) and using the assumption in

Eq. (D-37), and the second used Eq. (D-36) and stored all the necessary Maxwell stress quantities.

Two computations were made with each subroutine: a simple compressive load and unload case,

and a loading in compression, shearing load, and unloading from compression. The loading rate

was in the midst of the range used by Sousa (0.002 per second) and therefore also in the region of

maximum dissipation of the fitted viscoelastic model.

The results for the load-unload case were identical, showing that any proportional loading

situation is treated exactly with the assumption in Eq. (D-37). The axial stresses and shear str ,sses

for the second computation are shown as a function of time in Figure D-2. The differences are

only slightly discernible toward the end of the shearing period and become more important during

the subsequent unloading.

On the basis of the foregoing computational exercise, we decided to use the equivalent

stress approximation in Eq. (D-37) for all subsequent computations.

D.7 Fitting the Model Parameters to. Data

The required data for the model are the curve of stiffness versus circular frequency and a

similar curve of tangent versus frequency. With these data available, we can proceed with the

following steps to determine the Gm and gtm values for the model.

1. Draw the intended stiffness curve versus the circular frequency.

2. Cut the curve into small segments, using smaller segments at the low frequency end.

Each segment corresponds to a Maxwell element. We expect that the loss tangent is

proportional to the Gm of the individual Maxwell elements, so the foregoing procedure

provides for a low loss tangent throughout.

3. Determine the G values from the differences between the stiffnesses at the right and left

ends of the segments along the G curve. For example, at the low frequency end, G =

Go, the first stiffness parameter. For the mth interval,

Gm =AG = Gm,high - Gmjow

4. Determine the mid-height point of the mth interval of the curve: this is the central

frequency for the mth Maxwell model. Here rim = 1, so gm = Gm/Co.
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Viscoelastic Model
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This procedure provides a good first estimate of all the model parameters. Next, the G and tanO

values from Eqs. (D-22) and (D-24) should be evaluated over the range of frequencies of interest
to verify the expected stiffness and lag variations.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

With the increased traffic of current air-aft and larger and heavier aircraft likely to be

introduced in the near future, the performance demands on existing airport pavements will be

significantly higher than those envisioned a few decades ago. The maintenance and repair of the

existing pavements and potential new designs in future must take full advantage of advanced

theories on the subject. At present, several advanced concepts are available in the general field of

structural mechanics which ame not fully exploited for the pavement analysis. There are several

reasons for the current state of art in the pavement being not on a par with modem developments in

structural mechanics. One of the reasons is that the airport pavement structures were there long

before the advanced computer models/concepts emerged. A large amount of work had already

been expended in testing and empirical correlations of the test data. A primary reason, however, is

due to the fact that no systematic investigations have been carried out on the validity and

applicability of the advanced structural mechanics concepts to the pavement structure. Such

investigations form a major part of the research being initiated by VNTSC/FAA, with the ultimate

aim of synthesizing into an advanced unified treatment of all types of pavements. This report

presents ideal charactcristics of the structural and material modelling for pavement and deals

specifically in an approach for three-dimensional stress analysis of the pavement structure.
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2. Ideal Requirements of Advanced Unified
Treatment for FAA Pavements

The requirements for an advanced unified treatment of FAA pavement can be arrnged into

three groups: general, structural modelling, and material modelling.

2.1 General

a. All types of pavements (rigid, flexible, semi-rigid, etc.) should be handleable under the

single unified approach.

b. The approach should be usable as an expert system by practicing and other engineers in

the pavement industry.

c. The numerical results should be meaningful for application into practical situations and
must result in improved predictions and cost benefits.

d. The approach should be usable for analytic predictions of pavement repairs
performance and for new designs with alternate materials. The approach should handle
multiple and increased wheel loads of future.

2.2 Structural Modelling Requirements

a. The structural model should unify and "cover" Westergaard [1], Burmister [2], Pickett

and Ray [3], and other models.

b. The structural model should reproduce the U dimensional state of stress and strain in
the pavement. The threedimenslonal stress analysis will be required because the
pavement structure seldom behaves as a simple beam or plate. The model should be

capable of predicting both lobal and oca behavior. The local behavior of interest is at

joints, cracks, etc.

c. The model should be capable of taking into account the property variations due to

layering of different materials in the pavement and in the supporting soil. Hence, the

material property variations in the cross section (transverse and depth wise) are
important in the analytic model Regarding the longitudinal direction, it may be
reasonable to assume material properties to be constant for reasons presented later.
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d. The structural model should be capable of rpresentng stress singularities and should

lead to a computationally efficient nonlinear analysis. Singularities exist at the bottom
edges of the pavement in contact with soil. Nonlinearity is in the material constituaive

relationships. Geometric nonlinearity is not severe and can be neglected.

2.3 Material Modelling Requirements

a. The material model should be based on advanced constitutive laws relevant to pavement

and geotechnical materials. The model should account for "moduli" variations on three-
dimensional state of stress, observed in tests. The constitutive laws should be

applicable for cyclic loading and unloading.

b. The model should identify failure or yield criteria for the pavement materials. These
criteria must be capable of predicting pavement damage and failure modes commonly
ovserved in pavements (rutting, fatigue cracking, thermal cracking, spalling, stripping,

weathering and ravelling, corrugations and pumping, shrinkage and debonding, etc.).

c. Ideally, the material model should integrate constitutive relationships and failures into a
simgle set of equations or laws. This may facilitate unification of many failure
mechanisms referred to above, into a single damage assessment model.
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3. Review

A large number of structural models exist for the analysis of pavement systems. A brief

review of the literature is presented here. The literature can be classified into the following groups:

1. Rigid Slab Systems

2. Layered Systems

3. Discrete Models

4. Finite Element Models

5. Mixed Models.

3.1 Rigid Slab Systems

The classical work by Westergaard [I] idealizes the slab as a plate on Winkler foundation.

For rectangular slabs with constant thickness, this yields closed-form solutions for central, edge

and comer loads. Pickett and Ray [2] extended this work for the preparation of influence charts

and treated the subgrade as an elastic half space,

a. Due to the fact that oz condition at the top sw.rface is not satisfic, (although equilibrium

in the z-direction i5 satisfied in the plate model), the plate idealization will not yield
correct stress distribution in the vicinity of the loaded zone.

b. Variations of pompertis with depth in pavement slab aid subg&ade layers are not

accounted for in the rigid slab systetm

c. Vokld, partial contact and joint discontinuities cannot be included in the rigid slab

model.

3.2 Layered Systems

Burrmister 13) presented solutions for axisyrmetxic multilayered elastic body. Each layer

extends to infinity in the hoizontal plane, and the bottom layer is a half space. Cheron rewsearch
company developed a code for five layers. Other codes such as ELSYM5 and VESYS extended

the work to muhiloads and viscoelastic laym, BISAR is another code written in Holland for a

lay)rd system.
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a. Lack of finite boundaries is a fundamental drawback of ihe layered system approach.
These solutions are not applicable for loads near slab edges and joints.

b. Same as in step Ic applied here in regard to voids, etc.

3.3 Discrete Models

Newmark [4] and later Hudson and Matiotk idealized the slab as made up of deformable

hinges, springs and some rigid links. The subgrade is ideaiized as a Winkler foundation. Later
models [5-6] considered the subgrade as a half space, It is not easy to estimate the parameters such

as the spring stiffhezs in these models. It is not based on rigorous three-dimensional principles of

continuum mechanics.

3.4 Finite Element Models

A number of FE models have appeared in literature. Some of them have recast rigid slab
systems described above into standard FE routines, using standard plate elements. Likewise,
axisymmetric layered systems have been treated by FE routines. Plane strain and prismatic type

elements have also been used. A three-dimensional FE solution has also been attempted using a

standard element.

Among the FE works Tabatabair's and Barenberg's ILLI-SLAB code (7] deserves

discussion. In this, the slab is treated as a two-layered plate with rectangular elements, supported

on Winkler's foundation. Dowel joints are represented by beam elements and keyed joints by
vertical springs. This permits determination of load transfer chaiacteristins and overcomes parts of
the shortcoming referred to in step Ic. Unfortunately, the model is not adequate for voids or

partial contact due to Winkder foundation idealization.

The shortcomings in the lLL!-SLAB are overcome in another FE solution by Huang and
Wang [8] to some extent by including the effects of curling and voids but sacrificing accuracy in

the slab modelling. As a result, the solution cannot model cracks and joints in the slab adequately.

Prismatic models which retain constant two-dimensional shape are possible but are not
adequate for representing joints and transverse cracks. They also do not adequately satisfy the ;,

condition at the top surface.
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A direct three-dimensional FE analysis was attempted by Wilson [9] as long ago as 1969.
Due to lack of efficient computers and computational algorithms, and the enormous amount of
labor involved in those days, no useful results were obtained from his model.

Direct FE analysis using the displacement approach can be carried out by several existing

general purpose commercial codes such as NISA, NASTRAN, MARC, ANSYS, ADINA and
ABACUS and others. Some of the codes such as NISA have the advantage of being available on a
PC and have excellent color graphics for post processing the data. However, to date only one
commercial code (NISA) has been applied to the pavement problem, and excellent results have
been obtained by Steve Kokkins [10]. The disadvantage of the commercial codes is that the source
code tends to be proprietary, and manipulation of the program for specific requirements (change of

solution algorithms) requires cooperation and permission of the code originator.

3.5 Mixed Models

In recent times, some authors attempted to combine different models previously refened to
(steps 1 to 4) into a single code with the objective of removing deficiencies in individual models.
Discrete model with multilayer model and even two different FE codes have been combined for the
pavement system. For example, Saxena (I1] used a mixed approach with discrete element model

for the slab and Boussinesq's classical solution for the subgrade. Voids, partial contact and
curling are not accounted for in the mixed model. Likewise, Huang [12] combined his previous
FE slab model [Huang [12] and Wang [8] with Boussinesq's subgrade. As before, the mixed
model is still inadequate for joints in the slab.

Majidzadeh [13] combined the 1LU-SLAB aodel with Huangs model [12] and attempted
to develop a design oriented genral purpose code. A deficiency in Majidzadeh's approach is lack
of explicit formulations, since his method relied heavily on previously developed codes by other
authors.

Numerical methods such as the boundary element method, or integral equation technique
seem to provide alternate approaches for the three-dimensional stress analysis, but no direct
applications to pavement systems have been made to date.
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4. Proposed Structural Model

4.1 Local Analysis

The proposed structural model for local analysis is the three-dimensional brick element for
pavement, beam elements for bars in doweled joints, vertical springs for keyed joints, etc. The
three-dimensional solid brick is the standard eight-corner noded element [14] with linear

displacement field (Figure 4-1).

-=-• i "iY

1

W = Wl ,

where, (u{), (vi). (wi) aie nodal displacements and ýq is the shape function defined by

- '1= (1- x/a)(l- y/b)(1- z/c) (1.1)

and companion expressions for V2 to V3.

The resulting stiffness matrix is 24 x 24 in size. For the linear elastic case, the stiffness

matrix can be explicitly derived by minimizing the strain energy expression with respect to the

nodal variables. The strain energy expression is

cba

000 
(2)
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Figure 4-1. Eight-Noded Solid Brick Element
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Here

I k, g - Lame's constants

e = volumetric strain = sum of extensional swains = ex + ey + ez
ex = •U/•

SI
ey ffi aV/"Oy (2.1)

ez = •W/az

Th¢ shear strain components are given by

% = +,aV/ x
7yz = •}V•gz+•)'•7"dy (2.2)

•'xz = bUZz +•W/•x

Substitution of expression (I) into (2.1) md (2.2) and finally in Equation (2) gives:

fll =I{8}T[K] {8}

r
where {8}T = {ul, Vl, wl, ... , us, v8, w8} and [K] is the stiffness matrix. The inmgradons

involved in the evaluation of [K] have been performed exactly, and [K] can b• evaluated explidtly
in te.cms of the clement dimeztsions a, b, c and material const,•ts •, and

The three-dimensional solid brick element together with other standard s•ructm'al elements

in'o'
such as beam or bar, is sufficient to give detailed stress distribution j mrs (Figure 4-2), etc.

Nonlincarkies in constitutive •uations due to stress dependent moduli can also be accounted

through an iteration. Elastoplastic analysis can be performed using special algorithms, as
I discussed by Zie, nkiewicz [ 14]

S 4.2 Global Analysis

The overall response of pave.za•t under multiple loads can of course be obtained using the

•.a•-dimea•sional solid element presented in the previous sections. In fact, this is the approach

followed by Ioannide, s and coworke, rs [15], and also Kokkins [I0], who employed the N'ISA

c•• code. A disadvantage of such an approach is the large number of degrees-of-fl•te, dom

involved, and the resulting computer time. In view of the anticipated developments in high s•ed
I high capaciv! workstations and PCs in th• next de, c, ad•, the compum" fiu• may no• be a serious
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consideration in future. Still, a large number of parametric trade studies will be required in the
development of advanced unified treatment of pavements. Therefore, it appears desirable to
develop an alternate fast converging solution methodology for the global response of pavements.

The method proposed here is intended for this purpose. It will also form a check on the
solutions developed by the standard three-dimensional solid brick element.

4.2.1 Integral Transform Approach

Figure 4-3 shows the cross section and the coordinate axes for the multilayer pavement
structure. The proposed approach consists of the following steps:

1. Start with three-dimensional equations of elasticity in displacements.

2. Take Fourier integral transform in x-direction for all the displacement compone its and
applied loads.

3. Derive the three differential equations for the transformed displacement components
from step 1, which will be in two dimensions (y, z).

4. Construct a variational formulation for solution of differential equations ii. the two

dimensions.

5. Minimize the integral using two-dimensional FE approach.

6. Perform numrical integration of the Fourier integrals.

Theoretical Equations

The equilibrium equations are:

1(3)

+ + gvý55
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Figure 4-3. Coordinate System for Multilayer Pavement Structure
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UVW : displacement components along x, y ind z
Ap. : Lames constants

e = hydrostatic strain
V2 = Laplace operator

a)2fý2 + 2ay27+ a2IaZ2

Following Tranter (16], the Fourier integral t-ansforms are defined by,

00

U f u sin 4x
2%0

00

V= v• co 4O x dý
-27c (4)

- d

00W--o-= w cos 4x dt

Here, u, v, w are transformed displacements which are functions of y, z (cross-sectional

coordinates) and the transform variable •.

Noting that.

___2U t U 2n /+ + sintxd4

The differential equations for transformed displacements are

+• A)(_-k2 + t,. + 4,1 + A(. 42U+ U. +0 =o
+ g)4,+ VH + 'V ) + 4I- .2Vvo+vm+00](5

The variational formulation for the foregoing differential equations can be shown to be
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°JJ{. (v' + + 4u) +4g U2+v2+W*2]

(6)

- Jq(t, y) w(y, zo) dY

Here, q is the intensity of load on the pavement surface.

According to the calculus of variations, minimization of 0 with respect to uv,w which

satisfy the geometry boundary conditions gives the solutions of the transformed displacements. To

prove this, one can apply Euler's equations, or take the variation with respect to virtual

displacements (see Sokolnikoff [17]). The details of proof will be omitted in this paper.

The application of Fourier integral to the solution of half space problems has been done by

a number of authors in clessical mechanics. In fact, double and triple integral transforms have

been used successfully by Fryba [18], and inversions of the transforms have been performed

numerically, when it is difficult to obtain solutions in closed forms (16].

To facilitate solutions for any layered pavement structure, we divide the cross section into a

number of "two-dimensional" FE and construct the stiffness mat'ix using expression (6). The

two-dimensional stiffness matrix can be assembled and solved using standard proc-dures for each

assumed value of the "harmonic," 4.

For the rectangular element shown in Figure 4-4, the shape functions are

VI = (I - y/b)(1 - z/c)

W2 = (y/b)(1 -4(c)
3 = (y/b)(z/c) (10)

W44 = (I - y/b)(z/c)
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The stiffness matrix can be derived explicitly in terms of the element size b, c and element
material properties X and p. A computer program is being developed with routines for data input

(nodal coordinates and material properties), assembly, boundary condition application, solver and
processing output data. The boundaries in the soil are terminated at sufficiently large depth and

width, which are determined from a previous work [151. Displacements normal to these
boundaries are constrained as in Figure 4-5.

4.2.2 Numerical Results

Numerical results are obtained for a few benchmark problems to prove the validity of the
proposed method. The problems studied are Westergaard pavement on elastic springs, and slab on

half space. Figure 4-6 shows the Westergaard problem. Figure 4-7 gives the FE idealization used

for the numerical work, Figure 4-8 shows the results for displacements, which are in reasonable
agreement with the published values. In this problem, 4 is varied at 0.01 intervals for about the

first 100 values.

In the second problem, the concrete slab (E = 4 x 106 psi, A) = 0.15) of size 15 ft x 8 in. is
resting on the half space of soft soil (E = 76 82 psi, '3 = 0.45). A symmetric interior load of 30

Kips is applied over an area of 12 x 12 in. The FE model for a symmetric half of the cross section
is shown in Figure 4-9. The maximum deflection is found to be about 0.03 in., which is in
reasonable agreement with the published value. The deflection variation of the slab top surface in

the transverse direction is shown in Figure 4-10. The vertical stress distribution is shown in

Figure 4-11. These results are in reasonable agreement with published results.

The method can be applied for simultaneous inclusion of multiple wheel loads.
Figure 4-12 shows the deflection results for a four-tire loading configuration.

4.2.3 Advantages and Comparison with Other Methods

The Fourier integral transform together with the two-dimensional FE offers certain
advantages in the solution for global response of the multilayered pavement response. When
applied in conjunction with the local analysis using the three-dimensional solid-brick element, the

method has the potential to handle material nonlinearities and structural discontinuities as well.

However, this has not been demonstrated as yet in the work reported here.

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 present a comparative summary of the characteristics of the present

method, the BISAR code and the conventional FE.
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Table 4-1. BISAR versus Present Method

BISAR Present Method

" Circular loading 0 Rectangular loadingfmultiple loads

"• Two-dimensional axisymmetric theory • Three-dimensional theory

"" Plane strain solution not represented 0 Plane strain solution Included

- Not ideal for finite width pavements * Well suited for finite size pavements

Table 4-2. Three-Dimensional Conventional versus Present Method

Conventional FE Method Present Method

- Large DOF, labor Intensive * Easy mesh generation

- Finite boundaries at x - ±1 • No finite boundary In the x-
direction. Asympto'tic estimate for
large x can be made

• No explicit plane strain solution - Explict plane strain solution
I ncluded
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